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PRJSFACp TO THE SECOND EDITION

A NEW edition of this handbook being required, I

have endeavoured to bring the information contained

in it up to date. The principal alteration made in it

is in regard to the numeration of the MSS The new

system proposed by von Soden is described, and

likewise the modification of the notation hitherto in

use which Gregory, after consultation with a large

number of Biblical scholars, has elaborated
;
and the

latter has been adopted in this edition. A new

section is also devoted to von Soden^s theory of the

textual history of the New Testament. In other

respects, though there are many alterations in detail,

the book remains substantially as before; but the

opportunity has been taken to ^sue it at a lower

price, which, it is hppecf, may make it more accessible

to the students to w^om it is most likely to be useful.

I have to thank many friends for suggestions and

corrections, notably Prof. C. R. Gregory and Prof. J.

Hope Moulton. *

F. G. K.

August 191Z





1?REFACE TO THE.FIRST EDITION

The object this volume is to provided serviceable

handbook to the textual criticism of the New Testament

for the use of students who are comparatively new to

the subject. It lays no claim to rival the standard

works of Gregory and Scrivener as a storehouse of

statistics and bibliographical information, though in

certain details it has been possible to supplement them

and bring them up to date; on the other hand, the

discussion of textual theories is somewhat fuller than

the plans of those works admitted of. It seemed

advisable to indicate to the student the present state

of the principal controversies with regard to textual

theory
;
and I have tjied to represent all the more

important views fuljy and fairly, whether I agree with

them 'or not. • %

The lists of ^authorities prefixed to the 'several

chapters are not intended to be exhaustive, but to

indicate either those works which I 'have chiefly con-

sulted, or those which will be most useful to the

student (especially the English student), who wishes

to push his inquiries further. Such a woric as this is

in great measure dependent on the labours of others,
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to whom my indebtedness is, I hope, fully acknow-

ledged throughout I have •also to tliknk 'Cavaliere

F. Carta, Chief Librarian of thti National Library a*t

Turin, for his* courtesy in enabling me tp obtain a

photograph of a page of the Cod^k t Bobiensis

;

Mr. W. E. Crum for much information with regard

to the Coptic Versions ; and especially Mr. *C. H.

Turner, Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, and ttie

Rev. ][;I. E. Salter, vicar of Shirb^rn, for their kindness

in reading* the proofs and making piany valuable

suggestions and corrections.

F. G. K.

October 21^ 1901.
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CHAPTER I

3

THE FUNCTION, OF TEXTUAL CRITICISM
*

'

The province of Textual Criticism is the ascertainment

of the true form of a literary work, as originally

composed and written down by its author. The
science owes its existence to the conditions under

which, until comparatively modern days, literary works

have been preserved. If the author's autograph of

every book were still in existence, ^here could be no

dispute as % what he had written
;
or if printing had

been practised from the earliest days of literary com-

position, we could be sure that every book had been

handed down to us in practically unaltered form. For

authors of the last four centuries, with few exceptions,

we are in the happy condition of being certain that we
possess their works, to Sill intents and purposes, pre-

cisely as they wrote* uhem. In several instances the

author’s autograph is still extant
;

ih the rest vve have

early printed editions, issued under the author’s eye.

But when once we go back into the ages before the

invention of printing, the conditiohs are wholly

different. Oftly in the rarest possible cases (the

great English chronicler of the thirteenth century,

Matthew Paris, is* perhaps an example) do ^^e possess

the author’s ovm copy of his work
;

in all other

instance^,we have only copies made by hand at varyii^g

B
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distances of time, after the composition of the hook in

question. It is to this copying by^hantl that the

problems of textual criticism are due. Unfortunately

for our knowdedge of ancient literature, the frailty of

the human hand •and eye and min3 ^is mch that no

copy, except of short passages, can be.ttusted to be

wholly accurate
;

and since different copyists will

make different mistakes, it results that*no two copies

of an ancient book are*quite the same. This would be

immaterial, so long as the original autograph was in

existence^ but when once that has disappeared, the

student who would know exactly what an author

wrote has to discover it by an examination of later

copies, of which*the only fact certain a priori is that all

will be different and all will be incorrect.

The function of textual criticism, then, is to recover

the true form of an author's text from the various

divergent copies that may be in existence. The
problems presented to it are of all kinds of complexity.

If evidence is forthcoming from a period shortly after

the writer’s date, there will have been little time for the

text to have been corrupted, and comm^.^ sense should

be able to defect most of the errors that have crept in.

If the interval between the composition of the work

and the earliest extant spcciijiens be longer, much will

depend on the amount of e^dence available
;

for

among many copies there is more chance that the

truth* will have survived in some, especially if the

extent copies have no common ancestor much later

than the autlwr’s autograph. I'hc line of textual

tradition for any given literary work i^ like a genea-

logical tree, starting from a single i>oint and sp easing

out as it descends to the living members of the family.

If the distance of time be great, but the extant copies

many, then the textual problerw wilt be one of con-
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sidejable difficulty, and requiring
^
nice taste and

discern mei^t, but it will be hopeful, because the 'materials

are plentiful
;

whereas if the extant copies be few,

there is a fi^reat likelih&od that the trut|;^ will, in some

places, have beAi wholly lost, and is only to be

recovered 'guessing'—a process precarious in the

extreme, and seldom allowing any one but the guesser

to feel confidehce in the truth of its results.
• *

•Now the textual criticism f>f th^ New Testament,

as it is the most important branch of the science, so

also is it the most •complicated. It is , the *most

important branch, because it has to H '> with a book,

the importance of which is quite incommensurable

with thai of any other book in tht; history of the

world ; and it is the most complicated, because the

extant materials are incomparably more plentiful in

number, and more varied in kind, than in any other

instance. The difference in this respect between it

and any other ancient book can be made plain by a

few examples. The plays of Aeschylus are preserved

in perhap‘=’ fifty ^ manuscripts, none* of which is com-

plete. Sophocles is represented by about a hundred

manuscripts, of which only seven have aqy appreciable

independent value. The Greek Anthology has survived

in one solitary copy. Ji'he same is the case with a

considerable part of. Tacitus' Annals. Of the poems

of Catullus there anc only three independent manu-
scripts, all of which were derived from an archetype

which was itself written no earlier than the beginning

of the fourteenth century. Some gf the classical

authors, such jis Euripides, Cicero, Ovid, and especially

.Virgil, are, no doubt, in a far more favourable position

* Forty appears to l*)e the imml>er of those that have l>een colIatiMl ; but

there are probably several that hxive nt)t l>eeti collated. VeryffeWs however,

t-ontain more than the |^trce plays whiih wen* habitually n^ad by the Byzantine

public. •
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than those who hJ|ye just been named? In their cases

the extant copies of their wo^ks, or, of p<Srtions of them,

may be numbered by hundreds. Yet evep these do

not approach ^he number of witnesses for the text

of the New Testaftient. The number ^c>f tnanuscripts

of it, or of parts of it; in the original Greek, is over

four thousand
;
and to these have to be added a

yet greater number of witnesses of a kind to which

the classical authors dffer no parallel. It is seldom

that ^ncient translations of the classical authors into

other languages exist, and still more seldom that they

are of any value for textual purposes
;
but in the case

of the New Testament translations are both numerous

and important it is estimated that there are at least

eight thousand copies extant of the Latin Vulgate

translation alone
;
and a thousand would be a moderate

estimate for the extant manuscripts of the other early

versions, in Syriac, Coptic, Armenian, Ethiopic, Gothic,

and the rest It is therefore probably within the mark
to say that there are now in existence twelve thousand

manuscript copies * of the New Testament, of which

no two are precisely alike.

The contrast in this respect between the New
Testament and classical authors may be regarded from

two points of view. On the ene hand, this enormous
mass of witnesses gives good ^'found for supposing

that the true text cannot be wholfy lost
; on the other

hand, £he task of selecting the true ^ext out of all these

many and multifarious authorities is one of extreme
difficulty. Merdy to examine and record the available

evidence is an enormous labour ; to estimate its value,

to distinguish between manuscript and manuscript, and
between version and versiop, h the hardest problem

that has ever been set to textual criticisifn.

In another respect, however, ^besides nuniber, the
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manuscripts of •the New TestamenI differ from those

of the classic&l authors,.and this time the difference

16 clean gain. In nq other case is the interval of

time between thf composition of the bodk and the date

of the ear^e^*extant manuscripts so short as in that

of the New Testament Tne books of the New Testa-

ment were bitten in the latter part of the first

century ;
the earliest extant manuscripts (trifling scraps

excepted) are of the fourth Century—say, from 25c
to 300 years later , This may sound a consicjerable

interval, but it^is nothing to that which parts most of

the great classical authors from their earliest manu-
scripts. Wc believe that we have in all essentials an

accurate text of the seven extant plays of Sophocles
;

yet the earliest substantial manuscript upon which it

is based was written more than 1400 years after the

poet’s death. Aeschylus, Aristophanes, and Thucy-

dides are in the same state ; while with Euripides the

interval is increased to 1600 years. For Plato it may
be put at 1300 years, for Demosthenes as low as 1200.

The great Latin authors are so*mewhat better off.

Horace is represented by several manuscripts written

within 900 years of his death, Ther^ is an excellent

copy of Terence after an interval of about 700 years,

and portions of Livy 6nly about 500 years after his

date. For LucreCus, however, we have an interval

of nearly 1 000 years, for Catullus tibout 1 600. Only
Virgil approaches .the New Testament in earlfness of

attestation. He died eight years before the Christian

era ; and there is at least one nearly complete manu-
script which Is attributed to the fourth century, besides

several small fragments, and two more of the fifth

century. Yet even so*his. text is not in favourable

a position as that of the New Testament by nearly

100 years.
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' The task of teitual criticism, then, in relation to 'the

New Testament, is to try t<^ extract tfie actual words

written by the apostles and evangelists from the great

mass of divergent manuscripts in w^hich their works

have been preserved. It is a task at once ^opeful and

hopeless. Hopeful, because in so great a crowd of

manuscripts, reaching back to so early a. date as many
of them do, the truth must, it would seem, somewhere

^ i *

be on record
;
hopeless, because the discernment of it

requires a superhuman degree of knowledge and judg-

ment, and because means do not exist fof demonstrating

it conclusively. The actual extent to which the text

of the New Testament is open to doubt cannot be

precisely stated, *but the estimate of Dr. Hort, whose

lifetime was devoted to this subject, is commonly
accepted as an approximate guide. He says^: “The
proportion of words virtually accepted on all hands as

raised above doubt is very great, not less, on a rough

computation, than seven-eighths of the whole. The
remaining eighth, therefore, formed in great part by
changes of order ‘^and other comparative trivialities^

constitutes the whole area of criticism, if the principled

followed in this edition are sound, this area may be

very greatly reduced. Recognising to the full the duty of

abstinence from peremptory decision in cases where the

evidence leaves the judgment in ^Sfispense between two
or more readings, we find that, setting aside differences

of orthography, the words in our ppinion still subject

to doubt only make up about one-sixtieth of the

whole New Testament. In this second estimate *the

proportion of comparatively trivial variations is beyond
measure larger than in the former

; so that the amount
of what cap in any sense be^ caHed substantial variation

is but a small fraction of the whole res^uary variation,.

^ Introduction to the New Testament in the Original Greek, (1882V
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and can hardly jform more than a tjfousandth part of
the entire textM Itjs further to be remembered that,

although. s(^me doubt attaches to the record of certain

incidents and sayings of great interest an^J value, yet no
doctrine of €hrisfianity rests solely upon a disputed text.

The ChristiSni student can approach the subject without

misgiving, and may follow whithersoever honest inquiry

seqms to lead him, without thought of doctrinal con-

secluences. His researches should unquestionably be

conducted in a reverent spirit, but he may avail himself,

without hesitation or mistrust, of all the rfsourdes of

secular science/

The methods of textual criticism may be broadly

described as two in number—the coniparison of docu-

mentary evidence, and conjecture. The two methods

are mutually complementary. Where documentary

evidence is plentiful, conjecture will be scarce
;
but

where the former is wanting, the latter will have to try

to take its place to the best of its ability. In the case

of the New Testament the documentary evidence is so

full that conjecture is almost excluded, and it is with

the principles of the interpretation of documentary

evidence that we are most concerned here. Some
statement of these is necessary, as an introduction to a

summary of the evidenej^ itself.

The task of the textual critic is, in brief, to counter-

act the errors of the copyist ; an^ these errors are

many,—some capable of being classified under. heads,

while some resist classification. In the first place the

critic has to correct simple slips of .the pen, obvious

blunders whiph have no meaning, and which occasion

no more difficulty than similar mistakes in the letters

of a contemporary correspondent. If the scribe of the

Codex Sinaiticus writes for irotrjaa^ or etc rov

/caXovpra^ for €k tow, xaXowwro^, there is no difficulty in
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either seeing or c(^rrecting the error. .A somewhat .less

elementary form of blunder arises when the scribe, in

place of the word which he should write, writes one

which resembles it either in sound or in appearance.

Thus in Sophocles* Ajax 6 i some hianuccripts have

<j}6vov, others irovov, and the context is suftf as to make
the decision between them not absolutely certain

;
but

whichever is wrong, the error was no doubt due to ^he

similarity of sound. 0« the other hand in Bacchylides

V. 23 the scribe of the only extant manuscript has

writtdh for an err6r of eye, not of ear

;

and here the metre and the sense alike*make the error

obvious and easy to correct. Another common form

of error is due to the fact that in ancient manuscripts

accents and breathings v/ere rare, and separation of

words almost unknown
;
* which led to trouble when

the time came for these aids to intelligence to be intro-

duced. Thus in Sophocles* Ajax 1056 the earliest

MSS. had, at the end of the line, the letters EAOIAOPI.

Now and t are constantly interchanged in manu-
scripts, and hence EAOIAOPEI was probably written as

often as EAOIAOPI. The result is thatj^io the margin

of the best extant MS. of Sophocles, the reading

iKoihopu is given, in place of the correct IXot hopL

Another form of error, very^ common in all manu-
scripts, is that of omission. Thisimay be due to mere
unaccountable accident, and then the lost word or

words jcan only be recovered either by comparison

with other manuscripts or by sheer jessing. Oftener,

however, it arises from the similarity of adjoining words,

which led the scribe*s eye to slip from one* to the other,

and so omit the intervening words. For instance, in

' Early voUum MSS., from the fourth to*thc ninth* centuries, are almost
wholly without Aircents, breatlnugs. and divisions. Papyrus MSS., which are,

still earlier, not infrequently have occasional accants, aSd. in rare instances,

the separation of words is indicated by a dot in c&ses of doubt.
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John xvii« 1 5 the correct text runs lux ipmrA Zva

ex rov^KOCTfWv ttXJu* Xva rrfp'qiTrf^ avrov^ 4k tqv

7rftht)povyth\ft the scrib^ of the Codex Vaticanus let bis

eye slip from the first ex roO to the second, and so

gives the ^ss^e as ovk ipmTM Zva *ap^ avroif^ 4k toO

wovripov. ‘Similarly in John iii. 20, 21, where the true

text runs '

7ra9 7^/3 0 <f>avKa irpdaamv pua^i to <^9 xal

oux l/3;^eTai^:;7rpo9 to <f>w tva pi) 4pya airrov,

6 Be woi&v aXi]0€Mv ^pxe'tm to </)A9 ipa <l>avep<»0§
rd 4pya avrov on ip 0€^ icrriM €lpya<rpipa, the scrjbe of

the Codex Sinaiticus has made two mistakes from this

same cause (technically known as nomoioteleuton),

omitting Kai ovk epxerai vrpb^ to <f>&^
and 0 Bb •irot&p

. . . avroVf the former owing to the double occurrence

of TO ^619, the latter owing to the double occurrence of

rd epya avrov. Often the omissions are smaller than

these, and cause less trouble, as when a scribe writes

KATHX for KATATHN (Kard Ti)v) or iirep^^e for 4ir4-

rrep'^e. But in one form or another the error is a very

common one, and has to be borne in mind constantly

in the criticism of manuscripts.

Various other classes of error exist and may be

briefly mentioned. One that is frequently invoked in

the criticism of classical authors is the intrusion into the

text of words which weie originally explanatory notes

written in the margin:^ Sometimes the paraphrase has

extruded the original phrase, somettmes the true and

the false remain sidj by side. This, however, is a form

of corruption which occurs less often in the Biblical

writings than in profane authors, and even in the latter

the instances where it is proved to have taken place

are much fewer than those in which it is assumed by

some critics. Then there^ is the class of ^deliberate

alterations, such^as are known to have been made in

the texts of the Grefek dramatists by the actors, and
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such as are sus^cted to have been made by -the

scholars of Alexandria in tho texts of ttfe Attic authors

generally, in deference to certain supposed laws of styJe

and euphony.* In regard to the OJd Testament we
know that the tex^ of the Septuagint fv^s* extensively

altered by Origen in order to bring it into closer con-

formity with the Hebrew text current in his day ;
in

the case of the New Testament there is good reason, to

suppose that many of fee divergences which now exist

were.due to deliberate editing, jntended, no doubt, to

secure the^best possible text according to the materials

available for the scribe or his director, but often result-

ing in departures from the true and original reading.

In the case of religious books there is also always the

danger of deliberate alteration for doctrinal reasons,

and we know that various heretical sects had their own
recensions of certain books of the Bible

;
but this

danger is discounted by the enormous mass and variety

of evidence in existence for the New Testament. There

is no possibility that all the sources should be tainted
;

one or other of tfiem would be sure to have escaped,

and when once the alternatives are pifeented to the

critic, there is generally little difficulty in detecting a

doctrinal perversion.

A special form of delibenate alteration, for which

the student of the New Testfttnent has to be on

his guard, occurs ‘in the case of the Synoptic Gospels.

When the same event is recorded by two or more
writers, there was a natural temptation to scribes to

amplify one by the insertion of details mentioned in

another, or to use the phrases of the* more familiar

version in transcribing that which was less familiar.

This is ^form of corruption which is constantly found

in the later MSS. of the Gospels
;
^d any one whp.

will take the trouble to compare the Authorised and
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Revised Versions of the English BilSle will find many
instances in wliich ^he Revisers have removed such
“ harmomstiic ” corruptions from the text. The identi-

fication of them^however, involves the vfhole question

of the orijia •of the Synoptic tradition
;

for if a

common document forms the substratum of the three

Gospels, or, as is now more usually held, the Gospel of

St- Mark and another early record were in the hands

of St. Matthew and St. Luke,* it may be questioned

whether the verbal vacations which now appear ip the

narratives are due to modifications of thS common
original by the evangelists themselves, or to the

errors of early scribes. Even, however, if the latter be

the true explanation (which is hardly probable), the

divergences certainly established themselves at a very

early date, and the removal of them in later manu-

scripts may in most, if not in all, cases be assigned

with confidence to the editorial initiative of scribes and

not to the following of primitive authorities
;
and this

class of deliberate alteration must be kept constantly

in mind by the textual critic of the Gospels.

Finally there are errors of which nothing can be

said save that they are unaccountable. Every one who
has done much writing must know that now and again

he puts down words which have no meaning in the

context in which hi'uses them, .or (if he is copying)

are wholly unlike tfie words which he should have

copied. His mind, has strayed, and he has w’ritten

down words which some obscure train of association

has put into his head. Errors such as*these are some-

times made by the copyists of manuscripts, and since

they have no traceable connexion with the true text,

they do not, as some kinc|^ of error do, pjpvide the

• means for their« own correction. The same may be

said of^errors due to the defectiveness of the manu-
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script from which the copy has beeii made. A word

may be defaced or obliterated, and the copyist must

either omit it or guess at it ; and since a copyist often

has but a ha^y idea of the sense of i^hat he is copying,

his guesses are oVten very wide of tl^c^njark. Errors

from mutilation would arise with especial ease during

the period when papyrus was the material in use for

literary purposes. The surface was more delicate than

that of vellum, and therefore more liable to small and

local injuries, which will obscur^ or wholly obliterate, a

word or h sentence.. Here again the true reading is

often irrecoverable except by guessing, and even if a

guess be right, it can rarely be proved to be right
;
and

an unverified guess can carry but little weight for

practical purposes. A good example of this has

recently come to light in the sphere of classical

literature. In a quotation from a poem by Solon,

preserved to us by the rhetorician Aristides, where the

lawgiver is depicting the miseries of his country, a

certain section of the population was described as

rovs 6* dvayKaiT]^ vtto .

Acyovras, yXukr<r«,v ovk€T* 'Attik^v

tcvras.

Here the words j(pfj<TfjLiv Xeyvrais were practically un-

intelligible, in spite of the bravest?efforts of conscientious

commentators. Various emendations were suggested,

but hone was generally accepted, as satisfactory
;

till

at last the discovery of Aristotle's 'AO^ivamv iroKirela^

where the passage is quoted, revealed the fact tha^t the

true reading is xP^^ov^} Kf>vy6vra^. The change is not

great, only seven letters being affected ; but there is

no palaepgraphical similarity between the false letters

and the true, to account for the corruption. It is.

probable, therefore, that the two words were ipjured in
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an early manuscript of Aristides’ treatise, andt that the

scribe of the coji^ from which all the extant manuscripts

of.it are delved wrote down two familiar words similar

in general appearance. It is instructive to observe that

one modern |cbdlar had, in fact, guesSed approximately

the right reading ; but the guess, wanting confirmation

and not supplying in itself any explanation of the

origin of the corruption, remained wholly without

authority or acceptance. The same has doubtless

happened in many o^ the corrupt passages of, the

classical writers, but in the New Testament tHfc number
and diversity of the witnesses render it almost certain

that, even if- such an error has vitiated one group of

manuscripts, the true reading will be preserved else-

where.

These, then, are the main forms of error with which

the textual critic has to contend
;
and to meet them he

has, as has beer said above, the two weapons of com*
parison of documents, and conjecture. He has before

him a number of manuscripts, and in the first instance

he may (or in the case of the New Testament it may
almost be said that he must) assume that the truth lies

somewhere among them. In many cases ^he choice is

obvious. Errors of spelling or grammar, when con-

fronted with the true readings, must give way at once.

Where conviction doe!i not lie quite on the surface, the

critic who bears in mmd the commoft causes of error

enumerated above cjin often see how the divergence

has atisen, and which of the conflicting readings is

original. In some cases he will see thathomoioteleuton

will account fbr an omission ;
in others, that the

intrusion of a marginal comment accounts for an

addition
; in others, that Iwc^ or three letters h^ve been

mistaken by the acribe for oAers which resemble them.

Sometin^fs he may suspect deliberate alteration, whether
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with the object of bringing out a doctrine more clearly,

or to improve the literary fprm of the^ passage, or to

reconcile two divergent reading\s which the^ scribe had

before him. Jiy these methods considerable progress

may be made in weeding out errors, agd ^t the same
time the critic will be accumulating materials for the

second stage of his work, namely, the discernment of

the comparative merits of his various authorities. He
will learn which manuscripts are most often right, which

are closely akin to one another, which groups arc

nearest in^the line of descent to the original autograph.

Hence he will have some clue to guide him when the

choice between divergent readings is not evident at first

sight. In such cases it is clearly safest to follow, as

a rule, the authority which has shown itself to be most

trustworthy. The more the parentage of the several

manuscripts can be traced, the more they can be

classified into groups, and the history and origin of the

groups made clear, the better is the chance of arriving

at a sound text of the author under examination.

Examples of the use of such methods will be found in

the succeeding pages of this handbook
;
"fbr the present

it must be sufficient to describe them merely in outline.

One proposition is so often stated as a leading prin-

ciple in textual criticism as to ^deserve a brief separate

mention. It is that which is forAfulated by Bengel in

the words, ProoUvi scriptioni prat^tat nrdna, or, ‘as it is

sometimes expressed, Difficilior lectio potior
;
the harder

reading is to be preferred to the easier. Stated so

absolutely, this proposition is misleading. Many forms

of mistake produce a reading harder than the true one.

Thus ^pr^oTfiop Xeyopraf;, in the instance quoted abqve,

is manifestly a more difficult reading than

<f>vy6vrd^t but it is none the less wrong. Similarly,^

errors due to homoioteleuton often produce nonsense,
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as in the case quoted on p. 9 from the Codex Vaticanus,

In fact, it ma3f be said generally that in tlie case of

acfidental errors the prmciple is not sound
;
but in the

case of errors due to deliberate aUeration.it is generally

true. A sit-ibe^ or coinmentr»tor fails to understand

a passage, aq^ puts in seme word which he thinks

makes it easier ;
an odd word is replaced by a

commoner one
;

a marginal paraphrase extrudes the

phrase which it was intended to explain
;
an expression

which may give offence is omitted or toned down. In

all such cases the more difficult reading is IHccIy to be

the true one. A hard reading will not be deliberately

inserted instead of an easy one
;
but the reverse may,

and not infrequently does, take place. The difficulty, of

course, is to determine whether a discrepancy between

two or more manuscripts is due to accidental or

deliberaLc alteration
;
and where this cannot be dis-

cerned with certainty, Bengel’s canon must be applied

with great caution.

Of o’ider application and less qualified truth is

another canon, in which this of BcfUgcl’s is included,

namely, that of two or more alternative readings, that

one is most likely to be right whicU most easily

accounts for the origin of the others. The “difficilior

lectio’' is preferable ju.^ because a hard reading is

likely to be altered^into an easy one, not an easy

reading into a hard* one. So too« a scribe, writing

without any clear comprehension of the sense (5f the

text which he is copying, not infrequently substitutes

a familiar phrase for a strange one, even though in

reality it reduces the passage to nonsense. Even where

both alternatives make sense, one can easily be seen

to have suggested the other, while the reverse process

is impossible or improbable* Thus in another -part of

the poem of Solon mentioned above, the MS. of the
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^ABfjvalmv iroXtreia^ in which it is Quoted, has 7rp\v

avrapd^ai irvap i^eTKev ydXa, while^ the MSS. of

Plutarch,^ who also quotes it, chave Trplv « rapd^a^

nriap i^eXfj yd\a. Here it is easy t^ understand how
the scribe of soihe ancestor of the cEli|l:arch MSS.
(copying, of course, from a MS. in which the words

were not separated) took av to be the familiar particle

&p^ not the syncopated form of the preposition dvd in

composition, and so altered i^eZkev into i^eXr) because

wplv flv requires a subjunctive ; but it is highly im-

probable that any one, with a correct reading tt^iv hv

rapd^a^ . . . i^iXji before him, would be dissatisfied

with it and alter it to irplv dvrapd^a^ . . . i^etXev.

On the other hand, considerations of sense make the

jrtap of the Plutarch MSS. preferable to the uvap
of the Aristotle MS.

It remains to ask what place is left for the second

weapon of textual critic sm, conjecture
;

and it has

been usual to answer that in the criticism of the New
Testament it has no place at all. Where manuscript

evidence is scanty, as it is for many of the classical

authors, it happens at times that a passa|fe is obviously

and certainly^ corrupt in all the extant r jpies
;

and
then the defect must be healed by conjecture, if it is to

be healed at all. But where the evidence is so plentiful

and varied as it is for the New Tfistament, the chances

that the true reading should have been lost by all are

plainly very much smaller. Whether, however, con-

jecture is to be absolutely excluded depends in a large

measure on thfe view which the critic takes of the

character of the existing manuscript evidfence. As will

be shown in a later chapter, one school of crkics

regards Ihe large majority of extant manuscripts as

representing a relatively late recension of the sacred-

text, and therefore considers its evidence as,of little
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value. The number of authorities which remain is

thus comparatitely small, jmd they differ considerably

among tbei^selves ; and hence critics of this school are

prepared to admit that, here and thereii the original

readings *m2^ have been wholly lost* Thus in Col. ii.

1 8 Westcotf §nd Hort (in substantial agreement with ’

Lightfoo^ are inclined to believe that the apostle wrote,

not AEOPAKENEMBATEYfiN (& iipafcev

but .AEPAKENEMBATEYfiN (aipa tcepefLdaTevtop)^ the

mistake being palaeo^raphically very easy, and^ the

improvement in sense through the conjecture con-

siderable.^ It is universally agreed, however, that the

sphere of conjecture in the case of the New Testament

is infinitesimal
;
and it may further be added that for

practical purposes it must be treated as non-existent.

No authority could be attached to words which rested

only upon conjecture ;
and a critic who should devote

himself to editing the Scriptures on conjectural lines

would be merely wasting his time. Where nothing

but questions of literary style are involved, we may be

willing to accept a ^reading upon conjecture, if no
better evidence is to be had ; but where it is a

question of the Word of Life, some surer«foundation is

required.

Putting conjecture a^de, therefore, the function of

the textual critic isj^ first, to collect documentary
evidence, and, secondly, to examine it and estimate its

value. The object of the present volume is to ^how
what has been done in both these directions. In

Chapters IL—VI. an account will be* given of the

available textual material—^the copies of the New
Testament in the original Greek, the ancient translations

of it into other languages, and the quotation^ from it

^ For other .examples of conjectural emendations proposed in '^hc N.T.
‘text, see Nestle. Intro^io the Textual Criticism of the N. T*. , Eng, Tr. pp,
167.170.

^
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which are found in the early writers "of the Christian

Church. The materials heaving been •thus passed in

review, an attempt will be ma4e in Chapt^s ^II, aqd
Vllf. to summarise what has hitherto^ been done in the

way of using these materials, to disci^s^ fl^e principal

theories now current with regard to the Qany history of

the New Testament text, and to estimate the general

position of the textual problem at the present day. It

is all well-trodden ground, and each newcomer is

infinitely indebted to the labours of his predecessors
;

but it is* ground which each generation must tread

afresh for itself, if it is to keep its interest alive in a

subject of such importance, and if it is to add ever so

little to the knowledge which past generations have
handed down to it. It is but a humble part that

textual criticism has to play. It is but the temple*
sweeper in the courts of the Lord

;
but honest labour,

even in that humble field, is not lost.



CHAPTER II

THE AUTOGRAPHS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT

[AuthoritiM : Sir E. Maunde^Thompson, Hatulbook of Gref^k Latin

Palaaograpky (London, 1893 ; a larger work is in <he press)
;
Kenyon,

I^aiaeography of Greek Papyri (Oxford, ^899), and a^ls. on “ Papyri
”

and ‘‘Writing” in Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible (1902, 1904);

Gardtharjrfcn, Das Buchwesen im Alterium (Leipzig, 1911).]

The manuscript history of the New Testament covers

a space of fourteen hundred years, from the original

composition of the several books in the latter part of

the first century to the invention of printing in the

latter part of the fifteenth. It falls into three periods,

distinguished by weil-marked differences in the style of

the writing employed. The first, from the middle of

the first century to the beginning of the fourth, may
be called the Papyrus period, during which copies of

the Scriptures (as of all other books) were normally

written upon papyrus,^and in the style of writing suit-

able to that material. The second,, from the fourth
• f

century to the ninth, is the Uncial period, when the

material was vellum and the writing in large characters,

each iormed separately
;
while the third, from the ninth

century to the fifteenth, is the Minuscule or Cursive

period, in which the material is sometimes vellum and

sometimes (from the fourteenth century onwards ’)

* Pa^ was made and used in Eufopc in the thirteenth, Pnd even in

the twelfth, century; but it only comes into anything like coihmon use
in the fourteenth ccntuiy, and never entirely superseded vellum b^ore the

invention o( printing.

19
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paper, and the writing is in small "characters, often

linked together into a running h^nd. • Each of these

periods will have to be described in detail ^n rthis and
the following chapters.

^

From the papj^^rus period, covering first three

centuries of the history of Christianity,, no complete

copy of any book of the Bible in Greek is extant. Of
all the copies which must have been written during

that period, only a handful of fragments, mostly the

small^est of scraps, is at present known to exist, and

the majority of these belong to the Old Testament,

not to the New. There are some portions of Genesis

(xiv. 21-23, XV. 5-9, xix. 32-xx. II, xxiv. 28-47,

xxvii. 32, 33, 40, 41) among the Oxyrhynchus papyri

(now at Oxford)
;
a fragment of a Psalter (xii. 7—xv. 4)

in the British Museum
;

another, more doubtfully

dated, at Leipzig (cxviii. 17-63); a few verses of

Isaiah (xxxviii. 3-5, 13-16) at Vienna; a fragment

of Ezekiel (v. 1 2—vi, 3) in the Bodleian Library
;
and,

of the New Testament, small portions of St. Matthew
(i. 1-9, 12, 14-20), St. John (i. 23-31, 33-41, xx.

1 1-
1 7, 19-25) and Hebrews (ii. 14-v. jV'X. S-xj. 13,

xi. 2 8~xii. 17) among the papyri from Oxyrhynchus
(now allotted respectively to Philadelphia, Oxford, and

the British Museum). The earliest of these is probably

the Genesis fragment, which may even be as early as

the second century; the latest (and also much the

largest and most valuable) the Hejprews papyrus, which

may be as late as the fourth. To the fourth century

also belongs an important papyrus of the Psalms, at

Leipzig, and several small scraps.* To these may be

added, not as being manuscripts of the Bible bujt as

' There jire also some paj^ynis fragments of later dates, l>eionging to

the period after the introduction of vellum, but liefore the use of papyrus
had been entirely almndoned. For a complete lilci of these (so far os the

N.T. is concerned), see p. 41 ff.
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more or less connect||l with them, two frs^inents of

logia or swings* of our Lerd,^ discovered at Oxyrhyn-
chus, tvCo fsmall portions of canonical Gospels, also

from Oxyrhynchlis, and the still more •tiny scrap in

the Rainer|qoUection which appears to contain an

uncanonical version *of St. Peter's denial.*^ But these

fragments, interesting as they are as examples of what

the soil of Eg5rpt may yet be holding for us, are for

the most part so slight in themselves as barely to

deserve mention
;
and, if the papyrus period possessed

no importance beyond what they could rive it, it might

be passed over very lightly and briefly indeed. Its real

importance lies in the fact that it is the period to which

the autographs of the New Testament belong, and that

by indirect means we can learn something as to the

appearance of these autographs and of the conditions

under which the Christian Scriptures circulated during

the first three CMituries of their existence.

It is only within the present generation that this

knowledge has been made accessible. Before the

nineteenth century, manuscripts upon papyrus were

practically unknown, and it is only within the last

twenty years that they have been knowft in sufficient

quantities to provide a continuous record of palaeo>

graphy during the which preceded the rise of

vellum. Now, hov^ver, thanks to^ a succession of

discoveries in Egypt (the only country of which the

air and soil are dry enough to preserve the brittle

material), literary manuscripts upon papyrus can be

counted by the hundred, and non-litelary documents

by the thousatid, and we are in a position to realise

with fair accuracy the appearance of a Greek book

* Loffta CkrisH^ ed. Grenfell and Hunt (1897) ; New Sayings ofJesus
U904). •

^ See Bickell, Mittheilungen aus der Sammlung der Papyrus Etzherzog
Paimr^ i.^
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during the three centuries which lie oil each side o£ the

beginning of the Christian era.
*

A papyrus book was very unlike a velluni«»book, or

such volumes*^ as we are accustomed ^to at the present

day. The material of which it was pi|Lc|? was much
more fragile than vellum, but perhajJs , not more so

originally than paper, though by lapse of time it has

in almost all cases become so brittle as to require the

most careful handling. It was composed of the pith

of the stem of the papyrus plant, which grew plenti-

fully in ahtiquity in the Nile and its adjacent marshes.

The pith was cut longitudinally into thin strips, which

were laid side by side to form a layer, while a second

layer was composed of similar strips at right angles

to those of the first layer. The two layers were then

pressed together, probably with the assistance of a

little glue, to form a sheet, the height of which might

vary approximately from 6 to over i 5 inches, and its

width from 3 to 9 inches. Several of these sheets

were then fastened together so as to form a roll, the

length of which (in the case of Greek books) rarely, if

ever, exceeded 30 feet, while it might uc very much
less. On on^ side of the roll, as will be seen from the

above description, the fibres of papyrus lay horizontally

or in the direction of the length of the roll, while on

the other they lay perpendicularly or in the direction

of its height
;
an^ it was the former (technically known

as the recto) that was primarily intended to receive the

writing. The back (or verso) would normally be left

blank, though* an author whose matter outran his

available stock of papyrus might occasionally be

reduced to writing upon it,^ or some one who desired
•

' Thus tfic description of the iKwk seen by Ezekiel in his vision (Ezek.

ii. 10), ‘“written within and without, and the^e was written therein

lamentations, and mourning, and woe,’* implies a great superabundance of

matter (cf. Rev. v. i), ^ <
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a copy of a liteftiry work for his own private use might
sometimes insA-ibe it oi\ the back of a roll which

already ‘ha^ other writipg on its

The writing ^on a papyrus roll was arranged in

columns, Yiridth of which vaiVes considerably in

different manjjscripts. In the case of poetry it would

naturally be determined by the length of the lines, and

a hexameter verse, written in good-sized characters,

occupies from 5 to 6 inches, or even exceptionally as

much as 8 inches. In prose works the columns are

almost always much narrower, generally -measuring

from 2 to 3 inches, though there are examples of

columns as narrow as inches, and as wide as 3^
inches, fhe only prose manuscripts at present known
in which the columns are wider than this are a few

which are not written in a formal literary hand, but in

the running hands of everyday life, and evidently were

intended solelv for private use. The columns not

infrequently lean a little to the right. Corrections arc

written between the lines, or, if too long for this

method, in the margins at the top and bottom of the

columns. Only very sumptuously written MSS. have

sufficient space between the columns to aWow corrections

or notes to be inserted there.

Greek writing upon papyrus falls into two main

classes : the literaryniand, for use in the transcription of

books,’ and the non^iterary hand, l?>r use in business

documents and private letters. In the former, ligatures

between the letters are rare, the characters being for

the^ most part formed separately. They are smaller

and less formal than the writing of the best vellum

} The imique MSS. of Aristotle’s roXxTcia and the Funeral

Oration of Hyperides are so, written. The use of such volumes is

mentioned as a sign of poverty Vy Lucian {Vit, and, c. 9), where
Diogenes promises ^ disciple, ^ i^pa di <roi 04ptuav frrat- xat

/Sc/SX/bt. Co^es so written may have been articles of

commercf in a small way, but hardly as part of the regular book>trade.
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Uncials, but are carefully and gracefully written. Dated

or approximately datable examples of tbe literary hand

are not common, but the general sequence of develop-

ment can be ^ made out, from the s^nall and angular

hands of the Ptolemaic period to the l?*r^er, squarer,

and more rounded forms which characterise the period

of Roman rule in Egypt. Side by side with this goes

the non-literary hand of everyday life, the stages of

which can be fully traced by the aid of large numbers

of dated documents from the beginning of the third

century Bf^C. onwards. From the first (that is, as far

back as our knowledge at present extends) it is written

with the utmost freedom, showing that even persons of

quite moderate stations in life were fully able to write

a running hand with ease. For the purposes of textual^?

criticism the non-literary hand only requires notice

owing to the fact that literary works were sometimes

copied in it by private individuals for their own use, and
that copies of this kind may have entered into the

textual tradition of the New Testament during the

early days of Christianity. The distinr^ion between

the literary and non-literary hands of any given period

is, roughly speaking, the same as that between print

and writing nowadays—the one carefully formed, with

separate letters of fair size, th^ other cursive and

irregular, sometimes large and coaVse, sometimes small

and ill-formed, sometimes neat and flowing
;
But the

distinction, though obvious enough between average

specimens of each type, is partially obscured by
approximations nn each to the style of the other,#the

literary hand admitting of ligatures between the letters

to some extent, while non-literary documents sometimes

approach the care and formalit^p^ of the literary type.

Aids* to the reader, such as accentst breathings, and- •

punctuation, are not so wholly wanting in papyri as
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they are in the vellum manuscripts of the uncial period.

It is true that non-literary documents are almost entirely

without* them, and that they are nowhere supplied so

fully as they are in a modem printed terft
;
but several

literary pajf'si are partially equipped with accents, and
have a rudimentary system of punctuation. So far as

can be gathered from the extant specimens (and it

must be remembered that these generally come from

the personal possessions of private individuals in country

towns and villages, npt from the great libraries, of a

capital), the more carefully a manuscript is written, the

more fully is it supplied with these aids to the under-

standing. The words are not separated in any case,

but accents are placed upon the longer and more

deceptive words, as to which mistakes were most likely

to be made, and the more important pauses are marked

either by small blank spaces in the text, or by a dot

above or in the line of writing, or by a short line

{paragraphus) drawn below the beginning of the line in

which the pause occurs, or by some combination of

these devices. Capital letters, which are occasionally

used in business documents to mark the beginning of a

clause, do not occur in literary papyri
;
*nor are lines

left unfinished at the fends of paragraphs.!

This description ^nay serve to give some idea of

the appearance and cTiaracter of the qriginal autographs

of the* New Testament That they were written on

papyrus hardly admits of doubt It is true that skins

had been used for the reception of writing in Palestine

%
’ Fuller details an to pap)rrus manuscripts, with facsimiles, may be found

in Sir E. Maunde Thompson's palaeographical works (see note on Authorities

on p. 19), or in the present writer's Palaeography of Greek Papyri (1899). A
handy collection of facsimiles (both«iiterary and non-literary), at a very moderate

cost, is contained in Schubart’s GriecMsche Papyri (50 plates fipr 6 marks.

, Bonn, 19x1) ; while th§ fullest collection of non-literary hands is te be found

in the atlases accompanying vols. i.-iii. of the Catalogue of Greek Papyri in

the BritishIfuseum.
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and elsewhere at an earlier date, and fl-om the tradition

recorded in the Talmud, which refluirefl all synagogue

rolls to be so written, it is fair tp conclude thab the Old

Testament books were habitually w^ytten on skins in

the first century; 'but this proves nothinj' as to the

material commonly used for ordinary writing, and the

first point to be remembered in trying to reconstruct

the early history of the New Testament books is that

originally they would be r^arded as ordinary books,

and pot as sacred. Skins, which might be employed

for the purposes of public service in the synagogue,

would be too cumbrous for books intended for free

circulation, and especially for letters
;
vellum did not

come into general use anywhere until two or three

centuries later
;
and there is thus every reason to

suppose that papyrus, which we know from the state-

ments and allusions of contemporary writers to have

been the material universally employed in the neighbour-

ing country of Egypt, in Greece, and in Rome, was

also commonly used in Palestine. Even if there were

any doubt upon this point, it would only affect the

books which were written in that coumr/
;
and these

can, at most, be only the Gospel of St. Matthew and the

Epistle of St. James. For the remaining books of the

New Testament, which were written in Greece, in Asia

Minor, or in Rome, we may say •with confidence that

they were originally written on papyrus.

This being so, it has been st\pwn above that we
now have adequate material for ascertaining their

general character and appearance, by an examination

of extant manuscripts of the same date? Among the

papyri already publicly known, there are over 350
precisely dated documents ^belonging to the first

century,* and some seventy literary ^works (most of.

them, however, small fragments), which, though not
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possessing exacf dates, may be assigned to this period.

It is true that* all tjiese were written in Egypt, while

the aut<3|praphs of the New Testament were all written

outside that country; but there is not much force in

this considl^r^tjon. No doubt, if 'we had as many
extant examples of writing from each of these other

countries as we have from Egypt, it is probable that an
expert would be able to detect local types of calligraphy,

and assign manuscripts to their lespective countries

on their handwritings alone, just as he is able to do
with mediaeval Latin manuscripts. But tht instance

of these very manuscripts shows the extent to which

alone these local variations affect the general develop-

ment. It is not necessary to write a separate history

of palaeography for each nation. The local differences

may be discerned by long experience, but the general

development of writing is the same throughout. It is

generally easier to tell the date of a MS. from its

handwriting than its country. So, there is every

reason to suppose, it would be with papyri, and with

this further reason for expecting uniformity, that all

Greek manuscripts, in whatever country, would be

written either by Greeks or by those \\4ip had learnt

their writing from Greeks. Nor are we without means

of verifying this belief The papyri from Herculaneum,

though they are nof exactly like any of the Egyptian

papyri,’ yet do not differ from some of them more than

they differ among Qiemselves. The two most retently

discovered papyri of Hyperides, those of the speeches

agavpst Philippides and Athenogenes, find the nearest

analogies to their handwritings in some of the Hercu-

lanean manuscripts. Similarly, to take an example of

a non-literary hand, a L'atiri papyrus containing a deed

of sale of a slaj^e boy, executed at Seleucia In Syria

in the year 166, has a Greek subscription in a hand
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ijillWaifliallljr tiw wpaei as ^ose ewmil Ilk

time tiatc Husm i« thus avety tfm»^ him
a jfmitmorit to hold that what we know, cd* wri^ng

la E%^t duriag the first emtuiy majs be l^plhtd ‘wftll

'cwifidence to writing in other parts ofi Wo Otabco*

K.om«i world, •

We may refer, then, to the extant papyrus manU'

s^pts of the first century as fairly representing Ihe

gpnfefal appearance of the New Testament aut(^;ra^)s,

Chief,among these are (i) a beautiful copy of the third

babk of the Odyssqf} in a rather laige and graceful

hand, without ligatures, in columns about 6 inches

broad, with wide margins, written about the banning
of the first century

; (2) a large papyrus containing

three orations of Hyperides,* less handsome than the

Odyss^, but still neatly written in a well-rounded hand

with a few ligatures, in columns about 2 inches wkle

and slightly leaning to the right, written about the last

quarter of the first century
; (3) a copy of the oration

of Isocrates, De pace,
*
written about the same date, in

columns of about the same size, but in a m^ch less regular

and ornamental style, more approaching the cursive

^q[>e ; and (4; the well-known papyrus of the ’A0f}tmleiv
woX»T«ia of Aristotle,* written tetween A.D. 90 and 100

in four different hands, of whicI^ two are very small

and cursive, belonging wholly to the non-literazy style

id writing, while one is a larger and less well-formed
a

^ Brit Mm* l^p 271 ; in PniaaogimpfaiGal Sodely't pubBcatiqii*,

* Bdt Mttt Fapo. 108 and 11$ ; eampkl^ ikcitmile in nditioiis by
Maittglpn ; qiecimen fiicsimiliM in Pal Sac* i xn6, and Caiakg^cfAmtkni
dISS. kt tke BrUiih Mmawa {Greek), Plate t, m tbe jpMmt whime eliows

Im Ibnr odlttBUit on e reduced toiler

* Brit Mut Pep. tan « specimen ^iestntllis ut Oacskai Te*ts from
Jpe0aidf$ Me JMCtck Maream, •

* 1kk, J^uiL Pep. ijt : completc^btcslmbe publiidied hf tbe tVinteet oi

tbd BrHbb* MuMmm ; ipeamen ib Pai* Sac, li. 2^ pliue 11. <iiows a i

wUon of ibe eighth column of the MS., wiittea by the Ifaret prindfihl)

mttML
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OP NE#'TESTAp^T-:^

'abd.. orte a fiurly regular but ugly
evidciMly^ of an illiterate scribe. These
ftiatniscHptg are rejhsesc^tatives of four classes of work-
manship, to one, or the other of which* all the New
TesttUEOf^t H^n^c^a^hs must belongs. The first Is the

work |i tii^prougbljr good profbssional scribe of the

b«^
;
the seconcl is a good ordinary professional

hi^i the diird is the work of an educated man, not a

prc^sioaal" scribe, writing a careful copy of a . literary

work ; adiile the fourth is the running hand of o^mon
everyday writing.

•

To whidi class the original autograph of each of

the Now .. Toai^ment books belonged depeiids upon tihe

cirouiOKtimces under which they were severally written
;

and thew must remain in large measuie a matter of

conj^ure. To take first the Pauline Epistles, as the

earHest,group among them, with the possible exception

of the Epistle of St Jaroea These, we know, were

not generally written by St. Paul with his own hand,

but by one of his companions, Tertius, Sosthenes,

Timothy, Silvanus, or some other, an autc^raph

sentence or two by the apostle being invariably added

at the end Now, while it may -be takflia for certain

that these were educated men, there is no reason to

suppose that diey wjijre trained professional scribes

;

and what we have to expect from them, therefore, is

the careful writing bf the educated amateur. The

epbtles would be v^ritten carefully, because the/ were

wei^ty compositions, intended to be read more than

oa^VaMd perhaps circulated among tHfe neighbouring

chUiches; on the other hand, they would not be

wd^m by professional scribes, because they were not

botdcB, but letters. Ond is thus led to think of Uie

two Inst the Jypes mentioned above, the IbocratUs^ the Aristotle. The Aristotle hands, howwr, arU
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liardiy suitable, some of them beingVtoo rapid and
cursive, with small letters and con^ractidns, while one is

the work of a hireling, and a rather uneducated one.

The Isocrates, which is neither uneducated nor pro-

fessional, seems to come nearest to the gei>eral type of

the Pauline autographs. One little circumstance may
be taken as confirming this conclusion. In a well-

known passage at the end of the Epistle to the

Galatians, St. Paul refers to his own writing as a laj^e

hand; “ See with how large letters I have written unto

you with* my own hand.” It may be remarked in

passing that exact analogies to this may be found in

many Egyptian papyri, where the body of a document
is written by a friend or a clerk, and the principal

appends his ratification in a large hand at the end

;

but the point specially noticeable here is that the

phrase implies that the body of the epistle was written

in a hand of small or medium size. It cannot have
been an uncial such as those of the great vellum MSS.
which we all know, neither can it have been such a

hand as that of the Odyssey^ or even the Hyperides’

described above, which are themselves laA,y* and bold

:

it must havip^more nearly resembled the hand of the

Isocrates. Of course this is merely suggested as the

generic type. The individual haijds, no doubt, differed

in different epistles, and none •would be precisely

similar to this.
* *

Of the circumstances of the fatholic epistles, wc
know less, and can therefore say less. The second and
third epistles df St. John are private communications,

and would almost certainly be written in a private

hand, and on small sheets of papyrus; The first

epistle is a more formal document, and, if it accom-
panied the Gospel, may very probably |favc been writte^ji.

in the same manner. The 'epistles of James, of Peter,
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and .of Jude aie KMtnal dhd deliberate writinga,

intended for cifoulation among many churches, aiKl

must be "tregted as works, not as private and
’ personal co^spoQdence. They may, therefore, have

been formatty* written professional scribes,

author^s autogfjiph never coming into circulation at alt

One may, therefore, think of the hand of the Hyperides

or an improved form of the second Aristotle.

There remain the narrative books, namely, the four

Gospels, the Acts, and the Apocalypse. Of the publi*

cation of the latter, and of the extent to whfi^ it

circulated, we know too little to be able Id judgf of

the character of its manuscripts
; b^t it cannot be

doubted that it must have originally existed in ihe

personal autograph of the author. The author speaks

of himself as writing and as being told to write
; and

one can hardly conceive of experiences so intimate

and personal being dictated in the first instance to a
professional scribe. With the Gospel of St John the

case is different Composed at the end of a very long
life, it may well have been taken down from the

apostles lips rather than Written by his hand One
may compare the circumstances of its firstimposition
with those of the first translation of it into English,

taken down by the disciples of Bede from the lips of
their dying master The Gospel thus dictated seems
to have been finally isshed by a committee of the heads
of the Church of Ephesus ; and a book thus composed,
and issued in the midst of a flourishing church durit^
a time of toleration, can hardly have^been written
except by a professional scribe, under the revision of
the committee of elders. Here, if anywhere, one may.
think of an original copy X>{ a New Testament book as
written in the bc^t style of contemporary calligraphy.
It is only unfortunate that we have so few specimens
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definitely assignable to the end of the first century to

enable us to judge what that was like; Some Homer
papyri, probably written about this perio<J (Brit. Mus. ^

Papp. 107, ,114, 732), in a clear, square, but some-

what unornamental hand, or two finely .written Hesiod

MSS. at Strassburg and Berlin, may furnish a clue, or we
may think of an improved specimen of the Hypendes
type.

The Gospel of St. Matthew was probably written in

Judaea, and the same resources of penmanship would

perhTaps Jiardly be found there
;
moreover the Jews, for

whom it was intended, were a less literary and aesthetic

people than the Greeks. Whether, if the Gospel were

originally in Aramaic, its Greek form was also written

in Judaea is a question which it would be rash to

discuss and impossible to solve
;
but in any case the

second of the considerations just mentioned, the

Jewish character of the public for whom it was

intended, remains unaffected, so that one would not

look for any very ornamental form of writing as

representing its original appearance. The Gospel of

St. Mark was probably written in Ron*v., where scribes

were plen^^l and good
;

on the other hand, the

supporters of the Church were not relatively so

important or so numerous as in Asia Minor, and it

would not command so public a circulation. In any
case the author could have been Responsible for nothing

except his own autograph ; and this, as the writing of

an educated man but not a professional scribe, would

be on the same footing as the autographs of the epistles

of St. Paul, some of which may even have been written

by Mark himself. It may, therefore, be referred to the

Isocrates type, or, if it were^only the author’s private

draft, to that of the princfpal Aristotle hand.

The Gospel of St. Luke and the Acts go together,
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as t;he works of the same author^ and issued in the

same manner. "Here a special feature is introduced by
the fact •thsit. both brolgs were dedicated to a definite

‘ person^ Thebphilu^, and one who, as appears from the

title mfdri<rro% attached to his name, held high rank

in the official yorld^ It is evident that one copy, and
that a carefully and even elaborately written copy, would
be prepared for presentation to this dignitary (though

Dr. Salmon is almost certainly wrong in saying that

it would be on vellum), and that another copy vi^ould

be the archetype from which the transcripts fof general

circulation would be made. It is possible, if Luke
himself were a good calligraphist, that the presentation

copy would be in his own hand; but it is more
probable that it was written by a professional scribe from

the author's autograph draft, and that the same scribe

or another made from the same draft the first cppies

for circulation. Professor Blass' theory (of which more
will have to be said in a later chapter) that the diver-

gences between the two editions of the Acts are due to

Luke having prepared two originals, one for Theophilus

and one for the public, making various small alterations

in the second, implies that Luke acted %s his own
scribe ; and this can hardly be assumed. On the

other hand, Sir W. M.^Ramsay's theory that the Acts
was never finished wotJld make it doubtful whether the

presentation copy for Theophilus was ever written out

at all. «

Another characteristic of the New Testament auto-

graphs to which the extant papyrus MSS. give us a

clue is the length of the rolls in which they were

contained. The shortest epistles, namely the second
•

^ In Egypt the epithet is applied only^o the Prefect, the SuctuoSinjSt and
*the l6io\^ot. 'whose jurisdiction .extended over the whole province, and to

the three epistrategi, or g<^rernors of the three great districts into which it was

divided.

D
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and third of St John, might be written in a single

rather broad column on a sheet of papyrus about

1 1 inches high by 6 inches brokd,—a she of which

there are ma^iy extant examples among the recently

discovered papyri of the first and second centuries.

The epistle of St Jude and that to Philemon could

be written in two moderate columns on a slightly

broader sheet 2 Thessalonians would be a roll of

about 1 5 inches in length, arranged in some . five

columns. The other epistles of St. Paul would range in

lengtfi upwards from this to about 1 1 feet 6 inches in

the case of the epistle to the Romans. The Apocalypse

may be estimated at i S feet Of the longer books,

the Gospel of St. Mark would occupy about 19 feet,

that of St John 23 feet 6 inches, St Matthew 30 feet,

the Acts and St Luke’s Gospel about 31 or 32 feet.

In all these cases a copy written with especial elegance

would require a somewhat greater length.^

^ For the purpose of comparison, the dimensions of some of the extant

papyrus MSS. may be stated. The Hyperides MS. mentioned above
(containing the oration against Demosthenes and those for Lycophron and
Euxenippus), must have measured, when perfect, about 28 feet

; a MS. of

the last two books of the f/zad, about 25 feet ; the Miniv. of Herodas, about
the same

;
the Is^rates mentioned above, 14 feet ; and the longest of the rolls

of the Aristotle, over 7 feet. In height the Hyperides measures 11J inches, the

Isocrates and Aristotle 11 inches, the Homer inches, and the Herodas
(which is in the nature of a pocket volume of poetry), only 5 inches. The fine

Odyssey papyrus measures 13 inches in heightcand, supposing it to have con-

tained the first three books of the poem, woulckhave measured about 24 feet.

An ingenious theory with regard to the 'Festament autographs was
formerly proposed by Mr. Rendel Harris (“ New Testament Autographs,” in

Journal of PhiloU>gy, No. 12, supplement). Observing that the

columns of the Codex Vaticanus consist of 42 Ifnes, and that the ends of the

several books very frequently fall in or about the 14th, 28th, or 42nd line,

he argued that the columns of the archetype from which it was derived

probably consisted of 14 lines of similar length. On like grounds he
concluded that the columns of the Codex Sinaiticus. which consist of 48 lines,

represent four original columns of 12 lines each. Thus, since each page of the

Vaticanus contains three columns, and each page of the Sinaiticus four

columns, it appears that they respectively contain three times three, and four

times fouc, of the supposed original* columns ; and this he supposed to be
the meaning of the well-known passage in Eusebiust where it is said that the

copies of the Gredc Bible, made at Constantine’s order for the churches in bis
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One important deduction from the figures which
have just been given is that no complete copy of the

New Testament in a* single volume could exist during

iKe papyrus period. Such a copy, even*when written

in a small hand and with narrow margins, would
occupy a roll more than 200 feet in length, which is

far in excess* of even the largest Egyptian papyri

(which, being intended less for reading than for show,

are often of great length), and is seven or eight times

the length of an average Greek papyrus. It would

not even be possible to include all the Gospels* in a

single roll. Each book must have existed and circu-

lated separately, and if any given individual possessed

one of thp;n, he would not necessarily possess the rest

also. Further, it will be understood (and this is a

point which applies also to vellum MS.S.) that it was

not very easy to verify references, when divisions of

the text were few and a numeration by chapters and

verses unknown. The earliest known division of the

sacred text into sections does not reach back into the

papyrus period. Hence ignorance of any particular

new capital, were sent iu »roXi»reXws r}CK7)iu/voti rei/x^ort rpie^ kuI rerpaaffd.

The theory is very ingenious, but unfortunately it is inco^istent with the

evidence derived from ihe exUint papyri, as stated above, (i) (’olumns of

the size supposed by Mr, Harris imply roils of papyrus only 5 or 6 inches in

height ; and these are never foivid except in the case of the Hcrodas MS. and
one or two other pocket volunifcs of poetry {e.tf. Berlin Pap. 10571, liril. Mus.
Pap. 1824). Such aformat w#uki Ik* as unsaitable for a fiosprl as that of

the Tern pie 'Shakespeare, for a Hampton I,ecture. (2) Mr. Harris argues that

the early Christians, being poor, would use papyrus of very moderate fieight,

Ixicause it was cheaper ; but Ais argument rests on a misapprehcn.sion. Pliny

gives the dimensions of various kinds of papyrus, staling that the largest was
the most expensive, while the smallest was the cheapest^ but his dimensions

apply, not to the height of the papyrus roll, but to die width of the sheets out

of which a roll was composed. The papyri discovered in Egypt show that

even the poorest people used papyrus measuring 9 or 10 inches in height,

and upwards. (3) Mr. Harris’ theory would require rolls of excessive length

to contain the principal books of the New Testament. The longin- epistles,

such as Ronians and i Corinthians, woiJld become portly rolls of 9-^ feet i»i

length, while the Gospel •f St. Luke and the Acts would reach the impossible

dimensions of 70 feet or thereabouts.
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book on the part of an early Christian writer does oot

necessarily imply the non-existence of that book fit

that time; and inexactness of quotation# is* to be

expected ratheir than wondered at.

It is to its fortunes during the papyrus period that

the New Testament owes its peculiar textual history.

All other works of ancient literature which have come
down to us were written avowedly as literary works,

and were formally copied by professional cojyists from

the v^ earliest times of their existence. The texts

which we* now possess of Sophocles or of Virgil are

linked to the authors’ original autographs by a con-

tinuous chain of formal transcripts, each of which was

intended for public use—in most cases, it is probable,

for preservation in a public library. We cannot Say

the same of the text of the New Testament. The
several books were not composed in the first instance

as literary works, nor by men whose profession was

that of letters. They were not copied for their literary

skill, but for the substance contained in them, the

record of facts of intense importance or the admonitions

of a revered and authoritative teacher. Many of the

early copies '-ifrere no doubt made by private individuals

for their own use, few or none as ordinary items in the

book-trade. From time to time, the owners of them
were the objects of persecution, arftj the sacred writings

themselves were condemned to be destroyed ;* and in

such cases the official copies preserved by the churches

would be the most likely to suffer, while the private

copies would e^scape more easily and would be the

sources from which, when the storm of persecution was
past, the stream of tradition would be re-established

Under these circumstances’* it was only natural that

great divergences should spring up ii^the text Even.^

the classical texts, which have been handed do^ from
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library to library, have suffered much in the process

—how much, we qannot always tell, for want of a.

sufficient fariety of authorities
; and with the Christian

Scriptures it was inevitable, humanly 'speaking, that

they should* be much corrupted during these early

centuries, when in some cases verbal accuracy was little

thought of, in others it was unattainable by reason of

the position of the Church, and when the copies made
by private individuals for their own use played an

important part in the textual tradition. What such

copies might be like we learn from some of the

papyrus MSS. of classical authors which have been

discovered of late years. Many of these MSS, were

evidently private copies, or, at least, did not come from

any of the great museums, but from the little libraries

of ordinaty provincials
;
and it is a recognised fact that

the texts of ^hese papyri are less pure than those of

the best vcIImti MSS., although they are often a

thousand years older. Of all the papyri of Homer
which have been discovered (and they are many), none

is so good as the great vellum Venetian MS. of the

tenth century. It is a representative of the purer

channel of tradition, which ran throu^ the great

libraries
;

while the papyri (some of which are ex-

cessively corrupt) show what might happen in the case

of copies made at\a distance from these centres of

scholarship and accuracy. Hence if we fihd^ great

divergences among* the copies of the New Testament

as far back as the extant evidence takes us, we need

not be surprised
;
nor need we be discouraged, since it

will be found that the divergences do not .seriously

affect the substance of, the record which these books

enshrine. •

' After describing, as has been done above, the

charactcj; and appearance of papyrus manuscripts at the
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time when the autographs of the New Testament were

written, little need be said of the rest of the papyrus

period. During the second * century, the general

characteristics* of the writing in current use remained

the same. With the assistance of a very^large number
of dated documents (several to each year) it is possible

to trace the development of the non-literary hand with

some minuteness
;
but for the literary hand the extant

specimens are too few to enable nice distinctions to be

drawn, aqd the first two centuries of our era must be

grouped together as a single palaeographical period,

within which a precise accuracy of arrangement is not

to be expected until further evidence is available. In

the third century two changes are observable. The writ-

ing, which hitherto has usually been upright, now fre-

quently develops a slo{>ing formation
;
and experiments

are made in the use of the codex or modern book-form

of volume, instead of the roll. The former is a point

of merely palaeographical interest, useful chiefly as a

means of determining the dates of manuscripts
;
but the

latter paves the way for the revolution of the fourth

century, when papyrus was superseded by vellum, and

when complete copies of the New Testament for the

first time became possible.

The history of the codex or b^ok-form goes back to

the wax tablets which were commonly employed as

note-Jbooks by the Greeks and Romans from the earliest

days of their habitual use of writing. These tablets

consisted of thin rectangular plates of wood, with raised

rims to retain and protect the wax, in general appear-

ance much like a school-boy’s slate
;
and a number of

them could be joined together by passing strings or

thongs through holes bored in the rims on one side.

Several sets of tablets with such h6les in their rims

exist to this day ; and these were the earlips^ codices.
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NeKt, from about the first century B,C, vellum was used

in the same way, but as yet only for notes and rough

drafts, not^ as a rival •to papyrus fpr books intended

for circulation. Then, the advantages Of this method
of book-formation becoming evident, an attempt was
made to use .papyrus in the same manner; and from

the third and following centuries several examples of

papyrus codices have come down to us. In some cases

(and these may be supposed to be the earliest) the

writing is only on one side of the leaf,' as though the

scribe was too much accustomed to the old?r manner

of writing upon papyrus to think of using both sides of

ft
;
but normally it is on both sides, as in an ordinary

vellum codex. Usually the leaves are r.arrow in pro-

portion to their height,^ which indicates that the

papyrus of which they arc composed is not of the best

quality, so that they were probably cheap and inferior

copies.® But rs Christians in the early days of the

Church were rarely rich, it is likely that many copies

of the Scriptures existed in this form
;
and the extant

evidence points in this direction. Nearly all the

Christian papyri of the third century are codices,

while for non-Christian writings the rolh^orm is still

predominant Examples may be seen in the earliest

portions of the New Testament now extant in

manuscript, the Ox/rhynchus fragments of Genesis and

of St Matthew and St John, mentioned above. These,

like the fragments of a collection of sayings of our Lord

found in the same place, are probably parts of pocket

volumes, written fur private use ralKer than general

circulation
; and no doubt many such existed among

£.^^. Brit. Mus. Pap. 126 (containing p.^rt of Homer, //. il.-iv,).

* the Homer papyrus m^ntionctl in the preceding note, Biit. Mus.
Pap. 46 (a papyrus containing magital formulae), and a similar magical
papyrus in the Bibliotlseque Nationale at Paris ; and the same hiay Ixi said

of the Oxyrhynchus ‘
' Sayings *’ and Thucydides.

* Thua tl(|e above-mentioned Homer is the uorst of all the papyri.
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the humble circles in which Christianity at this time

chiefly flourished. Valuable as such copies may be,

on account of their age^ we cannot look to them with

any confidence for purity of text.

The papyrus period, then, may be summarily

characterised as the period when the textual problems

came into being, which we have to try to solve with

the help of the evidence afforded by the later periods.

During that period the Christian Scriptures were

scattered over the face of the accessible world, wherever

the Ronlan Empire spread, or wherever, beyond the

boundaries of that empire, Christian missionaries were

able to make their way. But as yet they spread and

were reproduced without the aid, without the sanction,

and often in defiance of the express mandates, of the

civil power. At certain times and in certain places

Christianity was allowed to do its work unchecked, and

was able to command the services of competent scribes

to multiply its sacred books ;
but oftener it was dis-

couraged, or was followed only by the humble and
poor, while from time to time it was the object of direct

persecution, in which its books were sought out and
destroyed by order of the Government. The full history

of the New Testament text during this confused period

can never be known
;
but it is the function of textual

criticism to trace it as far as j>ossible. Up to the

present time, no evidence worth mentioning is extant

which comes from within this period itself. We can

only see the results at the end of the period, and try

to work back tb the causes. It is far from impossible,

or even improbable, that Egypt, which has given us

so many precious manuscript of early date, may- yet

bring to light a Gospel pr an Epistle written in the

second or third century. Such a discovery would be
full of interest, and might possibly go far ^towards
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settling some outstanding controversies; but. it would

have to be received with caution, and its character would

need careful examination. As has been shown above,

it might contain a text inferior in quality to that of

some existing* manuscripts. It would be in the broad

characteristics* of its text, rather than in its precise

details, that its value would be most likely to consist

;

and it might raise as many problems as it laid. In

any case, the best preparation for dealing judiciously

with such new testimony is a sound knowledge qf the

evidence already in existence
;
and it is with fhe state-

ment and examination of this evidence that the follow-

ing chapters will be concerned.

By way of conclusion, however, to the present

chapter, it may be useful to give a list of the extant

fragments of the New Testament on papyrus. Until

quite recently most of them had not found a place in

the standard lists of New Testament manuscripts, and a

provisional catalogue of them was given for the first

time in the first edition of the present work
;
but in

Gregory’s latest enumeration (described at greater length

in the next chapter) they receive official symbols in a

category by themselves, which it may be•hoped will

be generally accepted. The following list accordingly

follows Gregory’s nunabers.

[Soden c 01V \ Matthew i. 1-9, 12, 14-20. One
leaf of a book. Third century. Found at Oxyrhynchus
in Egypt in 1896, and published by Messrs. Grenfell

and Hunt in Oxyrhynchus Papyri^ Part I. (1898).

The variants of this fragment are of small importance

in themselves, but so far as they go they tend to

support the oldest vellum^ uncials, the Codex Vaticanus

and the Codex Sinaiticus. Jt was the property of the

^ For the syttem of enumeration employed by von Soden, here appended
to Gregory?* ^nomenclature, see below, p. 52.
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Egypt Exploration Fund, but has now been presented

to the University of Pennsylvania.

P? John xii. 12-15 in Greek on thje verso, mth
Luke viif 1 8 fif. in Sahidic on the recfo. Fifth or sixth

century, in book-form, in the Museo Archeologico at

Florence. Edited by E. Pistelli {Papiri evangelici,

Florence, 1906).

Luke vii. 36-43, x. 38-42 ;
in the Rainer

collection at Vienna. Sixth century, in book-form.

Described by Wessely (Fuhrer durch die Ausstellung

4cr Papyms Erzherzog Rainer, no. 5 39).

[Sod. € 34]. Luke i. 74-80, v. 3-8 (both these

portions very fragmentary), and v. 30-vi. 4. Discovered

in Egypt, attached to a MS. of Philo
;
now in the

Biblioth^que Nationale at Paris. Fourth century, in

book-form. Edited by Scheil {Mimoires de la Mission

archiologique fran^aise an Caire, tom, 9, 1893).

|).® [Sod. e 02]. John i. 23-31, 33-41. xx. 11-17,

19-25. Nearly the outermost sheet of a single quire

of some twenty-five sheets, containing the whole Gospel

of St.' John ; a quite unparalleled form of book.

Third century. Found at Oxyrhynchus by Grenfell and

Hunt, an<t published by them in Oxyrhynchus Papyri,

Part II. (1899), no. 208; now Brit Mus. Pap. 782.

Its text agrees generally with that of the Codex
Sinaiticus. /

jp.® John xi. 45, in the University Library at Strass-

burg. Published by Gregory, without estimate of its

date, in Die griechischen Handsckriften des N/P, p. 46.

pj [Sod. *e ii]. Luke iv. i, 2, in the Archaeo-

logical Museum at Kieff. Mentioned by Gregory,

idid.

J>.® [Sod. a 8]. Acts.iv. 3 1-37, v. 2-9, vi. 1-6, 8-15,

in the Berlin Museum (P. 8683)^ Fourth centuiy.

Mentioned by Gregory, ihid.
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I John iv. 11-13, 15-17* Fourth , or fifth

century, in book-forp. Found and published by

Grenfell* and Hunt, O^rhynchus Papyri^ Part IIL

(1903), no. 402 ;
now in Harvard University Library.

[Sod. a 1032]. Romans i. 1-7. Early fourth

centi'ry
;

written in a rough uncial hand, apparently

as a schoolboy’s exercise. Found and published by
Grenfell and Hunt, op. cit. Part II. no. 209 ;

now in

Harvard University Library.

pP I Cor. i. 17-20, vL 13-18, vii. 3, 4, IQ-14.

In the Imperial Library at St. Petersburg (Tbrmerly

in the Uspensky collection). Fifth century. The first

papyrus fragment of the New Testament to be brought

to light, having been brought by Bishop Porphyry

Uspensky from the East, and read by Tischendorf.

See Gregory, Tcxtkritik des Neuen Testamenies^ p. 1 1 9.

P.^^ [Sod. a T033]. Hebrews i. i. In the Amherst
Library. Thirr’ or fourth century, written in the

margin of a letter from a Roman Christian. Published

by Grenfell and Hunt, Amherst Papyri, Part 1 . (1900),

no. 3 b.

Hebrews ii. I4~v. 5, x. 8~xi. 13, xi. 28 -xii.

17. Late third or fourth century
;
written cm the back

of a roll, on the recto of which is an epitome of Livy.

Found and published by Grenfell and Hunt, Oxyrhynchus

Papyri, Part IV. (19Q4), no. 657; facsimile of two

columns *in New Palaeographical Society, PI. 47. Now
Brit Mus. Pap. 153^. The longest New Testament

papyrus at present known, and important as including

parts of the Epistle to the Hebrews which are wanting

in the Codex Vaticanus, to which the papyrus is akin

in textual character.

[Sod. a 1036]. I Cof. i. 25-27, ii. 6-8, iii. 8-10,

20. In the monastery of St. Catherine on Mf. Sinai.

P'ifth ceptury, in book-form. Discovered and edited
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by Rendel Harris, Biblical Fragmtnts from Mt Sinai

(1896), no. 14.

I Cor. vii. i8-viii. 4, Phil. iii. 9-1^, iv. 2-8.

Two leaved from a papyrus book, discovered at

Oxyrhynchus. Fourth century. Published by Hunt,

Oxyrhynchus Papyri^ Part VII. (1910), nos. 1068, 1009.

Rom. xii. 3-8. Purchased in Egypt for

Lord Crawford, now in the John Rylands Library,

Manchester. Probably an extract only, the verso being

blank. Late sixth or seventh century. Published by

Hunt, liylands Papyxi (191 1), no. 4.

Tit. i. 1 1-
1 5, ii. 3-8. Part of a leaf from a

papyrus book, purchased in Egypt for Lord Crawford,

now in the John Rylands Library, Manchester. Third

century. Published by Hunt, op, cit. no. $.

pP Heb. ix. 12-19. Part of a leaf from a

papyrus book, discovered at Oxyrhynchus. Fourth

century. Published by Hunt, Oxyrhynchus Papyri^

Part VIII. (1911), no. 1078.

Rev. i. 4-7. Written on the verso of a roll

containing a copy of Exodus
;
found at Oxyrhynchus.

Late third or fourth century. Published by Hunt, op,

cit, no. 1 (779.



CHAPTER III

THE UNCIAL MANUSCRIPTS
*

[AathorltiM: Gregory, Prolegoirena to Tischcndorfs NbzMm Ttsta-

mentum Groice <Leipzig, 1884 1894.), 'textkritik Jes Neut^n Testa-

mentes (Leipzig, 1900-1909) and Die sri^tchischen Handschriftm des

AT, T (Leipzig, 1908) ; Scrivener, A Plain Introductimi to the

Criticism of the New Testament (4th ed., by E. Miller, London,

1894); IL von Soden, Die Schriften des NT^ vol, i. parts

(Berlin, X902-I910) ; Thompson, op, ciU ; Tischendorf, Noiitia editimis

codieis Biblitrum Sinaitici (1S60), and other works; ^Vestcott and

Hort, The New Testament in Greeks 1881 ; Nestle, Introduction to

the Textual Criticism of the Greek NT,^ Eng. Tr. from 2nd ed,

(London, 1901); Lake, 7'he Text of the New Testament (London,

1902) ;
and special works on the individual MSS., mentioned in the

course of the chapter.]

In the early years of the fourth century we reach an

epoch of the greatest importance in the history of the

New Testament Scriptures. Several causes combined

to alter completely the^circumstances under which they

were copied and tran^itted ; and it so happens that

it is from this very period that the earliest concrete

evidence, in the shapp of actual substantial copied of

the Scriptures, has come down to our times. In the

first place, the conversion of the Emperor Constantine,

and the consequent recognition of Christianity as the

state .religion of the Roman Empire, led to a great

multiplication of copies of the Scriptures, and also

enabled them to made with due care and with all

the resources of ordinary literary production available

4$
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at that date. Next, the adoption of vellum instead of

papyrus as the material employed for the best copies

of books rendered possible the combination of all the

sacred writings within the compass of a single volume ;

while at the same time the increased publicity given tO

Christianity and the growth of doctrinal controversies

led to the precise definition and demarcation of the

canonical books which such a volume should contain.

It is true that this definition did not take place once

for all at any given moment or by any authoritative

decision^ but was a gradual process spread over a con-

siderable time, as our earliest extant manuscripts testify

by their inclusion of sundry other books in addition

to those which we now recognise as canonical. The
process was not wholly completed before the end of the

century
;
but a practical unanimity had been reached

in most quarters by that time, and the process is a

prominent feature in the history of the New Testament

during this period.

These causes acted and reacted on one another in a

manner which makes it difficult to say precisely which

is cause and which effect. Thus tl:^
.
adoption of

vellum, and therewith of the codex form in place of the

roll form, made it possible to unite all the Scriptures

in a single volume
;
while the needs of the churchmen

and of the lawyers alike demanded some form of book

in which their sacred writings or their authorised codes

could be kept together without danger of loss or

separation. The formation of a canon of authoritative

Scripture was both necessitated by the development

of controversy, and itself in turn facilitated and pro-

moted such controversy. But whatever the exact play

and counter*play of cause and effect may have been,

the concrete phenomendn which marks the fourth

century in the textual history of the New Testament
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is the appearance of complete copies, either of the New
Testament or of the whole Greek Bible, written upon

vellum and arranged in the form of a codex.

’The use of vellum, *as*has been briefly mentioned in

the last chapter, was not a new thing at this datc.^

For some centuries it had been used for note-books or

<br cneap copieS of literary works
;
but it is only in the

fourth century that it ousts papyrus from the post of

honour as the recognised material for the best copies in

general circulation. For a time, no doubt, the two

materials overlapped, and there are examples of

papyrus books (but in codex form, not lir rolls) as late

as the seventh century, or, in the rase of Coptic works,

still later.'^ But on the whole the victory of vellum

was won early in the fourth century
;
and the proof of

it is found, not only in the decline of literary papyri,

both in number and in quality, at this point (though

non-Hterary papyri exist in immense numbers up to

the seventh or ei.uhth century), and in the appearance of

vellum codices, but in two definite pieces of external

evidence. On the one hand there is the statement of

Eusebius (ViX Constant, iv. 36) that the Emperor
Constantine about the year 331 ordered fifty copies of

the Scriptures on vellum for the churches in his new

* Sec Palaeography of Gree^ Papyri^ ch. v.
;
Thompson's Handbook of

Greek and l^tin Polaei}y;raphy,^^--i,7 .

* Ihcre are (besides many ^mailer fragments) a Coptic MS. containing

Deuteronomy, Jonah, and Acts, in the British Museum, and two Greek
collections of magical formulae, one m the British Museum and one wi the

Biblioth^que Nationale. app*-cntly of the fourth century ; a Hesiod at

Vienna, the fourth century ; an Aristophanes at Berlin, and two MSS. of

Menander, at Cairo and Geneva, of the fifth ; a Nonnus at Berlin, of the

seventh
;
portions of a Psalter, and of the Ascension of Isaiah, in the Amherst

Library ; a Psalter (containing Ps. xi. a xix. 6, xxi. X4-'Xxxv. 6) in the British

Museum
;

part of Zechariah and Malachi at Heidelberg
;

part of Cyril of

Alexandria De Adoratione at Dublin and Paris ; all of the seventh century ;

a large Coptic codex of the Psalms ^f the seventh century, and an equally

.large one of homilies, perhaps rather later, both in the British Museum.
There are also said to he many late literary papyri in the OxyVhynchus
collection, which have not yet been published.
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capital ; on the other, there is the statement of Jerome
that the (papyrus) volumes in the library of Pamphilus

at Caesarea were replaced by copies on vellum* throu^^h

the efforts of Acacius and Euzoius (arc, 35*o).^

The change of material was accompanied by a

change in the style of writing. Vellum is, of course,

a far stronger substance than papyrus,' and therefore

admitted a firmer style of writing, with thicker and

heavier strokes. Moreover, economy of space being

less necessary, now that the roll form had been

abandoned, larger letters could be employed
;
and the

general result is that early writing upon vellum is on a

larger and more handsome scale than most writing

upon papyrus. Further, the scribes who wrote it seem

to have cast back for their models to the best ages

of the papyrus hand. The papyrus manuscripts of the

third century are mostly written in a sloping hand

which is not very graceful in appearance ; but the

vellum manuscripts of the fourth century recall rather

the best hands of the first and second centuries, which

have a strong claim to be regarded as the finest

specimens of calligraphy in the whole "'papyrus period.

At the same time we are able wholly to put out of

consideration the non-literary styles of writing. During

the papyrus period we have abui^dant examples of the

non-literary hand of everyday use, side by side with

the literary hand which was reseVved mainly for book-

production ; and in the case of thf New Testament we
have seen reason to believe that the non-literary hand
played a considerable part in the preservation and

transmission of the sacred books. But with the rise of

vellum, and the simultaneous emergence of Christianity

into the position of an authorised and established
^ It may be added that the records of the pepecution of a.d. 303^m

Africa mention both rolls {iiM) and codices (but especially the latter) among
. the books sought out and destio^ (Ronth, Sacr, iv. 289 ff. and 322 ft ).
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religion, the spheres of book-production and ordinary

writing became more sharply separated. No doubt
a ^non-lfterary hand continued to exist, since it was
required for the common affairs of daily life; indeed

up to the first quarter of the eighth century we have
plentiful evidence of its existence upon papyrus ; but it

ceased to affect the chaniiels by which the text of the

New Testament was handed down. Thenceforward,

through all the centuries until the invention of printing,

we have only to do with the formal book>hand ip the

various modifications which it assumed in the l!:ourse of

successive generations.

Writing upon vellum, as has been briefly i idicated

above (p. 19), falls into two main periods. In the first

of these the book-hand consists of capital, or unHal^

letters, formed singly and separately, without ligatures,

and usually of a considerable size. Examples may be

seen in Plates III.-VIII, of the present volume. The
earliest of them, in the fourth century, show evident

traces of their descent from papyri. The writing is

little, if at all, larger than that of the best papyri ; it is

arranged m narrow columns, three or four to the page

;

and it is wholly devoid of ornamentation, •There are

uo accents or capital letters. The most that is done
in the way of makiqg a new paragraph is to begin

•

* The term is derived froii a passage in Jerome’s preface to- bis Latin
translation of the book of Job, where he inveighs against the extravagant
s^le in which many books veie written in his day, *'uncialibus, ut vulgo
ainnt, IHteris.” The word apparently means “inch-long” letters, but it

occurs nowhere else, and it has sometimes been supposed to be merely
a misreading of imtialibus, which closely resembles it mid is actually found
in many copies of the passage in question. But no one would be likely to

use the term “ initial ” to describe a particular type of writing, nor is

the word itself so unfamiliar as to need the apologetic “ut vulgo aiunt,”

which', on the other hand, is quite ih place as a qualification of the exaggter-

ated phrase “inch-long.” Ine characters of some early MSS. are quite
' l^rge enough to justify the phrase as a pardonable exaggeration

;

in the New Testament MS. known as N (see below) the letters metiure
about hye-ejghths of an inch, with capitals nearly twice that sire.

• E
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a new Hne a6d slightly draw back the first letter .into

the margin, but without enlarging it In the fifth

century the writing grows rather larger and the 'columps

broader, so that there arc not more than two to a page,

and sometimes only one. Enlarged initials mark the

beginnings of paragraphs ;
or if, as often happens, the

new paragraph does not begin a new line, but follows

on in the same line as the end of the previous

paragraph, with only a short blank space to mark the

break;, the enlarged letter is the first in the first full

line of <he new paragraph. In the sixth century the

writing is generally heavier and thicker, and often

larger
;
while in the seventh century, instead of being

upright, as hitherto, it shows a tendency to lean to the

right, the letters being at the same time compressed

into more oval and pointed shapes. This tendency

increases through the eighth and ninth centuries,

culminating in the heavy and angular forms of what
is known as the Slavonic hand, which (with certain

exceptions and modifications, and occasional reactionary

attempts to revive the earlier upright and rounded

style) predominates throughout that pe.4Qd ; until in

the tenth century a new form of writing, whicli had
arisen in the previous century, finally prevailed over

this large and cumbrous style, an^ the uncial period of

Greek palaeography comes to an ^nd.^

The uncial period, then, covers a space of some six

centuries
;
and it is to this period that the most

valuable of the extant manuscripts of the New Testa-

ment belong. 'We come now to the consideration and
description of these in detail

;
but before commencing

this task, it will be convenient to explain the system

which regulates the numeration and nomenclature of

* For a fuller sketch of the development of Greek uncial writing, sec
Thompson, Gr^k and Latin Palaeography

^

149!-I58.
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New Testament manuscripts. The methW fh geMtml
use hitherto goes back to the edition of J, J, Wetstein

in 175 1-52, He first conceived the scheme of denot-

ing the uncial MSS. by the letters of the Roman
alphabet, and the minuscules by numbers. Since,

however, verydew MSS. contain the whole New Testa-

ment, it was considerea convenient to classify^, the

books in four grotips, each having its own nunifera-

tion of manuscripts. These groups are (i) the four

Gospels, (2) the Acts and Catholic Epistles (which

generally go together), (3) the Pauline Epistles, (4)

the Apocalypse. For about a century after its adoption,

this system answered its purpose without difficulty

;

and it reached its full development in the two great

catalogues of New Testament MSS. which were re-

cognised as the standard authorities in the latter part of

the nineteenth century, those of Scrivener {Introduction

to the Criticism of the New Testament^ ist ed. 1861,

4th ed. 1 894) and Gregory {Prolegomena to the eighth

edition of Tischendorf’s Novuirdtffestamentum Graece,

1884-1894; repeated and continued in his 'Textkritik),

In these lists, uncial manuscripts are indicated by the

capital letters, first of the Latin alphabet frdm A to Z,

next of the Greek alphabet (so far as that differs from

the Latin) from T to fi, and finally of the Hebrew
alphabet, the resourofs of which have not yet been

exhausted. Since, however, each group has its^own

numeration, a letter which denotes a certain manuscript

in one group will often denote a different manuscript in

another group. Thus, the great Codex Vaticanus,

which is known as B in the Gospels, Acts, and Pauline

Epistles, does not contain the Apocalypse ; hence in

the case of that book B .denotes a different MS.
Similarly D of the Gospels and Acts (Codex* Bezae)

does not contain the Pauline Epistles, and the letter
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IS consequently given there to another MS. (Codex

Claromontanus). In order to s^void confusion, it Is

usual to distinguish these second holders of title by -a

subsidiary mark, either Bo, Do, or and the

like. Minuscule manuscripts (Jx, manuscripts written

in the smaller kind of hand which succeeded the

uncial type) are indicated by numbers, each group of

books having, as before, a separate numeration, the

complications of which will be explained in the next

chapter.
^

The drawbacks of this system, in face of the

constantly increasing stream of discoveries in the latter

half of the nineteenth century, arc obvious. The letters

of the three alphabets could only be made to suffice by

grouping a large number of fragments under a single

letter (notably O, T, W, ©) ;
and the unfamiliarity of

the Hebrew alphabet made it ill suited for the purpose

of common use by New Testament students. Further,

the practice of assigning the same letter to different

MSS. in different groups was found to be confusing,

and the methods of distinguishing them cumbrous.

Accordingly, H. von Soden, in the great"fedition of the

New Testament, of which the prolegomena have taken

eight years to print, while the text and apparatus are

still to come, devised a wholly novfsystem of numeration.

All MSS., whether uncial or miryjscule, are included in

a single list, or rather group of lists. Each manuscript

is indicated by a number, to which is prefixed the

letter S, e, or a (for evayyiXtov, or uTroaroXo*;)

according as the MS. in question contains the whole

New Testament, the Gospels, or the Acts and Epistles,

with or without the Apocalypse. The numbers, how-

ever, arc not assigned simply in a regular succession ;

an attempt is made to indicate by them the approxima'te

date of each manuscript. The method is as follows.
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Manuscripts of the Gospels, earlier than the tenth

century, are denoted by the numbers from i to 99 ,

those of the same period containing the entire New
Testament or the Acts and Epistles, by the numbers
1 to 49 ;

the proper letter being of course prefixed in

each casa If these numbers should not suffice, the

same figures are to be used again with a o prefixed.

In the tenth century Gospels MSS. are indicated by
the numbers from 1000 to 1090, those of the other

groups by the numbers 50 to 99 Manuscripts of the

eleventh century are denoted by the numbers uom 1 00
to !99, followed by those from iioo to 1 199; those

of the twelfth century by the numbers from 200 to

299, followed by 1200 to 1299 ;
those of the thirteenth

century, 300 to 399 and 1300 to 1399 ;
those of the

fourteenth century, 400 to 499 and 1400 to 1499;
those of the fifteenth century, 500 to 599 and 1500
to 1599. If even these figures arc not sufficient (as

happens after the eleventh century) the numeration

of the iwelfth century MSS. continues from 2000, the

thirteenth from 3000, and so on.

Further complications are introduced to indicate

whether MSS. of the 8 or a categories include the

Apocalypse or not In each hundred, the first half

(t.e. the numbers frorp 100 to 149, 200 to 249, etc.)

indicate MSS. contaffning the Apocalypse, the second

half MSS. which omit it. Finally, MSS. containing

only the Acts and (Catholic Epistles are denoted By the

numbers 1000 to 1019 (tenth century or earlier), 1100
to 1 1 19, and so on, MSS. containing Only the Pauline

Epistles by the numbers 1020 to 1069, 1100 to

1169, etc., and MSS. coptaining only the Apocalypse

by the numbers 1070 to 1099, 1170 to 1199, etc.

Manu.scripts containing commentaries in addition to

the text have a separate numeration, with a letter
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or abbreviation prefixed to indicate the particular

commentary included.

To give some instances o£ the working *of thjs

system, the student who has succeeded in mastering

it will know, simply from the numeration employed,

that B i means a MS. of the N.T. earHer than A.D,

900; € 1015, a MS. of the Gospels of the tenth

century
;

€ 115 or e iii5,a MS. of the Gospels of

the eleventh century
; a 235, a MS. of the aTrocrroXo?

including the Apocalypse, of the twelfth century
;
a

375, a MS. of the dTroa-roXo^ omitting the Apocalypse,

of the thirteenth century; a 1416, a MS. of the Acts

and Catholic Epistles, of the fourteenth century
;
a 1 5 40,

a MS. of the Pauline Epistles, of the fifteenth century
;

and a 1680, a MS. of the Apocalypse, of the sixteenth

century.

The ingenuity of von Soden’s system is obvious,

and a student who works with it habitually would, no

doubt, learn eventually to use and interpret it without

difficulty. On the other hand, a student who only

wished to refer intermittently to a textual apparatus,

or one who merely wished to look up the^escription of

some particular MS., would find it intolerably com-

plicated. It is bewildering to look at von Soden*s

catalogue, and find, for instancy, e 1075 preceding

e 107, e 1 166 before c 257, and so on. Such difficulties

and compliL.idons would only* be justifiable if the

benefits of the new system were grpat and certain
; and

it is to be feared thal this is not the case. The dating

of Greek minuscules is far from being a certain science,

so that the information which this nomenclature pur-

ports to give is not to be depended on. Nor is the

information itself of great value. The period during

which the date of a MS. is impo^ant is the first

millennium
;

yet all the MSS. prior to A.D. 900
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are .lumped together indiscriminately. After that date,

the exact age of a manuscript: is of quite minor

importance for the tfxtual criticism of the New
Testament. It is important to know that a manuscript

belongs to the fifth or sixth century rather than the

eighth or ninth
;
but it matters little whether it is of

the tenth or the thirteenth.

Another objection to von Soden*s system is the

confusion which it introduce' into the study of textual

criticism by Its rejection of the nomenclature to which

scholars are accustomed. Not only is it difiBcult for

the student brought up on Gregory and Scrivener to

recognise weli-kiiown MSS. under a new symbol (to

substiiLiio 8 2 for S 4 for A, or e 19 for N), but it

will be a serious drawback to students brought up
on von Soden to find that the great works of the past

on textual criticism, such as those of Westcott and

Hort or Sanday, are almost unintelligible on account of

the change of symbols. To change a well-established

system is an evil, only to be justified if the gain is sure

and great
,
and that, as we have seen, is not the ca.se.

While, however, the adoption of von Soden’s method

of numeration, in what promises to be aa edition of

the first importance for textual criticism, is nothing

less than a disaster, tjhe fact remains to be faced that

the system initiated tiy Wetstein is breaking down by

reason of its inability to deal satisfactorily with the

constantly increasii^g number of uncial MSS.' and

fragments of MSS. To meet this difficulty, Gregory,

after prolonged consultation with a large number of his

fellow-students in all parts of the world, has devised

a modification of the Wetstein system, which will give

the required elasticity with the least possible disturbance

of the traditional# nomenclature. The principles of his

revised scheme are as follows :

—
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1. Papyri are denoted by an “antique” P iV)
followed by a number (a method already adopted in

the Oxford text of Homer). «
*

^
'

2. Roman and Greek characters are retained for

uncials, but Hebrew characters are abandoned, except

in the case of With the exception pf a few well-

known MSS., such as » * and the like,

one letter is not assigned to more than one MS.,^ and
the long series grouped under the letters O, T, W, 0
are abolished. Sufficient symbols are thus furnished

for forty-ffive uncial MSS., including all those at present

known which are of much importance, all of which

retain their familiar symbols. Other uncial MSS. are

denoted by numbers, printed in thick type (technically

known as “ clarendon ” type), with 0 prefixed, beginning

with 046 ;
the numbers 01 to 046 being assigned

as alternative designations to the forty-five MSS. which

are distinguished by letters.

3. Minuscule MSS. are indicated, as before, by
numbers in ordinary type

;
but the four series (for

Gospels, Acts, Pauline Epistles, and Apocalypse) are

thrown into one, so that each MS., hoD^er many of

these groups it contains, only has a single number.

The method adopted is that each MS. which includes

the Gospels retains throughout the number which it

had in the Gospels series, while* those of the other

groups follow on at the end (or fill accidental gaps)

with hew numbers. r

This system, though in one respect it sacrifices

symmetiy to pl-actical utility, is simple and workable,

and involves the least possible breach with tradition.

It is free from the elaboration of von Soden*s system,

which breaks down thrqugh attempting too much.
# * *

^ Only eight letters, DEFGHKLP, have more than one connota-
tion. Sm the list which follows in the present chapter.

,
>
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After all, a scheme of numeration is only intended

to provide a handy symbol for each MS.., not to take

the place of a description of it. Dr. Gregory has

secured the assent of an overwhelming majority of

New Testament scholars to hh system, and it is much
to he hoped that it will be generally adopted. It has

already been taken into use in the edition which is

at present the handiest in existence for working pur-

poses, namely, the new Oxford text with select critical

apparatus, edited by Professor Sou ter. It will accord-

ingly be taken as the ba.^is of the following catalogue,

though references will also be given to the earlier

notations of GrCi^oiy and Scrivener (where tbtsy differ

from this) and to that of von Soden.

According to the latest catalogue of New Testament

manuscripts, the total number of uncials at present

known to exist is i68.^ The large majority of these,

however, consists of fragments, sometimes extremely

small Of the i68 manuscripts above mentioned, fifty-

seven may be reckoned as containing some substantial

part of the New Testament, while the remainder are

mere fragments. Only one uncial manuscript (m, the

Codex Sinaiticus) contains the New Testament com-
plete. Four more (ABC^) originally contained

the whole New Testament, and still contain most

of it, but have suffered some mutilation. Nine

(hBKMSUWD 0141) have complete copies of the four

Gospels
; seven (mABPs 049, 056, 0142) of the Acts

;

nine (mABK^L^Pj 049, 056, 0142) of the Catholic

Epistles
;
seven (MAD2G8P2 056, 0142)’of the Pauline

Epistles ; and four (wAPa 046) of the Apocalypse.*

' Gregory, Du gr. Handschrifl/en des N.T. (1.90S). supplemented by
Textkritik, part iii. pp. loSa-j. 1368-72, 1484 (1909). The total becomes 171

if two transcripts of and a leaf at Damascus (Soden e 49), which Gregory
excludes, are reckoned. •

* Small mutilatioiis, affecting only a few verses, have been ignored in this

computatio

^
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With regard to the dates of these manuscripts,. it is

only very rarely that the exact year in which they were

written is known
;
and the few lo which preefse dates

can be affixed are among the latest. For the rest, their

dates ihust, as a rule, be fixed on palaeographical

evidence alone, with slight assistance in a few cases

from collateral testimony ofvarious kinds. Hence there

is inevitably some divergence in the dates assigned

to these manuscripts, especially in the case of the small

fragmefnts. The following estimate may, however, be

taken aS*approximately correct. Two great manuscripts,

the Codex Sinaiticus and the Codex Vaticanus, the

one complete and the other nearly so, may be assigned

with considerable confidence to the fourth century,

together with about six small fragments. The Codex
Alexandrinus and the Codex Ephraemi, both originally

complete Bibles, though the latter is now much mutilated,

and Mr. Freer*s Gospels MS. (W), belong to the fifth

century, together with about twenty-two fragments.

Thirty-five manuscripts (mostly small fragments) may
be assigned to the sixth century, twenty-five to the

seventh, twenty to the eighth, fortjfNthree to the

ninth, and* twelve to the tenth. These figures, though

not* to be relied on as absolutely accurate in detail, will

at least serve to show approximately the chronological

distribution of the uncial evidence.

The examination and classification of the textual

evidence must be reserved until .the several witnesses

have been individually described
;
but a provisional

distinction may be drawn which will be useful for the

purpose of this description. Speaking very generally,

it may be said that the manuscripts of the New Testa-

ment fall into two great classes,—those which support

what is known as the Textus Re^eptus, and those'

which depart from it. The Textus Receptus is that
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type, of text which, having beer/ adopted in the earliest

printed editions of the New Testament, has continued,

wi.th onFy slight modifications, to hold its own as the

standard text in ordinary use. It is found in our

ordinary editions of the Qreek Testament, and in an

English dress
^
it is familiar to us in the Authorised

Version
;
and it is supported by a vast numerical

majority of manuscripts. On the other hand, there is

a type of text which (especially in the Gospels) often

departs very markedly from the Textus Recy>tus.

The evidence for it is very various, being collected from

a few manuscripts, some of the versions, and some of

the Fathers
;

but the remarkable feature about it is

that it inciudes the earliest testimony in each of these

branches, and consequently its weight is far greater

than its merely numerical following would show. The
result is that this type of text has been adopted in most
of the modern cntical editions of the Greek Testament,

and a form of it appears in the Revised Version of the

English Bible. It is a main purpose of the present

volume to estimate the value of these two great types

of text
;
but it would be premature to discuss the

question now. For the present, it will be best simply

to call the Textus Receptus type the a-text, and its

opponent the ^-text ^ though it must be remembered
that within each of thfese classes (and especially in the

second) -there are considerable divergences of detail.

The classification is .of the broadest, and is merely

adopted as a rough basis for inquiry. In the nomen-
clature here adopted there is the advantage that the

chief representative of the a-text is (in the Gospels)

the manuscript known as while the great champion
of the ^-text is the manuscript known as B

; and
*we avoid begging ^he question as to the relative merits

of the rival types. A subdivision of the i3-type, of



m of mw
^ priticipsll Greek repiesenlatfm h

9cri^t known a$ D, may be entitled tlm Its

tnost obtrious characteristic is a very tride depaittjie

from the cr-text, with apparently arbitrary modifications

and not infiequent additions to it; the character of

these variants will form an important subject of inquity

l^ter on.

^
j

it now remains to consider the several uncial manu-

|Pr%its in detail. The more important ones will need

Ixainination at some length, while for the less important

reference may be made to the standard catalogues

of manuscripts.^

M, Codex Sinaitlcus [Sod. B 2] (Plate III.).—First

in the list (not strictly in alphabetical precedence, since

the Hebrew alphabet properly follows the English

and Greek, but in practical usage) stands this well-

known manuscript, notable alike for its intrinsic value

and for the circumstances attending its discovery. The
story is familiar, but cannot be passed over in any
history of the New Testament text* In 1844 the

well-known German Biblical scholar, Confl§antin Tisch-

endorf, was travelling in the East undMf^fiie patronage

of King Frederick Augustus of Saxony, in search of

manuscripts ; and in the course of his travels he visited

the monastery of St. Catherine ^n Mt Sinai. There,

in a waste-paper basket containing a number of leaves

of various manuscripts, destined to light the monastery
«

1 Scrivener, i. 90-x88, Gregory (Prolegomena to Tischendorff Nomm
T€sfam€tUum Graecf, 8th ed.), 345*450, TextkrUik, iS'ias, xoxS^xoSg,
X363rX37a, X484. The numbers acc^ing to von Soden^ system axe

Impended in brackets.
* It is told several times by Tiscbendorf in the various pubUcalions to which

hH diteovexf gave rise, vis. NoHiia ediHonis cviids Bihliwmm S4naii$H
Bt^iiorum Cviix SiHatticvs 4 vols. {t96a), Nmum

Tmi^mminm Stnaitkam (X863), Novum TcsiamitUum Cm^eum tx SinaUko
cwlfer (1865), DU Sintukihtil (1871 >; besides a few controversial articles. I do
not see that any stifficient cause has been shown to guestion the truth of Tisc)^*'

ondoxfa story or the good feith of his dealings ia.the matter, as has sometixiies

been dona (ot Qxegory, Ttxtkriiik, pp. «
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fires,- he to notice several leaves of . velll^lli ;

bearing Greek writing^ of an extremely early fype^

vvWeh on examination pioved to be part of a copy of

'the Septuagtet version of tl^e Old Testament No
objection was offered to the visitor’s appropriating the

supposed wa^e.paper, and he was informed that mudi
sknilar material had already met with the fate for

which these sheets were intended. He was also shown
further portions of the same manuscript, containing the

books of Isaiah and the Maccabees
;
but these he,was

not allowed to appropriate, and he was obliged Ito con-

tent himself with warning the monks that such things

were too valuable to be used as fuel. Returning to

PIurope /vriM his spoil, which consisted of forty-three

leaves from the books of i Chronicles, Jeremiah,

Nebemiah, and Esther, he deposited it^ji the University

library at Leipsig, where, under the nijne of the Codex

Friderico-Augustanus (from King Frciderick Augustus,

the discoverer’s sovereign and patron) it still remains
;

and in 1846 he published its contents. In 1853 he

returned to the East, and revisited the monasteiy of

St. Catherine, hoping to acquire the rest of the manu-

script
; but this time he could neither see •nor hear

anything of it, though (as subsequently appeared) it

had meanwhile been ^hown to the learned Russian

bishop, Porphyry Uspepsky, and to an English officer,

Major Macdonald. Believing that the treasure must

have already found its way into Europe, Tischendorf

resig®! his search and abandoned his hopes ; but in

1859 his work took him back to Mount Sinai, this time

under the patronage of the Tsar Alexander II. His

stay was only of a few days’ duration, but shortly

before its end he happened ta be conversing with the

steSvaid of the monastery on the subject of the Septua*

gint, Mfiios of his recent edition of which he had
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brought with him to present to the monastery. . The
steward observed that he too had a copy of the Septua-

gint, and presently produced it/wrapped in a* napkin,

the only protection of its loose and often mutilated
^

leaves ; and there the astonished visitor beheld the

very manuscript which for the last fiilteen years had
been so much in his thoughts. The prize was even

greater than he had hoped
;
for not only was much of

the Old Testament there, but also the New Testament

intact and in excellent condition, with the addition of

the Ep’Sstle of Barnabas and much of the Shepherd

of Hermas—two early Christian works which hovered

for a time on the edge of the Canon before being ulti-

mately excluded from it. Tischendorfs delight may
be imagined, and could not be concealed. He obtained

leave to take the precious manuscript to his room
;

and that night, thinking it sacrilege to sleep, he spent

in transcribing the Epistle of Barnabas, of which no
copy in Greek was previously known to exist

After discovery, diplomacy. Without much diffi-

culty, apparently, Tischendorf persuaded the monks to

let him have the manuscript sent to’feiro, where a

first trai^cript was made
;

but some time elapsed

before he could induce them to part altogether with

their property. Ultimately, how^^ver, he prevailed upon
them to present it to the Tsar, the great protector of
the Greek Church and his own immediate patron

; and
in October 1859 sajtisfaction of carrying

his treasure to St. Petersburg, where, in the Imperial

Library, it haS since found its permanent home. As
an acknowledgment of the gift, the Imperial Govern-

ment made a present of 70QO roubles to the convent

of Mount Sinai and 2009 to that of Mount Tabor. A
preliminary account of the MS. was ^Issued by Tischen^*

dorf in i860, and at the end of 1862 the r^^mplete
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MS. .was published in facsimile type.^ A ‘ critical

edition of the New Testament for general use followed

in May 1*863, Collations of the MS. have been pub-

‘iished more than once
;
but its definitive publication

(so far as the New Testament portion is concerned)

was delayed vinj:il ipiijwhen the Oxford University

Press published a complete photographic facsimile from

negatives taken by Professor and Mrs. K, Lake, with

an introduction by the former. By this admirable

publication (to be completed, it may be hoped, by the

addition of the Old Tesiament portion) the series of

facsimile editions of the great New Testament codices

is satisfactorily rounded off.

The Codex Sinaiticus, when complete, evidently

contained the whole of the Greek Bible ; but much of

the Old Testament had disappeared before Tisrhendorrs

discovery of it. Part may have perished only shortly

before his first visit to Sinai, through the fate from

which he rescued the leaves which now form the Codex
Friderico- Augustanus at Leipzig; but the original

mutilation was of much earlier date, since fragments

were found to have been used in the bindings of other

MSS.“ The details of the Old Testament portion of

the MS., however, do not concern us here
;
they may be

found in Professor Swede's Introduction to the Old Testa-

ment in Greek (pp. The New Testament is

intact, and includes in addition the non-canonical books
known as the Epistle pf Barnabas and the Shepherd of

Herma.i, the latter being incomplete. It is written on
very thin vellum of excellent quality, prepiSi,red from the

skins of antelopes (as Tischendorf suggested) or of

some animal of similar si|;e, arranged (as a rule) in

’ Some specimens of the edition were tent to the Exhibition of i86a in

fx>pdon. several months the appeiti^nce of the complete work*
* These were discovered by Bishop Porphyry on bis visit to Sinai in

1845* ^
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quaternions of four sheets (= eight leaves or sixteen

pages). Each page measures 1 5 inches by 1 3^^, and
there are signs that they wer6 originally larger, Jkjut

have suffered from the binders’ shears. * Each page

contains four narrow columns of writing,^ about 2^
inches in width, and consisting of 48 lines. There are

no enlarged initials, but the first letter of a paragraph

projects slightly into the left-hand margin. There are

no accents, and punctuation by the first hand is rare,

but ^the text is divided into short paragraphs, and the

remainder of a line in which a paragraph ends is left

blank. The writing is a rather large uncial, larger than

is found in any but a very few papyri, but not so large

as uncials subsequently became on vellum.^ In width

of column and in shape of writing the Codex Sinaiticus

recalls the best literary papyri of the first and second

centuries
;

and the resemblance is increased when,

instead of a single page, the open codex itself is seen,

since the two pages shown side by side, with their

eight narrow columns, present very much the appear-

ance of a papyrus roll.

According to Tischendorf, the o^tgwial text of the

MS. wasVritten by four different scribes, one of whom
(in addition to part of the Old Testament) wrote the

whole of the New Testament e:M:ept seven leaves ® and

the ** Shepherd.” The writer to Vhom the seven leaves

were due, besides writing the books of Tobit and Judith

in the Old Testament, also seems to have corrected the

‘ Except in thjp poetical books of the Old Testament, where there are
only two columns to the p^e.

^ The complete facsimile gives the impression of a rather thicker and
heavier hand than the photographs previously accessible had led one to

expect. V

* Two leaves in Matthew, the last leaf of Mark and the first of Luke, a
leaf from i Thess. and a leaf f/om Hebrews, and the beginning of the
Apocalypse. The six first-named leaves fornu three sheets, or attached
pairs of leaves. As stated below, Tischendorf believed the scribe of these
teaves to be identical with the scribe of the Codex Vaticanus
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New. Testament throughout ; and it may reasonably be
presumed that the appearance of his hand in the seven

leaves named is due to ‘the corrections reeded in the

original pages being of such. a kind or extent that he

found it advisable to rewrite them. The corrections

by this hand, together with some others which appear

to be about coeval with the MS,, are indicated in

critical editions by the sign k®. Tischendorf (and his

conclusions are substantially confirmed by Lake, the

only other scholar who has minutely examined^ the

original MS.) distinguishes five other correctors of some
importance : whose labours hvive bee!> directed to

orthographical matters, such as accents and stops, and
who appears to have tired of his work before he

reached the end of the first Gospel ; and

correctors nearly contemporary with one another, and

probably of th*'* sixth or early seventh century, both

active in the C ospels (where, however, they clearly

used different texts), but only appearing sub-

sequently
;

a slightly later corrector, who appears

mainly, if not wholly, in the Epistle of Barnabas
;
and

H**, who restored faded portions of the text, with

occasional notes of various readings, about tfie eighth

century.' Later notes are few and unimportant.

^ Another scribe of this grovp (hitherto identified with n®*, but by Lake
said to l>e certainly different) Jhas a<]dcd at the end of Esther .a note
stating that the MS. had been collated with a very early copy, which itself

had been corrected by the hand of the holy martyr Pamphilus. Pamp'hilus
was the disciple of Origen, co^editor with Eusebius of a text of the Septua-
gint emb. dying the results of Origen’s labours, and founder of a library at

Caesarea which was the centre of textual study of the Sariptures, initiated

and inspired by Origen. Copies of Origen’s works were the special objects

of Pamphilus’ zeal as a librarian (Jerome, /^. cxli.). Bousset [Textkrifischf

Studien turn N.T.^ in Harnack and Gebhardt’s 7'exfe und Vntersuchungen^

xi. 4) has found confirmation of tlas conclusion that the ‘c* group of
correctors worked in the library at Caesarea, in the fact that the corrections

qf closely resemble tb<'se of the ihanuscrii>t H,, which was also

corrected from a MS. of ttamphilus {sec below). Specimens of the hands
of the several scribes and correctors are given in Lake*s facsimile edition^

Plates II. kdd Ilf,

F
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In connexion with the different hands of this MS.
an important remark Is made by Tischendorf, to the

effect that the scribe who wrote the seven leaves RhoVt

mentioned (together with Tobit, Judith, and Hermas)

is identical with the scribe of the New Testament in

the Codex Vaticanus (B). The importarfee of this fact,

if it were true, would lie in the identity of time and

place which it would establish beyond reasonable doubt

for these two great codices. In the absence of a

photographic facsimile, or of the careful examination

of the MS. by a competent palaeographer, this observa-

tion has held the field until recently, though regarded

with constantly increasing suspicion. Similarities in

punctuation and orthography, which at first sight were

impressive, lost weight when carefully examined, and

when confronted with additional evidence from Greek

papyri. The publication of the photographic facsimile

has finally demonstrated the impossibility of Tischen-

dorfs identification, which may now be relegated to

the limbo of exploded delusions.^

Palaeographers are generally agretjj^ in assigning

the original writing of the manuscript to the fourth

century
;

but as the matter is not one upon which

demonstrative evidence exists, it may be as well to

indicate the considerations by w^ich the dates of this

and other early vellum uncials are fixed. It is only in

a few of the latest uncial manuscripts that the date

of production is expressly stated
;

the earliest is the

Uspensky Psaiter of the year 862. For earlier manu-
scripts it is necessary to rely upon circumstantial

evidence, and to reason back from points which may
be regarded as fairly certain to those which are less so.

A trained palaeographer’' will learn to distinguish the
^ For TischendorTs arguments (which were accepted by Hort and

Scrivener) see his Novum Testamentum Vaticanum (1867), p. On the
other tide, see Lake's Introduction to the facsimile, p. xii.

'
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reldtive antiquity of different writings
; and thus« by

allowing a reasonable space of time for each stage of

dcvelopmefnt, it is possible to arrive at approximate
dates in cases in which them is nothing but palaeo*

graphical evidence to go upon. A copy of Dioscorides,

at Vienna, is ‘known to have been written for Juliana,

daughter cf Flavius Anicius Olybrius, Emperor of the

West in 472, and this supplies us with an approxi-

mately dated example oi^ writing about the beginning

of the sixth century. Again, the Codex Laudiatius

of the Acts must have been written (as will be shown
below) where about the beginning of the seventh

century. But it is clear that these manuscripts are

not as early as several others which are known to

us. They are le.ss simple, more ornamented, showing

evidence of progress and development
;
and therefore

the other MSS. must be assigned to earlier dates in

proportion to ; aeir degree of relative priority. Thus,

to take the four oldest copies of the New Testament

—

the Sinait’eus, Vaticanus, Alexandrinus, and Ephraemi
—it is clear that all of them are earlier than the above-

mentioned Bioscorides
;

and it is likewise highly

probable that the two first-named, which are the

simplest ^nd least adorned of all, and show a greater

resemblance to papy«is MSS., arc earlier than the other

two. If, then, the Codex Alexandrinus and the Codex
Ephraemi be placed a generation or two beforft the

Bioscorides, about tlie middle of the fifth century or

even earlier, the Codex Sinaiticus and Vaticanus must
be thrown back into the fourth century. Collateral

considerations, derived from the non-canonical additions

found in them, the evidence of early systems of division

of the sacred text, the cdhiparison of early I^tin

manuscripts of wffich the dates can be approximately

ascertained^ and so on, all tend to confirm this con*
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elusion
;

so that, though demonstrative evidence may
not be forthcoming, there is very good reason to accept

the. general belief that these manuscripts are not latef.

than the fourth century.

It may be asked, however, whether they may not be

earlier
;
and it may be pointed out that \ye now know

uncial hands of a type bearing some resemblance to

those of these manuscripts to have been in use on
papyrus before the end of the first century. There are,

however, various considerations which forbid us to push

back the *great vellum uncials to anything like so early

a date. As has been shown in the first chapter, there

is good reason to believe that for the first three

centuries of our era papyrus held its own as the chief

literary material
;
and the circumstances of the Church

make it highly improbable that such manuscripts as

the Codex Sinaiticus or Vaticanus would be produced

before the recognition of Christianity by Constantine.

Further, it is certain that the Codex Alexandrinus

cannot have been written before the latter part of the

fourth century, at earliest, since it contains (attached to

the Psalter) compositions of Eusebius anTl^Athanasius,

who died In 340 and 373 respectively
; and the

Sinaiticus and Vaticanus cannot be separated from the

Alexandrinu? by any very great gap. In the case of

the Sinaiticus evidence to the sagJe effect is furnished

by the fact that it bears in its margins the 'section

numbers compiled for the Gospels by Eusebius, who, as

just stated, died in 340.' It is true that they are not
^ Eusebius divided each of the Gospels into sections, which he numbered,

St. Matthew containing 355, St. Mark 236, St. Luke 342, and St. John
232. He then compiled canons, or tables, placing in parallel columns the
numbers of those sections in each Gospex which contain descriptions of the
same event. These tables consequently serve the purpose of a harmony
of the Gospels, without the labour df transcribing all the passives at full

length. Thus one table gives, in four parallel icolumns, references fo
inodents described in all four Gospels ; three, of three columns, give those
common to three Gospels (the combination Mark, Luke, Jphn^tRMss not
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inserted by the first hand
; but it is clear that they are

not of much later date, since they are omitted from

.two of the leaves supplied by the corrector w* (see

above, p. 65), who was cogtemporary with the original

scribe. The section numbers must therefore have

been inserted throughout the Gospels before these two
leaves were re-written by the corrector

;
and conse-

quently the MS. as a whole must, nt the very least, be

later than the date which Eusebius devised his

system of section numeration.* All the indications,

therefore, point the same way
;
and though precise

accuracy is not obtainable with the existing evidence,

it is clear that the Codex Sinaiticus cannot be much
earlier than the second half of the fourth century, while

it can hardly be materially later.

A problem of considerable interest, if only it could

be plausibly *?olved, is that of the place of origin of this

MS.
;
but it will be convenient to defer the considera-

tion of it until we come to speak of the Codex
Vaticanus. Although Tischendorf's argument as to

the identity of the corrector of and the scribe of B
has broken down, yet Lake gives reason to suppose,

from the resemblance of the superscriptiofis, that the

two MSS must at least have been together at a very

occur) ; five, of two coluMcs, give those common to two Gospels (the

combination Mark, John cloef' mit occur) ; while one, of one column,
gives the* {)assa^es peculiar to each evangelist. These tabl^ are very
commonly prefixed to manuscripti^ of the Gospels, while th<f section

numbers, with a reference to the number of the table to which each
sectioii belongs, are given in the margins of the text (often with the
numbers of the corres{>onding sections in the «)thcr Gos{>eis, which really

dispenses with the necessity of a reference to the tables). Etisebius' section-

division was based on a harmony of the Gosj)cl.s (no>' lost) by Ammonius
of Alexandria, in which, the (j(OS|)el nf St. Matthew Inring taken as a
standard, the corresponding sectftjos in the other (iospels were written
down in parallel columns ; and hence, through a misunderstanding of the

i^rds in which Eusebius expresses Ibis indebte<.lness, the sections are

cbnunonly spoken of asithe Ammofiian sections, while the tables are called

the Emebian coptons.
^ See iiote,by Gwynn in Scrivener, i. 94, and I.ake, p. xix.
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early date; and in any case the similarity of text

suggests the possibility of a community of origin.

For the present, then, it will be sufficient to state

that, while Hort was inclined to assign it* to Rome,
Ceriani to southern Italy,' and others to Egypt, the

opinion most generally held of late years would asso-

ciate it with Caesarea and the library of Pamphilus in

that place. Lake, however, who formerly advocated the

Caesarean view, has now come round to the belief that

Egypt is its real country of origin (see his Introduction

to the "facsimile, pp. x-xv)
;
and this is the conclusion

which to the present writer has always seemed the most
probable.

The character of the text contained in the Codex
Sinaiticus cannot be fully investigated here

;
but it may

be said broadly that it is one of the principal repre-

sentatives of what has been called above the ^-text,

though with not infrequent traces of the influence of

the 8-text. Tischendorf’s seventh edition of the Greek
Testament was issued in 1859; a few months before his

discovery of the Codex Sinaiticus, and while the Codex
Vaticanus was still practically unknom^o to scholars.

This edition was consequently based mainly upon
authorities of the a-type, agreeing substantially with

the Textus Receptus
;
but his eigjith edition, published

ten years later, was prepared u»der the influence of

these two great fourth-century cckiices, and it has been

competed that it differs from its predecessor in more
than 3000 places.^ The Sinaitic and Vatican manu-
scripts are, in Tact, the two great champions of the

/8-text, and it is primarily (though not by any means
entirely) to their influence tl\at the textual differences

between our Authorised and Revised Versions are due.

It may be useful to indicate a few of the more import-

' Scrivener, ii. 283. ^
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ant passives in which the Codex Sinaiticus departs

frotn the Textus Receptus. In Matt I 25 it omits

TTpe^roTOKov (witb^ B and Z)
;

in Matt. v. 44 it

omits eiXo/etre rou? xarapmfUvov^ tcaXw iroture

TOV9 fiitrovvra^ u/xa? (with B)
; in Matt vi. 1 3 it

omits the doxology^ of the Lord’s Prayer (with BDZ)
;

it omits Matt* xii. 47 (with BLP
; m* inserts the verse)

;

it omits Matt xvi. 2, 3 . . . Bvuacrde)^ with B
and a few other uncials ; it omits Matt xvii. 2

1
(with

B) ; it omits Matt xviii. 1 1 (with BL)
;

it has the

Revised Version rcadinv^, in Matt xix, 17 (witfc BDL) :

in Matt xxiv, 36 it adds ovBi 6 vio^ (with BD
;

has cancelled the words)
;

in Matt xxvii. 49 it adds

the incident of the piercing of our Lord’s side (with

BCLF). In St Mark it omits vlov rov Seov at i. i

(here depaiting from B and being corrected by «*) ; at

vi. 20 it reads TroXX/i ^iropei for ttoXXA eTroiei (with

BL) ; it omits ix. 44, 46 (with BCLA), and the end

of 49 with BLA
;

it omits the last twelve verses of the

Gospel (with B). In St Luke it reads evBoKia^ for

evBoKia in ii. 1 4 (with ABD)
;

it omits SevrepomrpojTtp

in vl. I (with BL)
,

in x. 42 it reads oXiycav Be iari

V (with BC'L)
;

in xi. 2-4 jt has the

shortened version of the Lord’s Prayer which appears

in the Revised Version (with BL)
;

in xxii. 43, 44 it has

the incident of thejBloody Sweat (with most uncials,

but against ABRT
;
•another hand, which 7'ischendorf

takes to be m*, has enclosed the passage with marks
of omission)

;
in xxiii. 34 it has the word from the

Cross, “ F'athcr, forgive them ” (with rnost uncials, but

against BD)
;

in xxiii. 45 it has rov ^Xlov exXel^

TTovro^i instead of kuI ierKoriaOrj 6 iJXro*? (with BCL)
;

in xxiv. 5 1 it omits Kai avet^epero ek rov ovpavov

(with D). In John i. 18 it^has povoyevf}<s 06O9 for o

fiovcyevT}^ vio^ (vnth BCL) ;
in ii. 3 it reads olvov ovk
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support from any Greek MS.); in in. 13 it omits 0

ry oip€tv^ (with BL) ;
in 3, 4 it omits iicSey^o^

pipmf Tffv Tov CSaro^ Klv7i<nv (with ABCl*), and the

whote mention of the angel {&yy€\o^ • . . vtHri^fmn)

with BCD ;
in vi. 69 it reads 0 rop ©cot) instead

<pff 0 ypicrro^ 6 vib^ tov ©coO tov ^&vto^ (with

^liiCDL) ;
it omits the incident of the woman taken in

^rMultery (with all the principal uncials)
;
and (alone of

manuscripts) it omits the last verse of the Gospel
These examples from the four Gospels may suffice to

show something of the character of this manuscript

;

the bearing and value of its testlniony must be con-

sidered later, in connexion with that of the other

witnesses, who now remain to be examined.

A. Codex Alexandrinus [Sod. S 4] (Plate IV.).

—In contradistinction to h, this has been the longest

and best known of the early uncial copies of the Greek
Bible. Its original home appears to have been in

Alexandria/ whence it was no doubt brought to Con-
stantinople by Cyril Lucarin 1621, on his transference

from the patriarchate of Alexandria^ that of Con-
stantinople. By Lucar it was offered as a gift to James I.

of England, through the intermediary of Sir Thomas
Roe, the English ambassador to the court of the Sultan

;

but James having died before the gift took effect, it

was actually received by Charles I. in 1627, and
deported by him in the Royal Library, whereby, when
George II. in 1757 presented that Library to the

nation, it ultimately passed into the possession of the

British Museum. The Epistles of Clement, which are

attached to the New Testament (and of which at that

time no other copy was known), were promptly pub-

^ A story that the MS. was found at Mt. At&os, and thence hrottg^V
to Atexandm by Cyril, lacks confirmation.
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Hshe^ i** 163 3 by Patrick Youn® the Royal Librarian ^

the Old Testament was edited by Grabe ih 1707--20,

and the New Testama^^ by Wmde in 1786. Pre-
* viously to this date the text^had b^n repeatedly col-

lated by various editors of the New Testament (first for

Walton's Polyglot in 1657, then for Mill's great edition

in 1707), so that its contents were already well known.
Woide's edition was reproduced in a handier form by
B. H. Cowper in i860, and in 1879 ^ definitive publi-

cation was reached by the issue of a photograi>hic fac-

simile under the editorship of Mr. (now Sir) E. Maunde
Thompson, the late Director of the British Museum.^

In its present binding, bearing the royal arms of

Charles I., the Codex Alexandrinus consists of four

volumes of moderate quarto size
;

but originally it

formed a single volume of considerable thickness. It

consists of 773 leaves* of thin vellum (so thin that in

many places the ink has worn completely through it),

measuring inches by io| inches, and written in a
firm and fairly large square uncial hand, with two
columns to the page. New paragraphs are marked by
enlarged capital letters

;
but if the end of a paragraph

falls near the beginning of a line, the succeeding para-

graph is commenced in the same line, the enlarged

capital being reserved«for the first letter of the line that
•

^ The Old Testament was published in facsimile t3rpe, with- elabcMrate

prolegomeim, in 18x6-28 by the Rev, H. H. Baber, Keeper of ManufcripCs
in the British Museum ; and a photog:raphic facsimile, edited by Mr.
Maunde Thompson, followed that of the New Testament in 1881-83. It

has also been collated throughout for the Cambridge Septusj^int. Bveci^
men ipu;$imiles in Pai, Soc. i. 106, and in Facsimiles of Biblical JifSS* in
the British Mnsoum^ PI. II. The fullest description of the MS. is con-
tained in Thompson’s Introduction to the facsimile publication. A handier
and cheaper photographic facsiraile^on a rcducea scale ffiibout | of the
onffinal), of the New Testament was edited by the present writer in

;
Originally 820, allowing one leaf foi the lost conclusion of the SecoM

Epistle of Clement, and fore for the Psalms of Solomon, in addition to the

lorW-one which are nussing from parts of the Old end New Testament and
I Qemmt, as ^eactibed b&w.
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follows (see p. 50). Four different hands may be dis-

cerned in the original text of the New Testament, one

having written Matthew, R^rk, and most of the

Pauline ^Epistles, the seconS Luke, John, Acts, the.

Catholic Epistles, and 'the first part of the Pauline

Epistles (to I Cor. x. 8), the third the Apocalypse and

the fourth (who also wrote the historical books of

the Old Testament) the Clementine Epistles. Several

correctors* hands have been employed upon the MS.,

but the only alterations that are of much importance

are*(i^ those made by the original scribe (A^), and

especially (2) those made by the first corrector (A*),

who would appear to have been nearly or quite con-

temporary with the MS. Other corrections are very

much fewer and less important.

When complete, the manuscript contained the whole

of the Old and New Testaments, with the addition of

the third and fourth books of the Maccabees at the end

of the Old Testament, and the two Epistles of Clement

of Rome and the Psalms of Solomon at the end of the

New. The latter work has now completely disappeared

from the MS., but its former preseno«^Js proved by the

table of,contents at the beginning, in which, however,

its title is distinctly separated by a space from those

of the canonical books. The Epistles of Clement, on

the other hand, are included with the canonical books,

following the Apocalypse in the list of contents with-

out break or distinction. The latter part of the (so-

called) Second Epistle of Clement has disappeared

along with the Psalms of Solomon
;
and one leaf of

the First Flpistle is also missing. In the New Testa-

ment nearly the whole of Jt. Matthew is lost (as far as

chap. XXV. 6) ;
also John vi. 50—viii. 5 2 (where it should

be noted that a calculation of the extent of space

missing shows that the section on !he woman taken in
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adultery, vii. S3~viii. 1 1, can never have formed part of

the MS.) ;
and 2 Cor. iv. i3-xii. 6.

,Tn point of age, the date usually assigned to the

•Codex Alexandrinus is tlte fifth century ;
and unless

more precise evidence should come to light, it is not

likely that this estimate will be disturbed. A superior

limit is given by the fact (mentioned above, p. 68),

that it contains, prefixed to the Psalter, treatises by

Eusebius, who died in 340, and Athanasius, who died

in 373. It also contaii'^s the Eusebian canons and

sections. The manuscript cannot, therefore, git the

very earliest, have been written before the second half

of the fourth century
;
but this is the date which has

already been assigned on fairly good grounds to che

Codex Siraiticus, and although it is not necessary to

separate the two manuscripts by any wide interval,

there are indications that the Alexandrinus is the later

of the two. The handwriting is firmer and heavier,

less reminiscciit of the papyrus type
;

the use of

enlarged capital letters marks an advance ; and the

arrangement of the text in two columns to the page is

also a later stage than the three columns of the Vati-

canus (B) and the four of the Sinaiticus. If, therefore,

we place the Alexandrinus in the first half of the

fifth century, it is not Hkely that we shall be far wrong.

Its early history is#partially revealed by inscriptions

on its fly-leaves. A nOte by Cyril Lucar states that,

according to tradition, it was written by Theda, a
noble lady of Egypt, shortly after the Council of Nicaea
(a.d. 325), and that originally her name .was inscribed

at the end of the volume, but that the page had
been lost through the mu^lation of this part of the

manuscript. The date is evidently too early, for

reasons given above, but the* rest of the tradition is

plausible enough, saVe that the whole MS. was certainly
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not written by one hand. An Arabic note, .of the

thirteenth or fourteenth century, so far confirms it as to

say that the MS. was writtjj/by “Theda the martyr."

Another Arabic note,^ signed by “ Athanasius the

humble" (possibly the patriarch Athanasius III., who
died about 1 308 ^), states that it wa% presented to the

patriarchal cell of Alexandria ; and a somewhat later

Latin note assigns the gift to the year 1098, but with-

out giving reasons for this assertion. In Alexandria,

and in the possession of the patriarch, it certainly was

at a feter date, since Cyril Lucar brought it thence to

Europe
;
and all the evidence points to its having been

produced in or about that town. The titles of some of

the books, which have been inserted by a writer slightly

later than the original scribe, contain forms of the

letters a and which are characteristically Coptic, and

almost demonstrate a very early residence of the MS.
in Egypt. Further, in the Old Testament this manu-
script has a type of text which is by some scholars *

identified with that of the edition of the Septuagint

by Hesychius, which was prepared and circulated in

Egypt ; while others,^ who doubt the^ctual identifi-

cation, Sit least admit a close kinship. Thus, though

demonstrative proof is wanting, such indications as

there are point to Alexandria a9 the place of production,

while there is no evidence in \ ?ontrary direction.

In character the text of the Codex Alexandrinus in

the New Testament presents a» curious phenomenon
;

for whereas in the Gospels it belongs emphatically to

the a-type, *ahd indeed is the best representative of

that family, having the text in a purer form than that
%

* Trofessor Burkitt, however, tells me that Arabic palaeographical
science is not competent to settle Ike date of this note with any conhdencp,
so that this identification has no high degree o^probability.

^ JS,^, Ceriani {De Codue Marchaliano^ 105, 106).
^ Cornill {EsuitW, 67 ff.).

.
*
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which .appears in our Textus Receptus, in the Acts

and Epistles, and still more in the Apocalypse, it

belongs rather to the
/
3^^'pe* The phenomenon is,

of course, quite easy of explanation. When codices

first superseded papyrus rolls, and it became possible

to unite all the books of the New Testament in ^ single

volume, the texts of different parts of such volumes

would necessarily be taken from different rolls
;
and it

might easily happen, as has been the case here, that

different books, or groups of books, would be copied

from rolls containing different types of text. Thus in

the MS. described below as A, the Gospel of St. Mark
has evidently been copied from an original of a

different^ family from that of the other three Gospels.

It must consequently be remembered that A in the

Gospels represents a different type of text from that

which it has in the rest of the New Testament.

B. Codex Vatlcanus [Sod. B i] (Plate V.).—This
is jjenerally held to be both the oldest and the most
valuable of all the manuscripts of the Greek Bible. Its

modern home is, as its name implies, in the Vatican

Library at Rome, and here it has been at least from

1481, since it appears (as a “Biblia in tribus ct>lumnis

ex memb.”) in a catalogue of that date.^ It was thus

n Europe a century and*a half before the Alexandrinus,

and nearly four centuriSs^ before the Sinaiticus, and yet

it was later than either of these in becoming fully

accessible to modern scholarship. During the greater

* It is stated by Vercellone {Del/* antichissiino codice Vaticam della

Bibbia gi'tcay i860) and repeated by Gregory {Texlkrifik* i, 35) that this

entry occurs in the catalogue of 1475 ; but this catalogue has been printed

in full hv E. Miintz and P. Fabre {La Bibliothlque du Vatican au
siiclcy 1887, 159*250), and it contains r» Bible answering to this descrip-

tion. Vcrcellone's reference relates really to the catalogue of 1481 (Bibl.

V^t. MS. Lat 3952, f. 50), mentioned, but not printed, by MUntz and
Fabre* (p. 250). It would^appear, therefore, that the MS. entered the

VaticanWween 1475 14^1* I have to thank Dr. F. Spiro for verify-

ing the above reference to the Vatican catalogue.
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part of that period scholars did not car^ to investigate

it scientifically, and when at last they wished to do, so,

permission could not be cjsfained. A -few readings,

from it were supplied to 4irasmus by his correspondent

Sepulveda, but too late for use in his editions of the

New Testament In 1669 a collation was made by
Bartolocci, librarian of the Vatican

;
but this was not

published, and was never used until Scholz in 1819
found a copy of it in the Royal Library at Paris.

Another was made in 1720 for Bentley by Mico, and
revised by Rulotta

;
but the former, which was imperfect,

was not published until 1799, and the revision not

until 1862, while a further collation by Birch in 1780
was quite incomplete. When the manuscript llvas

carried to Paris by Napoleon, along with other treasures

of the Vatican, it was examined by Hug, who first

proclaimed its extreme age and great importance
;
but

nothing more was done in the way of a complete

publication of its contents before it returned to Italy,

and then it was withdrawn from the use of foreign

scholars. First-rate textual critics, suf^jh as Tischen-

dorf and Trcgelles, were barely allowed a sight of it,

and only a few of its readings were grudgingly con-

ceded to the world from time to time. The fact -was

that the Vatican had itself takep the publication of it

in hand, and had had the te:et in type since 1838 ;

but, though the work was committed to a scholar of

European reputation. Cardinal D^Iai, he executed it in

so slovenly a^ way that it was held back from publica-

tion during his lifetime, while the two editions (large

and small) which were iss*^ed after his death, in 1857
and 1859, were so inaccurate and so much at variance

with one another as only to prove conclusively ,the

. necessity of having the work dofte over again. In

1 866 Tischendorf obtained leave to examine* it in
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passages as to which specif . ddubt existed, .was

able to work at it for forty-two hours in all—a time

which would have been larger but for his own breadi

of contract in "^copying twenj^ pages in full instead of

confining himself to an examination of isolated passages.

Out of all the material then available, supplemented

and corrected by his own labours, Tischendorf in 1867
produced an. edition of the Vatican New Testament,

which represented a great* advance on all previous

knowledge of the MS. ; but in 1868 the ^Papal

authorities themselves issued an edition of the New
Testament, prepared by Vercellone and Cozza, which

was followed in successive years by volumes containing

the Old Testament. Finally, in 1889-90 all previous

publications were superseded by a photographic fac-

simile of the whole MS., which renders its evidence

available to all scholars, except so far as certain

questions as to the distinction between the hands of

correctors and the original scribe must always necessitate

a reference to the original.^

The manuscript on which so much labour and so

many searchings of heart have been spent is wptten on

very fine vellum, said (but without much authority) to

be made from antelopes* ' skins. In shape it is square,

the leaves measuring inches by 10 inches, and ten

leaves (or five sheets) making a quire. The writing is

a small, neat uncial, distinctly recalling the papyrus

hands of the first and second centuries, on which it

appears to be modelled ;
it has little of the heaviness

which soon came to mark the style of writing upon

vellum. Unfortunately its appearance has been spoilt

by a corrector, who thought it necessary to trace over

every letter afresh, only sparing*those which he regarded
9

^ A SQtdmen facsimile of a page may also be seen in /*«/. Sar, i 104,

and partial or red^iced facsimiles in many handl)ooks to the Bible.
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as incorrect and therefore better allowed to fade s^way.^

There are three narrow columns to each page, a

survival from the usage on papyrus, though not so

marked as in the Sinaiticusf There appear to be no‘

accents, breathings, or stops by the first hand. Correc-

tions have been made by two hands—one a con-

temporary or nearly contemporary reviser (B®), while

the other (B^), who retraced the whole, is placed by
Tischendorf in the tenth or eleventh century. The
original scribe of the New Testament is different from

the scribes of the Old Testament, of whom, accprding

to the same scholar (though the matter is open to

doubt), there are two.

The Codex Vaticanus originally contained the whole

of the Greek Bible, but has now lost Gen. i. i-xlvi. 28,

Psalms cv. 27-cxxxvii. 6 in the Old Testament, while

the books of the Maccabees were never included in it

;

in the New Testament the conclusion of the Epistle

to the Hebrews (ch. ix. 14 to the end), the Pastoral

Epistles of St Paul, and the Apocalypse, are absent

The Catholic Epistles follow the Acts, according to

the common order in Greek MSS., and s^have escaped

destruction.

With regard to the date of the Vatican MS., there

has been substantial agreement tamong palaeographers

since Hug originally assigned it 'to the fourth century.

In simplicity of writing and the absence of ornament

or of enlarged capitals, it presents features earlier in

type than any of the other great vellum manuscripts

;

and to this ihust be added the fact that its divisions

of the text seem to be earlier than any other. The
Eusebian sections do not appear in it, but in place of

them there is a different .division of the Gospels, found

only in one other MS. (H) ;
of thesf sections there are

' Four untouched lines may be seen on p. 1479 of the MS. (Pl^^e V.).
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170 in St Matthew, 62 in St Mark, 1 52 in St Luke,

and 80 in St John.^ In the Acts there are two in-

dependent sejts of sections, the earlier consisting of 36
sections, the later of 69 ; me second of these is also

found in part in Similarly in the Catholic and
Pauline Epistlea there are two sets of sections. Since

the Eusebian sections, when once they were introduced,

rapidly spread into general acceptance, the divisions in

B appear to be of earlier origin, and tend to show at

least that the manuscript represents an old tradition.

In simplicity of writing and absence of crnament or of

enlarged initials, the Vatican MS. is the most primitive

of all, and the nearest to the papyri. Unless future

discoveries should seriously disturb the basis of our

palaeographical knowledge, the position of the Vaticanus

may be regarded as substantially fixed.^

It is far from being the same with respect to its

' It has been argued by A. Schmidtke that this section-division (of which
traces are also found in m and in Cod, 579) goes back to the Gospel-
harmony of Ammonius, which he also thinks (though with very sl^ht
evidence) was the basis of a recension of the Gospels by Ifesychius.
Hesychius is known to have made an edition of the Septuagint in Egypt
in the fourth century^ and Bousset and others hold that he did tfie same for

the New Testament, and that B represents this edition.
* An attempt has been made by A. Rahlfs {Nachrickten der kbnigh

Geselhchaft der Wissens^haften tu Gottingen, 1899, PP* 7*
date of B more closely. He trgues that it must have been written later

than A.D. 367, because its contents correspond with the list of canonical
books prescribed by Athanasiu8*in his thirty-ninth Festal Letter, written
in that year.. Von Gebhardt, however {Tkeologische Literaturzeitung,

1899, col. 556), while admitting the probability of Athanasian indttence
to be shown by the coincidence, argues that B must have been written
before , because the sharp distinction drawn by Athanasius between
canonical books {eayorii^bfieva) and books recommended^ by the Fathers
of the Church to be read {dvaytypiaoKbfizpa) is not observed, the
iiyayiyptooKbfuva (Wisdom, Ecclus., Esther, Judith, Tobit, in the Old
Testament) being inserted among the canonical books in B without distinc-

tion (though in a single group). The New Testament dpayiypteoKbftera

mentioned by Athanasius (the Didach^ and Hermas) do not of course
ajDpear in B, since the end of the MS. is 4ost. The data are consequenfly
too imcertain for any conclusion to be drawn with confidence. The most
that can be said is that the contents of B rather tend to support a belief in

its Egyptian origin.

G
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place of origin, about which the most distinguished

critics have disagreed. The Roman editors suggest

Egypt— a suggestion also made by some of the earliest

critics ; Ceriani is in favo;-.r of southern Italy
;
Hort

inclines to Rome
;

Mr. Rendel Harris has pleaded

hard for Caesarea, and for a close connexion, at least,

with the library founded there by Pamphilus and

Eusebius, and this view (which had already been

propounded by Canon Cook and Scrivener) has found

consi^ierable favour of late years.

Sonie such connexion appears to be suggested by the

following facts. The later chapter-division of the Acts

in B (into sixty -nine chapters, made by a hand only

slightly later than the first), which is also inserted in

the margin of n by a very early hand, appears to be

based on the division adopted by Euthalius in his

edition of the book,^ made about the middle of the

fourth century. Now the earliest extant MS. of this

edition (Cod. H^) cor\tains a colophon stating that it

was collated with a volume in the library of Caesarea

written by Pamphilus himself This colophon was very

possibly copied from an earlier MS. (asll^not unusual

with such notes)
;
and in that case we should have

evidence that a very early copy (if not the archetype)

of the Euthalian edition of the Acts was at Caesarea,

^ Euthalius, bishop of an unknown place called Sulca, was the author
of an edition of the Acts and Epistles in which the text was arranged
colometrically (i.e. in short clauses, corresponding to pauses in the sense),

and provided with prologues and chapter-summaries. Until recently he
was sup}^)osed to haye lived in the middle of the fifth century ; but Dean
Armitage Robinson {Euthafiana in the Cambridge Texts and Studies^ iii.

it 1S95) has shown good grounds for placing him a century earlier.

Euthalius* chapter-division in the Acts was into forty chapters and forty-

eight sub-sections, making a total of eightv-eight ; but the Dean points
out that some of the sub-section marks, being only asterisks or letters,

might easily be droni>ed out or ovAlooked, and argues that the coincidence
of the sixty-nine divisions in B with those of ^Euthalius is so general
(though not universal), even in some rather unlikely divisions, as to point

to a common origin. ^ <,
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whence its system of chapter-division may Have been

inserted into B and n. Another MS. of this edition

contains, in addition to the ordinary chapter-division of

Euthalins, another divisiS^ into thirty-six chapters

which is identical with the corner chapter-division in B.

Thcse coincidegees do not prove a common residence

at Caesarea for w, B, and the Euthalian archetype, still

less that w and B were actually written there, but they

point in that direction. Moreover, as already shown,

excellent authorities believe that there are proofs, of a

community of origin between B and rnd the*notc of

the corrector of n at the end of Erther (see p. 65, above)

shows that that MS. was at Caesarea probably as early

as the sixth century. Further, the text ot B in the Old

Testament held by competent critics, such as Hort

and Cornill, to be substantially that which underlies

Orig:ea*s Hexapla edition, completed by him at Caesarea

and ).ssued as ; n independent work (apart from the

other versions with w^hich Origen associated it) by
Eusebius and Pamphilus. Dr. Gregory, the author of

the Prolegomena to Tischendorfs last edition of the

New Testament, is even disposed to regard B and m as

having been among the fifty MSS. prepared by*Eusebius

about 331 at Constantine’s command for the churches

of his new capital (ahd so also von Gebhardt); but

there is not the least# sign of either of thein ever

having bfeen at Constantinople. That there was spme
connexion between the MSS. and Caesarea seems

fairly certain
;
but the arguments which prove it do

not go so far as to show that this was *actually their

place of origin. The fact th^t m was collated with the

MS. of Pamphilus so late as the sixth century seemsi to

>§how that it was not originally written a^t Caesarea

;

otherwise it would« surely have been collated earlier

with ej^cellent an authority. Origen's textual
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information was collected in Egypt, where he began

the preparation of the Hexapla, rather than in Caesarea

(the home only of his later life), and if B is in harmony
with, the text used by him it>^ould be accounted for by
the hypothesis that B was written in Egypt Indeed,

if B and m had been written at Caesarea^ it is probable

that in the Old Testament they would have contained

the Eusebian edition of the Septuagint, which is not

the case* Further, it is noteworthy that the section

numeration of the Pauline Epistles in B shows that it

was coified from a manuscript in which the Epistle

to the Hebrews was placed between Galatians and

Ephesians
;

an arrangement which elsewhere occurs

only in the Sahidic version, current in Upper Egypt'

A connexion with Egypt is also indicated by the fact

that, as in the Codex Alexandrinus, the titles of some
of the books contain letters of a distinctively Coptic

character, especially the Coptic jUt, which is used not

only in titles, but also very frequently at the ends of lines,

when space is to be economised.® The resemblance ofthe

writing of both B and h to hands found in Egyptian

papyri cannot be pressed, since we do not'icnow enough

about the 'contemporary hands outside Egypt to say if

this resemblance is worth anything
;
nor is there any

force in the argument derived fr6m the fact that two

damaged leaves have been patched with papyrus, since

papyrus was still used out of Egypt in and after the

fourth century. On the whole, it can only be said that

the evidence does not admit of a decisive verdict.

There is fair evidence of a connexion with the textual

* Cf. Scrivener, i. 57. *

^ It must be remembered, however, that, although this form of fi was
undoubtedly used in Egypt, we cannot affirm, for want of evidence, that its

use was confined to that country# Still, its frequent occurrence in B is

pHma facie more favourable to an eastern than western origin for that

MS., and consequently for a too (in which it likewise occurs, though less

frequently),
,

<
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school of Caesarea, which does not exclude an actual

origin in Egypt, from which the school of Caesarea took

its rise
; and other evidence is rather in favour of such

an origin. The evidence\Si favour of Rome, on which

Hort relied, has only been summarily stated, but it does

not appear to be very weighty.^

Of the character of the text of B much will have to

be said in a later chapter. Here must be sufficient

to say that it is the fo*-emost champion of what we
have called the

y3-text, and to refer to some examples

of its readirigs, generally in common with «, which

have been given above (p. 71). It differs from the

a^tcxt especially in the Gospels, and most notably in

the way of omissions. When it was first examined, the

witnesses that supported it to any great extent were

few. Since that time they have increased in number
and in variety of testimony

; but the examination of

this evidence is the central problem of New Testament

textual criticism, and must be reserved until the re-

maining manuscripts and versions have been described.

Codex Vaticanus 2066.—See below, Cod. 046.

C. Codex Ephraemi rescriptus [Sod. 8 3].—As
the epithet of Its Latin title denotes, this manuscript is

a palimpsest
; that is, the original writing has been

more or less completely removed, by washing or scrap-

ing, from the surface •of the vellum, which has then

been used again to receive the transcript of another
•

^ Huit {Introduclion^ pp. 264-7) rests Ms argument mainly on (1) certain
spellings of proper names, such as 'I<rd*r and *larpaii\ which show Western
or Latin influence; (2) the fact that the chapter -division in the Acts
common to m and B (see above, p. 81) occurs in no other Greek MSS.,
but is found in several MSS. of the I^atin Vulgate, including the Codex
Amiatinus. But this argument is placed in quite a diflerent light by Canon
Armitage Robinson {&%tthaliana^ pp. 42, loi), who connects this system

k with the divisions of Euthalius, and suggests that it was introducer! into the
Vacate by Jerome himself, as a result of his studies at Caesarea. If one
basis of Hort*s belief be thus removed, the other is too alight by itself to
give itomteh siipport.
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work. This was a device employed not infrequently

at times when vellum was scarce, and not a few manu-

scripts have come down to us with such double layers

of writing, in which, strange^as it might appear to the

authors of the intruding treatises, the earlier work is

almost invariably the one which interests us most at

the present day. Perhaps the most valuable of such

manuscripts are those which contain the Institutes of

Gaius and the De Republica of Cicero (discovered

respectively in i8i6 and 1822), since these works were

otherwise wholly lost
; but the best known of them is

probably that which is now before us. It was brought

from the East to Italy in the early days of the

sixteenth century, when Greek scholars and Greek

manuscripts found so warm a welcome in the West,

and it became the property of the Medici family.

With Catherine de* Medici it travelled from Italy to

France, and so entered the Biblioth^que du Roi in

Paris, which still (under its changed name of Biblio-

th^que Nationale) is its home. The first complete

collation of the portions of the New Testament con-

tained in it was made for Bentley in 1716 by
Wetstein; but this was superseded by the complete

publication undertaken by Tischendorf—of the New
Testament in 1843 and the Old ^n 1845. It has been

questioned whether his statements as to the various

correctors who have worked upon the MS. are always

to be trusted ; but only an e^ipert* who had had some-

thing like Tischendorfs experience in the decipherment

of uncial MS^. can speak on such a point with any
authority ; and the precise assignment of corrections is

seldom an easy task, even apart from the special diffi-

culties which attend the decipherment of a palimpsest.

Like the three manuscripts already described, the

Codex Ephraemi originally contained the whole Greek
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Bible
f but it only survives now in a sadly* mutilated

form, thanks to the disaster which befell it in the

twelfth century, when the original vvriting was defaced,

much of tlie volume thrtVv^n away, and the rest used

to receive a Greek version iT some treatises by St
Ephraem of Syria. The MS. consists now of 209
leaves, of wh*xh 64 contain portions of the Old
Testament, while 145 belong to the New. Every
book of the New Testament, except 2 Thess. and 2

John, is represented in it but none is perfect.^ When
complete, the New Testament would have »c4upied

238 leaves. The leaves measure 12^ inches by 9
inches, and arc composed of good, but not especially

fine, vellum. Each page contains but one column of

writing (thus showing a step in advance since the

double columns of the Alexandrinus, though the choice

of one column or two to the page continued to some
extent open til) the end of the manuscript period), in a

somewhat thick uncial hand of about the same size

and chaiacter as the Alexandrinus. The superimposed

writing having been arranged in double columns, it is

often possible to get a fairly clear view of the original

hand between the two columns
;
but elsevThere it is

very difficult, and often impossible, to decipher it.

From its resemblanoe to the Codex Alexandrinus, it

may be assigned to* about the same date, namely, the

first half of the fifth century. Enlarged initials are

used, and the Eusebiai\ (or Ammonian) sections are

marked in the margins. Tischendorf distinguishes two

correctors, one of the sixth, the oth^ of the ninth

century, the latter being responsible for the insertion of

accents and breathings.

* For an exact list of the contents the MS. tn its present state, so far

aff relates to the New Testament, see Scrivener, i. 121, note, or Gregory,
Prolegomena^ p, 367. Specimen facsimile in Omont, Manusciriti grecs de
la B^lioihique Naiumale^ PI. III.
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tcM of C Is more mixed in

ctf any other important MS. It beUmgs Ci^nisa^^^

sieither to the a-type nor to the fi-typt. Its ttansddber

(or the transcriber of some/ancestor of it) most have

had texts of both kinds before him. Consequently,

ihough its age makes its evidence important, as

ibowing what readings were extant at that early date,

^ is not of much value in estimating the weight of

testimony with regard to particular readings. Hort^

notices that certain displacements in the text of the

Apocalypse show that it was copied from a MS. in

which some pages had been disarranged, and that

these pages must have been of very small size, only

equal to about a quarter of a page of C itself. It

cannot, therefore, have been a volume intended for

church or library use, but must have been a small

pocket volume, either of vellum (such as the cheap
copies of literary works which we know were writleh dti

vellum in Martial’s day, when that material was held

in less estimation than papyrus), or, perhaps more
probably, of papyrus, such as we have reason to know,
from fragments recently discovered, existed during the

third and* fourth centuries.^ In either case it would
not be likely to be a copy of high authority with

regard to its text, having b^n iptended primarily for

private use, and therefore written probably with less

attention to precise accuracy ol* text How. far the

same* is the case with some other qf our earliest copies,

we are not in a position to affirm.

p. Codmt Bezae [Sod. $ s] (Plate VI.)—the most
^peculiar, and in some respects the most remarkable, of

the Greek MSS. of the New Testament Its. moctertt

^ p. 36S. *

* JS^, Uie **ljQe^** and St MatUiew ftagmentr among the Oxyrli;bMihvi
papfii; and lee above, pw 39.
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!h i4M!n ThetKlore -Bezii,-.^

gmA 1^1$^ ^olar of die later Refonnaticni padod,
obdBiied it from the monastery of St Irenaeiu at

Lyons, as l£e residt of the sack of that dty the

It had, however, already been collated

by some unknown scholar, by whom a large number of

its readings were ccunmunicated to Robo-t Stephanos,

which appear in the margin of his Greek T«tam«it of

1550. Since Stephanus speaks of its having been

collated for him in Italy, it has t^n supposed that it

was the very ancient copy of the Greek Biblo drhich

was taken to the Council of Trent in 1546 as evidence

in support of the reading “Si cum volo sic manere”
{iitv mirrs^ diXu fiivetv oSrm) in John xxi. 22 ; but

this can hard^ be regarded as certain. Beza used it

slighdy in the latee editions of his Greek Testament,

and in 1581 presented it to the University of Cambridge,

in whose keeping it has remained ever since. Con-

siderable use was made of it by Walton, Mill, and
Wetstein, and in 1793 a complete edition of it was
prepared and issued - by Dr, Thomas Kipling for the

University of Cambridge. It was again edited by
Scrivener in 1 864, and in 1 899 a photographic facsimile

ofthe whole MS. was issued by the Cambridge University

Press. The university has thus always been forward

to allow scholars the use of its great treasure, and to

make it .readily access'ible to those who may not be

within reach of its iibrai^^. The peculiar character of

the MS. has naturally attracted much attention, and
witliin the last ten years of the nineteenth century

no less than three important studies of its text were

' Ikm Henri Quentin {jRetnte BMtUctine, xxiii. i, 1906) ai^es that St

was already at Lyons in the ninth centnry^ on the ground of ceruJn readiBgt
In thm Mkrtp'0hgium of Adon, written at that plac^ which appear to have
been tahen from Codex Bhiae ; but it is imposnble te prove tnat ihts Is tbe

00^ wmfce whence they could haTC been derived.
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published by Rendel Harris, Chase, and Weiss,' to the

contents of which we shall have to refer later.

The differences between this manuscript and the

four which have been already described begin with

its external appearance. They were all copies of the

entire Greek Bible ; but there is no sign that D ever

contained the Old Testament, and in*its present state

it includes only the Gospelsrand Acts (with considerable

mutilations, notably the conclusion of the Acts, from

ch. xxii. 29 to the end), and a small fragment of the

Catholic Epistles (3 John 11-1$, in the Latin version),

which originally stood between the Gospels and Acts,

not, as usual, after the Acts. The Gospels are arranged

in the order very early adopted in the Western Church,

viz. Matthew, John, Luke, Mark. But a more striking

difference is the fact that D contains a Latin text of

the New Testament as well as the Greek. The two

versions stand side by side, on opposite pages, the

Greek holding the place of honour on the left. The
pages are somewhat smaller than those of the manu-
scripts already described, measuring 10 inches by 8,

The writing on each page occupies a single column,

but is not written in continuous paragraphs^ but in

ic&\a, or short clauses divided according to the sense

;

in this way the corresponding words in the two lan-

guages are kept more strictly parallel. It is written in

rather large uncials, which show a curious resemblance

between the Latin and the preek. No less than nine

correctors have been distinguished, ranging from the

date of the MS. itself to the twelfth century or later.

The age of the original writing is not easy to

' Rendel Harris, A Study of Codex Bezae (Cambridge, Texts and
Studies^ ii. I, 1891) ; Chase, The^Oid Syriac Eknunt in the Text of Codex
Bozae (lyondon, 1893) • Weiss, Der Codex D in der Apostel^sckkhie
( Texie und Untermchun^en^ Ncue Folge ii. i, Leipzig, 1897). Specimen
ffmsimile in Pal. Soc, t. 14, 15. ^

,
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determine. The general opinion of palaeographers

and textual students has assigned it to the sixth

century
;
but recently Professor Burkitt {Joum, TkeoL

Stud. iii. 501, 1902) has argued for a fifth -century

date. His main reason is that the principal corrector

of the Latin side of the MS. handles the text more
freely than he supposed conceivable after about A.D.

500. This, however, is obviously insecure ground

;

the individual peculiarities of correctors cannot be tied

down so definitely. On the other hand, no palaeo-

grapher would maintain that the distinction of* Hands

between the last half of the fifth century and the first

half of the sixth is so clearly established as to preclude

the possibility of the earlier date for Codex Bezae. It

has not the same appearance of age as A
;
but even

this argument is weakened by the tact that D was
plainly vvritten in a country of which Greek was not

the native tongue. The question cannot but remain

open until further evidence comes to light.

The existence of a Latin text is in itself sufficient

evidence that the MS. was originally written in the

West Its presence in the south of France suggests

the possibility that this was also its first home
; and in

such a country, where the Church had been founded by
missionaries from Asia Minor, who spoke Greek, but

was planted among provincials who spoke Latin, the

existence of bilingual copies of the Bible is quite

intelligible. Further^ it i§ said that the Latin text of

Codex Bezae agrees with the Bible quotations of

Irenaeus, even in obvious errors of transcription,' which

goes far to confirm its connexion with the Church

which Irenaeus founded. The main difficulty in the

way of this theory is the uncertainty whether bilingual

manuscripts would^have continued to be produced in

• ^
’ Nestle, Introducfim^ Eng, Tr., p. 65.
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southern France as late as the sixth century.
, It is

known that the Greek language continued in use there

as late as the time of Caesarius of Arles^ who belongs

to this century, but there is no evidence that it was

still employed for liturgical purposes. Mr. Brightman,^

examining the question - from the liturgical point of

view, and with reference to certain lection-marks which

have been supposed to indicate a Galilean use, rejects

such an opinion altogether, declaring the lections in

question to be of the Byzantine use, and would refer

the *MS. rather to southern Italy, where the Byzantine

rite was regularly followed. There is, of course, no
difficulty in supposing a bilingual manuscript to have

been produced in Magna Graecia
;
on the contrary, the

chief objection to this theory is that Greek was so well

known in that region that we should have expected

the Greek part of the MS. to be better written than it

is. In point of fact, the Greek has the appearance of

having been written by a scribe whose native language

was Latin
;
and some of the mistakes which he makes

{e,g. writing / for X or for k) point in the same
direction. We want a locality where Latin was the

prevalent tongue, but Greek was still in use for eccles-

iastical purposes ; for the liturgical notes are all on the

Greek side. Southern France may have been such a

locality, but clear evidence is lapktng for this particular

period
;
some parts of northern Italy may have been

such localities,*^ but we kngw too little about them ;

Sardinia was such a locality, as is shown by the Codex
Laudianus having had its home, and probably its

origin, there
;
but southern Italy hardly seems to answer

the requirements. The problem, therefore, of the place

of origin of D must remain for the present unsolved.

* /tmmal of TheologutU Studuf^ i. 446 ff.

^ Professor Sanday. for instance, has tentatively suggested Ravenna.
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Th.e text of D differs widely from that of any other

Greek MS. of the Bible, finding its chief affinities in

the Old Syriac and Old Latin versions, described

below. It contains remarkable additions to the normal

text, such as the passage which it inserts in place of

Luke vi, 5 (rp^avr^ Vf^P^ deaadfievo^ nva epya^o^

fiepov aaff/Sdrqt, ehrev avrrp * Avffp(07r€, el

olBa^ 8 7roi€i9, fiatcdpio^ et* el Si pp oZSa?, hri*

Kardparo^ teal 7rapa^drrf<;. el rov .
vopov), and a long

passage after Matt. xx. 28 (to the same general effect

as Luke xiv. 8-1 1). At the end of St Luke klias

also a remarkable series of omissions, leaving out

Luke xxii. 20 (the second mention of the cup in the

institution of the Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper),

xxiv. 12 (Peter’s entry into the sepulchre),
. 36 (*‘and

saith unto them, Peace be unto you ”), 40 (“ and when
he had thus spoken, he showed them his hands and his

feet ”), 5 I (“ and was carried up into heaven ”), besides

minor omissions. In addition there are repeated

variants, too many to enumerate here, throughout the

text of the Gospels, while in the Acts the variations

are so frequent and so remarkable as to give rise to

the theory that it represents a different editidh of the

book, though equally issued by St. Luke himself.

The discussion of •this theory, and of the whole

type of text of which is the chief Greek example,

and which we have called the 8-text, must be reserved

to a later stage, when •all tfce data of the problem have

been stated
; but there is one subject of controversy

which applies to D alone, and which musf therefore be

mentioned here. This h^s to do with the relation

between the Greek and the Latin texts contained in it

It is clear that these are not ^wholly independent of

ohe*another, so tha^each would have substantial .value,

the one as a copy of the Greek Testament, the other as
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a copy of the Latin version. In many small djetails,

such as the order of words and clauses, the texts have

evidently been assimilated to one another
;
and it is a

question whether this assimilation may not extend to

some of the larger variants of which this MS. is full,

and also whether the Greek has been assimilated to

the Latin or vice versa. The older view, held by Mill

and Wetstein, was that the Greek text had been assimi-

lated to the Latin (in which case the Greek would

cease to have independent value, and it might fairly

be questioned whether this particular type of text ever

existed in Greek at all). The great critic Griesbach,

however, maintained the contrary thesis, that the Latin

had been assimilated to the Greek
;
and this view has

been generally held down to the present day, when
the earlier opinion has been revived and elaborately

defended by Mr. Rendel Harris.' He points out a

number of instances in which small alterations (such as

the omission or insertion of the parts of the verb eiyJi)

have been made in the Greek, in order to produce a

more exact verbal parallelism with the Latin
;
and on

the same principle he explains a considerable number
of the mbre important variants of the manuscript. On
the other hand, Bishop Chase ^ refers these variants,

or a large proportion of them, •to an original Syriac

influence. He would trace bc^pk the ancestry of the

text of Codex Bezae to a bilingual Greek and Syriac

manuscript, produced probably at Antioch, where Greek

and Syriac influences met ; and he explains many of

the readings t)f Codex Bezae as due to translations

from the Syriac. This would account for one of the

remarkable characteristics of its text, namely, the

apparently aimless substitution of synonyms for words
* A Study ef Codex Bezae (Cambridge, 1891 ).«

• The Old Syriac Element in the Text of Coaex Bezae (London, 1893) ;

The Syre^Laim Text of the Gospels (1895). • •
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found .in the normal Greek text
;
such as Kvpto^ for

^eo9, or vice versa

^

for fivr}pM (Acts ii. 29),

iroXKois for tKavov<: (xiv. 21), to pvkto^ for

TO ficarovvKTtov (xvi. 25), Trj for t^ (xxi.

l), iieT€Tr€fi^aTo for pL€r^.Ka\eararc (xx. 17J, for

a7re<f>if€y^aro (ii. 14), evayyeXl^ovre (sc. -Tat) for Karcpf-

yeWovaip (xvL ly), KaB^Ofiepo^ for KaOijfievo^ {iii. lO;

the reverse iti vi. 1 5 ), and many more of the same
type.' How far the larger variants are to be explained

in the same way is a point v/hich must be considered

later; and even if Mr. Cl.ases view of the historj^ of

the Bezan text is conrcl, it would not remove the

possibility of later accommodations of the Greek to

the Latin, ^uch as Mr. Kendel Harris argues for. On
the other hand, Scrivener, whose acquaintance with the

MS. was minute anu extensive, maintains that the

Latin is so sensibly accommodated to the Greek as to

be deprived of all independeiit value. Von Soden,^ the

latest textual critic to deal with the subject, considers

the influence of the Latin version on the Greek to be

the important characteristic of the MS.
The only possible conclusion derivable from this

conflicting testimony, where the evidence on either side

is separately con^vincing, is that assimilation has taken

place from do/A sides
;
•and if this is so, there can be

little doubt how the phenomenon is to be explained.

The process must not be confined to the §cribe of D
alone, but must be ^extepded back to some of*its

ancestors. When the New Testament was introduced

into western lands, it came in its original Greek shape,

whence it was translated into Latin for the convenience

of local converts
;

and when copies were made in

which this Latin version was put beside the Greek, it

* Cf. Weiss, Der Cfdex D inder AposUl^eschuhte^ pp. l8 ff.

^
- Schri/ttn des N,T, i. 1323*1340.
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would naturally be assimilated to it in details. But as

time went on, and such bilingual MSS. were copied by
scribes to whom Latin was.more familiar than Greek,

it would naturally happen that the Latin version

became the predominant partner in the combination,

and that in small details, such as the exact parallelism

of clauses, the Greek was modified so as to suit it.

Codex Bezae would therefore be a Latinising descendant

of a Graecising ancestor
;
and (especially if the Syriac

element be admitted as an earlier ingredient) its

unsupported evidence on purely verbal points will

not be regarded as very authoritative. The larger

variants, however, and those which are supported

by other evidence, would not be affected by these

considerations.

One other detail, pointing in the same direction,

may be noticed in conclusion. A common form of

mistake in the MS. (which is very full of scribal

errors) is the use of wrong terminations, such as rriv

for rfi (Acts xiii. 14, xiv. 20), x'^piov for x'^piov (iv.

37), K\avS<09 for KXavScov (xviii.* 2), CKaaro^ for

iKaarop (iii. 26), avrov for avrov (xiv. 20), avr&v for

avToi<i (i.*'26), Now such mistakes might easily

be made, if the scribe were not very careful, in copying

from a manuscript in which abbreviations were used.

Such manuscripts have been foynd of late years among
the papyri discovered in Egypt;* and where r stands

for T1JV and t* for t^9, avr® fpr ainro^y avrov^ or avrovy

av^ for any case of avrov, and similarly with other

words, it is "easy to understand how mistakes arose

when they were re-copied. Manuscripts with such

abbreviations, however, were never meant for official

or library copies, but ^merely for private use
; and

^ Weiss, cp. at, pp. 21, {3.
* Cf. Palaeography af Gfook Papyri

^

p. 32 and Appendix IV^
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precise purity of text is less to be expected from

them. Hence it must be reckoned as a point of

discredit to the text of D if a papyrus copy of this type

is reasonably to be suspected in its ancestry; and it

may be added that the frequent confusion of fifAeU and

(and their cases) points in the same direction^

since this blunder (odd and inconvenient as it seems)

is far from uncommon in papyri of the inferior sort

With this warning it is time to quit Codex Bezae, and

to pass on to the consideration of the remaining MSS,
of the New Testament

Dj. Codex Claromontanus [Sod. a 1026].—Since

Codex Bezae does not contain the Pauline Epistles, the

letter D is in that group of the New Testament books

assigned to another manuscript, which contains the

Pauline Epistles and nothing else. It so happens that

the manuscript to which the designation falls has

several points o'* resemblance to its comrade of the

Gospels and Acts. Both are Graeco-Latin manu-
scripts ;

both are commonly assigned to the sixth

century
;
and both belonged in the sixteenth century

to the reformer Beza. The manuscript now under
notice was acquired by him from the mon*astery of

Clermont, near Beauvais, in northern France, and used

in his second folio edition of the New Testament (1582).
After his death it passed through a succession of

private hands, until about the middle of the seventeenth

century it was bought by* Louis XIV. for the Royal
Library' at Paris, in which it still remains. Some use

was made of it by New Testament scholars after Beza,

notably by Wetstein ; and it was fully edited in 1852
by Tischendorf.' In size it is slightly smaller than

Codex Bezae, each page measuring inches by yf*

* Specimen facsimiles in Pal. Sac. i 63, 64, and Omont, Mamcscrtls
gncs de la Bibl. PI. V.

H
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inches
;

bi|t the writing is considerably superior in point

of beauty. As in Codex Bezae, the Greek text occupies

the left-hand page, the Latin the right, and the text

is divided colometrically. It contains the whole of the

Pauline Epistles, save for casual mutilations through

which a few verses here and there are lost. Before the

Epistle to the Hebrews a list of the books of the New
Testament, with the number of contained in

each, has been written. This list must be derived from

an archetype of very early date, since it gives the

canonical books in a very unusual order, and adds to

them certain uncanonical books. It runs as follows :

—

Matthew, John, Mark, Luke, Romans, i and 2

Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, i and 2 Timothy,

Titus, Colossians, Philemon, i and 2 Peter, James, i,

2, and 3 John, Jude, the Epistle of Barnabas, Apocalypse

of John, Acts, the Shepherd (of Hermas), Acts of

Paul, Apocalypse of Peter. It will be observed that

Thessalonians, Hebrews, and Philippians are omitted,

though with regard to the latter there may be some
confusion between it and Philemon. Two leaves are

* A in the bibliographical sense, was the unit of literary

measure in ancient times. Originally meaning simply a line, it came to
be used to indicate the length of an average hexameter line, ».«. about
sixteen syllables, and this was the unit of measurement by which the
labours of the copyist were reckoned. Thu^ when a work is described as
containing 1000 crrLxoi^ it does not mean that it was actually written in

icxxj lines, but that it contained about i6,boo syllables. According to the
tarifl^ of Diocletian, a copyist received 25 or 20 denarii fbr 100 tTrlxoi

(according either to quality of writing, or, Rendel Harris thinks, to the
arlxos being taken of the length of a ^hexameter or an iambic line). At
this rate Mr. Rendel Harris has calculated that the cost of production of
the Codex Sinaititus would have been about In the list given in the
Codex Claromontaniis, the Gospel of St Luke (the longest of the canonical
books) is reckoned at zqoo crixoit the (ios}>el of St. John at 2000, the
Epistle to the Galatians id 350, and 2 and 3 John (the shortest books) at 20
each. The principal authorities on stichometry are Graux de
Phihlogie^ 187S, pp. 97 ff-)» {^errrus xvii. 377 ff.), and Rendel Harris
[Stickemetry, Cambridge, 1S93). The unit of a sixteen-syllable hexameter
line is expressly stated by Galen, and confirmed by the author of a sticbo-

metrical catalo^e of the Biblical books and the woiks of Cyprian in a MS.
in the Phillipps Library at Cheltenham. *
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palimpsest, the superimposed text being a part of the

otherwise lost Phacthon of Euripides.

The date of the MS. can be assigned on palaeo-

graphical grounds with fair certainty to the sixth

century, a period for wnich we have a datable example

in tne Vienna Dioscorides.^ According to Yischendorf,

the hands of nine correctors can be traced in it, the

most active being D** of the seventh century and D***
of the ninth or tenth. With legaid to the text, the

controversies which beset Codex Bezae fortunately do

not arise, owing to the fact that the Pauline Epistles

afford much less ground for debate than the Gospels

and Acts. But the text of Codex Claromontanus

belongs (as is natural in a Gracco-Latin MS.) to the

type prevalent in the West, and is akin to that of

E3F2G3 ,
v^hich are likewise Graeco-Latin. All probably

go back to one common archetype, the origin of which

is attributed to l ialy and the excellence of the Greek
hand in which it is written is a point in favour of

this attribution. Professor Souter, however, has shown
(Journ, TheoL Stud. vi. 240, 1905) that the Latin text

of D, is practically identical with that of Lucifor, Bishop

of Cagliari in Sardinia in the fourth century, and
argues with consiaerable show of reason that not only

Dg, but also E2 and perhaps even D, were produced in

Sardinia after its annekation to the Eastern Empire

53 3 * The palaeop^raphical differences are, however,

considerable. The Latin *text has not been adapted
to the Greek, as in Codex Bezae, but is practically

independent, representing an early type of the Old
Latin version which preceded the Vulgate. In the

longer Pauline Epistles the text has been modified by
the. influence of the Vulgate,* but subsequently it is

* See above, p. 67.
*

* So Corssen,,the chief elaborator of this theory, approved by Sanday
{Romansj Introd. p. bcx).
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pure Old Lsitin. The consideration of the position

which this manuscript holds in the textual criticism of

the New Testament belongs to a later chapter.

E. Codex Basiliensls [Sod. e 55 J—The remaining

manuscripts of the New Testament are of less import-

ance than those which have hitherto obeen described,

some on account of their fragmentariness, and others

on account of their comparatively late date. The
manuscript now to be described contains the four

Gospels, except for some mutilations in St. Luke,

which have been, for the most part, supplied in a

cursive hand. Some fragments of the Apocalypse are

attached to the end of it, also in a cursive hand. It

was probably brought from Constantinople by Cardinal

John de Ragusio about 143 1, and given by him to the

'Dominicans in Basle, whence it passed in 1559 to the

University library of that town. It was collated for

Mill, and afterwards by Wetstein, Tischendorf, and
Tregelles, but has never been published in full. It

appears to be of the eighth century, and is written

with only one column to the page, in a rather square

and thick hand of medium size. In character its text

belongs to the a-family.

Ej. Codex Laudlahus [Sod. a 1001].—This is a

much more interesting manuscript than its colleague

of the Gospels. It is a Graeccf-Latin copy of the Acts

in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, differing^ however,

from D and in having the Latin text in the place

of honour on, the left. This in itself points to a later

date, when the natural primacy of the Greek, as the

original language of the New Testament, had been

overcome by the greater prevalence of Latin in the

West ;
and the character of the writing confirms ^th^s

supposition. It is written in a* large coarse hand,

which is sometimes assigned to the latter part cof the
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sixth century ; but the first half of the seventh century

is perhaps a more probable date. About the end of

that century it was in England, since it is practically

certain that it was used by Bede in his commentaries

on the Acts ; ' and it is vejy probable that it was
brought to this country, like the original of the

Lindisfarne Gospels and (probably) that oCi the Codex
Amiatinus,^ by Theodore of Tarsus, when he came to

be Archbishop of Canterbury in 669. At an earlier

date it was in Sardinia, since the first words of an edict

of Flavius Pancratius, " Dux ” of Sardinia, are Written

on a fly-leaf at the end.* Officials with this title

administered Sardinia from 534 to 749, but th^ precise

date of Pancratius is not known. The actual place of

origin of the MS. cannot be demonstrated
;

but the

margin of time between its production and its probable

arrival in England is not great enough to allow for

much travelling in the ordinary course of things, and
Sardinia, as an island in which Greek and Latin elements

met, would be a very natural birthplace for it When
Bede used it, it must have been in the north of

England, but its precise history is unknown until

1636, when Archbishop Laud presented It to the

Bodleian Library at Oxford. It was published in

full by Hearne in 1*715, and again (more accurately)

by Hansell in 1864,and Tischendorf in 1870.* It

contains- the Acts, complete except from xxvi. 29 to

xxviii. 26, the text beigg arranged colometrically, as

in D and D^, but with much smaller K&7ia, often con-

sisting only of a single word. A p^uliar chapter-

' Professor II. J. While states that Bede certainly quotes from this MS.
in both the Expositio and the Liber Retractationis,

* See below, p. 225.
’ This, and other scribblings on the^me leaf, are in Greek, in bands

* thdt might be of the late sixth or seventh century.
* Mmununta Sacra Tnedita. Nov. Coll, vol. ix. ; specimen facsimile in

Pal, i. 80.^
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division, containing fifty-eight chapters up to ch. xxvi.

24, has been added by a corrector of the seventh

century. The Latin text, in spite of its holding

what is supposed to be the place of honour, has

been accommodated to the Greek, so that it is of

little value as evidence of the Latin version of the

Acts. The Greek text, on the other hand, is of con-

siderable value, having affinities with Codex Bezae, but

not going so far as that MS. in the way of peculiar

readings. It is the earliest MS. (D being imperfect

here)*oontaining Acts viii. 37 (the confession of faith

demanded by Philip of the eunuch before baptism),

though there is evidence that that verse was known to

Irenaeus.

Eg. Codex Sangermanensis [Sod. a 1027].—In the

Pauline Epistles the letter E is assigned to this MS.,

which is again a Gracco-Latin book, but arranged with

two columns on each page, the Greek being on the left

hand. In the eighteenth century it belonged to the

abbey of St. Germain des Pres, near Paris, which was

burnt during the Revolutionary period, when many
of its books disappeared. This MS. found its way to

St. PeterAurg, where it was discovered by Matthaei in

1805, and where it now is. It is written in a large,

coarse hand, said to be not unlike that of Eg, but of

later type, and is assigned to the ninth or tenth

century. It is of no independent value, being a tran-

script of the Codex Clarompntapus (D^), made at a

date later than that of the fifth corrector of that

MS. (D**).

F. Codex Boreeli [Sod.€86].—Formerly the property

of John Borcel, Dutch Ambassador at the court of

James I., but since 1830 in the University Library at

Utrecht. Examined by Tregelles and Tischendorf, a

full collation by Heringa, published after his death by
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Vinke In 1843, with a facsimile. The MS. originally

cont^aed the Gospels, but it is now seriously mutilated,

begiiining at Matthew ix. i and ending at John xiii. 34,

besides having many gaps in other places. It is written

with two columns to the page, in tall, thick uncials of

the latest type, apparently of the ninth century, though

it has also been assigned to the eighth and tenth. The
text is of the usual a-type, and the late date of the MS.
gives it comparatively little authority,

F^j. Codex Augriensis [Sod. a 1029].—This is yet

another Graeco-Latin manuscript, containing the Pauline

Epistles, with a few mutilations, the principal loss being

Romans i. i -iii. ig. It belonged to the monrstery of

Reichenau (Augia Dives, whence its name), on an island

in Lake Constance
;
and Scrivener suggests that it

may have been actually wTitten there. At the begin-

ning of Uie eighteentli century it was in private hands,

and was bought by Bentley, whereby it passed into the

possession of Tiuiity College, Cambridge, where it still

remains. The text is written with two columns to the

page, the Greek being on the inside of each page, the

Latin on the outside. It was collated by Bentley

and Wetstein, examined by TIschendorf and^Tregelles,

and published in full by Scrivener in 1859.* It is

neatly written, the Lp.tin better than the Greek, as was
natural in the West aX the date to which it probably

belongs, .which is the ninth century. The Epistle to

the Hebrews is given in |^atin only. The text of this

MS. L closely connected with that of G3 (see below),

and both form one group with the other Graeco-Latin

MSS., Dj, Eg, representing the S-type of text for the

Pauline Epistles.

G. Codex Wolfli A [Sod. e 87].—This MS. was
•brought from the^East by A. E. Seidel, and acquired

^ Specimen facsimiles in Scrivener, op, cil., and in Pal, Soi\ i. 80.
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by J. C. Wolf, who published extracts from it in 1723.

Half .a leaf of it was sent by him to Bentley, and is

now among his papers in the library of Trinity College,

Cambridge
;
but the bulk of it was J^ought by Edward

Harley, second earl of Oxford,^ and came with the rest

of the Harleian library into the British Museum, where

it is now Harl. MS. 5684. It was collated by
Tischendorf and Tregelles. It contains the Gospels in

a mutilated state, 372 verses in all being lost, including

the beginning of Matthew as far as chap. vi. 6 (the

Cambridge fragment contains part of v. 29-43). It is

written with two columns to the page, in medium-sizeid

uncials of the Slavonic type, apparently of the ninth,

century.

G,. Codex Boernerianus [Sod. a 1028].—This is

the companion to Fj, spoken of above, and derives its

name from C. F. Boerner of Leipzig, who bought it in

1705, and lent it to Bentley, who showed his apprecia-

tion of it by refusing to part with it for five years.

Having failed to buy it, he at last returned it, and it is

now in the Royal Library at Dresden. It contains the

Pauline Epistles, with the exception of the Epistle to

the Hebrews.- It was published by Matthaei in 1791,
with facsimiles. It has since been shown that it was
originally part of the same MS.^as A of the Gospels

(sec below), and it may have been written at St. Gall,

wherp A now is. St. Gall was much frequented by
Irish monks, and some curious Irish verses have been

written on one of the pages of Gj. It is written in

a peculiar hand, probably of the ninth century, with

a Latin version between the lines
;
and the mistakes in

' Gregory (Pro/, p. 376, Texikritik^ P- 5 i) questions whether the MS.
wa§ bought by the 6rst or the second iJord Oxford. Wanlcy’s Diaiy
shows that the first lord tried to tiuy it in 1722, but Wolf would not sell

at any price ; and there is no farther mention &f it in the Diary, whidi
extends till 1726, two years after the first lord’s death in 1724 (not 1729,
as Gregory states). ^
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the Greek writing show that Latin was a more familiar

language to the scribe or scribes. Besides being thus

connected with A, Gi is also closely akin to Fj.

Dr. Hort was inclined to believe that Fg was actually

copied from Gj ; but the commoner view, held by
Scrivener and Qorssen, and supported by a^ elaborate

examination by Professor VV. B. Smith,’ is that both

were taken from a common ancestor, Fj being perhaps

slightly the earlier of the two. In any case the

connexion is so close that the two manuscripts only

have the force of a single authority.

H. Codex Wolfli B [Sod. e 88],—This manuscript

was brought from the East with G, and passed with

it into the possession of J. C, Wolf, who sent a

fragment of it (as of G) to Bentley at Cambridge,

where it still remains. Its subsequent history is un-

known until O' 3 8, when it reappeared in the Public

Library at Hamimrg. It was collated by both Tischen-

dorf and Tregelles, who assign it to the ninth century.

When perfect it contained the four Gospels, written

with a single column to the page, in rather small and
ill-formed uncials

;
but it is now seriously mutilated,

wanting (according to Scrivener) 679 verses out of the

3780 of which the Gospels consist, the most notable

loss being Matt. i. f—xv. 30. The text is of the

a-type.

^ Hg. Codex Mutinensis [Sod. a 6].—A ninth-century

copy of the Acts (with some defects), with the Epistles

(Catholic and Pauline) added in a cursive hand. It is

in the Grand Ducal Library at Modena,*and has been

collated by Tischendorf and Tregelles, but is not of

much importance.

Hg. Codex Coislinianus 202 [Sod. a 1022].—This,

on the other hand, is a very interesting manuscript,

’ AmerittutJournal of Theology^ I903» PP* 45**4®5> 662-66S.
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containing an important text of the Pauline Epistles.

Originally in the monastery of the Laura on Mt. Athos,

it was there used to supply materials for the binding of

several volumes, which have since been scattered in

various parts of the world. Forty-one leaves are at

present known to exist, of which eight are still on

Mt Athos, twenty-two at Paris, three ai St Petersburg,

three at Moscow, three at Kieff, and two at Turin.

They are written in very large, square uncials, probably

of the sixth century, the text being arranged colo-

metrically. The letters have been retraced in a dark

ink of corrosive character, which has eaten through the

vellum in many places. The text has been edited by
Omont [Notices et extraitSy vol. xxxiii. pt. i, p. 141 ff.),

with two facsimiles
;
and a photographic facsimile of

the Athos leaves has been published by Lake (Oxford,

1905). It contains scattered portions of most of the

Pauline Epistles (but not Romans, Philippians, Ephesians,

2 Thessalonians, or Philemon). A note appended to

the Epistle to Titus (with which the MS. concludes)

states that it was corrected from the copy in the library

at Caesarea, written by the hand of the holy Pamphilus

himself (ef. p. 65, above). Further, it has been shown
that it represents (perhaps in a modified form) the

edition of the Pauline Epistles, cijlometrically arranged,

which we know to have been prepared, about the

middle of the fourth century, \>y Euthalius of Sulca,

whose work, especially as the ^thor of a division

of the Acts and Catholic Epistles into sections,

has been mentioned above (p. 82). Traces of the

Euthalian text (for which we also have the evidence

of some minuscule MSS., mentioned below, pp. 135-

140) have been found in the Armenian version, but

it* is still uncertain whether there is any intimate*

connexion between them ; and the whole subject
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of the edition of Euthalius is stil! involved in much
obscurity.^

L This letter, which was formerly assigned to twenty-

eight palimpsest leaves, from seven different MSS.,
brought by Tischendorf from the convent of Mar Saba,

between Jerusalem and the Dead Sea, Is now allotted to

a MS. obtained by Mr. C. L. Freer, of Detroit, in Egypt
in December 1906. It is a much-damaged manuscript

of the Pauline Epistles, apparently of the first half of

tlie sixth century. Portions of all the Epistles, except

Romans, are said to be recoverable, but nothing*is yet

known as to their extent or quality.

K. Codex Cyprius [Sod. e 71].—Brought from

Cyprus in ^^673 ;
now in the Bibliotheque Nationale.

Used by Mill and Scholz
;
thoroughly collated by that

indefatigable pair of scholars, Tischendorf and Tre-

gelles. It is one of the nine extant complete uncial

copies of the Gospels (see p. 57)

;

but as it is as late as

the ninth century, and contains the normal a-text, it is

not of reinarkable value. It is written in compressed

uncials of a late type, rather irregular, in one broad

column to the page.

Kg. Codex Mosquensis [Sod. and I^].

—

Brought from Mt. Athos to Moscow. It contains the

Catholic and Pauline Jppistles, but not the Acts, and is

‘ Euthalius* work was first ecfited by Zacagni {^Collectanea momimeniortim
veterum ecclesiae^ 1698). The connexion of his text wiih the Armenian
version has been pointed og^ and partially examined by Corssen, Bdusset,
Kcndel Harris, and Conybeare ; but by far the most important treatment
of the subject is that given by Dean Armitage Robinson { 7'exts and
Studies, iii. 3), in which, among other things, he fix«» for the first time
the true date of Euthalius, who had previously been assigned to the fifth

century. He also gh^es the text of sixteen lost pages of H», which he
recovered from the “seis-off” left on the pages opposite to them in the
Paris and Turin leaves. Similarly, Omont and Lake have been able
to recover the text of six additional pages from the “sets-off** in the
•St. -Petersburg and Athos leaves. Consequently wc now possess the
text of twenty-two pagilEi in addition to the forty-one leaves actually

preserved.
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'

die nindi oentuiy. It has been oolk^lig^
Mattiiaei alone.

^ L. Coda Rofflus [Sod. € 56] (Plate VIL).—thb is

a manuscript of the Gospels, neatly complete, in the

BiUiOthique Nationale at Paris, where it was used by
Stephanus in the sixteenth century, and subsequently

Wetstein, Griesbach, and Tischendorf, the latter of

vi^m published it in full.^ This honour was due, not

^ its age, but to its character. It is nearly as late as

' two MSS. last mentioned, being written in pom-

jiressed uncials which cannot be earlier than the eighth

century ;
but its text differs very markedly from the

type which had long before that date established itself

as predominant in the Church. On the contrary, it

agrees in very many places with B, and has clearly

been copied from a manuscript of the same type. It is

badly written, containing many ignorant blunders. Its

most notable feature is in regard to the conclusion of

St Mark, where it gives, after xvi. 8," first the shorter

conclusion and then the longer (the ordinary last twelve

verses), prefixing to each a note to say that these

passages are current in some quarters, but evidently

not rec<%nising either as authoritathre. The text is

generally regarded as having an Egyptian origin.

L^. Codex Bibliothecae Angellcae A. 2. 1

5

[Sod. a 5].—Belongs to the A^gustinian monastery at

Rome. It contains the Acts from viii. zo,the Catholic

Epfstles, and the Pauline Epistles as far as Hebrews
xiii. lo. It is assigned to the ninth century, and has

been collated by Tischendorf and Tregelles, besides

earlier scholars. A facsimile is givm by Montfaucon

{Palaeographia Graeca^ P- 5 1

4

)«

M. Codex Camplamjus [Sod. c 72].—Presented to

Louis ,XIV. in 1706, and now ip the Biblioth&que ^

^ Mommmia Sacra itudiia, Nov. Coll {1846), I S7*S99i fimniilet.
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Nadqi^; that it formerly had a hamei and

perbia^ its origiiiy hi the East is shown by sdme notes

in AMtm and Slavonic which its pages contain. It is

a complete copy of the XJospels, written with tw
columns io the page, in small compressed 'Uncials bf

the ntoth centuiy. It has befen collated by Wetsteln,

Scholz^ and Tregelles, and transcribed in full byTisch*

endor£ Its text is of the normal a-type. Facsimiles

in Montfaucon (op* cit p. 260) and Silvestre (PaUih

gro^hu universiile, PI. 76). ^
.

N. Codex Pui^Nireus Petimpolitatius [Sod. €*19].

—

A

few years ago this manuscript (with the omission

of the final adjective of its title, to which it had then

no clatfn) might have been briefly described as consist*

ing merely of forty-five leaves of purple vellum, divided

between four differeitt libraries (thirty-three at Patmos,

six in the Vatican, four in the British Museum, and

two at Vienna), and containing portions of each of the

four Gospels, especially St Mark. Within the last

fifteen years, however, the position has been wholly

altered. So far back as 1883, a purple manuscript of

the Gospels was reported to have been seen in Cap-

padocia, and various travellers in the East ^nce that

date had heard of it, and even tried to purchase it ^

but nothing came ofnhese efforts until 1896, when it

was announced that tl^e manuscript had been secured

by the Tsar of Russia. It was conjectured almost

immediately, from the fgagmentary descriptions bf it

that reached this countiy, that it might be a further

part, if not the whole remainder, of N ;*and this con-

jecture was verified when the manuscript was examined

by competent hwds. By the courtesy of the authori-

ties of the Imperial Library at St Petersburg, the

"Skt publication gf the newly-acquired treasure was

coiqpiitted^to an English scholar, Mr. H. S. Cronin, o(
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THnity Hall, Cambridge ;
and it is from his careful

and thorough edition of it that the following description

is taken.^

The portion of the manuscript thus acquired does

not indeed complete the whole volume, but it adds 182

leaves to the forty-five previously known, making a

total of 227 leaves. In addition, one more leaf, con-

taining John iii. 14-21, has been identified at Genoa
(Cozza-Luzi, Nova Patrum Bibliotheca iii. 21). It

can be calculated that the original volume, when com-

plete,* contained 462 leaves, so that we have even now
slightly less than half of it ; but this is quite sufficient

to show its general character. All four Gospels are

substantially represented, St. Matthew proportionately

the least (Matthew forty-seven leaves, Mark forty-four,

Luke seventy-three, John sixty-three). The leaves

measure about 13 inches by 10^ inches, and contain

two columns to the page, with sixteen lines in each.

The writing is in silver, with gold for the abbreviations

of the sacred names, and the letters are unusually

large. The date appears to be in the sixth century.^

Of its provenance nothing is known, but Mr. Cronin

suggests Constantinople, alike from the magnificence

of its appearance and the character of its text. Mr.
Cronin has very carefully and iflgeniously worked out

the history of the MS,, from €uch indications as its

present state provides, and concludes that it was dis-

membered about the twelfth cfentury, possibly by
Crusaders, some of its leaves being brought to Europe,

and reaching \heir present homes in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. The rest was .again subdivided,

* Codtx Purpurms Petropolitanus, by H. S. Cronin, M,A. {Texts and
Studies^ vol. v. No. 4, Cambridge, 1899).

* The oval shape of some of the letters in the prefatory matter (whicU ^

is in a different but necessarily contemporane<As hand) does not appear
to militate against this date, since it is found in other hands of ihfi sixth

century.
•
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part finding its way to Patmos, and part to Ephesus,

where it appears to have been seen in the eighteenth

century by the writer of a note in the similar Codex

Beratinus (4>). This latter part, possibly increased by

some other leaves from the same neighbourhood, was

carried between, 1820 and 1847 to Sarumsahly, the

ancient Caesarea in Cappadocia, whence it was acquired

in 1896 by the Russian Government.^

The text (as had already been gathered from the

previously extant fragments) proves to be predominantly

of the a-type, though it also shares some ^eadingS with

authorities of the opposite class. It is, in fact, a mixed

text, marking a stage in the evolution of the Textus

Receptus. In this character it is associated with the

three other pi:rple manuscripts of the Gosppls, O, S,

and 4>, described below
;
and Mr. Cronin shows that

its connexion vvich S is very close indeed. Both must

have proceeded fr^ m the same workshop, and probably

they were copied from the same original. Now X con-

tains only St. Matthew and St. Mark
;
and as N gives

us more than half of St. Luke and St. John, we now
have by far the greater part of the Gospels in this type

of text, derived from a common original not later than

the early part of the sixth century. is of similar

character, but its relafionship is not so close as that

.

between N and 2. •

O. Codex Sinopensis [Sod. e 21].—In the previous

edition, this MS. was* des<iribed as It consists of

forty-three leaves of purple vellum, written throughout
in letters of gold (in which respect it is unique among
all purple uncials, with the exception of the fragment

^ Fuller details of the various dismemberments and re-collections of the
«#QMmiscript will be found in Mr. Cronin*s%ook. A facsimile of one of the
London leaves is given \i% Facsimiles from Biblical MSS, in the British
Museum^ PI, IV, (1900); and the Vatican leaves were published in
coloured facsimile by Cozza-Luzi in Omaggio Giubilare (1888).
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0S% and contains portions of MatAew/o^i^iy
chapters xiii to xxiv., with five tllustraddns in the

tower margins.^ A forty-fourth leaf, containing ch.

xviit. 9-16, is stated to be at Marioupol, on the north

of the Sea of Azof (Omont, Monuffunts Piot^ viL pt 2,

1901)* The hand is a large one, resembling those of

N and 2, and the illustrations are of Ihe same general

character as those of 2. Its date is presumably the

namdy the sixth century. It was discovered at

Sinope in 1899 by a French naval officer, and is now
in .the Biblioth^ue Nationale. A preliminary descrip-

tion of it, with a facsimile, was published by M. Omont
{Journal des Savants^ 1900, pp. 279-285), and a full

publication of its text, with facsimiles of four of the

illustrations, is given in Notius et extraits des ntanu*

series de la BibL Nat xxxvi. (1900) by the same
scholar. M. Omont’s collation shows that the text is

closely akin to that of N and 2.

P. Codex Guelpherbytanus A [Sod. c 33].—

A

palimpsest in the Ducal Library at Wolfenbuttel, first

published by the discoverer, F, A. Knittel, in 1762;
re-published i^ore fully by Tischendorf,® It contains

^rtions* of 518 verses, all the Evangelists being

represented ; and is assigned Tischendorf to the

sixth century. It contains a considerable number of

early readings, but agrees with^ the a-type oftener than

with the /9-type.

Codex Porphyriaiiii%[Sod a 3].—A palimpsest

found by Tischendorf among the MSS. of Btsh<^

Porphyry of KiefT, and published by him in full.® It is

^ It may be convenient to state the content^ of the MS. precisely:

Matthew vii. y-aa, xi. 5-12, xiii. 7-47, xiiL 54~xiv. 4, xiv. i^-aOb xv.
Sl-xvi. 18, xviL 2-24, xviii. 4-9, 16-30, xix. 3-10, 17-25, xx. 9-axL 5, xxi.

la-xxiL 7, xxii 15-24, xxii. 3a-axiii. 35, xxiv. 3-12.
* Sac. Nov. ColL, vm. vL 249-338 ; fitcsiiiiile m veL ni.

where Chd. Q is edited {PL ILL ^
^ JhkL vols. V. and vi., with facslaltes.
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'J'o ficr p. ri,
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now ^ lliiK Ubrary U St ‘ PetonAtHfg. It il

writt^ in umMs of Hie nindi century^ an^
ccmtains (witit aoine mutilations) not only the Acts anH
Catholic and Pauline Epistles, but also the Apocalyps^,

for whidh it is a useful authority, unciai mannjcripti

of that book being so rare that only six others am
known (wAC 046, 051, 062). It shares with 046
the represmtation of the later stage in the textual

tradition of that book. The upper writing, which is

cursive, written in 1301, is stated by Tischendorf to

represent the Euthalian edition of the Acts and Pauline

Epistles (see above, pp. 82, xo6), and consequently has

an independent value of its own
;
but it has not yet

been published.

Q. CSodex Guelpherbytanus B [Sod. e 4].—This

MS. shared the fortunes of P, having been used,

together with it and with a fragment of a copy of

UlfiW Gothic Gospels, to receive a later text
;
and it

was discovered and published by the same persons. It

contains only 247 verses, from SS. Luke and John.

It is probably of the fifth century, written in double
columns in moderate-sized uncials. Its text is of a
similar character to that of P, but with a largeiv infusion

of readings of the /3-type.

R. Codex Nitriengis [Sod. c 22] (Plate VIII.).—
An imperfect palimpsest copy of St. Luke, now in the

British Museum, having been brought thither frorti the

convent of St Maria Deipara, in the Nitrian desert

The upper writing is a Syriac treatise, for the tran-

scription of which the Nitrian monk had taken, not only

a cop;jr of the Gospels, but also an equally early MS.
of the liiad and* a somewhat later copy of Euclid's

Elements, The Gospel MS. is written in a large, plain

•hand, probably of the sixth cditury, with two columns
to the page. Abbut half the text of St. Luke is

I
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preserved, in detached portions. The deciphernient of

it is due to Trcgelles and Tischcndorf, the latter of

whom published it in fulL^ The text is of an early

type, belonging to the /3-family rather than to its more
prevalent rival.

S. Codex Vaticanus 354 [Sod. e 1027].—A com-
plete copy of the Gospels, mainly noticeable as bearing

a precise date, having been written by a monk named
Michael in A.I). 949.^ It is written in the large com-
pressed Slavonic characters which were the latest phase

of tiKcial writing. It has been collated by Birch and

Tischendorf, but its text is not of a remarkable char-

acter, being mainly of the usual a-type.

T. Codex Borgianus [Sod. e 5].—An important

fragment in the library of the Propaganda at Rome,
consisting of seventeen leaves from the Gospels of St
Luke and St John, the Greek text being on the right-

hand page, the Sahidic on the left, with two columns

to the page. Giorgi, who first edited part of it in

1789, assigned it to the fourth century; Tischendorf,

with more probability, to the fifth. Its text is decidedly

of the /8-type, being ranked by Hort next after B and

M in this respect.

y. Codex Nanianus [Sod. e 90].—In the Biblioteca

Marctana at Venice
;
an entire copy of the Gospels,

written with two columns to ^the page, in large, well-

rounded uncials, showing an attempt to revive the

hahds of the fifth and sijeth centuries, but without

pos.sessing their firmness and retaining certain details

of the “ Slavonic ” type. It probably belongs to the

latest age of uncial writing, in the tenth century. It

was collated by Tregelles and Tischendorf; its text is

of the a-type'
* Mon, Siu, Intd.y Nov. Coll., vol. ii. 1-92. A pnge is reproduced iln

Farsimiiey of Biblical MSS. in the British MtAoum^ 1
*
1 , III.

' Facsimile in New Pal. Soc., PI. 105.
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V.
.
Codex Hosquensis [Sod. e 75].—A copy of the

Gospels, formerly at Mt. Athos, now at Moscow, written

in uncials of the eighth (Scrivener) or ninth (Gregory)

century as far as John vii. 39, and thence continued in

a cursive hand, which, according to Bengel, bore a date

in the year looq, but which (the end of St. John, with

the colophon which presumably contained this date,

having btei since lost) is assigned by Matthaei and

Gregory to the thirteenth century. It was collated by
Matthaei.

W. Formerly this lettei included a number of %mall

fragments, ranging from to W”. It has now been

assigned a much more important function, to represent

a manuscript of the Gospels, acquired in Egypt (with I)

by Mr. C. L. Freer. It is now in course of preparation

for publication by Professor H. A. Sanders of Michigan

Univers^tJ^ The MS. is complete (though the first

quire of St. John is in a different hand from the rest),

and is written in a small, sloping hand to which there

are few parallels, but which appears to be not later

than the fifth century. The text is said to be of

a high quality, but nothing specific is known of it,

except that it contains after Mark xvi. 14 a remarkable

apocryphal addition, hitherto only partially known from

a reference in Jerome (X^ontra Pelag, ii. 15). The order

of the books is Matthw, John, Luke, Mark, and the

text is said to be best in John and Luke. The MS.
cannot fail to be an -important addition to our early

evidence for the Gospel text^

X. Codex Honacensis [Sod. A^].—A •considerably

mutilated copy of the Gospels at Munich, written in

small thin uncials of the tenth century, approaching the

minuscule type, and accompanied by n marginal com-
* See H. A. Sanders, American Jourtial of Archixeolofy ^ 2nd series,

vol. xii., 1908 ; Gregory, Vos Freer-ij>gion (Leipzig, 1908). Facsimile of
two pag^ in NevkPal Soc,^ PL 201.
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mentary in a contemporary minuscule hand. Collated

chiefly by Tischendorf and Tregelles. It occasionally

contains readings of an early type, akin to the )8-

family.

Y. Codex Macedonianus [Sod. € 073].—A manu-

script of the Gospels, of the ninth century, acquired by

Mr. J. B. Braithwaite in Macedonia, and described by

him in the Expository TimeSy December 1901. The
beginning is wanting, to Matthew ix. ii. Extracts

from a collation supplied by Mr. Braithwaite are printed

by tJregory, Textkritiky pp. 1028-1037. The text is of

the usual a*type.

Z. Codex Dublinensis [Sod. e 26].—An interesting

palimpsest fragment, in the library of Trinity College,

Dublin, containing less than a third of St. Matthew

(29 5 verses) in detached portions, underlying a cursive

text of the tenth century. It was discovered by Dr.

Barrett in 1787, and published in full by him in 1801,

and again (with additional decipherments and facsimiles)

by Dr. T. K. Abbott in i88o. It is written in large

and broad uncials, with strongly marked Egyptian

characteristics, especially in the shapes of a and It

is probably of the sixth century, though Dr. Abbott is

inclined to put it as high* as the fifth. The text is

of the )8-type, with considerable resemblances to m.

r. Codex Tischendorflanus IV. [Sod. e 70].—The
Latin alphabet being now exhausted, it is necessary to

have recourse to those letters ©f the Greek alphabet

which differ from the Latin in form. The first of these

is a considferable fragment in the Bodleian Library,

bought out of the spoil brought back by Tischendorf

from his second campaign in the East It consists of

158 leaves, and contains the whole of SS. Mark and
Luke, (except Mark iii. 35~vi. 2^0), with portions of

SS. Matthew and John. A further portion of the same
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MS., completing it with the exception of the hiatus in

St Mark and a few verses of St. Matthew, was secured

by Tischendorf on his third Eastern expedition, and is

now at St Petersburg. This latter portion contains

a colophon, stating that the MS. was completed at

a date which can. probably be identified with A.D. 844.

I'he hand is a very thick, heavy uncial of the Slavonic

type, sloping slightly backwards. The text has been

collated by Tischendorf and Tregelles
; it is usually of

the standard a-type.

A. Codex Sangallensis [Sod. e 76].—This rAanu-

script, as has been stated above, originally formed one

volume with the MS. known as Ga, the latter containing

the Pauline Epistles, while A contains the four Gospels,

practically complete. It is a Graeco-Latin manuscript,

the Latin version being written between the lines of

the Greek. The frequent misdivisions of the Greek
words seem to sh nv that it was written by a scribe

imperfectly acquainted with Greek, who was copying

from a MS. in which the words were not separated.

It was evidently written in the West, probably at

St. Gall, where it now is. The writing is rough and
ugly, of the ninth century or later. It was fulfy edited

in 1836 by Rcttig, who was the first to identify it with

G3. In three out of the four Gospels, the text is of

the usual a-type; but in St. Mark it has evidently

been copied from a different original, belonging to the

^-family. The Latiif version is of little value, being

an amalgamation of the Old Latin and the Vulgate,

with modifications to suit the Greek.^

A. Codex Tischendorfianus III. [Sod. c 77].—This

was brought by Tischendorf from the East with Codex

• ' CK. J. Rendel Harris, T/a Codex Sah^allensis (A), Cambridge, 1891,
in which the Latin text is discussed. Its main value is for the relics of the
Old Latin version which can be extracted from it. A facsimile is given in

Pal, Spc, i. 179, •
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r, and like it is now in the Bodleian Library at Oxford.

It contains the Gospels of SS. Luke and John complete,

written with two columns to the page in sloping

Slavonic uncials of the ninth century. There is good

reason to suppose that the earlier portion of this MS.
is at St. Petersburg, Tischendorf having deposited there

a copy of SS. Matthew and Mark (Evan. 566 in

Gregory's list) which corresponds in size and contains

marginal matter in the same hand. Moreover the St
Petersburg MS. has not got the subscription to St.

Mairle, which is preserved at the beginning of the

Oxford part, while the subscription to St Matthew is

of the same rather unusual type as the three in the

Oxford MS. It is true that the St Petersburg part is

written in minuscules, while the Oxford part is in

uncials
;
but this combination of hands can be paralleled

by Codex li of the Septuagint, which Tischendorf

divided between Oxford, London, and St Petersburg,

while retaining in his own hands the tell-tale leaf

containing the transition from the uncial to the cursive

hand. In the case of A, however, the identification of

the two portions is due to Tischendorf himself, who
is very likely to have known that they were derived

from the same source. Its text is said to be rather

unlike the received type, and t6 form one group with

the cursive MSS. numbered ^20 (as revised by its

corrector), 157, 164, 215, 262, 300, 376, 428, 565,
68^, 718, 1071, all of whichrhavo(like A) subscriptions

stating that their text was derived “from the ancient

copies at Jerusalem.”

H. Codex Zacynthius [Sod. A^J—A palimpsest in

the possession of the British and Foreign Bible Society

in London, containing tjie greater part of Luke i. i~xi.

33, with marginal commentary, ^uch marginal com-
mentaries, or catenae, are common enough in later
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MSS.,, especially of the Latin Bible; but this is, with

the exception of X, the only example of one attached

to an uncial text of the New Testament. It was
brought from Zante in 1821, and published by
Tregelles (with a facsimile) in 1861. It is assigned to

the eighth century. Its text is of the ^-type, and it

is notable as containing a system of chapter-division,

elsewhere known only in Codex B. The upper writing

is an Evangeliarium of the thirteenth century.

n. Codex Petropolitanus [Sod. e 73J.—A nearly

complete copy of the Gospels, formerly at Smyrna,

now (through the intervention of Tischendorf) at St.

Petersburg. It is of the ninth century, and its text if

of the a-typc, agreeing especially with K. Tischendorf

appears to be the only scholar who has made use of it.

Codex Rossandnsis [Sod. e 1 8].—This copy of

the Gospels is remarkable for its external appearance.

It is written in siWer letters on purple-stained vellum,

and is adorned with miniatures in water-colour. The
writing is of the sixth century, and it therefore shares

with the manuscript O, mentioned above, and with the

Vienna Genesis and Dioscorides, the Cottonian Genesis

and the Vatican Virgil, the honour of being tHfe earliest

illustrated MS. in existence (apart from Egyptian

papyri), and of representing more faithfully than later

MSS. the characteristips of classical painting. Its

present home is at Rossano in Calabria, where it was
observed in 1879 by Gebh|irdt and Harnack, who edited

it in full. A study of it in its artistic aspect, with

photographic reproductions of all the nfiniatures, was
published in 1898 by A. Haseloff,^ who regards it as

exhibiting pictorial characteristics of an earlier type

than any of its competitors. It contains the Gospels

^ CaJex Purpureus Poisanensis (Berlin and Leipzig. 1898). Another
reproduction, with 16 plates in colour, and including the paintings in O,
was edited by A* Muiloz in 1907.
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of SS. Matthew and Mark only, the others (with the

last seven verses of St. Mark) being lost The hand

is large and square. As has been stated above, it is a

sister MS. of N, and its text is of the a-type, in a com-

paratively early stage of its development.^

Codex Beratinus [Sod. € 17],—This, like N
and X, is a sumptuous purple and silver copy of the

Gospels
;
and it is curiously like the latter of these, and

the former until quite recently, in having its home in

a comparatively obscure locality. It is at Berat, or

Belgrade, in Albania (where it has been since 1356),

and was first made known in 1868 by the archbishop

of the diocese, Anthymius Alexoudi, whose mention of

its existence led to a fuller examination of it being

made by the Abb^ (now Mgr.) Batiffol in 1885,

followed by a complete edition, with facsimile, in 1886.

It consists of 190 leaves, about the same size as those

of the Codex Alexandrinus, and having, like that MS.,

two columns to the page
;
but the letters are much

larger. Its date is probably in the sixth century. It

contains only St. Matthew and St. Mark, and these are

slightly rputilated. A note in the MS. states that the

loss of the other two Gospels is due to “ the Franks of

Champagne,’' probably some of the Crusaders, who
may have seen it at Patmos, where it is believed

formerly to have been. In text, like N, O, and S, it

belqngs to the received a-type, though with some
variations

;
as, for in.stance, \he inclusion of the long

passage after^ Matthew xx. 28, which is also found

in D.

^ [Sod. S 6].—A copy of the New Testatnent in

the monastery of the Laura on Mount Athos, beginning

at Mark ix. 5, and containing the remainder of. the.

Gospels, the Acts, the Catholic Epistles, and the Pauline

' See Sanday, Studia Biblica^ i. 103 ff.
*
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Epistles, with the exception of a leaf of Hebrews. . It is

assigned to the eighth or ninth century. It is especially

interesting as agreeing with L in inserting the alternative

conclusion to St Mark before the ordinary last twelve

verses. The MS. was seen b}^ Gregory in i886, but

the frst full examination of it was made in 1899 by
Professor K. Lake, who states that the text of Mark is

far more valuable than that of Luke or John. In this

Gospel its text is emphatically of aii early type, includ-

ing readings of the ^ and S-types, without ranging itself

definitely with cither family. Professor I /ike is irfclined

to look to Alexandria for its home, and to connect it with

the group of authorities mCLA and the quotations in

Clement of Alexandria, in which we find just this com-

prehensive form of ancient -text.^

fl [Sod. € 61].—A complete copy of the four

Gospels in the monastery of Dionysius on Mount Athos,

of the eighth or ninth century. It was cursorily

examined by Gregory in 1886, and has presumably

been collated for von Soden.

With this MS. the letters of the Greek alphabet are

exhausted. According to the new system ^described

above (p. 56), the numeration is now continued from

046 onwards. It is not necessary to describe the

remaining 123 uncials in detail
;

for the great majority

of them consists of fragments of very small size and
slight importance. They include nine fragments which

formerly were grouped under the letter I, twenty-four

which stood under T, fourteen under W, eight under 0
,

and ten to which Hebrew letters had Seen assigned.

In addition there.are a number of leaves and portions

of leaves which have turned up from time to time, along

with papyri, in the rubbish-heaps of Egyptian towns,

‘ See T%4 Text of Codex in St. Mark\ by the Rev. K. Lake {.Journal

of Theological Studies, i. 290, 1900).
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while von Soden has contributed brief descriptions, of a

dozen MSS. (mostly late) seen by him at Damascus.

Only two deserve somewhat fuller mention here.

046. Codex Vaticanus 2066 [Sod. a 1070].

—

Formerly known as B being defective as regards

the Apocalypse, the letter was for that part of the New
Testament attached to another MS., also in the Vatican

Library, which contains this book alone. In the case,

however, of so important a MS. as B, it is desirable

to avoid the confusion that may arise from using its

symbbi for any other MS. 046 is of the eighth

century, written in somewhat sloping uncials. It was

surreptitiously collated by Tischendorf in 1843, pub-

lished by Mai along with B in i8S7» and republished

by Tischendorf in 1869. As there are only seven

uncial MSS. of the Apocalypse in existence (hACP^,

046, 051, 052), it is of some value, though less

important than nAC, and more akin to the cursive

MSS. than P.^. 051 and 052 are fragmentary MSS. at

Mt. Athos, of later date and probably slight importance.

048. Codex Patiriensis [Sod. a i].—A palimpsest

of the fifth century, formerly in the monastery of St.

Mary of Tatirium, a suburb of Rossano in Calabria,

whence it was taken about the end of the seventeenth

century to the Vatican (now (Sod. Vat. gr. 2061).

Here, having been lost to sight /or a long time, it was
rediscovered by Mgr. Batiffol in 1887.^ It contains

fragihents of the Acts, Cathc^ic Epistles, and Pauline

Epistles, written (like B) with three columns to the

page. Unfor1\inately its condition is so bad as to

make photographic reproduction apparently impossible.

In text it is said to be akin rather to A.

Of the remaining MSS., which are mostly very

fragmentary, as stated above, it mjy be sufficient to

' Batiffol, VAbbaye de Rossano^ pp. 71*74 ( I S90).
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add ^at two vellum leaves at Berlin and one at Vienna

and an ostrakon (or potsherd) at Athens are assigned

to the fourth century ; seventeen fragments are referred

to the fifth, and twenty-three to the seventh. Their

extreme fragmentariness deprives them of the import-

ance to which their age would entitle them
;
and it is

not necessary to delay the student with further con-

sideration of them. Full details may be found in

Gregory’s Textkritik.



CHAPTER IV

THE MINUSCULE MANUSCRIPTS

[Authorities: Gregory, opp. Hit.
;
Scrivener-Miller, op. cit. ; Westcottand

Hort, op. cit. ; Nestle, op. cit. ; voii Sodcn, op. cit."]

The uncial period of vellum manuscripts, as will have

been seen from the foregoing chapter, extends from

the fourth century to the tenth
; but for the last two

centuries of its course it overlaps with another style of

writing, which was destined to supersede it. As the

demand for books increased, the uncial method, with its

large characters, each separately formed, became too

cumbrous^ A style of writing was needed which should

occupy less space* and consume less time in its pro-

duction. For everyday purposes such a style had

existed as far back as we have any extant remains of

Greek writing, and (as we have ^een in Chapter II.) it

had not infrequently been employed in the transcrip-

tion of literary works
;
but it never had become the

professional hand of literature, and books intended for

sale or for preservation in a libraiy were always written

in the regular uncial hand. In the ninth century,

however, the demand for a smaller and more manage-
able literary hand was met by the introduction of a

modified form of the running hand of everyday use.

The evolution cannot yet be traced in all « its details,

S34
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but the extant specimens of non-literary hands (on

papyrus) now come down as late as the first quarter of

the eighth century
;
and in these we can see all the

elements of the hand which was taken into literary use

in the ninth century, and which is commonly called

"minuscule,” as opposed to the majuscule (uncial or

capital) hands of the earlier period. In the true

minuscule hand, not only is the writing considerably

smaller than the average uncial, but the forms of the

letters are different. We have 7, 8 , f, fi, <r, v,

instead of F, A, Z, M, E, C, T, with lesser variations

in the case of the other letters. Also the new forms of

the letters lend themselves to combination by means
of ligatures into a running hand, in which several

letters are written continuously, without lifting the pen
;

from which fact minuscule hands are commonly de-

scribed as ** cursive,” and it is usual to classify Greek

MSS. as " uncials ” or " cursives.” The description,

however, is not accurate, since not every minuscule

hand is cursive, and (on papyrus at any rate) there is

nothing to prevent uncial letters being, to some extent,

linked together by ligatures. Broadly speaking, how-

ever, and with reference to vellum MSS. ^lone, the

distinction holds good. Most minuscule MSS. are also

cursive, and the tendency increases as time goes on,

until we find books written in hands almost as cursive

as those of non-literary papyri.

Another change* in the external characteristfcs of

manuscripts falls within the minuscule period, namely,

the introduction of paper by the side of* vellum as the

material for the reception of writing. Though its

manufacture in Asia can be traced back to the eighth

century (in China even to the second century), and
its* importation into Europe to the tenth, it was not

manufactured in tfiis continent until the twelfth century,
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and does not appear in common use until, the

thirteenth,^ Even then it does not supersede vellum.

The two materials continue in use side by side

through the rest of the period during which books

were normally written by hand
;

and it was only

the invention of printing which finally secured the

victory of paper. During the manuscript period

the best work could only be produced on vellum
;

consequently, though copies of the Scriptures on

paper are common enough, the finer, and generally

the better, volumes are still those which are written

on the older material.

The notation of minuscule MSS. for purposes of

reference is simply numerical
;

and until recently

separate series were arranged, as in the case of the

uncials, for each of the four principal divisions of

the New Testament—the Gospels, Acts and Catholic

Epistles, Pauline Epistles, and Apocalypse. Thus the

first MSS. in these four groups would be known
respectively as Evan, i, Act. i, Paul, i, Apoc. i.

This arrangement keeps the numbers within a more
manageable compass, since most MSS. contain only

one of thVse groups, and it also shows what bulk of

testimony is available for each part of the New
Testament ;

but it has this disadvantage, that where
a volume contains more thap one of the groups,

it will appear under different numbers in each of

the 'groups concerned. Thps, to take an example
at random, a certain MS. in the British Museum,
which contains three groups, was known as Evan.

582, Act. 227, Paul. 279; while another, which
possesses all four groups, was Evan, 584, Act 228,

Paul. 269, Apoc. 97. ^

Catalogues of the known minuscule MSS. of the

^ See Thompton, Cre^k and iMiin Palaeogr aphy,^. 43. ^
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New Te*?tament are given in Scrivener’s and Gregory’s

b(X)ks, which on these lines were until recently the

recognised works of reference on this subject. So far

as Evan. 449, Act. j8i, Paul. 229, and Apoc. loi,

the two lists are identical, both being derived from

earlier catalogues, ultimately that of Scholz. But from

ihis point they 'diverge, Gregory having elected not to

follow the order adopted by Scrivener ' in dealing with

the MSS. of which the existence had been made
known since the work of Scholz

;
arid as far t-is Evan.

774, Act. 264, Paul. 341, Apoc. 122, the numewetions

are wholly different. After this point Gregory had the

first word, the subsequent MSS. having been fin t cata-

logued by him
;
and Scrivener’s latest editor, Mr. E.

Miller, was wisely content to follow his order and
adopt his numbers as far as possible. The inconveni-

ence, however, of the quadruple system was generally

felt, and the necessity of reforming the uncial numera-

tion provided an occasion for reforming that of the

minuscules also.

In order to meet this difficulty, it has now been

agreed by nearly all the New Testament students in

Europe and America that in future each MS. Aall have

one number and only one. For this purpose, Gregory’s

existing list of Gospels MSS. is retained unaltered, and

every MS. which contains the Gospels is known by the

number which it has in this list. Manuscripts which

do not include the Gospels are added at the end of the

list, or fill gaps which have accidentally occurred in it.

This is the system arranged by Gregory after con-

sultation with other scholars (see above, p. 56); it is

adopted in Souter’s Oxford Greek Testament, and will

^ Scrivener’s numbers were taken frov those assigned by Dean Burgon
in a series of letters to the Guardian in July 1882, in which he descril^ a
considerable num^r of MSS. which had not previously been included in

the extant lists.
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be used in the following pages. Side by side with it

is the system of von Soden, which has been described

above (p. 52), and in which no distinction is made
between uncials and minuscules. The earlier lists

of Gregory and Scrivener may be regarded now as

superseded.^

The total number of minuscule manuscripts of the

New Testament appears in Gregory*s latest catalogue

1 90 8,supplemented by Textkritik^

pp. 1206-10, 1373*5, 1909) as 2318. Of these, 507^

contain the Acts and Catholic Epistles, 595 the Pauline

Epistles, and 223 the Apocalypse.

In addition, there is a whole class of authorities

not yet mentioned, of less value than those already

described, but serving to swell the toUl. These are the

LectionarieSy or volumes containing the Gospels and
Epistles appointed to be read throughout the year.

They are grouped in two classes, known respectively as

Evangeliaria (Evl.) ^ when they contain lessons from

the Gospels, and Apostoli or Praxapostoli (Apost.)

when they contain the Acts or Epistles. In the

catalogues of these MSS., uncials and minuscules are

reckoned together
;
but the uncials are never of very

early date, being almost invariably of the ninth century

or later. The number of extaijt lectionaries is given

by Gregory as 1565. Of these, 168 contain the

Apostolos as well as the Gospels, and 215 contain the

Apostolos alone.

Adding up all the figures which have now been

presented, wa get the following list of Greek authorities

for the text of the New Testament :

—

' Tables giving cross-references to these and other systems of numeration
will be found in Gregory’s Die griechischen HandschHften desN, 71 , Leipzig,

1908.
• 5>crivencr and others use the term Et^ngelisiarium^ but this properly

means only a table of lections, not the lections themselves ; cf. Brightman,
JounuU of TkeohgiaU Sindies^ I 44S.
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Papyri . 14
Uncials , 168
Minuscules 23*8
Lectionaries 1565

Total 406s

These figures may not be absolutely correct in all

details, but they serve at least to give an approximate

idea of the amount of evidence available for the text

of the New Testament. Not all of it has been fully

examined hitherto, though von Soden has carried the

examination of the minuscule evidence much further

than any previous scholar. Many of the minuscule

MSS. (especially those which are still preserved in the

monasteries of the East) have been only superficially

studied
;

and the lectionaries have been even more
neglected than the minuscules. Also there are, no
doubt, many MSS. in existence which have not yet

found a place in the recognised lists. It is not,

however, to be expected that any considerable acces-

sion to our knowledge is to be derived from further

collection or examination of minuscule MSS. or

lectionaries, beyond what is already available. The
bulk of evidence is ample ; what is now needed is

its proper organisation and digestion.

It is obviously impossible to describe all these 4000
MSS. individually

;
but* it may be useful to point out

those which, so far as our present knowledge goes, are

the most notable, and especially those which have

been shown to be connected with one another, and

thereby to point back to some comnfon ancestor.

Notability, in a minuscule MS., is chiefly to be achieved

by departure from the normal type
;
and since the

normal type of text is that w|;^ich in the last chapter

has been called t]^e a-text, the MSS. now to be

described are those which, in a greater or less degree,
* K
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represent the /8 or S-texts. To select these for special

mention is not necessarily to assume the superiority of

their text
;

it is merely to indicate their divergence,

whether for better or for worse, from the common
norm. In a future chapter we shall have to consider

whether the truth is likely to rest ^ith the majority or

the minority.

In the following list each number normally belongs

to one MS. and one alone
;
but an exception is made

in the case of the first four MSS., which were used by
ErasnAus in preparing the editio princeps of the Greek

New Testament. These retain their earlier desig-

nations.^

1 [Sod. S 254] : an eleventh century MS. at Basle,

with illuminations. Used by Erasmus, and collated

by Wetstein and Tregelles. Has Euthalian apparatus

in Acts and Paul. Its text frequently agrees with

that of nBL, while among minuscule MSS. it is

closely connected with 209, and somewhat less closely

with 1 1 8 and 1 3 1 . A study of this group has been

published by Prof. K. Lake {Texts and Studies, Cam-
bridge, vii. 3, 1902).

I' [Sod. : twelfth century, at Mayhingen in

Bavaria. The only MS. used by Erasmus for the

Apocalypse in his editio prindps; and since it is

defective at the end (xxii. 16-21) this part of his

Greek text was supplied by re-translation from the

Latin, whence it has happeiped that some words still

hold their ground in our Textus Receptus, for which

there is no ""authority in any Greek MS. whatever.

Hort describes this MS. as above the average in

quality, containing a large and good ancient element.

2 [Sod. e 1214]: ajate MS. (fifteenth century) at

' For a conspectus of the old and new numenftions, see Appendix at end
of this chapter.
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Basle, only noticeable as having formed the main basis

of the first printed edition of the New Testament, pub-
lished by Erasmus in 1516.

2*P [Sod. a 253]. In the case of this MS., which

likewise belongs to the group used by Erasmus, being

his principal authority in the Acts and Epistles, the

old number is retained. It is at Basle, and has been
variously assigned to the twelfth, thirteenth, and four-

teenth centuries.

13 [Sod. € 368]: twelfth century, at Paris. This

MS. was brought into prominence by PrDfessor w. H.

Ferrar, of Trinity College, Dublin, who showed that it

is closely connected with 69, 124, and 346.^

By a comparison of these four MSS. (which from

him are generally known as “the Ferrar group”).

Professor Ferrar showed that they are descended from

one not very distant ancestor, which he held must have

been an uncial MS. of good character ; and he and his

coadjutor sought to recover the text of this archetype

by a collation of its descendants. The Abb6 Martin

added the observation that three at least of the four

(13, 124, 346) were written in Calabria, wl^ich must

therefore have been the home of the archetype in

the twelfth century
;

also that 348 (this, however, is

doubtful) and 543 &re related to the same group.

Other scholars have pointed out traces of relation in

7 ^ 3 f 788, 826, 828, and it is probable that further

investigations would ’lead* to the identification of other

members of the family. On the other hand, Mr. E. A.

Hutton {Atlas of Textual Criticism^ Cam\>ridge, 19 il)

has shown with regard to several of these that all that

is valuable in them is contained in either 69 or 1 24.

With regard to the text represented by this group, it

^ A Collation of Four Important Manuscripts of tho Gospels

^

by W. H.
Ferrar and T. K. Abbott (Dublin, 1877). Professor Abbott carried on and
completed Ferres work alter the death of the latter in 1871.
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is clear that it is predominantly of the a-type, but it

also contains jnany readings of the /8 or S-type. Mr,

Rendel Harris, on the ground of certain affinities with

the Old Syriac version (see next chapter), sought to

establish a Syriac origin for the most characteristic

readings of the group,^ while in a subsequent study * he

argued for an Arabic medium of transmission for this

Syriac influence ; but this is part of a very large

question which cannot here be discussed.

1 8 [Sod. S 41 1]: a complete New Testament,

written in 1364, now at Paris. Only forty-six com-

plete minuscule copies of the New Testament are

known, viz. 18, 35, 61, 69, 141, 149, 175, 180, 201,

205, 209, 218, 241, 242, 296, 339, 367, 386, 498,

506, 517, 522, 582, 664, 680, 699, 824, 886, 922,

935, 986, 1072, 1075, 1094, 1352, 13B4, 15031

1597, 1617, 1626, 1652, 1668, 1678, 1704, 1785,

2136. Of these, nine (61, 69, 201, 498, 522, 582,

664, 680, 699) are in England or Ireland.

28 [Sod. € 168]: eleventh century, at Paris. Care-

lessly written, but containing many noticeable readings,

chiefly of^the S-type of text.

3 3 [Sod. S 48] : ninth century, at Paris. Examined
by many scholars, and fully collated by Tregelles.

Its text is more of the /8-type than that of any other

minuscule MS. of the Gospels. It was called by
Eichhorn “ the queen of the cursives ”

;
and Hort

* Oh the Orij^n of the Ferrar Grot*p (Cairfbiidge, 1893). One of the
most notable examples of Syriac affinity occurs in Matthew i. 16, where
the Ferrar archety/)c evidently had the same reading as the Curetonian
Syriac. See below, p. 154. Cod. 346 preserves this reading now.
Another noticeable feature of the P'errar group is that they place the
section John vii. 53-viii. ii after Luke xxi. 38, while Luke xxii. 43, 44 is

transferred to Matthew xxvi. 39, as is also the case in some lectionaries.
* Further Researches into the History of the Ferrar Group (Cambridge,

1900). In this work Rendel Hatris works out the Calabro- Sicilian origin

of the group in great detail, concluding that part, at least, of it is

descends from a Graeco • Arabic archetype !ti Sicily in the twc^h
century.

^
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considered it to rank in antiquity of text next to 81
(formerly Act 61) alone among the cursives,.

54 (Bodleian Library, Oxford), 56 (at Lincoln

College, Oxford), 58 (at New College, Oxford), and 61

(at Trinity College, Dublin), the first named written in

1338, the rest in the fifteenth century at earliest, are

very closely connected, but not of special importance

except for their association with the last named. 47,

109, and 17 1 also belong to this group.

59 [Sod. € 272]: twelfth century, at Caius College,

Cambridge. Contains some notable readings of the

/3-type,

61 [Sod. B 603]; fifteenth or sixteenth century,

at Trinity College, Dublin. This MS. is historically

important, because it was the first Greek MS. discovered

which contained the passage relating to the Three

Heavenly Witnesses (i John v. 7, 8), and thereby was
the cause of that passage being inserted in Erasmus’

third edition (1522), in fulfilment of a pledge given to

those who criticised his omission of it in his earlier

editions. It is now known to occur also in 629.

The Apocalypse is a later addition, probably copied

from 69.
•

69 [Sod. S 505]: fifteenth century, at Leicester,

written partly on vellum and partly on paper, the

vellum forming the inner and outer sheet in each

gathering. Collated by Tregelles and Scrivener. It

belongs to the Fe^rar ^roup (see 13, above).^ "Hort

quotes it as containing many ancient readings in Acts,

in spite of its late date. •

7 1 [Sod. e 2 5 3] : a well-written copy, in the Lambeth
^ See special studies of this MS. in Scrivener’s Cotf^x Augtensis,

appendix, and Rendel Harris' Origin of the IMuster Codtx (1887^ Dr.
M. R. James has shown that the scrib^of this MS., and of several others

in the same hand, was a Greek named Emmanueh firom Constantinople,

who worked for George Seville, archbishop of York, about 1468 {Joum, of
Theol. Studies^ v. 445, xi. 291, xii. 465),
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ybtary, transcribed in A.D. ii6o, and containing a

good text

8i [Sod, a* 1 62] : one of the most important of the

cursives, formerly known as Act 61. Written in A.D.

1044, in a rather rough hand
;
now Add. MS. 20003

in the British Museum (Plate X.). Contains the Acts,

somewhat mutilated. Agrees in many respects with

the^-typeof text Hort regarded it as by far the best

of the cursives in respect of freedom from late readings,

and as containing a very ancient text Collated by
Tischbndorf (who brought it from Egypt in 1853),
Tregelles, and Scrivener.^

88 [Sod. a 200] : tenth century, at Naples.

Contains Acts, Cath., Paul., Apoc. Like 307, has

colophon referring to the MS. of Pamphilus at Caesarea.

104 [Sod. a 103] : A.D. 1087, in the British Museum
(from Asia Minor). Contains a good text of Acts,

Cath., Paul., Apoc.^

1 1 3, 1 14 [Sod. € 134, 1018]: two early cursives, of

the eleventh and tenth centuries respectively, now in

the British Museum, well written and with good texts.

1 18. [Sod. € 346]: thirteenth century, in the

Bodleian *Library at Oxford. A palimpsest, with the

Gospels uppermost Akin to i (g.v,),

124 [Sod. € 1211]; twelftlf century, at Vienna.

One of the Ferrar group (see 1 j).

1 3 1 [Sod. 8 467] ; fourteenth or fifteenth century,

in the Vatican at Rome. Akin to i Cg.v,). Probably

employed for the Aldine edition of the New Testament

in 1518. *

157 [Sod. € 207]: twelfth centurjj^, in the Vatican

Written for John II. Comnenus (111*8-43). A hand-

some copy, with a remarkable text Hort describes it

' Factttnile in New. Pal S^,, M. 179».
* Facsimile, pL 17^.
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as “ the J)est example o( the cursives which m^e
nearly reseilifa^e 33’’ in the ancient elements of its text^

though not jconnected with 33 by any near affinity”

Zahn statesJ^hat its text sometimes approaches that

of Marcion. Belongs to the same group as A (f.v.).

1 72 [Sod. a 404] : eleven^ or twelfth century, at

Berlin, formerly in the Phillipps Library at Cheltenham.

Contains Acts, Cath., Paul, Apoc. The text is said to

be valuable in the Apocalypse.

181 [Sod. a loi]: eleventh century, in the Vatican.

Contains Acts, Cath., Paul., Apoc., with the apparatus

of Euthalius to the Acts and Epistles. Used by
Zacagni as the basis of his edition of this s^paratus

(see description of Cod. H3). The Apocalypse is a

later addition, of the fifteenth century.

201 [Sod. S 403] A.D. 1357, in the British Museum.

A large and handsome copy of the whole New Testa-

ment
;
collated by Scrivener.

203 [Sod. a 203] : A.D. 1

1

1 1 ,
in the British Museum.

A handsome copy of Acts, Cath., Paul., Apoc., with

Euthalian apparatus.

205 [Sod. 8 500] : fifteenth century, at Venice.

Written for Cardinal Bessarion. Closely aldn to 209,

if not copied from it. Contains both Testaments, as do

206 and 218, while €64 did so when complete.

209 [Sod. S 457 ^nd a 1581]: variously assigned

to the eleventh and fourteenth centuries. At Venice,

formerly the property of^ Bessarion. Akin to

1 18, 131.

21 1 [Sod. 6 234]; twelfth century,^at Venice. A
liturgical Graeco-Arabic MS., probably executed in

Calabria or Sicily, and containing much of . the additional

matter often found in MSS.^ of the Ferrar group, but

not having itself a Ferrar text (cf. /ourn, of TheoL

Studies, i. 1 1 7- 1 2*0).
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218 [Sod. 8 300]: thirteenth century, at Vienna.

Contains both Testaments, and has many notable

readings in ttie New Testament It came to Vienna
from Constantinople, and was published in full by
F. K. Alter (1786-7).

223 [Sod a 186]: eleventh or twelfth century, in

the library formed by the late Baroness* Burdett-Coutts.

Contains Acts, Cath., Paul., and is said to be one of the

handsomest New Testament manuscripts in existence.

235 [Sod. € 456]: A.D. 1314, at Copenhagen.

Gonttkins many readings of the 8-type.

262 [Sod. € 1020]; tenth century, at Paris.

Probably written in Italy. Belongs to the same group

as A and has many noticeable readings.

274 [Sod. € 1024]: tenth century, at Paris. Only
noticeable as containing (in the margin) the shorter

ending to St. Mark, found also in L and

307 [Sod. eleventh century, at Paris.

Contains Acts and Cath., with the commentary of

Andreas. Has colophon stating that it an
ancestor) was collated with the MS. of Pamphilus at

Caesarea (cf. n and H3).

346 [Sod. € 226] : twelfth century, at Milan. One
of the Fcrrar group (see 13). In Matthew i. 16 this

MS. (alone of Greek MSS.) has substantially the same
reading as the Curetonian Syrian (see below), ’Ia>a^^ ^
fi,v7}ar€vdj)cra {sic) irapOivos iyivvTjaev *l7faow rov

\eyi}A€VOP Xpitprov, ^ •

383 [Sod a 353] : thirteenth century, in the

Bodleian Libmry. Contains Acts, Cath., and Paul.,

with many readings of the 8-type in Acts xiii.-xxii.

(cf. A, Pott, Der aiencUafkiische Text Apostelgeschichte,

Leipzig, 1900),

398 [Sod. a 189]: eleventh century, at Cambridge,

containing Acts, Cath., Paul. Used by Stephanus,
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and has several notable readings in the Catholic

Epistles.

424 [Sod. 0“] : A.D. 1064-68, at Vienna. Valuable

on account of some marginal readings, which Hort says

must have been taken from a MS. akin to though

it candot have been Mg itself. Contains Acts, Cath.,

Paul., Apoc.

431 [Sod. B 268]: twelfth to thirteenth century, in

the Catholic Seminary at Strassburg. Long supposed

(and so formerly stated by Gregor>« and Scrivener)

to have perished in the bombardment of i870*,*see

Valentine-Richards, Jaum, of TheoL Studies^ i. 608.

Its text is partly of the S-type and partly of the )S-type,

and it appears to be akin to 614.

436 [Sod. a 172]: eleventh century, in the Vatican.

Contains Acts, Cath., Paul. Akin to 69.

460 [Sod. a 397] : eleventh century, at Venice,

whither it was brought from Sicily. Has a good text

of Acts, Cath., Paul, accompanied by Latin and Arabic

translations.

461 [Sod. € 92]: A.D. 835, at St. Petersburg.

Notable as the earliest dated Greek MS. on vellum in

existence, and known as the Uspensky Gospels from its

former owner, Bishop Porphyry Uspensky of Kieff.

471,472 [Sod.e 25*4, 1386]: two MSS. at Lambeth,

of about the twelfth century, collated by Scrivener, who
states that they have valuable readings.

496 [Sod. B 36o]< thirteenth to fourteenth century,

in British Museum, Contains Acts, Cath., and Paul,

as well as Gospels, with several readings bf the ^-type.

543 [Sod. e 257J: twelfth century, formerly in the

possession of the llaroness Burdett-Coutts. Akin to the

Feirar group
;
see description of 13.

^ Hort says M, (Introdi p. 155) ; but the previous page (as well as the
context here) shows that he means which is described above as M,.
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565 [Sod. € 93] : ninth to tenth centu^, at

St Petersbo^. A beautiful MS,, written in gold letters

on purple vellum, and containing a remarkable text

Hort (who assigned it the number 81) regarded it as

the most^valuable cursive for the preservation of read*

ings of the 8-type, especially in St. Mark, which was

separately edited by Belsheim (1885) and re-collated

Iqf Cronin {Texts and Studies^ v. 4, Cambridge, 1899).

it has the same subscriptions as A
579 [Sod. € 376] : thirteenth century, at Paris.

Ha^the double termination to St. Mark, as in L.

This MS. has been the subject of a special study by

A. Schmidtke {Die Evangelien eines alien Unzialcodex^

Leipzig, 1903) who shows that it was copied from

an uncial MS., perhaps of the sixth century, with a

text of the hB family.

614 [Sod. a 364]: eleventh century, at Milan

(formerly at Corfu), containing Acts, Cath., Paul. The
text is of the 8-type, and especially useful for the end

of Acts, where D, the principal Greek authority of this

type, is mutilated.

629 fSod. a 460] : fourteenth to fifteenth century,

in the Vatican. A bilingual text of. Acts, Cath., Paul,

having the Vulgate text parallel with the Greek. This

is the only MS. besides 61 whidh contains the passage

relating to the Three Heavenly Witnesses
; and as 61

has been sometimes suspected of having been expressly

written for the purpose, after the controversy with

Erasmus, 629 is the only unsuspected Greek witness

to the pass&ge. As, however, it is stated that in

other passages the Greek text has been accommodated
to the parallel Latin, its authority is not great.

699 [Sod. 8 104] : tenth or eleventh century, partly

in the British Museum, and partly at Sir R. Cholmeley*s

School, Highgate, the latter portion having been
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bought Jg^irus by the Baroness Burdett-Coutts.

A very liiauc^me manuscript

70Q'|Sod € 133]: twelfth century, in* the British

Museum (Plate X.), Contains a large number of very

interesting readings, 270 being unique, while in several

others it represents the S-type of text. Collated by
Mt H. C. Hoskidr (A Full Account and Collation of the
Greek Cursive Codex 604. [Scrivener’s number], London,
1 890).

713 [Sod. € 351]: eleventh to twelfth century, in

the possession of Miss A. Peckover, of Wisbech. ^At
one time reckoned by Mr. Rendel Harris among the

Ferrar group ; but this opinion does not appear to have

been maintained.

716 [Sod. 6 448]: twelfth century, in the British

Museum. A well-written copy, with many interesting

readings.

826, 828 [Sod. € 218, 219]: both eleventh to twelfth

century, at Grotta Ferrata. Belong to the Ferrar group.

Both written in Calabria. Described by Professor K.

Lake in Joum. TheoL Studies^ i, 1 17-120.

876 [Sod. a 356] : twelfth century, in the Burdett-

Coutts Library, containing Acts, Cath., Paifl. The
text is of the

892 [Sod. 6 tenth century, in the British

Museum. Contains many remarkable readings of an

early type. Collated by J. Rendel Harris in Journal

of Biblical Literature (•! 89CI).

107 1 [Sod. e 1 279] : twelfth century, in the monas-

tery of the Laura on Mount Athos, but written probably

in South Italy. It has the same subscriptions as A,

etc, and is remarkable for having a text of the section

relating to the woman taken in adultery practically

identical with that in D (cf. Lake, Joum, Theol Studies^

i. 44i>
*
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1518 [Sod. a 551]: fifteenth centoiy, formerly at

Lambeth, but given in 1817 the Patriarch of

Jerusalem. * Contains Acts, Cath., Paul. Its text is

akin to that of 614 and 876. Hort denotes it by the

number 112.

1836 [Sod. a 6 $]: tenth century, at Grotta Ferrata,

containing Acts, Cath., Paul. Has the Euthalian

apparatus.

1845 [Sod. a 64]: tenth century, in the Vatican,

with the same contents as 1836. Another Euthalian

MSi Other Euthalian MSS. are 1846 (in the Vatican)

and 1 87 s (at Thessalonica), both of the eleventh century.

1908 [Sod. eleventh century, in the

Bodleian (formerly on the island of Chalet). Has
a text of the Pauline Epistles akin to that of A and B
(which, it will be remembered, are nearer to one another

in the Epistles than in the Gospels).

1914 [Sod. twelfth century, in the Vatican.

Contains the Pauline Epistles. Has the Euthalian

apparatus, as also have 1916, 1962, 1970.

1957 [Sod. a 1574]: fifteenth century, in the

Vatican. The late supplement to B, which is defective

here, \3ontains Pauline Epistles and Apocalypse.

2015 [Sod. a 1580]: fifteentj^ century, in the

Bodleian. Contains the Apoca!/pse only. According

to Scrivener, it is akin to, 104 and 2041; while

Gregory, following Delitzsch, states that it appears to

bef copied from 2036.

2020 [Sod. a 1573]: thirteenth century, in the

Vatican. Contains the Apocalyp.se. Akin to Apoc i,

with good readings of an early type
;

according to

Scrivener it closely resembles A ana C.

2032 [Sod. eleventh century, in the Vatican.

A fragment of the Apocalypse, with text akin to A and

to 2018 and 172.
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203.6 [Sod. Ai/^] : fourteenth century, in the Vatican.

Contains the Apocalypse. Cf. 2015 above.

2040 [Sod. Ap : twelfth century, in the Parham
Library (from Mount Athos). One of the best cursive

MSS. of the Apocalypse. It contains the commentary
of Andreas (not of Arethas, as stated by von Soden).

2041 [Sod. a 1475]: fourteenth century, in the

Parham Library (from Mount Athos). Contains the

Apocalypse, Akin to 104 and 2015.

Many of the MSS. included in the latest lists are

almost wholly unknown, though the researchers

ployed to collect materials for von Socien^s great

edition may have examined test passages in them.

The catalogue is greatly enlarged by the inclusion

of many MSS. in Eastern monasteries. Thus numbers

757-811 are at Athens, 922-1 140, 1390-1419, 1432-

1681, 1717-1756 (besides other smaller groups) at

Athos, 1185-1256 at Sinai, 1312-1359 at Jerusalem;

and these by no means exhaust the Eastern libraries.

But little is known of them, and so far not much that

is of importance has been brought to light. Little, too,

is known of most of the lectionaries (uncial and minus-

cule), the only one that need be particularly mentioned

being 184 (a.3SiJI 9, in the British Museum), which

Hort (who cites italSF««)9) quotes as containing a con-

siderable early element.
^
The texts of lectionaries may

be good
;
but as they are comparatively late in date,

and also labour under the suspicion that their tran-

scribers might feel themselves less bound to textual

accuracy than in the tase of copies of the New
Testament itself, they have generally been left on

one side by textual students. Consequently in a

summary of results, such as the present, there is little

or nothing to be said of them.

So ends the roll •of direct witnesses to the text of
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the New Testament—of witnesses, that is, which give

the text of the sacred books in the language in which

they were written. No doubt the roll is not complete.

There are many copies of the Greek New Testament

which have not yet been brought into the recognised

lists, because they have not yet found a home in any
of the great libraries or in accessible collections of

private owners. No doubt, also, the roll as it stands

is still largely nominal. Only a small proportion of

the whole number has been fully examined
;
many,

especially of those which are still in Eastern libraries,

have hardly even been cursorily inspected. It is

possible, and even probable, that among these are some
of really notable character, fit to be ranked with the

best of those which we have described above, such

as I, 13, 33, 69, 157, 209, or 700. Yet it may be

doubted whether they can contain anything which

will add substantially to our knowledge. The minus-

cules are in themselves so late, and we have so many
authorities reaching back to an age far nearer to that

of the original autographs, that they can have but

little independent value. Their value lies in the light

which fhey throw on the evidence of the earlier

witnesses. They show decisively type of text

was prevalent in the mediaeval "ichurch, while in the

case of the less common types .of text they may supply

gaps or explain difficulties which the scantiness of the

uncial evidence has left. .But for this purpose the

minuscules which we have already are perhaps sufficient

Something may be accomplished in the way of grouping

them, as has been done in the case of the Ferrar MSS.,

though even this is not of much value unless the

archetype can be thrown back to a very early date.

Something, too, may be obtained by the examination

of some of these groups, as in the case of the Euthalian
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MSS. Von Soden, in particular, has done much in the

way of classifying the great mass of authorities which
contain various forms of the a-text. The most pro-

mising outlook, however, in the department of Greek
MSS. is the possibility of the discovery of early copies

on papyrus in Egypt. The fragments which have been

found show what may yet come to light in that un-

exhausted held, and hold out to us the hope that we
may yet possess copies of the Gospels written in the

third, or. even in the second century. Save for such

chances as this, it does not seem as if there could be

much added to our existing knowledge in the way of

the evidence of Greek MSS. to the text of the New
Testament Some points are settled by it, some are

left unsettled. The exact bearing of this mass of

testimony, and the principles upon which it should be

treated, will be the subject of consideration in a later

chapter. But first it is necessary to pass in review

another body of witnesses, whose evidence may be

called for when that of the Greek manuscripts proves

doubtful or inadequate.

APPeft^JpiX TO CHAPTER IV

CONSPECrUS OF OLD AND NEW NUMERATION
t

(a) In MSS, of the Gospels,
•

The new numeration for the Gospels is the same as the

old numeration in Gregory, except that it is npt necessary to

prefix “Evan.” Scrivener’s numeration (which was followed

in the first edition) differs from that of Gregory in the

following instances :•

Scs. Greg.

473 = 565
481 >=461

«

ScK. Greg.

582 0=496

603 «. 699
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SCR. Grbg.

510, 511 =471, 472

5S6 = S43
561=713
565 = 716

ScR. Greg.

604 = 700
624 » 826
626 = 828

743 = 579

{b) In MSS, of the Acts^ Epistles^ and Apocalypse,

Act. I = I

Act. 2«2**‘

Act. 9 = 398
Act. 13 = 33
Act. 15 = 307
Act. 25 = 104

Act. 31 =69
Act. 34 = 61

Act. 40=181
Act. 58 = 383
Act. 61 = 81 .

Act. 65 = 218
Act. 70= 1 31

Act. 83 = 88

Act. 95 = 209
Act. 96 = 460
Act. 137 = 614
Act. 162 = 629
Act. 178 = 172
Act. 180 = 431
Act. cos [Scr. 232]
= 203

Act. 216 [Scr. 184]
= 1518

Act. 223 [Scr. 220]
= 223

.Act. 224 [Scr. 221]
= 876

Act. 256 [Scr. 231]
= 603 •

Act. 3<»7 [Scr. 243]
= 1836

Act. 328 [Scr. 334]
= 1845

Paul I = I

Paul 2 = 2*P

Paul 17 = 33
Paul 31 « 104
Paul 37 = 69
Paul 40 = 61

Paul 47 = 1908
Paul 67 = 424
Paul 80 = 436
Paul 81 = 1914
Paul 93 = 88
Paul 108 = 209
Paul 238 = 431
Paul 306 [Scr. 266 + 271
= 699

Apoc. I =
Apoc. 7 =
Apoc.

Ap^ A ’

fP?Poc. 38 =

Apoc. 685

Apoc. 79

!

Apoc 87s

Apoc. 9 1 s

Apoc. 92:

Apoc 95 =

Apoc. 96 i

104
3 69
= 2015
= 2020
*2032
= 2036
s 172
= 1957
= 61

^2040
B'2041

]



CHAPTER V

THE ANCIENT VERSIONS

[Authorities ; Gregory, Prolegomena and Textkritik ; Scrivener-Miller,

op, citi chapters by H. J. White, G. H. Gwilliam, A. C. Headlam,

F. C. Conybcare, etc. ; Westcott and Hort, op, cit, \ Nestle, op, cit,

—

On Syriac versions: Studia Biblica^ i. 39 ff., 151 ff., iii. 47 ff.,

105 ff.
; J. H. Hill, The Earliest Life of Christ , , , being the

Diatessaron of Tatian (London, 1893) > Rendel Harris, The Diales-

saron of Tatian^ a preliminary study (London, 1890) ; A. S. Lewis,

The Four Gospels translated from the Sinaitic Palimpsest (London,

1894) ; F. C. Burkitt, Evangelion da-Mepharreshe (Cambridge, 1904)

;

G. H. Gwilliam, Tetraivangelium sanctum iuxta simpUcem Syrortim

versionem {Oxfordf 1901); Gwynn, The Apocalypse of St, John in a

Syriac version (Dublin, 1897) ; A. S. Lewis and M. D. Gibson,

Studia Sinaitica, pt. vi. (1897), and The Palestinian Syriac Lectionary

(1899).

—

Armenian: F. C. Conybeare, art. in Hastings’ Dictionary

of the Bible
; J. Armitage Robinson, Euthaliana (Cambridge, 1895).

—Coptic : Hyvernat, Etude sur les versions copies de Iq Bible, in

Revtee Bibliq^ie^%^-^^ ; Forbes Robinson, art. in Hastings, op, cit, ;

[G. Homer], IfSfloptic Version ofthe New 7'estamcnt in the northern

dialect (Oxford, 18^7, The Coptic Version op the New Testament

in the southern dialect, otherwise ccUled Sahidic and Thebaic, vols. i.-iii.

(Oxford, 1911); information from Mr. W. E. Crum.

—

Latin: Sabatier,

Bibliorum sacrorum Latinae versiones antiquae (Paris, 1751)

;

Bianchini, Evangeliarium quadruplex (Rome, 1749) ;
Words\(^rth,

Sanday, and White, 0^d LatLh Biblical Texts, parts i.-vi. (Oxford,

1883-1911); Westcott, art. “Vulgate” in Smith's Dictionary of the

Bible; F. C. Burkitt, The Old Latin and the Itala (Cambridge, 1896)

;

S. Berger, Histoire de la frigate (Paris, 1893); Wordsworth and

White, Novum Testanientum Domini nosiri lesu Christi Latine (vol. i.

Oxford, 1889-98 ; voL ii. fasc. i. 1905) ; H. A. A. Kennedy, art. in

Hastings, op, cit, ; P. Corsscn, Bericht fiber die lateinischen Bibeliiberset-

zungtn, in Jahresbericht fiber die Fortschritt d, class, Altertumswissen-

schqfif bd. lOi (1899)9 and works on special MSS. mentioned below.]
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Ik the case of most ancient books, the evidence for the

establishment of the true text is exhausted when we
have come td the end of the manuscripts which contain

it in the original language
; but with the Bible the

situation is wholly different For both Testaments

evidence of the greatest value is to be derived from the

early translations which were made of them into other

tongues. The cause of this difference has nothing to

do with the distinctive character of the sacred Scriptures;

it is simply due to the fact that in the case of the

Bibk we possess copies of translations which were

made as early as, or earlier than, the most ancient

existing manuscripts in the original language, while of

the secular classics we have no such ancient translations.^

No doubt this evidence has to be used with caution.

In the first place, the true text of the version itself has

to be recovered, so far as may be possible, from the

various manuscripts which contain it
;
next, the original

Hebrew or Greek text represented by the translation

has to be determined, due allowance being made for

possible liberties taken by the original translator (which,

in the case of the Old Testament especially, were often

very considerable)
;
then the date of the original trans-

lation must be considered, to show at ji(<iat point in the

stream of tradition this branch from the main
current ;

finally, its relation to the other witnesses must
be discovered and the value of its testimony estimated.

All *this requires the exercise^of ccmsiderable knowledge
and judgment

;
but in spite of all difficulties and

deductions the evidence of the versions is of the very

greatest importance, and (as will be seen later) questions

connected with them are now among the most interesting

of those which demand the attention of textual students.
•

‘ There are Latin and Arabic translations of Aristotle which are of
some textual importance, and a Greek translatiou of Ovid's fferoidts

;

but
these are very trivial exceptions to the general rule.

^ ,
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In the present chapter the various ancient versions

of the New Testament—all those, namely, which can

be held to be of any textual value—will be considered

in turn, and an attempt made to summarise the exist-

ing state of knowledge with regard to them. The
most natural order would seem to be geographical,

taking first the versions made in the East, in the

countries bordering upon Palestine, and afterwards

those which were made further afield, in the more
distant, but not less important, West

I. The Syriac Versions.—Syriac or Aramaic^was

the language in common use in Palestine and the

surrounding country in the time of our Lord,^ and wa?

naturally the first language into which a translation of

the New Testament was required. It was the language

in which our Lord Himself spoke,'* and in which,

according to some very ancient authorities, the Gospel

of St. Matthew was originally written. Phrases of it,

such as Talitha cumi or Elot, Eloi, lama sabachthani^

remain imbedded in our Greek texts. As Christianity

spread through Syria, and as the canonical Gospels

and Epistles were more and more recognise^ as the

authoritative %fecords of our Lord's life and the

apostolic teachuij a demand would naturally arise

for translations of th^e books into the vernacular.

At first, perhaps, such 'translations would be inerely

oral and provisional, but before long they would, be

written down for gi^ater* convenience and security

;

^ It was in use in Northern Syria from ver^ earl^ times, and was
adopted as their vernacular by the Jews after their return from Babylon,
where another dialect of the same language (called “Chaldee’* in the Old
Testament) was spoken.. Cf. Neubauer in Studia Biblica^ i. 39 if., on
“The Dialects of Palestine in the Time of Christ.” The Aramaic of

Palestine is not identical with the dialect of the versions described below,
but it is closely akin to it *

^ This has been disputed, notably by Dr. A. Roberts, who mainUins
that our Lord spoke GreelT ; but he does not seem to have made out his
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and from this first translation or translations the

versions now in existence may trace their descent.

Five such versions are at present known, and the

questions of their inter-relation with one another are

not yet finally settled. Seventy years ago, the priority

both in age and in importance would unquestionably

have been given to the Peshitto, which may be called

the authorised version of the Syrian Church
;
and there

may be still some scholars who would claim this

position for it. Recent discoveries, however, have

thro%n fresh light on the problem, and of these it will

be convenient to speak first

a. The Diatessapon of Tatian.—Little more than

thirty years ago the name of this work was a battle-

cry for controversialists of opposing schools, and its

discovery is one of the most curious, and also one of

the most important, episodes in the history of modern
Biblical criticism. It belongs, however, rather to the
“ higher criticism

”
of the New Testament, and it will

be sufficient here to indicate briefly its bearings on

textual problems. That Tatian, an Assyrian Christian,

compiled about the year 170 a Gospel narrative, by a

process of selection and harmonisation from the four

canonical Gospels, has long beea,,^aintained by
Christian apologists, on the streffgm of statements by
Eusebius and other ancient .writers

;
but the inter-

pretation of these statements was disputed, and no
vestige of the original work, seemed to have been left

to establish its character, much less its precise text.

It is true that in 1836 an Armenian version of a

commentary on the Diatessaron by Ephraem of Syria

was published by the monks of the Mechitarist

monastery in Venice ; but this was a sealed book to

Western scholars until a Latin translation of it was

produced in 1876 by Dr. G. Woesinger, to which
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general attention was called by Dr. Ezra Abbot in

1880! The discovery of this commentary (in which

large parts of the Diatessaron itself* are quoted

verbatim) not only established finally the general

character of the work, proving that it was really a

compilation from the four canonical Gospels, but also

stimulated furthPer research, as a result of which first

one and then another copy of an Arabic translation of

the entire Diatessaron was brought to light (one in

Rome and one in Egypt, but both now in the Vatican

Library), the text of which appeared in print in a 888
under the editorship of Ciasca.^

The opinions of scholars have varied greatly as to

the original language of the Diatessaron, The earlier

view (based chiefly on its Greek name) was that it was

written in Greek. Then its close association with the

Syriac versions and its prevalent circulation in the

Syriac Church led many scholars (for instance Zahn)

to maintain that Syriac was its original language.

Recently, however, Burkitt has reverted to the older

view, holding that it was first composed by Tatian in

Greek, though it was translated into Syriac in his life-

time, and was the first version of the Gospel ^in Syriac.

This view is ^>9 maintained by von Soden. Certainly,

however, the Arabic ^'srsion, which is all we now possess,

was made from the Synac, and it is not unreasonable to

believe that this was the original language of Tatianas

compilation, which i^ known to have been generally used

in the churches of Syria, and to have been annotated

by the Syrian father Ephraem
;
while there are signs

that the Old I'estainent quotations in it were in

^ The recovery of the Diatessaron has shown that the Latin Harmony
of Victor of Capua, preserved in the Ccxlex h'uldensis (see Ijelow, p. 228),

was in fact derived from Tatian’s wofk ; but as Victor substituted the

Vulgate text for the Old Latin which he found in his exemplar, it does
not help us to reconstitute the text of the DiatessaroH*
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with* the Syriac vmion of the l^ptare$)

and (as we shall see later) its text has stroiig affini*

ties with that*which is found in other Syriac vi^stons.

In any case, it is practically certain that in the third

quarter of the second century there was in existence

a Syriac harmony of the four Gospels. It is per-

;,tlliiis not admissible to argue that this implies the

^l^tence of a complete Syriac version of the Gospels

at this date, since Tatian may have made his own
translation from the Greek

;
but the possibility must

be kept in mind. In any case the Diatessaron^ so

far as we can recover its original form, provides us

with a text which must go back to Greek MSS. of at

least the middle of the second century, and possibly

much earlier.

The original form of the Diatessaron can, of course,

only be approximately known to us, since what we
poss^ is but two copies of an Arabic version, made
early in the eleventh century from a Syriac MS.
written about the year 900, together with an Armenian
version of a Syriac commentary composed by a writer

who died in 378. No doubt the text has suffered

modi6cation since it left the hand of Tatian, and (as is

invariably the case in such matters) hasw4»een partially

assimilated to the versions whicbi^ '^ftre popular at a

later date. According to Burkitt {Ev. da-Meph, ii. 4)
the Arabic text is conformed to the Peshitto ; but there

is also a large proportion of the, text which has a

different character, and which may fairly be held to

represent the original form of the work. This belongs

to what has been called in the last chapter the 8-type

of the Gospel text It has affinities with B and h,

but even more with D and its associates, and therefore

tends to support the vieifr that these come nearer than

the o^form to the primitive text of^tbe books of the
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New T^tament Quite recently^ it, has been main-

tained (by von> Soden) that the Diatessaron was the

main disturbing factor in the textual history of the

New Testament, as Origen’s Hexapla was in that of

the Old
;
but the consideration of this theory belongs

to a later chapter.^

d. The Old Syriac.—Somewhat fuller, but still very

meagre, is the knowledge that we have of the next

Syriac version which falls to be described ; and this

knowledge too is of recent date. .Up to 1842 the

Peshitto held the field as the earliest Syriac version of

the Bible ; but in that year a large number of Syriac

manuscripts were acquired by the British Museum,
through the instrumentality of Archdeacon Tattam and

others, from the monastery of St Mary Deipara in the

Nitrian desert in Egypt. Among these Dr. W. Cure-

ton, then assistant-keeper in the department of manu-

scripts, identified one (now Add. MS. 1445 1) as con-

taining a hitherto unknown version of the Gospels.

The text of this MS., edited by Cureton, was printed

and privately circulated in 1 848, though not formally

published until 1858; and from him the version has

been commonly known as the Curetoniart Syriac,

though in view of the discovery to be mentioned in

the next paragraph It will now be more convenient to

assign the term Curetopian to this particular MS.* and

not to the version of which it is but one of the repre-

sentatives. Three additional leaves of the same version,

and probably of the same MS., were brought from the

Blast by Dr. Sachau to Berlin, and were edited by

Roediger in 1872.
•

* For the Diaiessar^n, see, in addition to the authorities quoted at the

head of this chapter, The Diatessaron of Tatian^ edited S. Hemphill

(1880)4 A good popular account of it is given in Recent Evidencefor the

Authenticity ofthe Uospel^: Tatiaris Diatessaron^ by Michael Mabm, S.J.

(London, (Sstholic Truth Society, 1893).
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Cureton’s discovery stood by itself for just fifty

years, during which time the problem of its relation to

the Peshitto was a subject of active controversy
;
but

in 1892 another discovery was made which enlarged

and at the same time complicated the problem. Two
Cambridge ladies, twin-sisters, Mrs. Lewis and Mrs.

Gibson, emboldened by the success bf Mr. Rendel

Harris in finding the Syriac MS. of the Apology of Aris-

tides in the monastery of St Catherine on Mount
Sinai, undertook an expedition to the same monastery

in search of further treasures. Among the manuscripts

which they examined was a palimpsest containing

some remarkable lives of female saints, with a lower

writing which Mrs. Lewis so far identified as to see

that it was a copy of the Gospels
;
but it was not

until the photographs which she took of it had been

brought to Cambridge that it was recognised by Mr.

F. C. Burkitt and Professor Bensly as belonging to

the same family as the Curetonian MS. On this a

second expedition was organised, in 1893, by Messrs.

Burkitt, Bensly, and Rendel Harris, with the two ori-

ginal discoverers, in order to make a complete tran-

script of^he MS.
;
and as a result of tl}^ expedition

the text was published in full in 1894. ^ revised

edition of several pages, with many supplementary

readings and an English translation, was subsequently

published by Mrs, Lewis, after a third visit to Sinai

and *a re-examination of tlyj original.^ The Gospel

text is assigned to the beginning of the fifth or

even to the * fourth century, being thus somewhat

^ The Four Gosptls in Syriac transcribedfromdhe Sinaitic Palimpsest^

hv the late R. L. Bensly, J. Rendel Harris, and F. C. Burkitt (Cambridge,

1894) p Some Pages of the Four Gospels retramcribed^ A. S. Lewis
(London, 1896). An English vsrsion, with brief introduction, was pub*
lished by Mrs. Lewis in ( The Four Gospels translatedfrom the Sinaitic

Palimpsest). More recently Professor Burkut hal re-edited the Curetonian
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older than the Curetonian MS., which is plac^ later

in the fifth century. The upper text is dated in the

year 778.

The Sinaitic and Curetonian MSS. are far from con-

taining identical texts, but they agree so far as to make
it certain that they derive from a common original, and

may be treated hs representatives of a single version in

different stages of development. Neither is complete,

the Sinaitic containing (with local mutilations) Matthew
i. i—vi. 10, viii. 3~xvi. 15, xvii. ii**-xx. 24, xxi. 20—
xxviii. 7 ;

Mark i. 12-44, ii. 21—iv. 17, iv. 41-v. 26, vi.

5-

xvi. 8 (where the Gospel ends)
;
Luke i. 1-16, i. 38-

V. 28, vi. 12—xxiv. 53 ; John i. 25-47, ii. i6-iv. 37, v.

6-

25, V. 46—xv’iii. 31, xix. 40—xxi. 25 ;
while the Cure-

tonian has only Matthew i. i-viii. 22, x. 32-xxiii. 25 ;

Mark xvi. 17-20 ;
Luke ii. 48-iii, 16, vii. 33-xvi. 12,

xvii. i-xxiv. 44 ; John i. 1-42, iii. 5-viii. 19, xiv. 10-

12, 15-19, 21-23, 26-29 (Luke being, however, placed

after John), Both manuscripts differ markedly in text

from the majority of Greek MSS. and from the Feshitto

Syriac ; but this divergence is greater in the Sinaitic

than in the Curetonian, the latter appearing to repre-

sent a later %tage in the history of the versiofl, and to

be the result of a revision in which many readings were

introduced from the texts in ordinary use. In both

forms the version belongs to the 8-type of text, often

ranging itself with Codex Bezae and the old Latin

version. •
#

Some of the more notable readings may be

mentioned. That which has aroused mo5t controversy

MS., with a collation of the Sinaitic {Evan^elion da-A/epkarreshe ; the

Curetonian Syriac Gospels^ re-edited^ together with the readings ofthe Sinaitic
palimpsest a^ the early Syriac patristic \vidence ; with a iroiislation inte

English^ Cambridge, 190^); and this is now the standard edition of the
version as a whole.
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is in Matthew i. 1 6, where the Sinaitic has the remark-

able reading, “ Joseph, to whom was betrothed Mary
the Virgin, bbgat Jesus, who is called the Christ,” while

the Curetonian has, “ Joseph, to whom was betrothed

Mary the Virgin, who bare Jesus Christ.” At first

sight the Sinaitic text appears to deny the divine

birth of our Lord, and it is not surprising that it was
on the one hand accused of heretical leanings and on

the other claimed as representing the true original

version of the passage, which had been corrupted in all

othar known copies in all languages. That this text, ^it
denies the divine birth, cannot be original, may easily

be shown, since the context of the passage proves the

writer's knowledge of the Christian story (“ Mary /Ae

“ the Christ,” “ when Mary his mother was
espoused to Joseph, when they had not come near one

to the other, she was found with child of the Holy
Ghost,” and the reference to the fulfilment of Isaiah's

prophecy of the virgin birth)
;
and the difference of the

reading from that of all other authorities ^ makes it

highly improbable that it is the true form of the

text. But, in addition, good reason has been shown
for the • belief that the words used jp verse i6

were never intended to deny the divine birth at all,

the use of the word “ begat ” being precisely analo-

gous to its use throughout tlys genealogy, in which,

as is well known, it does not always indicate literal

desdent, but rather an official line»of succession.’ The
variant reading therefore, though interesting (and

possibly coining near to the text of the original

document from which St Matthew's genealogy was
derived, and in which our Lord wduld of course be

* Partial agreements with it |re found in the Ferrar group of Greek
MSS. (see p. 132, above) and in some copies of the Old Latin.

* Cf. Mrs. Lewis' English translation, pp. xs^-xxv, and a paper read
by Mr. F. C. Barkitt before the Church Congress of 1895.
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entered as the son of Joseph), no important

doctrinal bearings.

Other important readings are as follows.^ The
Curetonian MS. inserts the names Ahaziah, Joash, and
Amaziah in Matthew i. 8 with some support from D,

but the Sinaitic agrees with the mass of authorities in

omitting them ;
• both MSS. agree with h and B in

omitting “first-born” in i. 25, and “ bless them that curse

you, do good to them that h^te you and “ despitefully

use you ” in v. 44 ; in vi. 1 3 tha Curetonian MS.
(against hBD) retains the doxology to the Lard's

Prayer, except the words “ and the power ” (the Sinaitic

is defective here)
;
both omit xii. 47 with kBL ; in

xiv. 24 Cur. has “ was many furlongs distant from the

land ” with B and the Ferrar group (Sin. is defective)

;

xvi. 2, 3 and xvii. 2 1 are omitted by both, with wB

;

xviii. n is omitted by Sin. with mBL, but retained by

Cur.; in xix. 17 both read “why askest thou me
concerning the good” with mBDL

;
in xx. 22 and 23

both omit “ and to be baptized with the baptism that

I am baptized with ” with nBDL ;
Cur. agrees with D

in inserting a long additional passage after xx. 28, but

Sin. is defective here
;

in xxiv. 36 Sin. oftiits the

words “ neither the Son ” against mBD (Cur. is defective

here and for the rest of this Gospel)
;

in xxvii. 1 6, 1

7

Sin. has “Jesus Barabb^s” with a few minuscules and

some MSS. mentioned by Origen. Mark ix. 44, 46
are omitted by Sin. with nBCL, and the latter half of

verse 49 with hBL
;
also *xv. 28 with wABCD. Cur.

is defective in the whole of St. Mark, except one small

fragment containing xvi. 17-20, which is sufficient to

show that it contained the last twelve verses of the

^ Syriac students will find a careful epilation of both MSS. with one
another (the readings of the Peshitto being also added where they differ,

for purposes of comparison) in Mr. A. Bonus’ ColkUio Cod, Lewisiani

evof^liorum Syriacorum cum Cod, Curetoniano (Oxford, 1896).
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Gospel, which Sin., like h and B, omits. In Luke ii

14 Sin. supports the common reading eiSoxia, not

the eifSo/eioff "found in mABD and the Latin versions

;

in iv. 1 8 Sin. omits “ to heal the broken-hearted ” with

hBDL
;
both are defective in vi. 5, where D has its

most remarkable addition (see p. 93); in ix, 55 Cur.

has the words “ and said, Ye know rfot what manner

of spirit ye are of,” etc., with D (partially), the minor

uncials, minuscules, and Latin versions, while Sin.

omits them with mABCL and several other uncials
;

in

X. 41 Sin. omits **thou art careful and troubled about

many things ” with partial support from the Old Latin

version, which has “ thou art troubled ” only, while

Cur. retains the whole
;

in the Lord’s Prayer in xi. 2-4

Sin. omits “ Our,” “ which art in heaven,” “ thy will be

done^ as in heaven, so in earth,” “ but deliver us from

evil,” with BL and (except in the third passage) h,

while Cur. omits only the third passage
;
both insert

xxii. 17, 18 in verse 20, agreeing with no Greek MS.
;

Sin. omits xxii. 43, 44 (the angel in the garden and

the Bloody Sweat) with n’^ABRT and the Coptic

versions, while Cur. retains them with mD and the

great m^s of authorities
;
similarly in T^xiii. 34 Sin.

omits the word from the Cross, “ Father, forgive them,”

eta, with n*BD and the Coptic versions, while Cur.

retains it
;

in xxiii. 48 both add “saying. Woe to us,

what hath befallen us ! woe to us for our sins,” with

one* MS. of the Old Latin; in xxiv. 6, 12, 36 both

retain the words which D and the Old Latin version

omit, but both agree with these authorities in omitting

verse 40; in verse 42 Sin. omits “and of a honey-

comb ” with nABDL, but Cur. retains it
;
in verse 47

Sin. has “ in my name ” for “ in his name,” with one

cursive (33); in verse 51 Sin. has “he Was lifted up
from them,” thus agreeing neither with nD (which do
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not expressly mention the Ascension) nor with the

other authorities (Cur. is defective to the end of the

Gospel); and in verses $2, 53 Sin. omits irpoaKvv^-

<rain'€9 avrov with D and aivovjrre^ with mBCL. In

St. John Cur. is very defective (see above); in iii. 13
Sin. retains “ which is in heaven ” against wBL, and in

iv. 9 “for the Jews have no dealings with the Samar-
itans/* against mD ;

both are defective in v. 3, 4 ;
in

vi. 69 Sin. has “ thou art the Christ, the Son of God **

against kBCDL (<rv el 6 ayio<; rov Oeov)
;

vii. 5 3-~viii,

1 1 is omitted by both, with all the best authorities
;

Sin. also omits the last words of viii. 59, with »BD
and the Latin versions

;
in xi. 39 Sin. inserts in

Martha’s speech the words “ Why are they lifting away
the stone ?

** with no other authority
;

in xviii. the

sequence of the narrative is altered in Sin., verse 24
being inserted between verses 13 and 14, and verses

16-18 being placed after verse 23, thus representing

Caiaphas, not Annas, as the questioner of our Lord,

and bringing together the whole narrative of Peter’s

denial. There are also many smaller variants, some
peculiar to one or both of these MSS., which can only

be realised jjy a full examination of their texts, either

in the original or in the published translations.

The relation of the Sinaitic and Curetonian MSS.
to one another is still obscure, and different views

have been held by different scholars. The age of the

MSS. themselves, a^d their frequent agreement .with

the oldest Greek authorities, show at once that their

text is an ancient one
;

while their dtivergences in-

dicate that the common original from which they are

unquestionably derived must almost certainly be placed

at a considerable distance of time from them. Some
scholars have contended that the Curetonian is the

earlier form of the*text, and that the Sinaitic text has
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been produced from it by a process of excision
;
but

this view is now generally abandoned. ' The common
tendency in* literary history (especially in sacred

writings) is in the direction of expansion rather than

of reduction
;
and it is now generally agreed that the

Sinaitic MS. contains the earlier form of text, and that

the Curetonian shows signs of revision iand the influence

of other authorities. It does not follow that in every

case where they differ the Sinaitic preserves the

original form, while the Curetonian is a modification.

Neither MS. accurately represents the common arche-

type ;
and if the Curetonian has diverged from it

oftener, it still may be, and probably is, the case that

sometimes it has remained uncorrupted when the

Sinaitic has been altered.

The wider question of the relation of the version as

a whole to the other Syriac versions is best reserved

until the Peshitto has been described.

c. The Peshitto.—This is the great standard version

of the Scriptures in Syriac, which has occupied among
the Syrian Churches the place held by the Vulgate in

the Roman Church or the Authorised Version in the

English. * The name by which it has generally been

known since the thirteenth century means “ the simple,”

but its meaning is not clear. It has been suggested

(by Tregelles and Field) that it was originally applied

only to the Syriac Old Testament, and was intended to

distihguish it from the Hexaplar* version, of which a

translation into Syriac existed and still exists, and
was thence extended to the New Testament also

;
but

it is hardly likely that the Hexaplar version was in

sufficiently general use to make sucH a differentiation

necessary or popularly known. It might, perhaps, be

intended to distinguish it from Tatian's composite

Gospel narrative
;

but evidence is*^ wanting to carry
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back the name to a date at which, the Diatessaron

was still in common use. Prof. BurkitPs view is that

the epithet was intended to distinguish •this version,

which consisted of a simple text, from the Hexaplar
version of the Old Testament and the Harkleian of

the New, which were accompanied by an apparatus

of critical signs.* The point, however, is not of great

importance, and may remain unsettled.

The history of the Peshitto version offers a marked
contrast to that which has just been described. While

the Sinaitic-Curetonian version was unknown before

1842, and now is represented only by tv/o imperfect

and divergent manuscripts, the Peshitto has been in

public and general use for some fifteen centuries, and

exists in many manuscripts and printed volumes.

Further, while the Sjnaitic-Curetonian, so far as our

present knowledge goes, contains only the four Gospels,

no copy of the other books of the New Testament

being yet forthcoming,^ or of any part of the Old

Testament, the Peshitto contains the whole of the

Old Testament except the Apocrypha, and the whole

of the New except the Apocalypse and the four minor

Catholic Epistles (2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, anti Jude).

These books were omitted from the original Peshitto as

not being then recognised as canonical by the Syrian

Church, but were subsequently supplied from the later

versions, the four Epistles from the Philoxenian and

the Apocalypse from, the Harkleian (see below). The
Peshitto (without these additional books) was first

edited by A. Widmanstadt at Vienna ii> 1555, from

two MSS., and this was long the standard text,

^ It is, however, fairly certain that the rest of the New Testament once
existed in this form ; for Armenian translations of commentaries by St,

Ephraem on the Acts and Pauline J^istle^, which have been published in

Venice, show that Ephraem used a Syriac text differing considerably from
the Peshitto (cf. J. H. Bergard in the Guardtan of May 9, 1S94, and J. A.
Robin^n, Euthalia$ta, pp. 83, 91).
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ilthoiigb later editions were issued by ^rert»^m

by several other editors in the

and seventeenth centuries, followed by that of Leusden

and Schaaf (1708-9), which contains a collation of its

predecessors. In the last century a reprint of Widman^
stadt was issued among the Bagster Biblical texts in

and a fresh edition (intended primarily for

practical use, and therefore without critical apparatus)

liias published by Prof. S. Lee in 1816 for the British

and Foreign Bible Society, based upon the collation'

of three additional MSS. A new critical edition was

commenced by Mr. Philip Pusey, son of the great

Hebrew professor, and was continued after his death by

the Rev. G. H. Gwilliam. This edition, of which the

first part (containing the Gospels) appeared in 1902, is

based upon an examination of forty MSS., and has at

last (so far as it goes) provided scholars with a really

critical text of the Peshitto. Mr. Gwilliam, however,

states that his text, founded though it be on authorities

much more numerous and more ancient than that of

Widmanstadt, does not differ substantially from its

predecessors, owing to the accuracy with which the

Syrian scribes have preserved the sacred text from

corruption.

The number of MSS, in which the Peshitto is

preserved, though not approaching that of the Greek

or I^tin authorities, is still very considerable. The
list rgiven by Gregory consists of 178 MSS. of the

Gospels, 74 of the Acts and"^ Catholic Epistles, and 8

1

of the Pauluie Epistles (the Apocalypse, as stated

above, not being contained in this version) ; and after

making allowance for MSS. which appear in more than

one of these groups, the total number of separate copies

is 243. Of these not much less than half (102) are

preserved in the British Museum, svhich owes most of
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ersions

{Is ;^alth In Syriac literature to the j^itrian tolIec#)fi,

we are also indebted for the Curetoniu MS.
*

^ Many of these MSS. are very ancienFt, and some

have the advantage over their Greek coevals in bdng
precisely dated. The oldest (Brit Mus. Add. MS,

14459) is assigned to the fifth century, and another ^

(Brit Mus. Add.* MS. 17 ^^ 7) Is nearly contemporary

with thia At least a dozen may be referred to the

sixth century, four of them being dated in the years

^30-S39» 534, 548, and ^86. The critical materials

now available are consequently plentiful in number
and good in character ; and it is a strong testimony

to the care with which the Syrian Christians copied

their sacred books that Widmanstadt’s text, based

upon two late MSS., is now found to be so correct

in all essentials.

With regard to the date of the original composition

of this important version, it is clear at once from the

age of the most ancient MSS. that it goes back to a

very early period. This is made even more certain by
the fact that the Peshitto is the version in use among
all the branches of the Syrian Church. The secession

of the Nestorian Church took place before the middle

of the fifth century, and since that date it is certain

that neither Nestorian nor Monophysite would have

adopted his Bible from the other. The Peshitto must
consequently have been not merely in existence . before

431 (the date of the ..Council of Ephesus), but so well

established that its position could not be shaken by
any schism in tHe Church. How much further it can

be carried back is a matter of controversy, in the

determination of vHhich the question of its relation with

the Sinaitic-Curetonian version plays an important part.

Mr. Gwilliam, whose opinion, a4 editor of Ae Peshitto,

is entitled to ail respect, believes it to date back lo tlie
,

if
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second century, ^nd to be the original translation of

the Scriptures into Syriac
;
^ and his view was warmly

supported b/ Burgon and those who follow his lead.

On the other hand, Westcott and Hort and many other

modern scholars refused to place it (at any rate in its

present shape) earlier than the third or fourth century,

and held that the Sinaitic-Curetonian version represents

a more ancient stage in the history of the Syriac New
Testament

The controversy is an old one, since so far back as

the^days of Griesbach and Hug it had been suspected

that the Peshitto was not the original form of the

Syriac version, though so long as no rival was forth-

coming the belief of these scholars was no more than a

hypothesis
;
and so long as no very early manuscripts

of it were known, the phenomena which suggested it

might have been accounted for as the result merely of

local corruption and gradual revision, not of a fresh

translation. The Nitrian MSS. abolished this latter

theory, by showing that the text of the Peshitto has

come down to us practically unchanged since the fifth

century, if not earlier
;

and Cureton's discovery,

strengthened as it was by that of Mrs., Lewis, quite

altered the situation, suggesting that this, or something

like this, was the pre-Peshitto version which earlier

scholars desiderated. Still, a relatively early date

seemed to be postulated for the Peshitto by the fact

that it was held to have been used by St Ephraem, who
died in 378. A detailed examination of the facts

by Prof. Biflrkitt (5. Ephraem^s Quotations from the

Gospels^ in the Cambridge Texts and Studies, vii. 2, 1901)
* Cf. his article on the Syriac Tersiozis in Scrivener (ed. 4), ii. 6-24, and

Studia Bihlica, i. 151-174, iii. 47-104. Mr. Gwilliam’s ar^mcnts 10 prove
that the Curetonian shows signs of revision, and therefore is probably later

than the Peshitto, are much weakened by the discovery of the Sinaitic MS.
The Curetonian may be the result of a revisicn ; not, however, from the
Peshitto, but from the Sinaitic or something similar, ^ 0
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showed, however, that all the suppofed insta>nces dis-

appeared on closer scrutiny. Some vanished on an

inspection of the MSS. of the treatises* in question ;

others occur in works which there is no reason to

assign to St Ephraem. This evidence for a fourth-

century origin of the version having thus been disposed

of, another conclusion becomes not only possible but

probable^ It is known that Bishop Rabbula, who was

consecrated to the see of Edessa in 411, translated

the New Testament into Syriac, anti ordered a copy of

it to be placed in every <'hurch. It this translation is

not the Peshitto, no trace of it has survived
;
and since

it is now demonstrated that no quotations f-om the

Peshitto lire found in writers earlier than Rabbula,

while after his date they occur regularly, the conclu-

sion is obvious, and is now generally accepted, that

Rabbula's version was the Peshitto itself, which accord-

ingly belongs to the early years of the fifth century.

This conclusion is further fortified by the fact that the

Armenian version, which was made about 400 from

Syriac and Greek codices, proves to have a consider-

able element of kinship with the Sinaitic-Curetonian

text.' ,

It may now, therefore, be considered as established

that the Sinaitic-Curetonian version can claim priority

over its better-known and more widely used rival, and
may rightly be called the Old Syriac. Its very rough-

ness is an additional proof of its antiquity ;
for it is

difficult to belieye that it would ever have been pro-

duced if the Peshitto were already in existence. To
revise the Peshitto into anything like the Sinaitic-Cure-

tonian form would be a very remarkable literary per-

formance
; but the contrary |>rocess is quite conceiv-

* Cf. Conybeare’s aitide in Scrivener, ii. 148-154, and Dean Armitage
Robinson’s Eulhaliana (Texts and Studies^ iii. 3), pp. 72-98.
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able. At the saipe time it would be going too far to

say that the Peshitto is merely a revision of the Old
Syriac, as our* English Authorised Version is a revision

of the Bishops' Bible, or the Revised Version of the

Authorised. A connexion between the two there

certainly is, so that the author (or authors) of the

Peshitto must have been acquainted • with the Old
Syriac ;

^ but he must have used it in an independent

manner, rather as an assistance than as the basis of his

work. For one thing, he must have used Greek MSS.
of a»different family from that which is represented by
the Old Syriac. This, as we have seen, belongs to the

S-type, agreeing mainly with D and the Old Latin,

and often also with nB
;
while the Peshitto ranges

itself rather with the authorities of the a-type. It does

not, however, contain the a-text pure and simple, as we
find it in the great mass of later Greek manuscripts,

but has a considerable intermixture of readings char-

acteristic of the yS or S-texts. The explanation of this

depends on the general view that we take of the textual

history of the New Testament, which will be the sub-

ject of a later chapter. If the a-text is the more
authentic, the Peshitto has been to some, extent con-

taminated by erratic influences
;
but if the )8-text

comes nearer to the original, while the a-text is the

result of a later revision, then ,.the Peshitto represents

an intermediate stage in the process, though nearer to

the latter than to the former.

d The Philoxenian and'Harkleian Syriae.—The
history of the^remaining Syriac versions is much plainer

and more certain. In the year 508 (as we know from

the colophon appended to the Gospels in the MSS. of

this version) a fresh translation of the New Testament

^ C£ Gwilliam in Scrivener, ii. 16, and Burkitt in Encyclopaedia Biblica^

iv. $002, and Evangelion da-Afepkarreslke, Introduction.
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into Syriac was prepared for ?h^oxenus,. Jacobite

bishop of Mabug or Hierapolis in eastern Syria^ by one

Pol/carp, a ;^o)/>€7rt<r/ico7rov. Of this translation, bow*-

ever, as originally made, very little has come down to us

;

a thorough-going revision of it having been made about

a century later by Thomas of Harkel, himself subse-

quently bishops of Mabug. This revision,- which in-

volved a double process of collation of the original with

Greek MSS. at Alexandria, was completed (as the same
colophons inform us) in 616. Until recently the char-

acteristics of these two stages in the development of

the version, the Philoxenian and the Harkleian, were

little known, and the version as a whole had been

little studied
;
but within the present generation some

of this obscurity has been removed. Before 1892 the

only part oi the New rcstament which could definitely

be assigned to the original Philoxenian version was the

four minor Catholic Epistles (2 Peter, 2 and 3 John,

and Jude), which had been taken from this version to

supply the omission in the Pcshitto; and these hardly

provided sufficient material for a judgment on the

version as a whole. In that year, however, Dn Gwynn,
of Trinity jJollcge, Dublin, published an account of a

twelfth-centui*}' manuscript belonging to Lord Crawford

(now in the John Rylands Library at Manchester), con-

taining a hitherto unkrjown version of the Apocalypse,

which he showed conclusively to be Philoxenian.^

From this it is clear that the Philoxenian version was

written in free and idiomatic Syriac, being the most

literary in form of all the translations of the New
Testament into this language. The Greek text under-

lying it was that of the great mass of later MSS.,

which (as is abundantly clear from other evidence

‘ The text of this MS. was publisiftd by Dr. (iwynn in 1897 ( 77te
Afocctlypse of St, John riy a Syriac Version, Dublin), with an inlrf^uctory

dissertation on the various Syriac versions.
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also) was firmly established as the standard type of text

in the Greek-speaking Church at the time when Polycarp

prepared this “version of the Scriptures for Philoxenus.

Possibly it was this very freedom of treatment that

led to the revision of the translation after little more

than a century. At any rate it is certain that when
Thomas of Harkel put his hand to the* task, he did so

in a spirit wholly opposed to that of his predecessor.

The free rendering of Polycarp was converted into

extreme literalness, the Syriac being forced, even to the

extant of doing violence to the language, into precise

accordance with the Greek. The Harkleian version of

the New Testament may, in fact, be compared with that

made by Aquila of the Greek Old Testament. One
advantage there is in this method of treatment, from

the textual critic^s point of view, that it is usually easy to

determine what the exact form of Greek was that the

translator meant to represent. From this it appears

that Thomas modified the work of his predecessor, not

only in fidelity but in text, having evidently used

Greek MSS. of a type akin to Codex Bezae (D) and its

fellows. Additional readings of the same type are noted

in the mhrgin of this version, which may, perhaps be

the result of the second stage of Thomas* revision.

With regard to the Gospels and Pauline Epistles

little attempt has yet been made to distinguish the

Philoxenian and Harkleian elements in the text which
has dome down to us. Dr. GwynR*s discovery should

stimulate further inquiry into the mattier
; but at pre-

sent it appears that all the known MSS. contain the

version in its final form after the Harkleian revision.

Fifty-one distinct MSS. are enumerated in Gregory*s

list,' twenty-two of them being in England. The
^ £van. 36, Act. 10, Paul. 5, Apoc. 13 ; but nearly all in the second and

third OToups also contain the CJospels. In some MSS. one or more groups
of bo^s contain the Peshitto text, while the rest are Harkjeian.
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oldest, however, are at Rome, one copy (in the
.
Vatican)

being assigned to the seventh century, and another to

the eighth, while one, which is at Florence, bears a
date in the year 757. Two important copies in the

British Museum belong to the ninth or tenth century.

The Italian copies have not been fully examined, but

at present the best text is believed to be contained in

a MS. at Cambridge, written in 1170, which, in spite

of its comparatively late date, appears to have been

very carefully and correctly written**

The Philoxenian-Harkleian version, though ihe.four

minor Catholic Epistles were published from the

Philoxenian by Pococke in 1630, and the Apocalypse

from the Ilarkleian revision by De Dicu in 1627, was

practically unknown to scholars until the eighteenth

century. In 1730 two copies of it were sent from

the East to Dr. Ridley, of Oxford, who wrote a dis-

sertation on them
;
and after his death a text derived

from them was published by Professor J. White

(1778-1803). This remains the only printed edition

of the vezsion to the present day. Preparations for

a new edition were made by the Rev. H. Deane,

of St John’s College, Oxford, who examined fifteen

of the MSS. preserved in England
;

but the failure

of his eyesight unfortunately stopped his work. If

some scholar could b^ found to continue his labours,

he might do much to elucidate the history of what

Dr. Hort described as “one of the most confused»texts

preserved.” *

e. The Palestinian Syriac.—Yet another version of

the New Testament in Syriac remains to be mentioned,

which holds a somewhat peculiar position. In 1789
the German scholar Adler, in a treatise on the Syriac

versions of the New Testament, gave a description

^
*

* IntrodmtUm^ p. 156.
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and collation of^ a Gospel lectionary in the Vatican

(first observed by Assemani in 1758), containing a

text entirely* different from any other that was then

known. The difference was not merely in text but in

dialect. Both in vocabulary and in grammatical forms

it resembled the “ Chaldee found in certain books of

the Old Testament, or the dialect of the Palestinian

Targum, rather than the Syriac employed in the

Peshitto or Harkleian
;
and from its resemblance to

this Targum it has received the name of the Palestinian,

or Jerusalem, Syriac. The lectionary discovered by
Adler (an imperfect MS., written at Antioch in 1030)
was edited in full by Count Miniscalchi-Erizzo in

1861—64, and re-edited by Lagarde in a posthumous

volume published in 1892. It is not now, however,

the sole authority for this version. Some fragments

of it (also from Gospel lectionaries) came to the British

Museum among the Nitrian MSS.
;

the Imperial

Library at St. Petersburg possesses some fragments of

the Gospels and Acts
;

^ the Bodleian has four small

fragments from the Pauline Epistles
;

“ and still more
recently the monastery of St. Catherine on Mount Sinai

has made some important contributions to our know-
ledge of this version. A single leaf from this monastery,

containing portions of the Epistle to the Galatians, was
published by Mr. Rendel Harns in 1 890 ;

* but this

was completely overshadowed by Mrs. Lewis' discovery'

in 1892 of a complete Gospel lectipnary, while another,

equally complete, was identified by Mr. Rendel Harris

in the following year. Both lectionaries (the first of

which is dated 1 1 04, and the second 1118) were

published by Mrs. Lewis and her sister, Mrs. Gibson, in

* Edited by Dr. Land, of Leyden, in 1875.
* Published by Mr. Gwilliam in Avuedoia Oxenitmia (1893).

* Bibiued jFntgm€$dsfrvm Mount Sinai (1890).
^
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1899.^ Meanwhile yet another MS., fontaining lessons

from the Acts and Epistles, besides parts of the Old

Testament, was acquired by Mrs Lewis* in Cairo in

1895, and published two years later.* To complete

the list U£j to the present time, it may be added that a

few leaves from another Falestinian lectionary had

been used in title bindings of the Sinai volumes, and

are included in the above-mentioned edition of them
;

and four fragments of this version, from a MS. recently

acquired by the British Museum, *.vere edited by Mr.

G. Margoliouth in 1897.* Some palimpsest leaves

from the Cairo Genizah (to which we owe portions of

the Hebrew text of Ecclesiasticus, fragments of the

Old Testament of Aquila, etc.) are now at Cambridge,

containing portions of 2 Cor. and i Thess. In 1905
some fragments frcin Damascus were edited by F.

Schulthess
;
and more recently Mrs. Lewis has added

portions of the Gospels, Acts, and Pauline Epistles,

from a manuscript which she assigns to the sixth

century.^ Thus, though only a few leaves which can

have belonged to copies of the New Testament

Scriptures in their ordinary consecutive form have

come to light, we now have considerable matferials on
which to found an opinion as to the character of this

version. The earlier editors referred it to the neigh-

bourhood of Jerusalem, ^nd to a relatively ancient date,

Miniscalchi-Erizzo placing it as high as the second

century
;
but Mr. Burkitt® has demonstrated thafit is

of Antiochian qrigin, that*it probably originated in the

•

^ The Palestinian Syricu I^ctiotiary^ rc-edited by A. S. Lewis and M.
I). Gibson (1899).

2 Studia Sinaitica, vbl. vi. (1897).
* The Palestinian Syriac Version of the Holy Scriptures^ four recently

discovered portions^ edited with a translation by the Rev. G. Margoliottth

(>897)-
^ Horae Semiticae^ No^viii., Cambridge, 1909.

^ Journal of Theological Studies^ ii. 174-183 (1901).
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sixth century asf, part of the efforts of Justinian and

Heraclius to abolish Judaism from Judaea and Samaria,

and that it fevived with a renaissance of Palestinian

Christianity about the eleventh century. Its text is of

good quality, though somewhat mixed in character,

sometimes associating itself with the /8-type, and some-

times with the S-type. Hort regarded it as “not

altogether unaffected by the Syrian Vulgate [the

Peshitto], but more closely related to the Old Syriac ”
:
^

while on this Old Syriac (or S-type) base some /S-type

readings have been engrafted in the course of tradition.

The later date now assigned to it, however, lessens the

importance of its evidence.

One other version sometimes figures in the list of

Syriac authorities, under the name of the Karkaphensian

version, to which allusion was supposed to be made by
an ancient writer, Gregory Bar-Hebraeus, and which

Cardinal Wiseman believed himself to have discovered

in a Vatican MS. in 1828. Other MSS. of the same
type have since been brought to light, and it is now
universally recognised that it is not a continuous version

at all, but a collection of texts accompanied by annota-

tions on \heir spelling or pronunciation. It corresponds,

in fact, to the Massorah of the Hebrew Old Testament,

and only those passages are quoted on which some
annotation is supposed to be required. It may, there-

fore, incidentally furnish us with evidence as to the text

of the Syriac Scriptures used by Ihe commentators, but

it is not a version itself
; and as no copy of it appears

to be earlier than the later part of the ninth century, its

value for textual purposes is not great. Seven MSS.
of this Syriac Massorah are kno^n, six of which

emanate from the Jacobite branch of the Church, and
only one from the Nestorian. The name Karkaphensian

* Jt%irodu(tioH^ p. 157. ^
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is believed to be derived from the mqpastery in which
the Jacobite commentary was compiled, meaning [the

Convent of] the Skull.

2. The Armenian Version.—Adjoining Syria to

the north and north-west lay the territory of Armenia,

the debatable land between the Roman and Parthian

Empires; and a% the circle of Christianity widened

outwards from Jerusalem, it was naturally through Syria

that Armenia received the Christian teaching and the

Christian Scriptures. Until recently little was known
of the Armenian version, and little interest taken* in

it
;

but, thanks especially to the labours of Mr. F. C.

Conybeare, its general character is now known, and

proves to oe unexpectedly interesting. With respect

to its origin, the evidence is unusually explicit. Three

Armenian writers of the fifth century (whose statements,

though not identical, are reasonably reconcilable)

record that the Scriptures were translated into Armenian
partly by St Mesrop, with the assistance of a Greek

scribe named Hrofanos (presumably= Rufinus), and
partly by St. Sahak (Isaac). The date of these first

translations would appear to be about A.D. 395 “400.
Subsequently^ howevecj after the Council of lEphesus

(a.d. 431), Sahak and Mesrop received “correct”

copies of the Greek Bible from Constantinople, where-

upon they revised their, previous work in accordance

with this new evidence. With regard to the language

from which the original translations were made, *the

evidence is conflicting, both Greek and Syriac being

mentioned
;

and since both languages •were current

in Armenia it is very probable that authorities of both

kinds were employed. That Syriac formed the basis

of it is not only a priori probable, but is made almost

certain by Dr. Armitage Robinson's examination of the

Armenian New Testament, In which he establishes a
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clear connectior^ between its text and that of the Old

Syriac, not only in the Gospels, but also in the Pauline

Epistles. In the latter the Armenian version appears

to have been made from a Syriac text substantially

identical with that used by St. Ephraem. These

conclusions are confirmed and extended by the infor-

mation derivable from an Armenimi writer of the

seventh century, named Theodore, who in the course of

a treatise against heretics refers to an ancient Armenian
version of the New Testament as containing Luke xxii.

43^ 44, and also the apocryphal third Epistle to the

Corinthians, which he says was quoted by St. Gregory

the Illuminator, the Apostle of the Armenians at the

beginning of the fourth century. From this it appears

that Mesrop and Sahak were not the first translators

of the Bible into Armenian, but that there was an

Armenian version as early as the beginning of the

fourth century, including the Pauline Epistles as well

as the Gospels (since 3 Corinthians was contained in

it), and taken from the Syriac (since 3 Corinthians

occurred in the Syriac canon and in no other).^

The earliest known MS. of the Armenian Gospels

(now at Moscow) is dated in the year ^887. Copies

written in the years 966, 986, and 989 are still in

Armenia (where the most important library is that of

Edschmiadzin)
;
one of 960 is at Constantinople, and

two of 902 and 1006 at Venice. Two more of those

dei^ribed by Mr. Conybeare® probably fall into the

ninth century. The other books of the New Testament

rarely appear in MSS. before the thirteenth century,

and never apart from the Gospels. These late MSS.
are much less trustworthy than the earlier ones, their

texts having been affected by the introduction of the

* See F. C. Coiiybeare in the Academy, Feb. i, 1896 (in a review of
Robinson’s EutkeUiana).

* In his article on the Armenian version in Scrivener^ ii. 148*154.
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Vulgate into the East during tae
^
Crusades. The

fullest collation hitherto of the Armenian version was
published by Tregelles and repeated by Tischendorf

;

but this is based on a few MSS. and those not the

oldest. The text was first printed at Amsterdam in

1666, while the first critical edition appeared in 1805
from the Mechitarist convene in Venice, to which we
are also indebted for the discovery of the commentary
of Ephraem on the Diatessaron, and so indirectly of

the Diatessaron itself.

The Armenian version contains some interesting

features^ apart from its bearing on the question of the

priority of the Oki Syriac over the Feshitto, which has

been mentioned already. The last twelve verses of St.

Mark are omitted from three out of the four very early

MSS. collated by Mr. Conybeare, while the fourth (the

earliest MS. at Edschmiadzin), which has them, adds

a note stating that they are “of the elder Ariston.”

This has naturally been taken to refer to Aristion,*

whom Papias mentions as one of the disciples of the

Lord to wliom he had recourse for information with

regard to our Lord's life and teaching. The statement

of the Armenian codex lacks confirmation, buf in itself

it supplies a very plausible explanation of the difficulty

connected with these verses. The original ending of

the Gospel having been, lost (or never written), a brief

suftimary was added, to round off the narrative, by
Aristion, one of the disciples of Jesus, and therefore in

a position to know the facts
;
but this conclusion, not

being by St Mark, was sometimes omitted, and conse-

quently does not appear in some of our earliest extant
•

’ Tlie slight discrepancy in the name is unimportant. By a curious

coincidence, exactly the same discrepancy occurs between Aristotle CA$,
roX.) and Plutarch with regard to the name of the adherent of Pisistratus,

who proposed that he should be provided with a body-guard ; the former
calling him Aristion, the litter Ariston.
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authorities. On^ this hypothesis we can accept the

passage as true and authentic narrative, though not an

original portion of St. Mark’s Gospel.

Two other notable passages may be mentioned.

Luke xxii. 43, 44 is omitted in three out of Mr.

Conybeare’s four collated MSS., but appears in the

oldest of them (the Venice MS. of- 902) ;
and this

agrees with the statement referred to above, that in the

^ first translation ” or ** ancient edition ” these verses

were found, but were omitted in the “newly issued

translations.” The same statement is made with refer-

ence to the apocryphal third epistle to the Corinthians.

On the other hand the testimony of the earliest

Armenian codices is entirely against the authenticity

of the episode of the woman taken in adultery. The
first which has it is the Edschmiadzin MS. of 989,
and this has it in a very different form from that in

which it generally appears, adding the curious detail

that what our Lord wrote on the ground was the

sins of the several self- constituted judges, so that

each slunk away as he saw his own fault written

down before him.

Further examination of the Armeniap version may
yield additional fruit, especially in respect of its connec-

tion with the Old Syriac
;
but for this we must await

the pleasure of the few scholars capable of informing

us. Meanwhile we have good reason to be grateful for

the’ work which has been dona and for the results

which have already been obtained.

3. The Georgian Version.—The Iberian Church in

the Caucasus, on account of its geographical position,

would naturally receive Christianity* and the Christian

Scriptures by way of Armenia, and the Armenian
tradition is to the effect that St Mesrop was the author

of the Georgian version as well as 'of that in his, own
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language. This, however, is denied the Georgians,

who looked to Constantinople as the source from which
Christianity had been brought to then?, and whose
associations were rather with the Greeks than with the

Armenians. The , version itself, according to Mr.

Conybeare,^ shows signs of both influences. On the

one hand it has* many parallels with the Old Syriac,

which seems to indicate that this is the text on which

it was originally based ; while on the other, it has

evidently been revised from the Greek. This revision,

according to tradition, was made as late as the tenth

centuiy, to which date the earliest MSS. appear to

belong. If, however, a somewhat earlier MS should

come to light, as may easily happen, it may be found

to contain the original version, based on the Old

Syriac. In the Pauline Epistles the Georgian version,

like the Armenian, seems to have been made from a

Syriac text of the same type as that used by Ephraem,
often agreeing with Ephraern against the Peshitto when
the two differ. At present, however, so little is known
of either the history or the text of this version that it

does not need more detailed description here.

4, The Persian Versions.—Another kinsm*an of the

Syriac New Testament is to be found in the earliest of

the two Persian versions of the Gospels at present

known, which was evidently taken from the Peshitto,

though at what precise date is doubtful. It was printed

in Walton's Polyglot* from a single MS., which api^ars

to be dated 1^41. A later version from the Greek

was edited by A. Wheelocke, professor*of Arabic at

Cambridge, and published posthumously in 1657.

Neither would se6m to be of much value for critical

' Academy

^

Feb. i, 1896. In his ai^icle in Scrivener (ii. 156) Mr.
Conybeare speaks of the Georgian version as certainly made from the

Greek ; but the article the Academy is his latest utterance, and pre-

sumably represents the results of maturer study.
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purposes, on account of their late date. Portions of

earlier versions are said to exist in Persia, but they are

still unpublished.

5. The Coptic Versions.—Turning southwards from

Jerusalem we reach a new group of versions, of which

the first and the most important are those which were

made in the adjoining country of Egypt. Here, and

especially at Alexandria, flourishing colonies of Jews

had been established even before the days of the earliest

Ptolemies ; and here the great Greek translation of the

Hebrew Scriptures, known as the Septuagint, had been

prepared. Here, therefore, there was ground on which

Christian preaching might work at once, and there is

evidence that it did so work. The story of Apollos

(Acts xviii. 24-28), the Jew of Alexandria, suggests

that some imperfect exposition of Christianity had

reached Egypt within a few years after our Lord's

ministry, though it is possible that his knowledge on

the subject had only been acquired since his arrival in

Asia Minor but, whether St Mark (as tradition tells)

preached there or not, it may be taken as certain that

the generation of the Apostles did not pass away
without ^the Gospel having been carried into Egypt.

At first, however, this would not imply a translation of

the Scriptures into the Egyptian tongue, since the com-

munity first addressed would
,

be the Greek-speaking

Jews of Alexandria, next to whom would come the

considerable Greek colonies in that town and in Egypt
generally, the existence of ^u'ch is amply established,

not only by the statements of historians, but by the

Greek papyri of the Ptolemaic and Roman periods

which have come to light in such great numbers of late

years. These documents, indeed, show that not only

^ The reeding of the S*text would exclude this possibility, since it has Sf

V itvrifx'/tftiifos rj warplBi t6p \6y9p to0 irv^ov.
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Greeks and Romans but even native Egyptians not

infrequently used the Greek language for business

purposes, although in many instances the, parties were

too illiterate to write with their own hand ;. For some
time, therefore, the Scriptures in the Greek tongue

would have been sufficient for the purpose of the

missionaries
; the more so as they would hardly have

been able to use any other. The hieroglyphic script

of ancient Egypt was by this time obsolete for practical

purposes, while it is noi likely .':hat the Christian

missionaries would have been able to use the demotic

characters, as they are called, which were then the

form of writing fn everyday ure among the native

Egyptians,

In the course of the second century, however, a new
kind of writing came into existence, which formed a

sort of bridge between Greek and Egyptian. It was,

in fact, the Egyptian language (somewhat modified by
its contact with Greek) written in Greek characters,

with the addition of six other letters borrowed with

modifications from the demotic alphabet for the repre-

sentation of special Egyptian sounds. To this the

name Coptic was subsequently given ;
and it is in the

Coptic dialects that the native Egyptian versions of

the Scriptures were written. The date of the adoption

of the Coptic script is somewhat uncertain, and it is

a matter of some importance with regard to the

probable date of the original Coptic versions. The
earliest known specimen of it occurs in a horoscope,

written on papyVus and now in the British Museum.
Astronomical calculations show that this horoscope (the

bulk of which is in Greek) was calculated for a nativity

in either 95 or 155 A.D., the former being the more
probable of the two ;

and the* palacographical indica*

tions also suit the ^earlier date best. The Coptic in
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this document is of a very primitive type ;
^ but

it is sufficient to make it practically certain that

this form ef Egyptian writing established itself in

general use in the second century, and was therefore

available for the translation of the Scriptures before

A.D. 200.

Whether advantage was immediately taken of it is

uncertain. It has usually been supposed that it was,

and that the principal Coptic versions date back to the

second century.^ In favour of this view a passage is

citisd from a Life of St. Anthony, the authorship of

which is attributed to St. Athanasius, and in which St.

Anthony, when about twenty years of age (?>. about

A.D. 270), is said to have been greatly affected by
hearing the Gospel read in church. Since he is

known to have been unacquainted with Greek, this

passage is taken to imply that the Bible which he

heard read was in Coptic, which would prove that a

Coptic version was in existence soon after the middle

of the third century, and would make it very possible

that it was made at the beginning of that century, or

perhaps somewhat earlier. Mr. Forbes Robinson, how-
ever, aflg[ues that what St. Anthony heard may have

been only an oral paraphrase from a Greek Bible
;

just as, in the early days of Christianity in England,

the Vulgate was paraphrasq^i into English for the

benefit of the uninstructed converts. But even if this

be*’ admitted as a possible (though by no means a

certain) explanation of the* passage, clear evidence of

the existence of a Coptic Bible not much later is

provided by the life of St. Pachomius (the great

organiser of Egyptian monachism), whose monks

^ Mr. C. W. Goodwin calls it “the first effort of the system from which
Coptic was shortly afterwards developed.”

* See Lightfoot (a/*. Scrivener), Headiam (ih'ii. cd. 4), Hort, Hyvernat,
etc.

•
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(common Egyptians, without knovjledge of Greek)

were required to be zealous in the study of the

Scriptures. This was at the beginning ‘of the fourth

century, and affords a fair presumption that the

original Coptic version w'as made not later than the

middle of the third century, while it is of course

consistent with* an even earlier date. There is

therefore not much disagreement between the best

authorities, whose estimates only range between the

latter part of the second century and the middle of the

third. In fnvour of the earlier view it may be noted

that (as will be shewn below) the types of text con-

tained in the Coptic versions are unmistakably ear^y,

the SahiuiC New Testament in particular being of a

type which we know to have been prevalent in the

second century, while it can hardly have flourished

much later than the middle of the third. Similarly

the original Sahidic Old Testament was evidently pre-

Origenian in character, not containing those insertions

from the Hebrew which Origen made in his Hexapla,

and which thenceforth appear in all editions of the

Septuagint
; from which it may fairly be inferred that

this version was not made substantially later than the

death of Origen, while it may be decidedly earlier.

If therefore we put the origin of the Coptic versions

about A.D. 200, we shall be consistent with all the

extant evidence, and probably shall not be very far

wrong.

Different dialects of Coptic were spoken in different

parts of the country, but their number arid their diver-

gences have only lately begun to be made known to us.

Two of them stand out in importance above the rest,

and until recently were the only which scholars

had any knowledge. Th^ belonged to Lower and

Uppjsr Egypt respdfctively, and the former used to be
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entitled the M^mphitic version, and the latter the

Thebaic, from the most important towns in the two

districts. F&llcr information, however, has shown that

the district of Memphis had its own dialect, which is

not that of the principal Lower Egyptian version

;

hence this is now generally termed Bohairic, from

Bohairah, the Arabic name of the "^coast district of

Lower Egypt, while its rival is called Sahidic^ from

Es-sa*id, the Arabic name of Upper Egypt. These

are the names assigned to them by Athanasius, Bishop

of ‘Kos in the Thebaid in the eleventh centur>% and

they are now generally adopted by scholars. The
Bohairic dialect was that of the sea-coast, including

Alexandria, the literary capital of Egypt
;

it was the

most literary of all the dialects, and ultimately it

superseded them all and became the accepted language

of the Coptic Church, as it remains to this day, when
the language is otherwise dead. The Sahidic dialect

had its home in the district about Thebes. Athanasius

of Kos mentions the former existence of a third dialect,

which he calls Bashmuric, from the district of Bashmur,

which appears to have lain in the marshes of the

Delta
;
but of this no remains now exist. On the

other hand, at least three additional dialects have been

found among the papyri which have come to light of

recent years. The first of these, when only a few frag-

ments of it had been discovered (about a century ago),

was provisionally named Bashmaric, but is now shown
to have belonged to the province of the Fayyum,
which, lying* by itself away from the Nile, not un-

naturally had a dialect of its own, and in which most
of the discoveries of papyri in the last thirty years

have been made. This dialect is consequently now
known as Fayyumic, Another dialect, found in

documents from the neighbourhood of Memphis, is
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generally termed Memphitic} oi Middle Egyptian
\

while in Upper Egypt, apart frorf the Sahidic, a

distinct dialect has been found in papyri from Akhmim
(Panopolis), which is provisionally entitled Akhmtmic.

This last is marked by the possession of a new letter,

which is not found in the otiier dialects.

It is not to be siipp(.scd, nowever, that these

dialects cov^er the whole field, or that they all occupy

clearly defined provinces. On the contrary, the more
papyri come to light, the more \s it clear that the

greatest amount of intermixture of neighbouring

dialects prevailed, especially with regard to Middle

Egypt Future discoveries will no doubt enable

Coptic 5 :holars to reduce their subject-matter to

greater order, and especially to show how far the

intermixture of dialects, which is natural in colloquial

correspondence and the business documents of daily

life, extended into works of literature. For the

present it is probably most convenient to group all the

dialects of Central Egypt together as Middle Egyptian,

while provisionally classifying them into sub-species as

Fayyumic, Memphitic, Akhmimic, and other local

names, as may be found necessary. •

a. The Bobairic Version.—The Bohairic dialect, as

stated above, ultimately superseded all the others, and
consequently the remains of it now extant are the

most plentiful. In it alone are there many MSS,
containing complete; books of the New Testament

;

and although no single MS. contains the New Testa-

ment in its entirety, yet there is fairly plentiful

evidence for each book of it. The first scholar to

•

^ The only objection to this name is its former use to denote the version

which we now call Bohairic ; but this is an objection which becomes daily

of less imtx>rtance, as the term Bohairic ^tablishes itself in all tezt*books.

Middle K^ptian is wanted for a wider use, covering all the (as
.
yet) ill*

defined dialects which ratge between Bohairic and Sahidic.
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mdkc it kno#n. Was T. Mal^hall, Rector of Lmcoln
College, Oxford/ from whose papers man^ readings

were drawn for the New Testaments of Fell in 1675
and Mill in 1707. In 1716 the text of the whole

version was published at Oxford by the Prussian,

David Wilkins
;
but the execution of the task left

iHUch to be desired. The Gospels were re-edited by
Schwartze in 1846—47, but with a very inadequate

critical apparatus ;
and the Acts and Epistles by

Lagarde (then known as Boetticher) in 1852. All

these editions, however, have been superseded by that

issued from the Oxford University Press by the Rev.

G. Horner,^ Mr. Homer prints the text of the Gospels

from the best MS. (Huntington MS. 17 in the Bod-

leian Library), and gives a very full critical apparatus.

Thirty-four MSS, were collated for St Matthew, and

six more examined
;

for the other Gospels it was found

sufficient to collate about twenty MSS. and to examine
about ten. In all, the character of forty-six MSS.
(sought out from all the principal collections in Europe

and Egypt) was ascertained with adequate certainty,

and a thoroughly broad and solid foundation laid for our

knowledge of the Bohairic version. For the remainder

of the New Testament thirty-four MSS. were used, of

which nineteen contained the Pauline Epistles, thirteen

the Catholic Epistles, thirteen, the Acts, and eleven

the Apocalypse. The text of the Acts and Epistles is

printed from Brit. Mus. MS. Or. 424 (a.d. 1307), and

the Apocalypse from Curzon*MS. 128 (a.d. 1320).

The MSS.^ of the Bohairic version, though fairly

numerous (Mr. Homer^s list^^ which does not claim to

* TAe C(^tic Version ^ the New Tes/ameni in the northern dialect^

otherwise ceUled MempkiHc and Bohairic

^

vols. i. and ii. (1898), vols. iii.

mh iv. (1905). *.

* In Scrivener, ii. 110-123; Gr<^ory gives a somewhat longer list, but

his addittopal MS3* are almost fdl of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. *•
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be complete^ gives thirty-six copies of the GospcK
eighteen of the Acts and Epistles/and ten of the

Apocalypse, besides Lectionaries), are all •late in date.

The earliest is that known as the Curzon Catena, in

the Parham Library (at present located in the British

Museum), which is dated in the year 889 ; but in

this MS. text and commentaiy (derived from various
^

sources) are intermixed, often indistinguishably, so that

its value as an authority is impaired. Of the MSS. of

the Gospels, the oldest and best is Cue Huntington MS.

17, already mentioned, o^" the year 1 1 74 (Horner’s A) >

and closely akin to this are a MS. in the Biblioth^ue

Nationale at Paris of 1196 (Horner’s C) and one in

the Institut Catholique at Paris of 1250 (Horner’s H).

These three embody the purest text of the BohairJb

version; but there are also MSS. of 1179 (Paris),

1184 (Cairo), 1205 (Rome), 1208 (British Museum),

1216, 1229, and 1250 (Paris), 1257, 1272, and 1291
(Cairo), besides others which, though not precisely dated,

may be as early as these.^ Late though all these MSS.
are, there is good reason to suppose that they contain

a substantially pure text There are no such wide
variations as we find among Greek MSS. ; rdther the

Copts seem to have re.sembled the Jews, who have not

preserved the early copies of their Scriptures, but have

copied them with the greatest fidelity, so that their

MSS. of the tenth century and later contain a text

which has come down substantially unaltered from at

least the second^century. Indeed many of the Bohairic

MSS. which contain corrections have notes afifirming

that the variants are Greek, not Coptic, thus implying,

as Mr. Horner {5oints out, that the Copts jealously

preserved their own textual tradition. The later MSS.

' A few scattered leaves of earlier date have recenlly been found, but
not fw^any.
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have, it is true, suffered some corruption by the inser-

tion of words and passages which bring them into

closer conforinity with the Textus Receptus
; but

these insertions can for the most part be recognised

by reference to the earlier copies. The Huntington

MS. 17, indeed, supplies an instructive example of this

^|m>cess of corruption
;

for while the nlain text is pure,

most of the passages which we find inserted in the later

copies are here written in the margin. It is easy to

understand that these would, before long, find their way
into» the body of the text

Taking, then, the earlier MSS. as substantially

representing the Bohairic version in its integrity, it

will be found that no such difficulties present them-

selves as in the case of the Old Syriac or (as will

be shown below) the Old Latin. It is an example

of the ^-text of the New Testament in its purer form,

of which the leading representative is the Codex Vati-

canus. It is not marked by the numerous erratic

variants which are characteristic of the Codex Bezae

and its friends. Further, the translation is careful and
obviously adheres closely to the Greek, so that it can

be used with confidence as evidence for the Greek text

Its general agreement with the text of mB is shown by
the fact that out of twenty-one passages enumerated

on pp. 57, 58, where those two MSS. agree as against

the Textus Receptus, the earlier MSS. of the Bohairic

support them in fifteen and oppose them in six
;
while

in two more cases where m joins the Textus Receptus,

the Bohairic adheres to B. The last twelve verses of

St Mark are contained in all Bohairic MSS.
;
but two

copies (Hunt. 17 and Brit Mus. Or. 1315) give in

their margins a short alternative ending which is

practically identical with that found in L. The
passage Luke xxii. 43, 44 is omitted in nearly all
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tlie better Bohairic MSS.
;
John 3, 4 (the angel

at the pool of Bethesda) is omitted by most of the

better MSS., but appears in the best of aB (Hunt. 17)

;

John vii. 53~viii. 1 1 is omitted by all the b^ter MSS.
The Apocalypse apparent!}' did not form part of the

original version. In nearly all cases it is found in a

separate MS. ; when othervi^isC; it is markedly dis-

tinguished from the other contents of the MS.
; and

it is not noticed in the Copto-Arabic Bible vocabularies.

It is therefore probable that the version was made at a

time when the Apocalypse was not universally recog-

nised as a canonical book. From the end of the third

century' it seems to have been accepted ; but in the

middle ot that century doubts were expressed about it

To this period, therefore, the origin of the version is

ascribed by I.ightfoot;^ though the possibility remains

that the version may have come into existence earlier,

and have dropped the Apocalypse at that dale. On
the other hand, the fact that the Bohairic version

(unlike the Sahidic) contains Origen*s insertions in

the text of the Old Testament (see above, p. 179)
points rather to the end of the third century or to

some part of the fourth. The point must remain

at present somewhat uncertain ; but the type of

text contained in this version is distinctly in favour

of as early a date as • is compatible with the other

evidence.

b. The Sahidic VersUpn.—Very little notice* was

taken of this version until about a century and a
quarter ago, when (in 1778) Tuki publisHbd a grammar
of the dialect, with quotations from both Testaments,

and Woide simultaneously announced a forthcoming

edition of the fragments of thf New Testament, which

did not appear until 1 799, nine years after his death.

^
^ Scrivener, ii. 123
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Since that date the number of extant fragments has

increased enormously, and it is now possible (as Mr.

Horner is in process of showing) to piece toge^er an

almost entire New Testament ;
though it would be a

very patchwork production, being compiled from in-

numerable scraps of different MSS., the relative worth

W which we are hardly in a condition to test. Until

:#^ently, no complete copy of any book of the New
Testament was known to exist in the Sahidic dialect,^

though seven MSS. contained books which approached

completeness. Within the last few years, however, the

British Museum has acquired, first, a vellum MS. of the

Apocalypse, of about the eleventh century, complete

except for a few verses, and secondly a papyrus codex

of* the first half of the fourth century which contains

the books of Deuteronomy, Jonah, and the Acts,

complete except for local mutilations.^ Fragments

are very numerous, and increase almost yearly. In

1810 Zoega published a large number from the

Borgian Library, which have since found their way

into the library of the Propaganda at Rome. These

have now been re-edited, the Old Testament by Ciasca

in 1885—89, the New Testament by Balestri in 1904.

A still larger collection was acquired by the Biblio-

thique Nationale at Paris in 1883 from the great

White Monastery near Sohag in Upper Egypt ;
and

these have been catalogued by Amdlineau.* The

* The same might have been said^of thd Old Testament, with the

exception of the b^k of Job ; but in 1898 Dr. E. A. W. Budge edited a

complete Sahidic Psalter horn a papyrus codex (an alhiost unique example

of a complete paf^rus MS. in book form, and of very large size) acquired

by him in Egypt Uxc the British Museum i and still more recently another

codex has been obtained which, in addition to the Acts (mentions below)

contains the books of Deuteronomy and Jonah.
* l^th these MSS. have been publi^ed by Dr. Budge in the present

year (1912) in C^tic Biblical Texfs in the British Museum,
* For a list of these fragments see Scrivener, ii. 134-136. ^ Some

other fragments from the White Monastery have, been edited by Maspero
{M/maires de la MissttmJramfoise au Caire, vol. vi. 1892).
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Apocalypse was edited in 1895 by H. Goussen fmm
a very early but imperfect MS., partly in London
and partly in Berlin (see Plate XIV.), and again from

the same MS. by Delaporte in 1906. The British

Museum, besides the MSS. already mentioned, also

possesses many fragments, which have been catalogued

by Mr. Crum.^ <Over sixty fragments (including six

bilingual leaves) in the Rainer collection at Vienna have

been edited by Wessely,^ From all these materials

Mr. Horner has long been engaged in preparing an

edition of the Sahidic New Testament, similar to that

which he has completed for the Bohairic version. The
Gospels have already appeared in three volumes, and
the rest is in a forward state of preparation.

The manuscripts of the Sahidic version are mucli

earlier than those of the Bohairic
;
and the reason

of this is simple. In the earlier centuries of Coptic

Christianity, manuscripts of both versions no doubt
existed in considerable numbers

; but since no special

effort was made to presei-ve them, they went the way
of all books, to the rubbish heap, and their places were
taken by later copies. But as the Bohairic dialect

ultimately became the literary and religious fanguage
of the countr>

,
Sahidic manuscripts ceased to be

written, and the volumes which we possess, nearly all

of which (as we have se^n) are later than the eleventh

century, are all Bohairic On the other hand, the

fragments of earlier date which have been unearthed
by explorers a^d excavators of modern times are

almost all Sahidic, because the climate of Upper
Egypt is far more favourable for their preservation

than the moister hir and soil of Lower Egypt To
what precise age they should be referred is a matter of

^ Catahg^e ofthe C<^i€ Papyri in the British Museum
*

. SttuHen zur Paldogr^hie und Papyruskuude^ xL (Leipsig, 1911).
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considerable doubt. Very few indeed are dated, or

even approximately datable, and consequently there is no

firm basis for early Coptic palaeography. In the case

of the papyrus MS., referred to above, containing the

books of Deuteronomy, Jonah, and the Acts, we are in an

exceptionally favourable position
;

for some additional

matter has been appended at the end in a cursive hand

which can be assigned with certainty (from its resem-

blance to several dated examples among Greek papyri)

to about the middle of the fourth century. The Bible

text consequently cannot be later than this period, and

is therefore one of the earliest Biblical MSS. of any
considerable size in existence. Usually, however, trust-

worthy evidence of the date of Coptic MSS, is wanting,

'f'he only clue is to be found in its resemblance to

Greek writing
;
and this would lead us to suppose that

most of the oldest Sahidic fragments may be referred

to the fifth century, or perhaps slightly earlier.^ Since,

however, Coptic never attained the position of a literary

and fashionable language, it was not usually written by
scribes of the first class. The Coptic MSS. which

remain will seldom bear comparison with the Greek

uncial MSS., and the roughness of style which nearly

always characterises them makes any attempt to fix

their date extremely precarious.

It might be thought that light would be thrown on

this problem from two sources, namely, the bilingual

Gre^k and Coptic MSS., of which there are several

extant,® and the Coptic papyri which have been dis-

covered in Isfrge numbers of late years, and which

^ Mr. Horner gives facsimiles from ten MSS., of which he assigns one
to the fourth century, two to the fifth, three to the sixth, one to the seventh,

and three to the eighth.
* See above, pp. 114, 187. A description of the Graeco-Sahidic frag<«

ments in the Biblioth^ue Nationale has been given by Am^lineau, in

NtHtts «/ 4xtraits des mamiscrits de ia Bibl. NcU,^ vol. xxxiv. pp. 363 ff.

(1895), with some facsimiles.
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might be expected, like the similarly discovered Greek*

papyri, to contain a considerable amount of dated

material. But in the case of the bilingiKil MSS., it is

generally the Coptic which regulates the style rather

than the Greek. The Greek is written with all the

peculiarities and roughnesses of the Coptic, and there-

fore takes no fissured place in the development of

Greek palaeography. Some approximation to ordinary

Greek writing there is, and the clue is a valuable one

;

but it is only imperfectly and uncertainly applicable.

With regard to the papyri, it so happens that nearly

all the extant business documents (in which dates may
naturally be looked for) belong to that late Byzantine

period, from the seventh or eighth century onwards,

when dating was done by the fifteen -year indictidh-

cycle, which is wholly useless after the lapse of a few

years, since there are no means of knowing which is

the indiction spoken of. One large group of Sahidic

papyri, from the neighbourhood of Thebes, can be

shown to belong to the eighth century
;
others, from

the Fayyum, are said to belong to the sixth and

seventh centuries, but since these are unpublished it is

impossible to say what light they may throV on the

palaeographical question. At present the evidence

derivable from papyri is very slight.^

Taking, then, the /ourth century as the starting

point furnished by the British Museum MS. above

mentioned, a considerable number of the extant Sahidic

Biblical fragments may* be assigned to the period

between A.D. 300 and 800 ;
but they are generally so

small in extent that no detailed description of them
can be given, ahd few can be singled out as pre-

eminently valuable above the rest. Among the largest

^ Professor Hyvernat has attempted to form a palaeographical classifi-

cation of Coptic hands
;
^ut it is impossible not to feel that it rests on a very

preearious l^s^
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and most noticeable is the bilingual fragment at Rome,
which has alreaSy been described under the letter T
(p. 1 14), and which contains an almost unadulterated

sample of the yS-type of text, such as we find in the

best Bohairic MSS., though of considerably earlier

date than those. The British Museum MS. of Acts

confirms this conclusion, belonging generally to the

family of Bm. The Sahidic version, however, shows

a considerable admixture of those aberrant readings

which we associate with D and its allies, the Old
Sypac and Old Latin.^ It must have been made
independently of the Bohairic version, and from Greek

MSS. of a different type. Whether it was made
earlier or later is a point upon which experts formerly

differed. On the one hand there is the probability

that Lower Egypt, from its greater proximity to

Palestine and to the Jewish-Christian colony of Alex-

andria, would be first evangelised and would first

require a Bible in the vernacular
;
to which it is added

(i) that some of the commonest abbreviations in

Coptic MSS. could only have been derived from the

Bohairic, which suggests that it w^as in this dialect that

the Copftic writing was first used, and (2) that the

greater purity of the Bohairic text is a sign of its

greater antiquity.^ On the other hand it may be

argued that Greek would p,robably suffice for the

purposes of Christianity for a longer period in the

neighbourhood of Alexandria than in Upper Egypt

;

that the abbreviations of which mention has been

made cannot be shown to go back to a pre- Sahidic

period, since there are no Bohairic MSS. of earlier

date than the Sahidic, and at most they only prove

that these abbreviations were first adopted by Bohairic

* Mr. Horner finds that this element is not so prominent as waa
formerly supposed.

• So Headlam in Scrivener, 126, 127, following Krall.
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scribes ;
' and that the type of text found in the

Sahidic version is shown by the e^fldence of the Old
Syriac and Old Latin versions and all the early

Fathers (including Clement of Alexandria) to go bach
to quite primitive times, certainly to a -period earlier

than the production of any Coptic version, so that its

non-appearance, in the Bohalric MSS. (even admitting

their text to be intrinsically purer) is not due to its

non-existence when that translation was first made.

The Sahidic text may be less pure, and yet more
ancient ; indeed, since that type of text is only fjund

in very early authorities, and evidently perished when
the growth of Christianity brought with it greater care

for accurate copies of the Scriptures, its occurrence in

the Sahidic version is rather to be taken as an
indication of a very early date for the origin of that

version. To this it may be added that in the Old

Testament the Sahidic version shows strong signs of

being older than the Bohairic. The original Sahidic

text was certainly pre-Origenian in some books (notably

in Job), and probably in all (though modified later)
;

while the Bohairic version appears to represent the

Hcsychian edition of the Septuagint, which 'was pro-

duced about the beginning of the fourth century, at

least half a century after the epoch-making labours of

Origen in his Hexapla^. • On the whole, therefore, the

balance of evidence seems certainly to be in favour of

the priority of the Sahidic version, and of its assigr»ment

to a date not later than thb middle of the third century,®

•

Mr. Forbes Robinson also denies the applicability of this argument of
Krall’s, affirming that the abbreviations are equally derivable from Middle
Egyptian. •

If the original absence of the Apocalypse from the Bohairic version

maybe taken as a fairly close indication of date (see above, p, 185), the
two versions must be nearly contemporaTy, since it seems equally to have
been absent from the Sahidic. But the omission cannot really be dated
with any certainty. •
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and probably appreciably earlier. In any cai^e it

may be said with confidence that both versions are

ancient, in origin if not in extant representatives

;

both are valuable, and the more so because of their

independence ; and if the greater roughness and even

the more erratic readings of the Sahidic are indications

of an age when such licenses had t\ot been pruned

away, the Bohairic probably comes nearer to the

original purity of the sacred text, as preserved in the

more literary atmosphere of Alexandria.

c. The Middle Egjrptian Versions.—Doubtful as

many points are with regard to the Bohairic and

Sahidic versions, they are as clear as day compared

with what we know of the remaining dialects of Egypt.

Though the existence of a third dialect was known so

long ago as 1789, when Giorgi published a small

fragment from the Borgian Library, it is only of late

years that any considerable body of materials relating

to it has been brought to light. The excavations in

search of manuscripts, which have been made at

various points in Egypt within the present generation,

have led to the discovery of many fragments which

cannot be ranged as either Bohairic or Sahidic. As
has been indicated above, manuscripts have been found

in the neighbourhood of Memphis, the Fayyum, and
Akhmim, presenting dialect^ which, though akin to

one another, have distinctive differences ; and these

have been tentatively classified
.
as separate species.

The greatest obscurity, however, still rests over their

relationships. « In the first place, the evidence of

locality is not always satisfactory. Many of the

fragments have been acquired from dealers’ shops

;

and the statements of native dealers as to theprovenance

of their wares are ordinarily valueless. Nor Is it

always safe to argue from the MSS, in company of
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which they are found
;

for the collocation may be only

that of the dealers’ box, not of actual discovery.

Further, the intermixture of dialects is great. All are

more associated with Sahidic than with Bohairic, but

the degree of affinity with Sahidic varies indefinitely.

Some points, however, seem fairly established. In

the first place, the Middle Egyptian versions are in-

dependent of both Bohairic and Sahidic in substance,

being derived from a different Greek text. Next,

traces have been found of more than one Middle

Egyptian text,’ so that more than one translatioi< mtist

have been made. Thirdly, though the extant frag-

ments are not precisely datable, they plainly go back

to a very early date, to the sixth and fifth centuries a|

least, if not the fourth. More than this it is impossible

to say at present, for want of evidence. Of the

Memphitic version only a very few fragments are ex-

tant, publibiied by Bouriant, Krall, Crum, and Chassinat.

The Fayyumic, which was the first to be published, the

fragment found by Giorgi being of this type, is more
fully represented, the Fayyum having hitherto been the

most prolific field for papyri of all kinds. Sogie were

published by Zoega in 1810, others more recently by

Maspero, Krall, Crum, Wessely, and David, while many
still remain unpublished. All, however, are small,

rarely reaching the exteflf of a chapter
;
the largest

being a bilingual palimpsest of the sixth century in the

British Museum, containing John iii. 5—iv. 18, iv. 23—35,

45-49, ^ dialect which Mr. Crum hesitates to char-

acterise definitely as Fayyumic or Memphitic, and

with a very pure text.^

^ Mr, Crum has found two fragments of Romans (one in the British

Museum and one at Vienna), IxJih in th« Middle-Egyptian dialect, but

markedly diHerent in text.
* Published by Mr, Crupjj and myself in Journal of Theological Studies^

i. 415^. .

O
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Finally, of the Akhmimic version the only extant

fragments were published by Mr. Crum (1893) and

Roesch (1910), but at present the remains are extremely

scanty, and the character of the text quite obscure.

Time will, no doubt, add much to our acquaintance

with all the Middle Egyptian dialects, and with the

versions of the Bible current in them ; but meanwhile

it cannot be said that they yet contribute much of

value to the criticism of the sacred texts.

6. The Ethiopic Version.—Abyssinia might have

received Christianity either through its immediate neigh-

bour, Egypt, or more directly from Palestine, by
travellers voyaging down the Red Sea

;
but records

on the point are wanting. About the end of the fifth

century Christianity became the national religion, and

to this date, or somewhat later, the Ethiopic version of

the Scriptures is assigned.^ Little, however, is known
of it

;
for, in the first place, the manuscripts, though

fairly plentiful, are very late in date, and secondly, the

text has never been critically edited. The New Testa-

ment was first printed at Rome in i 548—49, whence it

was included (with a Latin translation) in Walton's

Polyglott ; and another text was issued by the Bible

Society in 1830; but neither of these editions was
based on a critical study of manuscripts, comparatively

few of which were then kn'&wn. The Abyssinian war

led to the discovery of many more, and over a hundred

copies are now extant in tl^e libraries of Europe. The
oldest is believed to be a manuscript io the Biblioth^que

Nationale (MS. aeth, 32) written in the thirteenth

century, while another is dated in the year 1378 ;
but

* So Guidi (quoted by Margoliouth in Scrivener, ii. 154), Gildemeister

(see Grej^ory, Ttxtkritik^ p. 5^4), and Hackspill {Zeitschrifi fur Assyri-

ologie^ XI. 1 1 7, 1897). Dillmann, however, assigns the Ethiopic Old
Testament to the fourth century, and the Neyv Testament would certainly

be translated as soon as, or sooner than, the Old Testaipent. *
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most are of the seventeenth century oj later. Accord-
ing to the latest statement on the subject (by L. Hack-
spill, see note on previous page), the oldest MS. stands

alone for comparative purity of text, all the others repre-

senting a text revised in the fourteenth century from the

Arabic version then current in Egypt. It is not at all

impossible that this and other points will be cleared up
in the future by the discovery of earlier MSS.

; but at

present our knowledge of the F.thicpic version is too

slight for much use to be made of it Fortunately, an

edition of it is now in course of preparation by Mr. R.

H. Charles, the most competent scholar who could be

desired for the purpose.

7. The Arabic Versions*—Translations of the Biblg

into Arabic are plentiful, but are useless for critical

purposes, on account of their late date and of the

extremely mixed character of their texts.^ Some are

translated from the Greek, others from Syriac, others

from Coptic
;

others have been translated from one

language and corrected from another. There is a tradi-

tion that a version was made from the Syriac in the

seventh century, and the earliest extant MS. is, one in

the Vatican, which is assigned to the eighth century,

and appears to contain a translation from the Peshitto.

This comes from the monastery of Mar Saba, where

there are also MSS. of Cfie ninth century containing

a version from the Greek, probably ultimately from Jthe

bilingual MS. formerly knoyv^n as and now as 0136.

Other MSS. belong to the tenth and subsequent

centuries
;
the predominant version being perhaps one

due to a revision undertaken in the Patriarchate of

Alexandria in the thirteenth century. This is the only

version which has found its way into print, several

^ See Burkitt's article ontthe Arabic versions in Hastings' Dictionary of
the BiSle,
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editions of various parts of the Bible having appeared

since 1591. Recently some early Arabic MSS. have

been found at Mount Sinai, which may be derived from

an older translation than those hitherto known. Mr.

Rendel Harris first published a fragment of a Greek

and Arabic MS. of the ninth century from this source,

containing a few verses of St. Matthew.^ Since then

Mrs. Gibson has published a large part of the Pauline

Epistles (Romans, i and 2 Corinthians, Galatians, and

part of Ephesians) from a MS. of equal date,^ and

more recently the Acts and Catholic Epistles from

a MS. of the eighth or ninth century.® Both of these

MSS. contain texts different from any hitherto known,

and no doubt earlier. The former is said to have been

made from the Greek, the latter from the Syriac,—the

Acts and the three longer Epistles from the Peshitto,

the four shorter and more disputed Epistles (2 and 3

John, 2 Peter, and Jude) from the Philoxenian. In

connexion with the text of the Philoxenian version, the

Arabic has some value
;
but with this exception the

textual importance of all the Arabic versions hitherto

known is infinitesimal.

We pass now from the East to the West, where

the ground is almost wholly occupied by the Latin

versions.

8. The Latin Versions.-^he history of the Latin

Bible divides itself into two well - marked portions,

narhely, the history of the Vulgate, the great translation

which has been the Bible of Roman, Christendom for

fifteen hundfed years, and the history of the texts

which preceded it. Historically the former is infinitely

the more important, by reason of its commanding

^ Bihlual Fra^ienU from Mount Sinai (1896), No. 9; reprinted with
Additions in Siudia Sinaitica, App. i.

* Studio Sinaitica^ iu (18^).
’ lind. vii. (1899).
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position in the Christianity of the West
; but textually

its predecessor is the more interesting* by reason of its

early date and its remarkable characteristics. Of this

version it is now our duty to speak.

a. The Old Latin Version (or Versions;.—Diffi-

culties confront us at the outset It is doubtful whether

one should speak* of it in the singular or in the plural

;

for the extant MSS. differ so greatly from one another

that it is questionable whether they could have origin-

ated from a single archetype. Nor is it easy to

determine the locality in which it (or the earliest form

of it) had its birth.

A priori it would seem natural to look to Rome fer

the origin of the Latin Bible. Christianity, as we know
from the Acts of the Apostles, was carried thither bj^

the middle of the first century, and it was a leading

Church by the end of that century. It is clear, how-

ever, that the early Roman Church was more Greek

than Latin. The earlier bishops of Rome, with few

exceptions, have Greek names ; and Clement, the most
notable exception, wrote his epistle in Greek. The
first clearly Latin bishop of Rome is Victor (189-199).
The early literature of the Roman Church, the Epistle

of Clement, the Shepherd*' of Hermas, the Apologies

of Justin Martyr, and the works of Hippolytus, are

in Greek. The first Roa^n liturgy was in Greek, as is

still indicated by the “ Kyrie " which survives from it.

Nor is this apparent anomaly difficult to explain. The
educated inhabitants of Italy used Greek as freely as

their own tongue ; the private meditations of a Roman
emperor (Marcus Aurelius) were written in Greek. On
the other hand, thd trading and slave population of the

towns, in which Christianity was probably preached

most in the early days, was largely recruited from the

Gre^k-speaking nations. Certain it is, in any case,
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that the earliest Latin Bible shows every sign of having

been produced fJir from the literary influences of the

capital.

The roughness of the more primitive forms of the

Old Latin text, and the characteristic peculiarities of

its dialect and vocabulary, have commonly been held ^

to point to Africa as its home, since they are also

found in the African Latin authors, such as Tertullian,

Apuleius, Cyprian, Arnobius, etc. Nor is this hypo-

thesis improbable on general grounds. Greek would

be Jittle known in^ Northern Africa, which has always

been parted by a great gulf from Egypt, and easily

remains unaffected by its influence. On the other

hand, it was conspicuously flourishing in intellectual

abtivity during the second century, and the writings

of Tertullian (flor. 195-225) show that Christianity

must have been preached there at a very early date.

Here, then, a Latin version of the Scriptures would be

required earlier than at Rome, and as the linguistic

peculiarities of what appears to be the earliest Latin

Bible suit this hypothesis, it may be admitted that a

strong case has been made out, while contradictory

arguments are few. It must be noticed, however, that

the linguistic argument is not so strong as it looks
;

for it so happens that there are ’hardly any extant

Latin authors of this period Tuho were not Africans, so

that, while we can say that the characteristics of the

Old •Latin vocabulary existed in Africa, we cannot

certainly say that they existed nowhere else in the

Roman Empire. Still, the roughness and vigour of

the language suit some such energetic province as this,

and the agreement in text between the quotations in

the African h'athers and what appears to be the earliest

^ Since Wiseman’s letters on the controversy conccriiinj; i John v, 7
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form of the Latin Bible is a strong confirmation of

this hypothesis. Hence at present, ^t any rate, the

theoiy of an African origin of the Latio Bible must
be said to hold the field, and to hold it with increasing

strength.^

The date of it cannot be fixed with precision, nor

is it likely that all the books of the Bible were trans-

lated at one time or by one person. Later than the

end of the second century it cannot be, since Tertullian

clearly knew of a complete Latili .Bible
;
and cor-

roborative evidence may be foundJn the fact that in

the Old Testament the primitive Latin translation

(which was made from the Septuagint) has none of

those insertions from the Hebrew which were made by

Ongen in his Hexapla. On the other hand, we have

no evidence which will carry us back to the beginning

of that century. Early though the type of text found

in the Old Latin MSS. unquestionably is, some interval

of time must be allowed for the dissemination of its

peculiar vagaries. Probably if we assign it to the

middle of the second century we shall not be very far

wrong.

The Old Latin version having eventucflly been

superseded by the Vulgate, it is not surprising that

the extant manuscript authorities for it are neither

numerous nor perfect. On the other hand, they are

almost all of very early date. They differ so greatly

from one another that it is necessary to describe 4hem
separately. The several MSS. (or fragments) are

indicated by the small letters of the Latin alphabet.

The authorities for the Gospels (which are almost

^ Sanday {Guardian^ May 25, 1S92 ; cf. Kennedy, in Hasting;*’ Did.

of the Bible) suggests Antioch as the original centre whence the Latin and
.Syriac versions alike look their origin.^ In any case, as will be .‘^hown

below, the earliest form in which we now have the version appears to be
clo''ely connected with Africa.
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wholly distinct from those for the other books) are

given first «

a. Codex
,
VercellensiSy at VercelH

:
probably of

the fourth century. Traditionally written by Eusebius,

Bishop of Vercelli (ob. 371). Contains the four

Gospels (in the usual Latin order, Matthew, John,

Luke, Mark), somewhat mutilated, ^nd in a much-
damaged condition^ Collated by Bianchini in 1727,
published by Irico in 1748 and Bianchini in 1749
(with b and /, in .his Evangelium Qiiadruplex, reprinted

in Migne, Patroldgia, vol. xii.) ;
finally by Belsheim (a

prolific editor of Old Latin texts) in 1894.

c? : see n,

b. Codex Veronensis, at Verona: fifth century.

\\^itten in silver letters on purple vellum. Contains

the Gospels with mutilations. Edited by Bianchini

(and Migne) with a
;
some corrections and additions

by E. S. Buchanan in Jonm, Theol. Studies^ x. 120

(1908). Re-edited, with considerable additions and
improvements, by Buchanan in 191 1 {Old Latin Biblical

TextSy no. vi.). Facsimile in the Turin Monumenta
palaeographica sacra, PI. II.

c. Codex Colbertinus, at Paris: twelfth century.

An extraordinarily late copy of the Old Latin, due to

its having been written in Languedoc, where the use of

this version lingered late. Qjntains the four Gospels

complete, with the rest of the New Testament added
later ^ from the Vulgate. Edited by Sabatier in his

great edition of the Old Latin Bible (1751), and
Belsheim (i 88 g).

d. Codex Bezae, the Latin text : see p. 88 ff. The
four Gospels and Acts, with 3 John 11-15.

e. Codex Palatinus, formerly at I'rent, now at
«

* While’s statement (in Scrivener) that this MS. is written in silver

leUen on purple vellum appears to be erroneous, t
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Vienna, with one leaf at Dublin : fifth century.

Written in silver letters on purple vellum. Contains

the Gospels (Matthew, John, Luke, Mark)* considerably

mutilated. Borrowed from Trent and copied by
Bianchini in 1762, but not published until 1847, when
Tischendorf edited it

;
and almost simultaneously the

Dublin leaf was* acquired and edited by J. H. Todd.

In 1879 this was identified by T. G. Law as belonging

to e {^Academy

y

1879, March i), subsequently being re-

edited by T. K. Abbott (1880). The text of e is akin

to that of ky but represents a later ^ge of it.
*

•

f. Codex Brixianus, at Brescia : sixth century.

Written in silver letters on purple vellum. Contains

the Gospels, nearly complete. Edited with a and b by
Bianchini (and Migne)

; and thence printed by WordS-
worth and White in their great edition of the Vulgate,

as representing, in their opinion, the type of Old Latin

text on which Jerome’s revision was based.

Codex Corbeiensis I., originally at Corbey in

Picardy, then (circ. 1638) at St. Germain des Pr6s in

Paris, which was plundered during the Revolution, now
in the Imperial Library at St Petersburg. Variously

assigned to the eighth, ninth, or tenth century, the

latter being probably the^ true date. Edited by
Martianay in 1695, and (being the first Old Latin MS.
published) used by subsequent editors of the version.

Republished by Belsheim in 1881. Contains only St
Matthew. Its text is a mixture of Old Latin •and

Vulgate readingjs, and it* is quoted by Hort {Intro-

ductioHy p. 82), among examples of the process by
which Old Latin readings found their way into texts

fundamentally Hidronymic.

ffK Codex Corbeiensis II., formerly at Corbey, now
at Paris : formerly assigned to the sixth or seventh

cerjury, but Mr. B. S. Buchanan, who has minutely
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?iEatnihed and ^ited it {Oid Latin BiUical V*

l^ojfX i^ards as almost is old as of th^

;{buf^ century*. This is perhaps over-sanguine, but it

frtajr weliv be of the fifth century. It contains the

Gospels^, with considerable mutilations, especially in

l^t Mai^ew, *of which the first eleven and a half

^^Iteptars are lost. The text is a good and early

^^ample of the European family, akin to a and i} It

l|U|d been previously edited by Belsheim in 1887, and

r#aS quoted by Calmet a century earlier.

CkKlex San^ennanensis L, formerly at St.

Germain des Pr&, now in the Bibliothfcque Nationale

:

eighth or ninth century. Quoted by Martianay and

Others, and collated for Bentley
; St Matthew edited

by Wordsworth (Oid Latin Biblical Texts
y

i. 1883).

The second volume of a complete Bible. Contains the

Gospels, but only Matthew is Old Latin, the rest

being Vulgate with some Old Latin readings. Hort

reckons the whole with ^ as a modified Vulgate, but

Wordsworth concludes with regard to Matthew that its

basis was not Hieronymian, but a mixture of different

types of^Old Latin texts, occasionally corrected to the

Vulgate, and containing a large peculiar element.

Codex Sang’ermanensis IL, formerly at St
Germain des Pr^s, now in the Bibliothfeque Nationale

:

tenth century. Used by Sabatier, but not published.

Contains the Gospels, written in an Irish hand. The
text Is a mixture of Old Lati^n and Vulgate.

h. Codex Clapomontanus, formerly at Clermont,

now in the Vatican : assigned by Burkitt {Joum,
TkeoL StudieSy iv. 587, 1903) to the sixth century.

Contains Matthew (mutilated) of the Old Latin, the

other Gospels (in a different hand) of the Vulgate

* See Buclianan’s detailed desetiptum of the MS. in Journal of^

iOgUai Studitiy vii. 99, 236 (1905-6), and Bur'dtt’s review, ib, ix. 304
(1907).
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text Quoted Sebatier ; Matthew edItSd*

(iSiiSI and Belsheim (1892),
•

I OfOBX VilldelK>nfii;tsis, formerly at« Naples, no#
at Vfcnnil; variously assigned to the fifth, sixth, or

sevesith century. Written in silver letters on purple

vellum. Contains fragments of Luke and Mark.

Quoted by Bianchini, edited (in periodicals) by Alter

(£791-95), re-edited by Belsheim (1885).

j. Codex SareUauuSy at Sarezzano : fifth century.

Written in silver letters on purple* yOllum. Contains

only fragments of John. Discover^dr in 1 872, and ^ot

yet published. Its text is said by White to agree

much with

4r.\ Ckkdax Bobiensis, formerly at Bobbio, now at

Turin : fifth or sixth century.^ Written in rathSr

rough undals, with many blunders. Traditionally

said to have belonged to St. Columban (543-615),
who founded Bobbio in 613. Originally contained

the four Gospels, but now has Mark viii.-xvi. (ending

at xvi. 8), Matthew i.~xv., with some mutilations.

Edited by Fleck (1837), by Tischendorf (in several

numbers of a periodical, 1847-49), and finally by

Wordsworth {Old Latin Biblical Texts^ ii. 18^6), with

facsimile and elaborate introductions by himself and

Sanday. The results of independent recollations by

C. H, Turner and BurWtt are given in the Journal of

Theological Studies^ v. 88 (1903). One of the most

important Old Latin MSS., containing the versidh in

what is probably its oldest form, which Sanday shows

to be near akin to the Bible used bj St. Cyprian.

The Greek text underlying it has a large element in

common with D,* but one almost equally large in

' Prof. Burkitt has argued in favour of ft. fourtli'Centiiry date fur this MS.
(/. T. S, V. 107). The hand is {peculiar (see Plate XV. ), hut at present paiaeo*

graphical evidence for so <pirly a date is wanting. The internal character

of tLe MS, certa|ply i^vo&s an early pericKi.
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common with hB ;
while in having the shorter alter-

native ending tJ Mark it agrees with L, Cod.

274, etc.

/. Codex Rehdigeranus, at Breslau: seventh cen-

tury. Contains the Gospels, nearly complete, except

the last five chapters of John. Edited in part (Matthew

Und Mark) by Scheibel (1763), and in full by Haase

(1865-66).

m. This letter is assigned to the treatise entitled

Speculum, falsely a.ssigned to St. Augustine, which

cont/iins extracts fn^ijn all books of the New*Testament,

except Philemon, Hebrews, and 3 John, in an Old

Latin text. Attention was first called to it by Mai,

who edited it from a single MS. at Rome of the eighth

or*ninth century (1852); re-edited from six MSS. by
Weihrich (in the Vienna Corpus script, eccles, Lat xii.

1887). Its text is probably of Spanish origin. It is

notable as containing the famous passage on the

Three Heavenly Witnesses (i John v. 7), for which

there is practically no Greek evidence, though the

Latin evidence goes back to Priscillian, in the fourth

century.

n. Frhgmenta Sangallensia, at St. Gall : fifth or

sixth century. Fragments of the four Gospels, mainly

Matthew and Mark. Mentioned by Lachmann (1842),

and independently edited by Batiffol (1885) 2^ud White
{Old Latin Biblical Texts, ii. 1886), the latter with the

help of a transcript made by Tischendorf. Two leaves

are separated from the rest, being in t^e town library

of St Gall, while two more are at Coire, where they

were seen and edited by E. Ranke (1872), and identified

as belonging to n by Batifibl. These leaves were

separately numbered as o? by White {op. ciL), who
formerly disputed the identification with n, and Gregory,

who would transfer the whole MS. to that letter ; but
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n has the prior claim, and it is also undesirable to

multiply subtenants of a single lettA* (as etc.),

if it can be avoided. The text of these fragments is

closely akin to that of

0, A single leaf at St. Gall, of the seventh or eighth

century, containing the last seven verses of Mark, and
perhaps written .to suppl)'* a lost leaf in which leave®

off exactly at this place. Edited by Batiffol and

White, udi supra.

p. Two leaves at St. Gall: seventh, or eighth century.

Written in*an Irish hand, as are rr4ny other MS§. in

this monastery. Contains part of John xi., and is

believed to have formed part of a service-bock, not a

copy of the whole Gospels. Edited by Forbes (1864),

Haddan and Stubbs (1869), and White {ubi supra). •

g. Codex MonacensiSt formerly at Freising, now at

Munich : sixth or seventh century. Written by a

scribe named Valerianus, probably in Germany. Con-

tains the Gospels, somewhat mutilated. Transcribed

by Tischendorf, and edited by White (0/d Latin

Biblical Texts, iii. 1888). In text it holds a middle

position between ^ and

Codex Usserianus L, at Dublin : sixth dr seventh

century. Contains the Gospels (Matthew, John, Luke,

Mark), but mutilated, especially in Matthew. Edited

by T. K. Abbott (1884). Its text is akin to that of

p, which appears to indicate the existence of ah Irish

type of Old Latin text. •

Codex Usserianul IL, also at Dublin : ninth

century. Contains the Gospels, but oaly Matthew is

Old Latin, the rest being Vulgate. Collated by Abbott

in his edition df Besides and r^. Old Latin

passages of an Irish type have been found by H. J.

Lawlor in a Vulgate MS. at t)ublin, to which Gregory

aligns the symbol /a.
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s. Fragmenta Ambrosiana, formerly at Bobbio» now
at Milan : sixth fcentury. Consists of four leaves from

Luke. Kditsed by Ceriani (i86i) and Wordsworth

{0/d Latin Biblical I'cxtSy ii. 1886). Its text is very

much mixed.

t, Fragmenta Bemensia, at Berne : fifth or sixth

century. Palimpsest fragments of Mark i.-iii., very

difficult to decipher. Edited by Hagen (1884) and

Wordsworth {ubi supra). The text is somewhat akin

to that of dy and in a rather less degree to b and f.

V- Fragmentuin Vindobonense, at Vienna : seventh

century. A single leaf of John. Edited by Wordsworth

and White {op. cit, iii. 1888).

8. Codex Sangallensis : the interlinear Latin text

of A, q,v. Chiefly notable for giving many alternative

renderings of the Greek words.

For the Acts the authorities are as follows :

—

d^d of the Gospels.

e. Codex Laudianus : the Latin text of E^. Edited

by Belsheim, 1893.

g. Codex Gigas, formerly in Prague, now at Stock-

holm : thirteenth century. This MS. receives its name
from its Viuge size. Contains the whole Bible, but only

the Acts and Apocalypse are Old Latin. These books

were edited by Belsheim (1879). The survival of an

Old Latin text in so late a MS. may be explainedp

as in the case of c, by the secluded character of the

country (Bohemia) in which it was written.

Fragmentum Mediolanense, at Milan : tenth or

eleventh centufy. A portion of a lectionary, containing

some verses of Acts vi.-viii., in a text akin to that of g.

Edited by Ceriani (1866).

h. Pidimpsestus Flo^acensis, formerly at Fleury,

now at Paris : sixth or seventh century. Contains

fragments of the Apocalypse, Act^, i and 2 Pe^r,
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and I John. Quoted by Sabatier, edited by.Belsheim

(1887), Berger (1889, with facsimile), and Buchanan
{Old Latin Biblical Texts, v. 1907 ; cf,.Journ. TliecL

Studies, vii. 454, viii. 96, ix. 98). Gregory assigns it the

name reg instead of //. Like k its tc.^t is closely akin

to that used by St Cyprian, except in the Catholic

Epistles, which ^eem to have come into the African

New Testament at a later stage.

m^m oi the Gospels.

p. This letter is given by Nestle, and by Sanday
and Turner, in their promised edition of the New
Testament of Irenaeus, to a manuscript discovered

in 1896 by M. Samuel Berger,^ the great French

authority on the Latin Bible. It is a MS. now in

the Biblioth^que Nationale at Paris, but is shown by
an inscription in it to have belonged, at or soon after

its origin, to a nionastery at Perpignan. It is a

thirteenth-century copy of the New Testament, con-

taining a Vulgate text throughout, except in Acts

i. I—xiii. 6, xxviii. 16-30, and the Catholic Epistles,

which are Old Latin. It thus resembles c as an

example of a late survival of the ancient version in a

remote district. The text of the Catholic Epistles has

been printed by Buchanan in Journ, TheoL Studies, xii.

497
J. Codex Bobiensis^ formerly at Bobbie, then at

Naples, now at Vienna : fifth or sixth century. Palimp-

sest fragments of the last six chapters of Acts, James,
and 1 Peter, in one volume, with portions of Lucan
and other works. First noticed by J. ^on Eichenfeld

(1824), partly deciphered and published by Tischendorf

(1847), more fully but less accurately by Belsheim

(1886); finally, with further additions, by White
^ Un ancUn texie latin des Actes des Apdtres dt'ctntveri ... par M.

Samuel Berger {Notices Extraits des Manuscrits de la Bibliothlque

Ndtumale, xxxv^ 169, 1896).
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{Old Latin Biblical Texts

^

iv. 1897). Agrees mainly

with g. ^

Codex BodleianuSy at Oxford : seventh or

eighth century. Contains Acts, nearly perfect. Berger,

however, reckons this among the Anglo-Saxon MSS.
of the Vulgate. Described, with specimen facsimile, by
Westcott (Smith's Diet of Bible, art. Vulgate"), who
says that it is a most valuable MS.

For the Catholic Epistles :

—

ff. Codex Corbeiensis, formerly at Corbey, now
(like at St. Petersburg

:
probably of the tenth

century. Contains the Epistle of James, together with

the unique Latin text of the Epistle of Barnabas, and

two other treatises. Published by Martianay (1695)
with ff ^

;
subsequently by Sabatier and Belsheim, and

finally by Wordsworth {SUidia Biblica, i. 1885). The
text is predominantly Old Latin, but has many agree-

ments with the Vulgate, and therefore probably re-

presents a comparatively late stage in the development

of the Old Latin text. The Epistle of James does

not seem to have been recognised in the Latin Church

before about the end of the fourth century, and it

will be Observed that in this MS. it is associated with

uncanonical writers.

A = A of Acts.

nt^m of the Gospels.

q, Fragmenta Monacensia, a* Munich : sixth or

seventh century. Contains fragments of i John, i

and 2 Peter (including i Jdnn v. 7, which is placed

after verse 8). ^ Extracted from the bindings of books

by Ziegler, and edited by him (1877).

j of Acts. Its text here agrees generally with

the Vulgate (which in the Epistles was not greatly

altered from the Old Latin), with perhaps a strain of

late African text. * ' ^
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For the Pauline Epistles :

—

d. Codex Claromontanus, the Latin text of D^.

e. Codex Sangermanensis, the Latin of E^.

/ Codex Augiensis, the Latin text of The
text is said to be largely Vulgate.

Codex BoernerlanuSf the Latin text of Gg, but

with a purer form of Old Latin text than its kinsman /
gTie. Codex Guelferbytanus, at Wolfenbuttel : sixth

century. Fragments of Romans found in the palimp-

sest MS. containing PQ of the GreeJc Gospels. Edited

by Knittel (^772) and Tischendorf (1855).

of the Gospels.
*

K Codex FrisingensiSy at Munich : fifth or sixth

century. Contains twenty-six leaves from Romans, i

and 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippiaas,

I Timothy, Hebrews, Noticed by Tischendorf, and

published by Ziegler in 1 876, Two leaves subsequently

identified by C. Schnorr were edited by Wolfflin in

1893.

A single leaf, also at Munich, of the seventh

century, containing a few verses from Philippians and

I Thessalonians. Published by Ziegler with r.

Codex Gottvicensis, at Gottweig on the Danube :

sixth or seventh century. Contains small fragments of

Romans and Galatians. Edited by Rdnsch (1879).

Codex Bodleianjis* at Oxford: ninth century.

Contains the Pauline Epistles, nearly complete. The
text often agrees with that of d. Described by West-
cott, w’th X of the Acts. •

Finally, for tHe Apocalypse :— •

of the Acts.

. h^h oi the Aots.

m = m of the Gospels.

In addition to these MSS.* the Old Latin text of

the Apocalypse is jto be found almost complete in the
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commentary of Primasius, an African father of the

sixth century, and considerable portions of it in the

writings of Cyprian (third century) and Tyconius (late

fourth century). Indeed, for all parts of the Old Latin

version the evidence of patristic quotations is especially

important, on account of the fragmentary and divergent

character of the manuscript authorities. The consider-

ation of these, however, belongs rather to the next

chapter.

Such, then, being the roll of witnesses to the Old

Latin text, what do they tell us of the history of the

version? At first* sight the differences among them

are so great as to appear to confirm the complaint of

Jerome, when he undertook the revision of the Latin

Bible :

**
si enim Latinis exemplaribus fides est adhi-

benda, respondeant quibus
;

tot sunt paene quam
codices.”' Augustine also complains of the “infinita

varietas” of the Latin translators, and asserts that

in the early days of Christianity any one who
possessed a Greek MS., and some degree of familiarity

with both languages, would take upon himself the

office of a translator.

Closer examination, however, has shown the

possibility of grouping and classifying the authorities,

at least to some extent. On the one hand, the

evidence that the version originated in Africa suggested

the possibility that some of the MSS. might be asso-

ciate with that country, especially as Augustine speci-

fically mentions codices Afros” {Retr, i. 21, 3). On
the other hand, a well-known passage in Augustine

appears expressly to name an Italian type of text as

superior to all the multitude of others :
“ In ipsis

autem interpretationibus I tala ceteris praeferatur
;
nam

est verborum tenacior cum perspicuitate sententiae”

* ad Dantasum, prefixed to the Vulgate New Testament. ,
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{De Doct. Christ ii. 22)} Starting from these indica-

tions, Hort, followed by the great majl)rity of modem
scholars, divided the Old Latin versionT into three

types—(i) African, the most primitive
; (2) European,

including the greater number extant MS. authorities ;

(3) Italian, the type praised' by Augustine, and repre-

senting the text which formed the basis of Jerome’s

revision. Whether the African and European families

spring from a single origin, or are the products of two

distinct translations, was then and still remains an

undetermined point On the one hand the differences,

both in readings and in renderings, are so very marked

as almost to preclude the possibility of a common origin
;

on the other, there occur here and there resemblances

of a kind which can hardly be otherwise accounted fon

The most careful and competent investigators, such as

Hort and Sanday, express themselves as uncertain
;

and lesser stude ns can but accept their verdict In

any case there has been a considerable amount of

intermixture of texts ; and in any case it is possible to

distinguish broadly between characteristically African

and characteristically European readings. With regard

to the Italian family, no such question arises. Some
scholars, indeed, deny its existence in the sense in

which the passage of Augustine is usually interpreted,

as will be shown more ftlly below
;
but if it exists, it

is the result of a revision of the European text, carried

out in North Italy early in the fourth century.

When we come to apply this classification to our

extant authorities, the African family can ffe tested and

identified by reference to the Biblical quotations in the

^ Bentley, who did not believe in an Italian recension of the Old Latin,

proposed to read ei ilia for Itala ; but this ii^condetnned (i) by the fact that

It involves the further alteration of nam into quae before it will make any
sense at aU, and (2) by t^e exceedingly commonplace character of the
remarf whidb Is result of these emendations.
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African Fathers
;
not so much Tertullian, who seems

habitually to h^ve made his own translations direct

from the Ghreek, as Cyprian, who quotes copiously

and textually. The MS. k (Codex Bobiensis) comes

closest of all to this standard
;
next to it, though at

some little distance, stands e (Codex Palatinus) ;
and a

somewhat later stage is represented by m. In the

Acts we have, besides w, only the fragments of A; in

the Epistles, only My and the quotations of PriscilHan,

which are most frequent here, and mainly figree with m ;

in* the Apocalypse, A and Primasius, and the quotations

in Tyconius, whose commentary on this book is to a

considerable extent preserved in the works of other

writers.^ The European family is much more fully

fepresented, though it must not be understood that all

the MSS. here mentioned form a homogeneous group.

On the contrary, they are full of diversities among
themselves

;
but in spite of these diversities, the MSS.

a (with its close ally «), d (perhaps the most typical

representative of the family, the other MSS., however

much they differ among themselves, all seeming to

show kinship with this), c (a more mixed text),^^ A, /,

the fragments «, Oy Sy t {p and r giving an Irish sub-

species of the same family), and Zy all appear to belong

to the European family in the Gospels. To these may
be added the Latin version 6f Irenaeus. In the Acts

the European text is represented by s, and the

quotations of Lucifer of
^
Cagliari ;

in the Catholic

Epistles by
;

in the Pauline Epistles by nothing

that can be*' certainly established
;
in the Apocalypse

by ^ (though Gregory regards this as rather Italian).

Finally, the Italian family is especially to be looked for

in /y and somewhat les§ in of the Gospels ; in ^ of the

^ The African Old Latin has been edited recently by Hans von Soden
{Das lateinische Neut Testamint in A/rika ztt%- Zdt Cyprians,

1909J,
from

k, e, 4 , and Cyprian. c
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Catholic Epistles ;
and in r, of the Pauline.

Of the MSS. not accounted for in tl^s classification,

d of the Gospels and Acts, and d g of, the Pauline

Epistles are the Latin texts of bilingual MSS., and have

suffered by their collocation with the (Sreek
;
while the

characters of the remainder aie mixed or uncertain.

Such is the vjew of the Old Latin version which

holds the field to-day, giving us the picture of a trans-

lation originally free in text and rough in rendering in

its African home, and progressively boned down in both

respects in Europe, having its readings brought more

into conformity with the Greek copies and its Latinity

smoothed down into more convenciclial forms, until the

process rerched its consummation in an Italian revision,

which itself paved the way for the further revisicgi

by Jerome, to which the Vulgate owes its origin.

Recently, however, Bentley’s disbelief in the very

existence of the “ Itala ” has been revived by Prof.

F. C. Burkitt Prof. Burkitt’s main position ^ is that

by his “Itala interpretation Augustine meant nothing

more nor less than the Vulgate, the New Testament

portion of which had been published for some ten years

at the time when he wrote
;

in support c>f wHch view

he appeals to Augustine’s own works. In short quota-

tions, such as a writer would naturally make from

memory, he often quotgs the Old Latin, even to the

end of his life
;

but in longer passages, requiring

reference to a manuscript, he appears in his Jater

works to have used the Vulgate. Prof Burkitt

refers especially* to the De Consensu Egfangelistarum,

written about A.D. 400, in which precise textual quota-

tions are constantly required
;
and to the Acta contra

Felicem^ a report of a trial for heresy at Hippo in 404,
• •

* Sec The Old LcUiu and the Itala (Cambridge lexis and Studiei^ I'v. 3,
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in which Augustine is said to have read a long passage

from a copy of ^e Gospels and another from a copy of

the Acts. These passages are quoted in full, and while

that from the Acts is undoubtedly of the African Old
Latin type, that from the Gospels is pure Vulgate. If

this were due to subsequent corruption in the MS. it is

unlikely that the other passage would have escaped

similar alteration ;
hence Prof. Burkitt is fully entitled

to argue that the Church at Hippo in 404 read the

Gospels in the Vulgate text, though it had not cared to

adopt the revised version of the Acts.

'These are the' two most striking testimonies to

Augustine’s use of the Vulgate (in the New Testament

;

in the Old Testament we know that he approved less

Jerome’s more extensive alterations)
;

but in his

later works in general Prof. Burkitt holds that his

Gospel quotations exhibit a Vulgate base with occa-

sional Old Latin readings. Hence he may naturally

have been referring to Jerome’s work when he com-
mended the “ Itala interpretatio ” as “ verborum tenacior

cum perspicuitate sententiae.” And if it be asked, by
way of answer, “ But have we not concrete evidence of

the existence of the Itala in such MSS., as / and ^ ?
”

Prof. Burkitt is apparently prepared to deny to

at any rate, the character of an Old Latin MS. at all,

regarding it as a post-Vulga(e text which owes its

peculiarities to the .corrupting influence of the Gothic

while q would no doubt be classified as merely a variety

of the European family.

Prof. Burkitt’s theory has not als yet met with

either acceptance or rejection, and indeed neither is

possible wi&out a detailed examination of the Biblical

quotations in Augustine’s later works
; but the case in

^ SeeJournal of Theological Studies^ i. X29>i^ (in a review of Wox^-
worth and White's Vulgate).
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its favour appears strong. It may be observed, how-
ever, that even if Augustine’s testimony to the existence

of a specially Italian pre-Vulgate text be thus disposed

of, the facts with regard to the Old Catin version

established by the manuscripts theixi^lves remain un-

altered. We have on the one hand a group of texts

which is shown by the evidence of the African Fathers

to be closely connected with Africa, and on the other

we have a number of texts in a somewhat later stage

of development, and showing amovg themselves signs

of progressive revision, until at last we reach texts

which may have furnished a basis* for Jerome’s work.

The classification of our MSS. consequently remains

the same, whether the final stage is entitled Italian or

not Whether f represents the final stage is a furtl^r

question, on which verdict of Bishop Wordsworth

and Professor White, the editors of the Vulgate, who
have selected it as the nearest extant representative of

the text upon which Jerome worked, will rightly have

great weight^ Prof. Burkitt’s suggestion of corrup-

tion from the Gothic is not, prima facie^ attractive. It

does not seem likely that the owner or transcriber of a

Latin MS. would introduce corrections from avhat he

vmuld consider as the less authoritative Gothic text,

and it would seem most natural to explain any co-

incidences between / ajid the Gothic as due rather to

the influence of the Latin text on the Gothic during

the occupation of Italy by the Goths, than tq the

reverse process. •

Looking now finally at the Old Latiq version as a

whole, its text is found to be of a very early character.

It belongs to, and*is a principal member of, that class

of authorities (the S-type, as we have called it) which is

Prof. Sottter has recentlv {J.T,S. xii. 583) shown good rounds for

holding Uiat, at any rate in Luke, Jerome lued a text practically identical

with tut of a. *
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distinguished by the boldest and most striking departures

from the received text. It is found in company with

the Codex Bezae and its attendant group of minuscules,

and with the Old Syriac. It shares with these the

additions to, and (at the end of St Luke) the omissions

from, the received text, of which some mention has

been made on p. 93. It shares also their constant

verbal divergences, suggestive of a time when strict

accuracy in the transmission of the sacred texts was

not much regarded. The history of this type of text,

and its position in ^modern textual criticism, will have

to be considered in the final chapter
;
at present we are

only concerned in pointing out the witnesses to its

existence. It is, naturally, in the earlier or African

fsfmily of the Old Latin that these characteristics are

most marked. Successive revisions gradually toned

them down or removed them, until in the last days of

the existence of this version it approximates to the

type of text which we know to-day as the Vulgate.

b. The Vulg'ate.—The chaotic character of
.
the Old

Latin texts, still evident to us in the scanty remnants

which have survived to our time, led at the close of the

fourth century to the production of the great version

which supplied all Western Christendom with its Bible

for over a thousand years, and still is the Bible of that

great branch of the Church wiiich owns allegiance to

Rome. It is to Damasus, Pope from 366 to. 384, that

the Credit of its origin is due. Impressed with the

uncertainty as to the true text which .the variations in

the manuscripts of the day made so evident, he applied

to Eusebius Hieronymus (beUer known to us as Jerome)

to undertake an authoritative revision *of the Latin Bible.

No living scholar was equally competent lor the task.

Born about 345 at Stridon in Pannonia, in the region

of modern Trieste, he had devoted himself before
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everything to Biblical studies. After many years at

Rome and in Gaul, in 372 he visited the East, spend-

ing ten years there, mainly in the study of Hebrew,
before returning to Italy. It was on his return, about

the year 382, that the requci-t of Eamasus laid upon
him the great work of h*s life, the production of an

authoritative Latin Bible, in its beginnings the under-

taking was not so great as it subsequently became.

The Pope's invitation to him,was that he should revise

the existing text by reference to the original Greek in

the New Testament, and to the S^ptuagint in the
,01d

Testament
;
and in the part of the work first taken in

hand, Ihe New l estament and the Psalter, this was ail

he did. it was only later that, becoming dissatisfied

with the process of revision, he laid aside all that*he

had done with rega>,d to the Old Testament and under-

took a new translation of it from the H'ebrew. With
this we have nothing to do here

;
and in the New

Testament he was emphatically a reviser, not a new
translator.

The revised version of the Gospels, which (with the

Psalter) were Jerome's first care, appeared in 383 ;

and his preface tells us something of his principles and

methods of \/ork. Only in passages of some im-

poriancrf did he think himself entitled to introduce

alterations
;

smaller blunders and inexactnesses re-

mained uncorrected, in order that the familiar language

of the Bible should be left untouched, so far as po&ible.

For che purpose of comparison and correction he used

several Greek MSS., the character of Vhich will be

considered later. In the other books of the New
Testament, a revision of which followed very shortly

on that of the Gospels, his wo^rk was more perfunctory.

Some, indeed, have doubted whether he revised any

part of the New Testament except the Gospels, and
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point to the fact that, contrary to his habit, he wrote

no preface to thene books ; but his own statement that

he revised them all is express.

So far, then, as the New Testament is concerned,

the Vulgate is merely a revision of the Old Latin,

fairly thorough, though not pedantically exact, in the

Gospels, but only superficial in the remaining books.

One result of this conservative treatment was that the

new version met with general acceptance—far more so

than was the case with Jerome’s wholly new translation

of ,the Old Testament It did not supersede the

older version at once, as is shown by the fact that all

the extant copies of the Old Latin, except possibly the

Codex Vercellensis, were written subsequently to the

ptlblication of Jerome’s work
;
but it was adopted, no

doubt by the order of Pope Damasus, as the official

Bible of the Church of Rome, and gradually won its

way to universal acceptance among the Latin-speaking

peoples of the West. It would be going outside the

scope of this book to trace the fortunes of the Vulgate

throughout the Middle Ages.* With success and
general adoption came, as was natural, extensive

corruption of the text through the carelessness or

rashness of scribes and editors. From time to time

attempts were made to purify it Bede and his

contemporaries and successors* in northern England
reached a high level of Biblical scholarship. The
great' revival of France under Charlemagne Ic^ to two
revisions of the Vulgate texl : one the private under-

taking of Theodulf, Bishop of Orleans, a^ut 8oo ; the

other the work of the English scholar Alcuin, whom
Charlemagne invited to France to' superintend the

education of his people. But even Alcuin’s official

^ For this the reader cannot do better than consult M. Berger’s

Hutmrt de la Vuigaie pendant Us premiers sUcfps du moyen dp (Paris,

1893), an admirable and huKunating study of a m&i intricate subject.
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edition had but a temporary efifect in staying the

progress of corruption, and it w%s not until four

hundred years later that any vigorous effort was made
for a jreforra. In the thirteenth century great activity

prevailed in the production of copi^ of the Bible, as

the numbers of manuscripts of this date in our public

libraries to-day .amply testify*
;
and this activity was

largely stimulated and directed by the doctors of the

recently founded Universit^^ of Paris. To one of

them, Stephen Langton, afterw*srds Archbishop of

Canterbury* and leader of the barons in their contest

with King John, we owe our modern division of^ the

Bible into chapters ; co others, kn6wn or unknown, we
owe the redaction of the Vulgate text, rot indeed into

a scientifically accurate form, but substantially into

that form in which it now circulates in the printed

copies officially sanctioned by the heads of the Roman
Church.

With the invention of printing came naturally the

demand for a printed Bible ;
or rather we may say

that the supply preceded the demand. The first book
committed to the press in Europe was the Latin Bible,

which appeared in 1456 in the splendid edition of

Gutenberg, now commonly known as the Mazarin

Bible. For the purposes of this edition, however, no
critical examination of •texts had been undertaken. It

was merely an example of the current text of the

fifteenth century. The editors employed by Cardinal

Ximenes in the preparation of his great Complutensian

Polyglott (New ‘Testament printed in 1-5 14, published

in 1522) devoted considerable labour to the Latin

portion of their te^t, and Erasmus quotes readings from

various Vulgate MSS. examined by himself ; but the

first really critical editions of Che Latin Bible are those

published by Stephanas at Paris between 1528 and
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1546, of which the best is said to be the fourth, issued

in 1540, This, in which seventeen MSS. are quoted,

is taken by Wordsworth and White as the typical

representative of Stephanus*s editions. In 1546 the

Council of Trent passed a decree, prescribing the

Vulgate as the standard text of the Bible to be used

in the services of the Church, and desiring that an

accurate editi6n of it should be printed
;
and it may

have been in consequence of this pronouncement that

John Hentenius in 1547 published a new edition at

Loqyain, in which he made use of no less than thirty-

one MSS. This edition was very commonly used in

church services, but was never officially adopted to the

exclusion of others
;
and it was not until the accession

of^Sixtus V. in 1585 that steps were taken for the

preparation of an authorised text. This Pope took up
the matter vigorously, both by appointing a committee

of scholars to undertake the work, and by devoting

himself strenuously to the task of revision. In 1590,
accordingly, the Sixtine Vulgate issued from the

Vatican press, accompanied by a papal bull declaring

it to be the “ true, legitimate, authentic, and in-

dubitable.” text of the Holy Scriptures, which alone

was to be regarded as authoritative.

Unfortunately for the success of this edition, Sixtus

died in the year of its issue
;
and Clement VIIL, who

was elected Pope in 1592, promptly decreed its recall

and Suppression. The pretext for this action was the

inaccuracy of its printing
; ind in justification of this

plea it has been pointed out that many corrections

were made in it, after the sheets were printed off, by
means of hand -stamped type. Mr. H. J. White;

however, who has recently examined the Sixtine

Vulgate minutely in the Gospels, declares that in these

books, at any rate, the charge of inaccurate printing
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cannot be sustained, and that the corrections are

almost wholly in the introductory f)refaces, the text

itself being in fact printed with unusual care and
accuracy. It therefore appears that the other reason

which has been suggested is the rea# one, namely, that

the Jesuits had not forgiven Sixtus for placing one of

Bellarmin’s books on the In'iex, and took this method
of revenging themselves. Certain it is that the alter-

native edition issued by Clement's authority in 1 592
was accom|>anied by a preface Ky Bellarrnin himself,

in which the* allegation of inaccurate printing is rr;^de,

and it is even asserted that Sixtus himself had intended

to recall bis own edition, but was prevented by death.

The Cieiiientine edition is estimated to differ from the

Sixtine in about 3000 places, approximating ratheif to

the text of Hente^‘ius, v/hile the Sixtine is nearer to

that of Stephanus ;
nevertheless, in order to disguise the

conflict of popes, it was sometimes issued under the name
of Sixtus instead of, or as well as, that of Clement.

Under one name or the other, the edition of 1592
became the standard text of the Roman Church, and

has so continued from that day to this. Not only so,

but, in order the more to ensure its authority, the bull

with which Clement accompanied its issue forbade the

slightest alteration in it, or any insertion of various

readings in the margins. By this measure the textual

study of the Latin Bible was effectually killed in the

Church of its home,^ although increasing knowledge has

shown beyond^ the possibility of doubt that the text

issued by Clement is by no means an accurate re-

presentation of the version as it left the hands of
•

^ An exception must be made to this statement in the case of the

editors of Jerome, Martianay in 1693 ai>d Vallarsi in 1734, who were able

to treat the Vulgate as part of the saint’s litcranr works, and give some*
thing like a critical edition of it. Vercellone in i860 published a collection

ofM^ariae Lec/i^nes, but*without a continuous text.
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Jerome. For over three hundred years it was left

to scholars of otKer countries, and of other branches

of the Christfan Church, and especially to those of

England and Germany, to undertake the task of re-

covering the true text of the Vulgate. Bentley, with

the assistance of his colleague John Walker, made
great preparations for a critical edition, making or

procuring collations of a large number of MSS.
;
but

he rashly committed himself beforehand to the assertion

that the Greek and Latin texts of the Bible could be

shovm to be identic,al down to their smallest details,

and it is supposed that the discovery of the fallacy of

this assertion, forced upon him by increasing know-

ledge, was a main cause of his failure to bring his

wo^k to any conclusion. Nothing was printed by him,

and since Walker had died shortly before his master

and colleague, the work came to nothing, and the

collations which they had accumulated have since

remained in the library of Trinity College, Cambridge,

almost unused from that day until, in this present

generation, the work has been resumed by another pair

of scholars from the sister university.

Before reaching, however, this stage in the histoiy

of the Vulgate text, mention is due of the labours of

Lachmann, who, carrying out the principles of Bentley

to a happier result, issued in 184:^2—50 a critical edition

of the Latin and Greek New Testament which was far

in advance of anything that had previously been done.

The two texts are printed together, th^ upper part of

the page containing the Greek and the lower the

Latin, with the authorities between them ; the Latin

text being based upon two excellent authorities, the

Codex Fuldensis and the fodex Amiatinus (see below),

though the latter, unfortunately, was only accessible to

him in an imperfect collation. ^
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Lachmann’s authorities, though good, were few, and
his text could not be considered a fujiy critical edition

of the Vulgate. Such an edition, however, was at last

undertaken by the Rev. John Wordsworth of Brasenose

College, Oxford, subsequently Bishop of Salisbury, with

whom has been associated during the greater part of

the work the R^v. H. J. White of Merton College,

Oxford (now of King’s College, London), The first

part of this, which will long remain for critical purposes

the definitive edition of the Vulgate New Testament,

appeared in* 1889. after twdve years of preparati9n
;

while another nine years saw the completion of the

text of the four Gospels, together with elaborate pro-

legomena and epilogus. The Acts followed in 1905,
and it is understood that the Epistles are in a forward

state of preparation
;
but the work suffered a serious

blow through the death of Bishop Wordsworth in 191 1.

Meanwhile it is worth noticing, for the sake of students,

that two handy editions, embodying the results of the

Oxford Vulgate, have recently appeared. The first,

edited by Nestle in 1906, gives the ordinary Clementine

text', with a full collation of the Sixtine edition and the

readings of Wordsworth and White in footnotes as far

as Acts, and selected readings from Lachmann (1850),

Tischendorf (1854), and the codices A and F for the

rest of the New Testament. The second, by White
(Oxford, 1912), gives the text of the larger edition for

the Gospels and Acts, and a provisionally revised text

of the remaining books, with a select apparatus criticus}

This should be an exceedingly serviceable edition for

general use, and may be commended to the notice of

schools and colleges where the New Testament is not

read in Greek.
^ The apparatus gives the important readings of the manuscripts A C D

F G H V, and in the Gospels ofM Z also (see descriptions below) ; it also

gives^he readings of the SiKtine and Qementine editions.
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Wordsworth and White’s edition, so far as the

Gospels are concerned, is based upon a collation of

thirty selected manuscripts, accompanied by the full

text of the Codex Brixianus, as best representing (in

the opinion of the editors) the type of Old Latin text

upon which Jerome’s revision was based.^ A description

of these manuscripts, and of the general conclusions to

which the editors have come with regard to Jerome’s

work, will be given below
;
but first, for completeness*

sake, it is right to refer to the great enterprise

which, to the credit of Pope Pius X., haS lately been

undertaken by the Vatican. This is a complete new
edition of the Vulgate, for which materials are being

collected on the largest scale, under the editorship of

Abbot Gasquet In view of the work of Wordsworth

and White, the Vatican authorities have decided, wisely

as well as courteously, to direct their attention in the

first instance to the Old Testament
;
and this will in

itself be the work of a generation. Meanwhile, except

so far as the researches thus set on foot may, as a by-

product, throw light on the textual history of the New
Testament also, they do not directly concern us here.

The task of editing even the New Testament alone

is no light one. The number of extant MSS. of the

Vulgate is immense. No complete catalogue of them
exists, and the precise total is* unknown

;
but it must

greatly exceed the 4000 (approximately) of the Greek

New Testament. Gregory gives (in addition to the

46 MSS. quoted by Tischet*dorf) a catalogue of 2472
copies, which he calls merely ** pauca ex innumera multi-

tudine codicum ”
;
while White estimates that there are

at least 8000 scattered throughout the various libraries

of Europe, out of which he gives a select list of 181,

with brief descriptions/ For the ordinary purposes of

* On the accuracy of this opinion, see. abore, p. 214 f.
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a student, however, it will be sufficient to give some
account of the forty copies comprise in the list of

Wordsworth and White, using the notation which they

have adopted in their edition.

A. Codex Amiatlnus, in the Laurentian Library at

Florence. The history of this magnificent MS. has

been made clear.by the ingenuity of De Rossi and
Hort^ The former observed (as others had done
before him without carrying the matter further) that in

some dedicatory lines at the beginning, which purported

to state that the volume was the^ gift of Peter tjie

Lombard to the monastery of Monte Amiata, these

names were written over erasures and spoilt thcj met**e

of the veises
;
and by a brilliant conjecture he sub-

stituted for them the names of Ceolfrid of Englantl

and the See of RonVe respectively. These conjectures

commanded confidence in themselves, being suitable to

the context and to the known history of Ceolfrid, but

were converted (with slight alterations) into certainties

by Professor Hort, who showed that the verses them-
selves were already extant in an anonymous life of

Ceolfrid, used by Bede, where they are expressly

stated to have been prefixed 10 a copy of the Vulgate

written at Ceolfrid’s order for a gift to the Pope. The
history of the MS. was then clear. It was written in

the north of England, at* either Wearmouth or Jarrow,

of both of which monasteries Ceolfrid w^as abbot, and
was copied from MSS. brought from Italy either’ by
Ceolfrid himself or his master, Benedict Biscop, or,

perhaps more probably (see description f>f Y below),

by Theodore of Tarsus when he came to England to

be* Archbishop of Canterbury in 669. It must have

been written quite early in the ^ighth century, and was

taken by Ceolfrid as a present to Pope Gregory in 716,

I For the fal|^t accoifht see White in StutUa Biblica, ii. 373 ff.

Q
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Ceolfrid himself died on the way, but the manuscript

was carried on ^o Rome by some of his companions,

was subsequently given to Monte Amiata, was recalled

temfporarily to Rome to be consulted for the Sixtine

edition of the Vulgate, and finally found a home at

Florence, where the inquiring visitor may now see it.

It is a huge and splendid volume, measuring i ft

in. in height by i ft. in. in width, written in

double columns in a large and beautiful uncial hand.

The text is not written continuously, but in short

clauses corresponding to breaks in the sense (techni-

cally known as co/a and comma/a, i.e. clauses and

sub-clauses). This system of division goes back at

least to the middle of the fifth century. The text

& also divided into paragraphs, the Gospels having

the Ammonian sections (see p. 68, note), while in the

Acts a section-numeration is found which occurs also

in the Codex Fuldensis (F, see below) and in the

Greek MSS. h and B (see p. 8i). The MS. contains

the whole Bible in an excellent form, and is generally

regarded as the best authority extant for tl^e Vulgate

text It was collated by Fleck in 1834 (published in

1840), by Tischendorf in 1843, by Tregelles in 1846,
and the New Testament published in full by Tischen-

dorf in 1850. Finally it was re-collated by Mr. H. J.

White in 1887 for the Oxford edition, in which it

heads the most important and trustworthy group of

MSS. Specimen facsimiles of it are given by the

Falaeographical Society (ii.*65, 66)*'

Recently*Dom Chapman appears to have succeeded

in demonstrating that the text of A, and therewith of

^ A sliigle leaf of a sister MS. (containing 3 Kings xi 29~xii. 18) was
dbcoirered at Newcastle by Dr. W. Greenwell, identified by Mr. C. H.
Tttiner {/oum, Tktol. Studies, x. $30, 1909) and published in facsimile by
the New Palaeograi^ical Society (Part viL, plates 1909)* It is now
in Bdtidi lueMnun*

*
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the Northumbrian family in general, is derived from

the edition of Cassiodorus, the welUlincwn statesman

and scholar, who ended his life as abbot of a Calabrian

monastery, founded by himself, about 580; while he

has, rather more precariously, made Ofut a case for con-

necting Cassiodorus’s text with a manuscript in the

library of Eugippius at Naples, which was said to have

belonged to Jerome himself (see description below of

3P, in which occurs the note mentioning this manu-
script).^

B. CodeiC BlgoUanus, formerly at Fecamp, now at

Paris : eighth or ninth century. Collated by Walker
and Wordsworth. Contains the tour Gospels. Its

text showi a mixture of Irish and French Influences.

ff. Codex Beneventanus, formerly at BeneventuA,

now in the British Museum
;

written for an abbot

Atto, who has generally been supposed to be identical

with an Atto who was abbot of St Vincent, near Bene-

ventum.from 739 to 760. Berger, however, states that

the text is French rather than Italian, and believes that

it was written in France, probably in the ninth century.

Collated by Bentley, and in Luke and John by White.

It contains the four Gospels.

C. Codex Cavensis, at La Cava in South Italy:

ninth century. Written in Spain, in a small Visigothic

hand, and contains the* whole Bible. It is a typical

representative of the Spanish type of text, in which

respect it is associated with T. A transcript of it,

made about the beginning of the nineteenth century, is

in the Vatican. ^Collated by Wordsworth.

D. Codex Dublinensis, at Trinity College, Dublin,

known as the B6ok of Armagh: eighth or ninth

century. Contains the New^ Testament (including

^ See /i^otes on the Early History of the Vulgate Gospels^ hf Don |.
Chapman (Oxford, 1908), sapplemented by an article on ** Caeiiodenis
and the Echterna^ Gosp^,’* in the Eevue BHUdkUme^ ipii, p.
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the apocryphal Epistle to the Laodiceans). Tran-

scribed by G. M- Youngman for the Oxford edition.

It belongs to the Irish type of Vulgate text, which

is characterised by small additions and insertions, but

is based upon a good and ancient tradition. It shows

signs of having been corrected from Greek MSS. akin

to the Ferrar group (see p. 1 3 1
).

A. Codex Dunelmensis, in the Cathedral Library

at Durham : seventh or eighth century. Traditionally

said to have been written by Bede. Contains the

Ggspels. Its text is akin to that of A, dnd, like that

MS., it may very probably have been written at Wear-
mouth or Jarrow. Collated by Bentley. Used by
Wordsworth for John only.

• E. Codex Egertonensis, formerly at Tours, now
in the British Museum : ninth century. Contains the

Gospels, considerably mutilated, written in Caroline

minuscules, but with ornamentation in the Irish style

;

its text also is of the Irish type, akin to that of D.

Collated by Youngman.

3P. Codex Epternacensis, formerly at Echternach,

now at Paris : ninth century, although it contains a note

(no doubt copied from its ancestor) affirming that it

was corrected in A.D. 558 from a MS. attributed to St.

Jerome's own hand. It contains the Gospels, in a very

mixed text, Berger classes it with the Irish family,

but Wordsworth considers this as true mainly in such

matters as orthography, its readings approaching rather

to those of B and Z. The marginal readings are

oftener Irish* than those of the main text. Collated

by White.

F. Codex Fuldensis, at Fulda in Germany : written

A.D. 541-546 at the order of Bishop Victor of Capua.

Contains the whole New Testament, the Gospels being

arranged in a continuous narrative, according to the
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plan of Tatian’s Diatessaron, a copy of which, in a

Latin translation, had fallen into tho Bishop’s hands.

The author’s name was wanting, but Victor rightly (as

wc now know) guessed it to be Tatian’s, and took it as

his model, substituting, however, the Vulgate text fur the

Old Latin of his original. Among tne Epistles that to

the Laodiceans is^ inserted, its text is very good, being

akin to that of A. It was the principal authority used

by Lachmann for his Latin text, and was published in

full by E Ranke in 1868 (with facsimiles).

G. Codex Sangermanensis, formerly at St. Germain

des Pres : eighth or ninth century. Described above

as of the Old Latin version. In the 'Old Testament

the text is. wholly of the Spanish type
;
but in the New

Testament (where it is not Old Latin) it presents^a

mixture of French and Irish readings. Berger (who
gives a minute description of it, de la Vulgate^ pp.

6^-72) thinks it was written in the region of Lyons;
and it is noticeable that it contains a curious collection

of sorte:^ for purposes of divination, written in the

margin of St. Johns Gospel, which also occur, in

Greek, in Codex Bezae. Collated by Walker, and
again by Wordsworth and Youngman. Wordsworth
and White consider it especially important in Acts,

where they prefer it even to A.

H. Codex Hubertianus, formerly at the monastery

of St. Hubert in the Ardennes, now in the British

Museum : ninth century. It contains the whole Bible,

written in a small Caroline minuscule, with three

columns to the page. Berger and Woifisworth differ

somewhat in their description of its text, the former

treating it as a re'presentative of the edition of Theo-
dulf (see above, p. 2 x 8), thougii somewhat negligently

written, while the latter describes it as closely akin to

A and Y, though with occasional affinities to the Theo-
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dulfian Bible, and in its corrections being thoroughly

Thcodulfian. T<his divergence may be explained by
the fact that Theodulfs text in the Gospels is of the

Anglo-Saxon type, though elsewhere it is predomin-

antly Spanish. Collated by Wordsworth. Facsimile

in Facsimiles of Biblical MSS. in the British Museum^
PL XV.

0. Codex Theodulflanus, the property success-

ively of the Cathedral of Orleans (eleventh century),

the family of Mesmes, and the Biblioth^que Nationale

at , Paris : ninth ceptury. Contains the whole Bible,

written in a small hand much resembling that of H,

and, like it, is of the edition of Theodulf. Indeed

Berger believes it to have been actually prepared under

l^eodulfs directions, the many corrections which are

made in the margins and between the lines being due
to his own editorial work. It may be doubted, how-

ever, whether the writing is as early as the time of

Theodulf. Collated by C. Wordsworth and H. J.

White. Facsimile in Delisle’s Album Pal^ographiqtu^

PI. 1 8 (1887).

1. Codex IngolstadiensiSy formerly at Ingolstadt,

now at Munich : ninth century. Contains the Gospels,

St. Matthew being much mutilated. Tischendorf (who
assigned it to the seventh century) made a colla-

tion, which, having been pui'chased by the Oxford
University Press, was used by Wordsworth, with the

result that his representation of its readings is not

infrequently inaccurate (see Wordswprth and White,

L 673>
J. Codex Forojuliensis, mainly at Cividale in Friuli,

partly at Venice and Prague ; sixth or seventh century.

Contains the Gospels, with a text of the class which is

headed by Z. The Friuli portion (Matthew, Luke, and

John) was edited by Bianchini (1749), the Prague
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portion by Dobrowski (1778), walle the Vefiice frag*

ment is almost wholly illegible.

K. Codex Karolinus, in the British Museum
;
ninth

century. A huge MS., containing the whole Bible

according to the edition of Alcuin (r«e above, p. 218).

Consequently it agrees generally with V, which is also

Alcuinian, though of the two V is* the better
;
and both

have affinities to A and Y, since Alcuin made use of

MSS. from Northumbria. Collated by Youngman and

White for the Oxford Vulgate. Facsimile in Facsimilts

of Biblical MSS. in the British Museum^ PI. XIV.

L. Codex Lichfeldensis, formerly at Llandaff, now
in the Chapter Library at Lichfield, known as the

Gospels of St Chad
;

seventh or eighth century.

Contains Matthew and Mark and Luke i.~iii. 9, ^th
illuminations in the Ccltic-Saxon style. Its text also

belongs to the Celtic family, like that of D. Collated

by Scrivener (1887).

M. Codex Mediolanensis, in the Ambrosian Library

. at Milan
;
sixth century. Contains the Gospels, in a

somewhat independent type of text, agreeing now with

on'e group, now with another. It appears to have been

corrected from the Greek. Transcribed by •Padre F.

Villa for the Oxford Vulgate.

M. Codex Hartini-Turonensis, formerly in the

monastery of St Martin at Tours, now in the Public

Library
;

eighth or ninth century. Contains the

Gospels, written in golden letters, in a text akin to that

of Alcuin, but with mo»e of an Irish element in it.

Used by Sabatier, and from him by Tischendorf.

Collated by Walker and Youngman.

O. Codex Oxoniensis, formerly in the monastery of

St. Augustine, Canterbury, now in the Bodleian Library,

Oxford, and known as St. Aug[ustine*s Gospels
;
seventh

century. Contains the Gospels, in a mixed text, showing
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Irish influence, akin to that of X. Collated by Words-
worth, Madan, and Youngman.

P. Codex^ Perasinus, in the Chapter Library at

Perugia
;
sixth or seventh century. A fragment of a

MS. on purple vellum, containing only Luke i. 26—xii. 7,

with many mutilations. In spite of its age, its text,

according to Wordsworth, is not very good. Edited

by Bianchini (1749).

Q. Codex Kenanensis, the famous Book of Kells,

at Trinity College, Dublin
;
seventh or eighth century.

Contains the Gospels, in an Irish hand, and with the

moiit elaborate and * beautiful Celtic decorations. The
text is, naturally, of the Irish type, with a peculiar

tendency to duplicate renderings. Collated by Dr. T.

K.^ Abbott (1884). Facsimiles in PaL Soc, i. 55-58,

88, 89.

R. Codex Rushworthianus, in the Bodleian Library,

known also as the Gospels of Mac Regol, from the

name of the scribe, who died in A.D. 820. Contains

the Gospels, with an interlinear English gloss (as in Y) ;

Matthew in the Mercian dialect, the other Gospels in

Northumbrian. Written by an Irish scribe, and has an

Irish text, with corrections apparently from the Greek.

Collated by Stevenson and Waring (1854-65) and

Skeat (1887).

S. Codex Stonyhurstensis, . formerly at Durham,
now at Stonyhurst College ;

seventh century. Tradi-

tionally said to have belonged to St. Cuthbert and
to have been preserved with (or in) his coffin. A
beautiful little, copy of the Gospel of "St John, with

an excellent text, akin to that of AAY, which like-

wise belong to the north of England. Collated by
Wordsworth.

T. Codex ToletanuSf" formerly at Seville, then

Toledo, now in the National Library at Madrid
;
eighth
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century (cC Berger, Hist de la VulgoU^ pp. 13, 14).

Contains the whole Bible, in the Spar^ish type of text,

so that it is an ally of C. A collation was made by
C. Palomarcs for the Sixtine edition of the Vulgate, but

was received too late to be used. This collation was
printed by Bianchini in i 740. Re-collated for the

New Testament by Wordswcvrth.

U. Fragmenta Ultratraiectina, at Utrecht
;
seventh

or eighth century. Fragment^?, containing only Mt L i—

iii. 4, Jn. 1-2 1, bound up with the"* well-known Utrecht

Psalter
;
written in a hand closely resembling that^ of

the Amiatinus, and evidently produced in the same

scriptorium. Published in facsimile whh the Utrecht

Psalter (i 873).

V. Codex Vallicellianus, formerly in the Oratory^f
S. Maria in Valliceh;a in Rome, now in the Biblioteca

Vittorio Emanuele
;
ninth century. Contains the whole

Bible written in three columns to the page. The text

is that of the edition of Alcuin
;
see description of K,

above. Collated by W’^ordsworth.

W. Codex Willelmi de Hales, formerly at Salisbury

(having been written for T. de la Wile, master of the

schools there), now among the Royal MSS! in the

British Museuni
;
written in 1254. Contains the whole

Bible. Employed by Wordsworth and White in their

edition as an average representative of the thirteenth-

century Vulgate (see p. 219), which is closely related to

the printed Vulgates of the sixteenth century. CoHated

by White and Youngman.‘

X. Codex Corporis Christ! Cantabrigiensis, formerly

at St. Augustine's, Canterbury, now among Archbishop

Parker's MSS. at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge

;

seventh century. Contains the Gospels. Its original

text is closely akin to that of O, formerly its companion

at jCanterbury ;
but it has been corrected into close
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agreemmt widi AY. Collated by A. W. Streane ior

ibe Oxfwd Vulgate.

Y. lSo<lea;'*IJndlsfiuneiisis, the celebrated lindisfiime

Gospds, formerly at Lindisfarne and Durham, now itr

the British -Museum; late seventh or early eighth

century, being written in honour of St. Cuthbert, whw
died in 687, and preserved with his body. Written in

a splendid half-uncial hand, mid adorned with beai^ful

...ideconECions in the Celtic-Saxon style. A table of

ibsdvids on which special lessons were read shows that

k must have been rapied fix>m a Bible used in a church

at Naples, no doubt one brought to England by the

Neapiditan abbot Hadrian, the companion of ArchUshop

.
Theodore. Its text is closely akin to that of A.

Edited by Stevenson and Waring ( 1854-65) and Skeat

(ihSy). Facsimiles in Pa/. Sm. (ii. 65, 66) and
Faa^mUes 0/ Biblical .^55. in the British Museum^

n XL
' Z. Codoz HarleianiU, formerly in the Bibliothbque

da Roi in Paris, now among the Harley MSS. in the

British Museum ; sixth or seventh century. A beauti-

fully written little copy of the Gospels, standing at the

head of the group of MSS. opposed to AY, and therefore

tracing its origin to a different archetype. Collated by
Griesbach and others, finally by White. Facsimiles in

• Pal. Soc. (i. 16) and Facsintilel of Biblical MSS. in the

BriHsk Museum, PI. IX.

fn addition to these, mention should perhaps be

oiade of the Hi^ilton Gos^s, a very handsome MS.

.
^foroMrly in the Hamilton library, then in that of Mr.

T. Irwin of Oswego, and now in the collection of Mr.

ftepont Morgan, in New York.' It is Written in

^ teCtem on purple yellum. The writing, which is

• of 'the e^hth century, is not distinctively English, but

Mr. H* C. Hsskier, who has made a mc>st elaborate
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(aad -beautifully printed) study of adduces several

reasons for assigning to it an English prigih. The teict

is a mixture of Northumbrian and Irish etraina Mr^
Horicier*s introduction, which is very full and detailed,

leads him to offer many suggestions with i^atd to the

textual history of the Latin Bible in general, which

cannot be discussed here.

For the Acts, Epistles, and Apocalypse eleven MSS.
out of the preceding list are available, viz. ACDFGH
0KTVW, and twelve more haiTe been selected Iqr

Bishop Woi^sworth and Mr. White. The additional

MSS. (which may be increased in number when the

E{dstles come to be dealt with) are the following:

—

B|. Codex Bambergensis, originally written in the

monastery of Sb Martin at Tours, now in the Royal

Library at Bamberg
;
ninth century. A beautiful copy

of the entire Bible, wanting the Apocalypse, wiA
elaborate ornamentation of the Carolingian type. The
text is Alcuinian. Collated by White.

I. Codex Juuenlani Vallioellianus, in the Biblioteca

Vittorio-Emanuele at Rome ; eighth or ninth centuiy.

Contains the Acts, Catholic Epistles, and Apocalypse^

with a text akin to that of A.

L,. Codex LombaiMleas, in the BibliothiqueNationale

at Paris
; eighth century. Contains the Pauline Epistles,

written in Lombardic ’characters. The text is said to

be valuable, but apparently it has not yet been fully

collated.
*

L^. Codex Lpmovloenfils, also in the Biblioth^ue

Nationale, formerly in the monastery of St. Martial at

Lim(^[es ; eighth-ninth century. Contains the Catholic

Epistles, in a mix^ text akin to those of the southern

MSS. generally.
.

^ Latin Gatpels (P) in tha Libmrif cf /, Pkrpami Marpm
. . i edited by Q. C Hdduer. New York. Privately printed, 1910.
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M^. Codex MonacenslSy formerly at Freising, now at

Munich
;
ninth <}r tenth century. Contains the Acts,

Catholic Epictles, and Apocalypse, in a good but mixed
text Collated by White.

02. Codex Oxoniensis IL, in the Bodleian Libraiy

at Oxford, known as the Selden Acts; seventh or eighth

century. Contains the Acts, written in an Anglo-Saxon
hand, with an excellent text of the Irish type.

Collated by Wordsworth.

03. Codex Oxoniensis III., also in the Bodleian ;

ninth century. Contains the Pauline Epistles, in a

text originally Old 1-atin, but corrected into conformity

with the Irish type of Vulgate text. White notes

that it often agrees with the Latin text of the Codex
Ciaromontanus.

R^. Codex de Rosas, now at Paris, but written in

eastern Spain in the tenth century. The MS. contains

the whole Bible, in four volumes
;
but the New Testa-

ment text is not remarkable except in the Acts, where

it agrees generally with the family BKV. In chapters

xi. and xii. two versions are given, one in the text and

one in the margin
;
and Vulgate and Old Latin render-

ings ar? strangely intermixed in both of them.

R
3

. Codex Regius, in the Vatican Library at Rome:
seventh century. Contains the Pauline Epistles in a

fairly good text. Used by Corssen in his edition of

Galatians, and collated by Dr. Meyncke for the Oxford
Vulgate.

S,. Codex Sangallensis, Vritten at St. Gall by the

monk Winithar, and still preserved there; eighth century.

Contains Acts and Apocalypse, with a quantity of non-

biblical matter, bound up with another MS., containing

the books of Numbers and Deuteronomy. The text

of Acts is akin to that of F (Codex Fuldensis), but

with admixture of other elements. .Collated by White.
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Uj,. Codex Ulmensis ; written for Hartmut, abbot

of St Gall in 872-883, the Epistle t^ the Laodiceans

being added (after Hebrews) in his own, hand ; sub-

sequently at Ulm, now in the British Museum. Con-

tains Acts, Epistles, and Apocalypse The text, as

usual in the St Gail MSS., is of a mixed character,

but with the southern type predominating. Collated

by White. Facsimile in Facsimiles of Biblical MSS,
in the British Museum,, PI. XVI.

Zg. Codex Harleianus IL ; lik^ Z of the Gospels,

formerly at iParis, now among the Harleian MSS. in

the British Museum : eighth centhry. Contains the

Epistles (^without 3 John and Jude) and Apocalypse

(to xiv. * 6 ), written probably in France, but with

decoration^ in th<J Irish style. The text is peculiar,

Westcoti regards it as Old Latin, and it certainly has

an admixture of old readings
;

Berger notes that

Heb. X., xi., especially have a text quite different from

the Vulgate, ^ ollated by White
;
an edition is now in

preparation by E. S. Buchanan.

From ihe above descriptions it will be seen that

Bishop Wordsworth and Mr. White Jiave not only been

able to select and examine a large number Of early

and important MS.S of the Vulgate (indeed we may
assume that no MS. of first-rate importance, at present

known, has been overlooked by them), but also to

classify them in groups. With regard to the later

books of the New Testament, this work is not? yet

complete
;
but for the Gospels and Acts their results

have been state3 ,
and are not likely to be disputed.

In the Gospels the first place is given by them to

what may be called the Northumbrian group of MSS.,
whose origin can be traced to the great schools of

Wearmouth and Jarrow, founded about 674 by
Benedict Biscop, and promoted by bis successor,
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Ceolfrid* The text of this group (as appears from the

history of the Codex Amiatinus and the Lindtsfiu’ne

Gospels) goes back to MSS. brought from Italy in the

seventh century. The group includes the manuscripts

AASY, with the first hand of H
;
while F, though not

Northumbrian, is closely akin to this family, and M,
though its text is mixed, belongs more to it than to

any other. U also, which is Northumbrian, would no

doubt have to be reckoned here, if there were more of

it The whole group, therefore, may be said to consist

of AAFHMSUY ; but A and S are only available for

St John, and U is*^ hardly available at all. The best

text of all, it can hardly be doubted, is that of A, with

Y in close attendance.

q Over against this group may be set another, con-

sisting of manuscripts which are good, but less good

than those which have just been enumerated. It is

headed by Z, and composed primarily of BJPZ, with

not infrequent assistance from the mixed texts of

ffyGM, and the Canterbury books OX. These last

have, however, an Irish element in them, and conse-

quently stand half-way between the B-Z group and the

thoroughly Irish MSS., DELQR. Another distinct

local family is found in* CT, the two Spanish MSS.

;

while the influence of both the Anglo-Irish and the

Spanish families is to be seen in the two special

editions of Alcuin (KV, with affinities in M) and
Theedulf (0 and the second hand of H). Finally W
stands apart from all (though nearer to the group of Z
than to that* of A), as the representative of a later

stage in the history of the Latin Bible.

In Acts the classification is rather different. Here
Wordsworth and White give the first place to the

Codex Sangermanen$is"(G), which they have followed

even oftener than A, mainly, as jt appears, on the
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grottnd of its a!|prd«nce with the best Greek authcMlfies*

Thbi however^Is a somewhat doubtfhl argumentg ^nce
it 10 admitted that Jerome had access* to .Greek MSS.
of a type different from those known to us, and he
may have estimated their evidence differently. Next
to G they place C, the Codex Cavensis, then A and F,

representing the two main families' of our MSS., then

D, which represents the Irish type. The agreement of

GCAFD, as representing several different strains of

tradition, constitutes the highest po^isible authority.

The editbrs* classification of the evidence for the

Epistles and Apocalypse has ndt yet been msfde

public

The original text of the Vulgate being thus more
perfectly restored than ever before, it becomes possible

to estimate Jerome*;; work more adequately. An ex-

amination of the corrections introduced by him into

the Old Latin version ^ shows that while he must
sometimes have used Greek MSS. unlike any which

we now possess, his Greek authorities on the whole

were of the type represented by our nBL and their

associates
; h standing out aboye all as the most con-

stant supporter of his readings. In spite of this,*^it must
be remembered that the Vulgate cannot as a whole

be reckoned as a witness on this side Jerome’s

revision of the New Testament was very partial, and
the basis of his text remains Old Latin which belongs

to a somewhat different type and family. Stilk less

is it possible to use the current Clementine Vulgate

as a witness of *this early class ; for that is a Vulgate

corrupted by much use, and by long centuries of

alternate neglect *and revision, which have approxi-

mated it to the late Greek MSS. from which our

Textus Receptus is derived. *
It is the great service

J Wordsworth and White, pp. 655*672.
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of Bishop Wordsworth and Mr. White to have given

us back the Vulgate, so far as the Gospels and Acts

are concerned, much as it left the hands of Jerome,

and to have enabled us to estimate alike the materials

with which he worked, and the deterioration which

his work underwent in the course of the Middle

Ages.

9. The Gothic Version.—One more version remains

to be briefly noticed, namely, that which was made in

the fourth century for the Goths who were then settled

in Moesia. Its author was Ulfilas, a Ca{5padocian by

descent, who becanie bishop of the Goths in 34^, and

died about 380. The Gothic language being wholly

unliterary up to that time, he had to devise an

alphabet for its expression. The translation was made
from the Greek, both in the New Testament and in

the Old
;
and the Greek is followed with great fidelity.

The type of text represented in it is for the most

part that which is found in the majority of Greek

MSS. (the a-family), but it also contains readings of

the )8 and S-types. It has perhaps klso been modified

by the influence of the Latin versions, as was not

unlikely to happen when the Goths occupied Italy.

For textual purposes, therefore, its evidence must be

used with care.

The version only exists in* fragments. The most
important MS. of it is a beautiful volume preserved in

the University Library at Upsala, known as the Codex
Argenteus. It contains father more than half the

Gospels (in the Western order, Matthew, John, Luke,

Mark), written in silver letters upon purple vellum.

The writing is uncial, of the fifth* or sixth century.

It is supposed to have been written in Northern Italy,

and in the sixteenth century it was in Germany.

In 1648 it was secured by the Swedes at the capture
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of Prague, and after having been presented to Isaac

Voss, was bought back in 1662. It wa§ edited in 1665
by Patrick Young, and in 1854 by A, Uppstrom.

In addition to this beautiful manuscript, the Gothic

version is also represented by a small Latino-Gothic

fragment from the Epistle to the Romans (sixth

century) in the palimpsest MS- at Wolfenbuttel, which

also contains the Greek MSS. P and Q ;
and in five

palimpsest fragments (from two MSS, of the sixth

century) at Milan, containing considerable portions of

the Pauline Epistles, and a few verses of the Gospel?.

All these fragments appear to have come originally

from Bobbio. The Wolfenbuttel fragment was pub-

lished by F, A. Knittel in 1762, those at Milan by
Mai (the discoverer) and Castiglione in 1819—3$.
Fragments of two leaves of a Latino-Gothic MS., found

at Antinoe in Egypt, and containing a few verses of

Luke xxiii., xxiv , are at Giessen, and fiave been edited

by Dr. P. Glaue and Dr. K. Helm (Giessen, 1910);
cf, J. xi. 612, Some quotations from the Gospels,

occurring in a commentary, were published from a

Vatican MS. by J. F. Massmann in 1834, and a few

leaves of the Pauline Epistles from a Turin iftS. by
the same editor in 1868. The principal editions of

the version are those of Gabelentz and Loebe (1836—

1843), of G. H. Baig, published in America in 1891,

and of W. Streitberg, Heidelberg, 1909.



CHAPTER VI

PATRISTIC QUOTATIONS

[Authcnities : Gregory, opp. citt. ;
Harnack, Geschichte der altchrisilichen

Liiteratur bis Eusebius (Part i. 1893, Part ii. vol. i. 1897); Smith and

Wacc, Dictionary of Christian Biography \ The New Testament in the

^
Apostolic Fathers (Oxford, 1905).]

Two of the three classes into which the authorities for

the sacred text may be divided have now been passed

in review. The third remains, namely, the quotations

from it which are found in the works of early ecclesi-

astical writers. That these may provide useful evidence

is obvious. If we know how Clement of Alexandria,

or Origen, or Athanasius, or Jerome, quoted certain

passages of the Scriptures in their writings, we know
(subject. to limitations which will be mentioned below)

how those passages stood in manuscripts of the second,

third, or fourth century—that is, in manuscripts as

earlj^ as, or earlier than, the most ancient which we now
possess. The limits and value of this class of evidence

must conse<^uently be investigated.
.
In doing so, the

term “patristic quotations,” which is commonly used

to describe it, must be given the widest possible inter-

pretation. It is not only the writings of those who
are specially regarded^ as the Fathers of the Church

that are useful for this purpose. The writings of any

author who quotes the Scriptures at all must be
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taken into consideration. So far as we possess thenii

the quotations of heretics or of non -Christians are

evidence, as truly as those of orthodox Christians. All

we have to ask is, Do the quotations which we find

in any given author enable us to know how these

passages stood in the manuscripts of the Bible current

in his day ? ^

The question is not so easy to answer as it perhaps

appears. Before we can accept the Scriptural quota-

tions which stand in our texts of tile early ecclesiastical

writers as faithfully representing the manuscripts which

these writers used, there are severft.! deductions to lie

made. In the first place, the true text of the writer in

question has to be ascertained, just as the text of the

Bible or of the cfassical authors has to be ascertained,

by the comparison of authorities. The texts of the

Fathers, as they have generally been read until

recently in the editions of the Benedfctines or Migne's

Patrologia, were based (like the received text of the

New Testament itself) upon comparatively few and
late manuscripts. It has been the work of modern
scholars to lay the foundation for this department

of textual criticism by producing editions of the princi-

pal ecclesiastical wr'^ters, accompanied by a sufficient

apparatus criticus. The work is by no means complete

yet, but much has beenr done. The Imperial Academy
of Vienna has made considerable progress with a Corpus

of Latin ecclesiastical writers
;
and the Academy of

Berlin has embarked on^a similar undertaking with

respect to the Greek Fathers. When these two great

enterprises are completed, it will be possible to handle

the raw material 6f patristic quotations with far more
confidence than hitherto.'

•

^ A gigantic work was undertaken by the late Dean Burgon, with a
view to making the evidence of patristic quotations more accessible;

namely, an ind^ of all Biblical quotations in the principal ecclesiaaticai
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Secondly, even when the earliest manuscripts of an

author have beer\ consulted, we cannot always be sure

that we have* his Scriptural quotations in their original

forni. In no part of his text is corruption so likely to

creep in as here. A scribe who recognised a quotation

from its first words would be only too likely to write it

down from memory, without looking .too closely at the

MS. before him, and so would give it in the form in

which it was current in his own day, instead of in that

which his author actually used. Or, supposing he

noticed that the form of the quotation was unfamiliar,

he might very probably alter it into what he believed

to be the true form. In either case, it will be seen,

this class of corruption consists in the substitution of

the familiar Textus Receptus in the place of an earlier

type of text
;
therefore, without any prejudice against

th^ received text, it must be recognised that, where

two alternatives &re open, the one which diverges from

the received text is more likely to be the one originally

used by the Father in question. Voluntarily or in-

voluntarily, the scribe is more likely to alter from an

unfamiliar form to a familiar form than vice versa.

The only cases in which we can ascertain without

doubt the form in which an ecclesiastical writer made a

quotation are when the context points decisively to

one reading or another
; when* this is not the case, we

are reduced to a balance of probabilities.

But, thirdly, even when we can ascertain, beyond
reasonable doubt, the form \n which a quotation was
made, we may still doubt whether this form was
actually derived from a manuscript lying before the

writers, which is now preserved in manuscript in the British Museum in

sixteen huge volumes (Add. MSS. 33421-33436). The references are to
comparatively uncritical texts of* the Fathers (generally those in Mi^ne),
but they could of course be used also in connexion with later editions,

where such exist. Considerable use was made of this work in the edition

of the Gospels commenced by £. Miller (see below, p. 308).
**
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author. Authors at all times and in all countries

have been apt to quote from memory, and memory
plays strange tricks. Dr. Salmon iddtuces from E.

Abbot {^Authorship of ike Fourth Gospel, p. 39) a

remarkable instance of this in no le^s a person than

Jeremy Taylor, who quotes the text “ Except a man
be born again he cannot see the kiiigdom of God ” nine

times, yet only twice in the same form, and never once

correctly. How often, too, does one see the misquota-

tions “ Whatsoever thy hand finderh to do, do it with

all thy mighf,” or “to give a reason for the faith that

is in you ? And if this is the cjise nowadays, when
books are plentiful and verification of references easy*

how must it have been in the earliest centuries of our

era, when a copy of the Bible would not always be^t
a writer’s elbow, and when (in the absence of divisions

into chapters and verses, and even of separation ^of

words) it can have been by no means easy to turn up
a given passage quickly ? Quotations (especially short

ones) must often have been made from memory, and

sometimes without any intention of giving more than

the general sense. An especial source of error was
present in the case of quotations from the Synoptic

Gospels. An author might very easily amalgamate

parallel passages in two or more Gospels, and so pro-

duce his quotation in a form which correctly represented

none of them. Therefore, just as the second class of

considerations tells against indiscriminate acceptance

of quotations which agree with the Textus Receptus,

so this third claSs tells against quotations which differ

from it.

' Under these circumstances, it may fairly be asked

whether it is worth while paying any attention to

patristic quotations at all. And the answer would be

that their testimony is strictly limited in scope, but
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that within these limits it is tiot only real but of very

great importance^ Where a patristic quotation stands

alone as evidence for a particular reading, its testimony

must be regarded with the gravest suspicion, unless the

context renders it quite explicit
;
but where there is

other evidence for the reading, the quotation is of great

value in fixing the time and the place at which this

reading was current Thus five cursive MSS., from

the tenth to the fourteenth century, have the remark-

able reading Ti^covi/ rov Bapa^^av in Mt. xxvii. 1 6 ;

bqt we could know nothing about the age or locality

of this reading were it not mentioned by Origen, which

proves that it existed in MSS. accessible in either

Egypt or Palestine in the first half of the third century.

A% will be seen later, the localisation of certain types of

text in different periods and districts is, a matter of the

greatest importance when we come to try to reconstruct

the history of the Biblical text, and to 'see which type

of text has the strongest claims on our acceptance

;

and here the evidence of patristic quotations is indis-

pensable. It will be found that the ascertainment of

their precise nature is quite worth the trouble which

it involves ; and a short indication of the principfil

sources of this evidence will not be out of place here.

Quotations from the New Testament are found in

the earliest writers of the sub-apostolic age, but they

are so scanty as to be of little service for our present

purpose. Their importance lies in another direction,

namely, as evidence of the existence of the New
Testament bdoks at a period earlier than that which

some critics have sought to assign to them. The
Epistle of Clement to the Corinthums (written about

A.D. 93-95 ') contains ^wo passages which appear to

^ The dates assigned in this chapter (so far as the first two centuries

after Christ are concerned) are generally those given fay Hamack
{GiscAukii der oUtAHstHcAsn LitUrotur bis ISussbius, Part ii. vol !. lOoy).
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be quotations from memory of Luke vi. 36-38 and

of Luke xviL i, 2, combined with Matthew xxvi. 24

;

but they are too inexact to be used ^or textual pur-

poses. The so-called Second Epistle of* Clement (a

homily written about the middle of the second century)

contains several quotations from Matthew and Luke,

as well as passages which must have come from a lost

Gospel ;
and though these are useful as far as they go,

the amount of evidence which they contribute is not

large. The Epistle of Barnabas (^vritten early in the

second centuty) contains what is apparently a direct

citation of Matthew xxii. 14, and several reminiscences

of New Testament language; but again precision in

quotation is wanting. The Shepherd of Hermas
(about A.D. 140, ‘but embodying writings of rather

earlier date) contributes nothing to our purpose. The
Epistles of Ignatius (about a.d. 110-117) contribute

only a few quotations from the Pauline Epistles, the

references to the Gospels being in no case verbally

exact
;
and much the same may be said of the Epistle

of Polycarp (same date). The Teaching of the

Twelve Apostles offers more plentiful material, includ-

ing a considerable extract from the Sermon -on the

Mount, but its evid<}nce is discounted by the doubt

attaching to its date
;

for while the prevalent view

assigns it to the beginning of the second century, some
critics have put it as early as A.D. 70, and one com-
petent editor (Dr. Bigg) carries it down to the fourth

century^^

A fuller stream of tradition is reached with Justin

Hartyr, in the middle of the second century, from
whose writings a very complete outline of the Gospel

narrative can be put together ; but it is rather with the

facts than the words of the Gospels that he is con-

^ See also Dean Armitage Robinson, y.T'.S'. xiii. 339^
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cerned, so that the total amount of properly textual

material to be derived from him is not great It is,

however, enoughi to enable us to come to some con-

clusions as to the type of text used by him, and it is

noteworthy that the readings given by Justin agree

predominantly with those which are characteristic of

the Old Syriac and Old Latin versions
;
that is, they

belong to the i-type of text This il a fact which will

be useful presently. Probably somewhat later than

Justin are the Clementine Homilies, an Ebionite (or

Jewish - Christian) work which falsely ‘claimed the

authorship of Clement of Rome
; but they do not

provide so much material, and for textual purposes fall

into the same category as Ignatius or Barnabas. More
important are the writings of Justin’s pupil Tatian, not

so* much, however, his Apology for Christianity as his

Diatessaron, which has been described and discussed in

the preceding chapter. Akin to Tatian, as providing

a continuous Gospel text rather than isolated quota-

tions, is the work of the heretic Marcion, who produced

an edition of St. Luke’s Gospel and the Pauline

Epistles (about the middle of the second century) in

accordapce with his own peculiar doctrines. Marcion’s

writings, as separate literary entities, are lost ; but

much of them can be restored from the references and
quotations in the works of the orthodox controversialists

who opposed him, notably Tertullian and Epiphanius.

The contents of Marcion’s Gospel are in this way
known with practical certain|y, and in many cases the

actual text adopted by him. This as a rule resembles

that of Tatian and Justin in belonging to the same
group as the Old Syriac and Old Latin versions

;
but

as Marcion’s original home was in Pontus, while his

principal work was done in Rome, it is difficult to say

from what locality he derived his Gospel text Justin’s
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evidence is equally hard to locate, since by birth he

was a Samaritan, but after his conversion resided first

in Ephesus, whence he proceeded to# Rome, where he

ultimately suffered martyrdom. Tatianas activity, as

we have seen, lay in Syriac-speaking regions, and his

Diatessaron is believed to have been composed in that

language.

So far, then, *the results arrived at may be thus

summarised. Up to A.D. 15b the quotations in extant

ecclesiastical writers, though important in their bearing

on the questions of the date and acceptation of the

New Testament Scriptures, are of Iktle \a4ue for purely

textual purposes. From 150 to 175 textual evidence

of value is forthcoming, but either in a somewhat
fragmentary condition, or (in the case of Tatian and

Marcion) in a form which can hardly be described as

quotation. At the same time the evidence, so far as

it goes, tends to show that the S-type of text ^as

prevalent in this early period. With the last quarter

of the second century the position changes
;

and

henceforth we have a succession of ecclesiastical writers

whose works are preserved with substantial complete-

ness, and who quote the New Testament Scriptures,

itot tacitly or in paraphrase, but fully and explicitly.

It is from this point that the evidence of patristic

quotations in the full sense may be said to begin
;
and

the father of it is Irenaeus. It is impossible within

the limits of this chapter to examine the evidence, even

of the more important Fathers, at any length
;
but a

brief indication of their date and country, ^ith references

to the more important modern works dealing with this

aspect of their writings, will serve to show the general

bearing of their testimony.

Irenaeus was probably beftn about A.D. 135-140
(according to some, as early as 1 15), and the home of
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his youth was in Asia Minor, where as a boy he saw

and heard Polycarp. From Asia he is believed to have

gone to Rome, ahd thence (probably after only a brief

stay) to Lyons, to join the Church already founded

there by missionaries from Asia Minor. After the

great persecution in Gaul in 177 he was commissioned

to carry the letters of the Church of ^Lyons to Rome,
and shortly afterwards he was made Bishop of Lyons
in succession to his martyred countryman, Pothinus.

This ofhee he held until his death about 202. Irenaeus’

early training consequently belongs to the East, his

literary activity to "the West ;
and these facts are of

importance in estimating his testimony on textual

subjects. His principal work, the *'EX€7;^09 xal avarpoir))

^^vBoivvfiov ypaxrew, was written between 1 8 1 and

1 89 ;
only fragments of it exist in the original Greek,

but the whole is preserved in a Latin translation, which

is believed to be nearly contemporary with Irenaeus

himself.^ It abounds with citations from the New
Testament

;
a full examination of them has been taken

in hand by Professor Sanday, with the assistance of

Mr. C. H. Turner, but this long-announced book has

not yet* appeared. Until the results of such an ex^

amination are published, it must be sufficient to say

that Irenaeus (as might be expected from his personal

history) is to be reckoned among the authorities that

fall into the same group as the Old Syriac and Old
Latin versions.

A different quarter of the Roman Empire is repre-

sented by Clement of Alexandria, a "contemporary of

Irenaeus, though somewhat junior to him. The dates

of his birth and death are unknoWh, but the former

^ Hort placed it as late as the^ fourth century, but his view has not been
ffcnerally adopted. The issue depends mainly on the question whether the
Latio vmon of Irenaeus was or was not used by Tertmlian in his treatise

adb. Valmtinupm*
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probably occurred between 150 md 160, the latter

between 212 and 220. Of Greek nationality (his

Roman name, Titus Flavius ClemeiA, ii\dicates that

he was a * freedman of a Roman family), and born

either in Athens or in Alexandria, he studied philosophy

in Greece, Italy, and the East, and ultimately was led

from Stoicism into Christianity. He became a pres-

byter in the Alexandrian Church, and about 190
succeeded his last and bdst teacher, Pantaenus, as

head of the Catechetical "School io that city, but was

compelled to*retire thence by the persecution in 202-

203. Of the remaindef of his life littfe is knowti.

Of his works a considerable portion has been pre-

served, notably his iSrpco/iiaret?, or Miscellanies, in

eight books, written in the last years of the secogd

century. He had a wide acquaintance with Greek

literature, and quotes from innumerable authors, pagan,

Jewish, and Christian
;
hence he must have had t*he

use of a large library, and must have been accustomed

to look up quotations in it. For the New Testament,

his quotations must be taken as representing a class of

text which was at any rate current, and perhaps pre-

dominant, in the great literary capital of Egypt at the

end of the second century. An examination of them
in the Gospels has been made by Mr. P. M. Barnard

of Christ’s College, Cambridge, which shows that the

text used by Clement was of the S-type, akin to the

Old Latin and Old Syriac.^ This is an important

piece of evidence for the early history of the New
Testament text, which will have to be referred to again

in a subsequent chapter.

Important as Clement is, he is followed in his own
country by a scholar and divine of far greater import-

ance. In textual scholarship, indeed, Origren has no

Ttxis andghtdus, v. 5 (Cambridge, 1899). See below, p. 339.
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rival among ancient writers, and no single individual

has exercised so wide an influence upon the Biblical

text as he. It it with regard to the Greek text of the

Old Testament that the precise character of his work
is most fully known

;
but there can be little doubt

that his critical labours on the New Testament were

almost equally epoch-making. Born about 185, he

was educated from the first as a Christian, and trained

by his father in the study of the Scriptures. His

father perished in the persecution of 202—203, which

also created a vacancy in the headship «-of the Cate-

chetical School, thcough the retirement of Clement

;

and to this Origen, though barely eighteen, was

appointed. Here he laboured, learning and teaching,

for many years. About 2 1 3 he visited Rome
;
about

215 he was compelled to leave Egypt, and lived for

four years at Caesarea in Palestine. He returned to

Alexandria in
;
but the following years were full

of difficulties with his ecclesiastical superiors, and in

231 he left Alexandria finally. For the remainder

of his life, which lasted till 253, his home was at

Caesarea
;
and here the greater part of his literary

work was done. With his philosophical and cxegetical

writings we are not here concerned. His textual

labours on the Old Testament were embodied in the

Hexapla, a colossal undertaking which coloured the

whole subsequent history of the Septuagint. For the

New^ Testament we know of no such formal edition of

the whole text ; but he wrqte commentaries on most,

if not all, of ^the books of which it Is composed, and
numerous passages in his writings show that he had
examined and compared manuscripts, and considered

the weight of the evidence for various readings. He is,

indeed, the first textual critic of the New Testament,

and when we consider the age of the manuscripts he
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must have used, the value of his evidence is. obvious.

In many cases he mentions various readings, and states

which is found “in most MSS” or “ii> the oldest

MSS.’* or “ in the best MSS.” No doubt we are

not always bound to accept his opinion as to what

were the best MSS., but *at least we learn what

readings were ejctant in Egypt and Palestine in

his lifetime, and what readings were preferred by a

trained scholar and textual student of unusual ability.

The character of the New Testament text us^
by him differs in different works. In some it is

of the S-type, but as a rule his preference is for

the /8-type, of which he is the "most eminent ally

among the Greek Fathers. Whether his connexion

with the /8-type of text goes even further than this, so

that he may be regarded as largely responsible for its

preservation, or even for its existence in its presept

form, is a point which will have to be Considered more
at length in the final chapter. It should be added

that Origen’s services to criticism did not end with his

life
;

for copies of his writings formed the nucleus of

the library collected by Pamphilus at Caesarea, which

was thenceforth a recognised centre of textual research.^

Many of Origen's works are now lost
;
but some are

still extant in the original Greek, and many more
in Latin translations (largely the work of Rufinus).

Critical texts of nearly all the Greek remains have
* See above, pp, 65, 106, for records of MSS. copied from, or collated

with, MSS. in the library of Caesarea. The description which Jerome
gives of ihe founding of the library of Pamphilus is as follows {£^. cxli.

[xxxiv. in Migne], written a.d. 384): “Beatus Pampffiilus martyr, cuius
vitam Eusebius Caesariensis episcoptis tribus ferme voluminibus explicavit,

cum Demetrium Phatereum et Pisistratum in sacrae Bibliothecae studio
vellet aequare, imaginesque ingeniorum, quae vera sunt et aeterna monu*
nienta, toto orl)e perquireret, lunc vel maxime Origenis libros impensius
prosecutus, Caesariensi ecclesiae dedicavit

;
quam ex parte corruptam

Acacius [successor of Eusebius in the see of Caesarea about 340] dehinc
et Euzoius, eiusdem ecclesiae sacerdotes, in membranis instaurare' conati
sunt.”
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been produced in modern times, as of the Hexapla by
Field, the Philocalia (a volume of selections from

Origen, prepare^i by Basil and Gregory Nazianzen) by
Armitage Robinson, and the remains of the Commen-
tary on St John by A. E. Brooke ; while all, except

the Commentary on St Matthew, have already made
their appearance in the Berlin Corpus of Greek ecclesi-

astical writers.

We have a little departed from strict chronological

order, in taking Origen in connexion with his fellow-

Egyptian Clement, and must return td consider the

great African writer whose life overlaps those of both

of them, Tertullian. Born about 150, and trained

probably as an advocate, he became after his conversion

the great controversialist of the early Latin Church.

He was probably a presbyter, in spite of the fact that

he was undoubtedly married. About 203 he seceded

from the orthddox church, joining the ascetic and
enthusiastic sect of the Montanists. He died at some
uncertain date after 220. His writings are vehement,

rhetorical, unrestrained in style and language
; and

though several are lost, many still remain. He quotes

freely ‘from the Scriptures
;

but for textual purpo^
his evidence is impaired by the doubt whether he is

(1) quoting from memory, (2) translating direct from

the Greek for himself, or (3) using an early Latin

version of the New Testament Not being a scholar,

such as Clement and Origen were, he has not the

scholar’s accuracy ; and his- evidence must consequently

be used with caution. An examination of it has been

made by H. Ronsch {Das Neue Testament Tertullians^

1871), while the new edition of hfe works by Reiffer-

scheid and Wissowa in the Vienna Corpus Scriptorunt

Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum sets out the available textual

material for the future use of students.
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For the outlying portions of the Roman Empire

—

for Asia Minor, Egypt, North Africa, and Southern

Gau!—we have, as has now been •shov^n, excellent

witnesses for the period 175—250 ;
but for Rome itself

we are very scantily suppli^ with material. The
principal author whose works remain to us is Hip-*

polytUSy a writer almost as prolific as Origen, and

unquestionably the most prominent theologian in the

Roman Church during this period. The details of

his life are obscure. So much- is known, that he

flourished alJout 220, that he was a presbyter of the

Church of Rome, and that he ajlpears^to claim fbr

himself the position of a bishop ;
according to some

he was bishop of Portus, according to others a schis-

matic bishop of Rome, in opposition to Pope Callisti^

;

while others have doubted whether he is correctly

described as bishop at all.^ In any case, he was the

last and greatest Greek -writing divine of the Roman
Church

; and his writings included commentaries upon
many books of the Old Testament, and on St.

Matthew and the Gospel and Apocalypse of St. John
in the New. By far the greater part of his voluminous

works has perished. Perhaps the most interesting of

all (his Refufation of all the Heresies) has been in large

measure recovered from a late MS., brought to Paris

from Mt. Athos in 1842, but not published or identified

till 1S51 ; but his commentaries exist only in frag-

ments. All that remains is in course of publioation

in the Berlin Corpus, H4s quotations from the New
Testament, whicfi are fairly numerous, have not been
specially investigated

; but they are often too inexact

to be useful for textual purposes.

The only important writer of the third century who
remains to be discussed is Cyprian, the great bishop of

' Sec Dr.^Salmon’s article in Diet, of Christian Biography,
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Carthage, who must be coupled with Tertullian as the

main source of our knowledge of the early African

Church, Born ^about 200 in a pagan family, and

trained in law and rhetoric, he was converted to

Christianity about 245, and was almost immediately

elected, much against his will, Bishop of Carthage.

This position he held from about 24R until his martyr-

dom in 258, during Valerian's persecution. Cyprian’s

importance lies more in his greatness as a bishop and

an administrator than in his literary ability, and his

writings deal with matters of Church discipline and

morals rather than with textual or exegetical questions
;

but his quotations from Scripture are plentiful, and

since he had more of the scholar’s instincts than Ter-

tuilian, he is the most important patristic witness to

the text of the Latin Bible in use in Northern Africa

diying the third century. For the conclusions to which

a study of his "'Biblical quotations leads, see above,

p. 203. His writings have been edited by Hartel in

the Vienna Corpus (1868-71); but in the work of

most importance for textual purposes (the Testimonial

a classified selection of Biblical passages) Hartel un-

fortunately followed the least trustworthy of the extant

MSS.'
Of the other ecclesiastical writers of the third

century, brief mention need ohly be made of a few.

Gregory Thaumaturgiis, Bishop of Neocaesarea in

Cappadocia from about 240 to his death in 265, wrote

a panegyric on Origen, a paraphrase of Ecclesiastes,

and some dog«natic treatises. Contemporary with him

is Dionysius Alexandrinus, a pupil of Origen, and like

^ See Sanday in Old Latin Biblical Texts, ii. p. xliii. A new edition of
the Testimonia, and also of iheiAd Fortunatum, is contemplated by Pro-
fessor Sanda}r and Mr. C. H. Turner. Meanwhile the subject has been
fully dealt with by Hans von Soden, Das lateinische Nme Testament in

Afrika mr Zeit Cxpriam (Leipzig, 1909). j
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him head of the* Catechetical School in Alexandria

(from 233), and subsequently bishop of that see (247-

265). Unfortunately of all his mafly witings only

fragments and a few letters now remain
;

for most of

these we are indebted to Eusebius. Methodlus, Bishop

of Olympus in Lycia or of Patara (or of bo.th in suc-

cession) towards the end of the third century, martyred

under Diocletian in 311, wrote many treatises (including

polemical criticisms of Origen’s theology), some of which

survive in a Slavonic version ;
in nothing remains

but a single ^dialogue and some fragments. Finally,

Pamphilus of Caesarea (ob. 309) deserves ^mention les*s

on account of his literary labours (a defence of Origen,

and an edition of the Septuagint extracted from

Origen's Hexapla, ‘which he prepared with the assist-

ance of Eusebius) than for the theological library which

he established in Caesarea, and which, as we haye

already seen, played an important part in the textual

history of the New (as well as of the Old) Testament.

Passing to the fourth century, the sphere of patristic

quotations widens. As the Church became recognised

by the State, the number of ecclesiastical writers natur-

ally increased, and their works were less exposed to

destruction. Only the more prominent among them
can be mentioned here. Few of them have been
critically edited in modern times ; but as the Bible*

text in current use approximates more to the Textus
Receptus, it is' less liable to corruption. Eusebiuft of

Caesarea, the great historian of the early Church,

carries on the sequence with those whom we have

named above, since he was the friend and colleague of

Pamphilus. His life extends from about 270 to about

340, and for the last twenty-seveji years he was Bishop

of Caesarea, With Pamphilus he prepared for separate

publication Origen’s text of the Septuagint ; and in
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the library of Pamphilus he found most of the material

for his works. These (so far as they are still extant)

jRll six volume^ in Migne’s Patrologia, the most im-

portant being the Chronicle (though this contains

nothing to our present purpose), the Historia EccUsu

astica^ Praeparatio Evangclica^ and Demonstratio Evan-

gelica. Some commentaries on certain books of the

New Testament are lost. The fact that Eusebius

certainly had a great library at hand, and was

accustomed to the use of it, adds much weight to

his evidence on textual matters. He ^lad, moreover,

a direct influence on the dissemination of the Scriptures

in the Roman Empire, since it was to him that Con-

stantine, after his conversion, applied to furnish fifty

QDpies of the Bible for use in the churches of his new
capital. See above, p. 83.

^
Nearly contemporary with Eusebius, and a member

of the neighbcAiring Syriac Church, was AphraateSt

bishop in the monastery of Mar Matthaeus near ancient

Nineveh about the year 340. Twenty-two homilies

by him are extant in Syriac, most of them also in an

Armenian version, in which their authors name appears

in the form of Jacob of Nisibis.*' The importance of

Aphraates’ evidence with regard to the Biblical text

current in the Church of Syria lies in the fact that

he evidently used the Old Syriac version. Mention
has already been made of Ephraem, a later con-

tenfporary of Aphraates, who died in 378. His
sermons and theological tiKJatises contain many quota-

tions from the Scriptures ; but of more importance are

his commentaries on various books of the New Testa-

ment, and (as has been shown ‘above, p. 148) on
Tatian’s Diatessaron.

^
The most recent examinations

of his quotations go to show that the text used by ^im
was some form of the Old Syriac (p. 162).
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Th.? Churches of Asia Minor during the fourth

century produced several notable writers, among whom
may be named Basil (329“'379)> Bishoip of Caesarea in

Cappadocia, .author of seVmons, epistles, and ecclesias-

tical treatises ;
his brother, GregrOPy of Nyssa, who

wrote commentaries and apologetic works, besides

other theological ^treatises
;
and hii namesake and con-

temporary, Gpegfory of Nazianzus, the great preacher,

for a short time bishop of Constantinople. In Pales-

4:ine and Syria, besides Eusebius, have EuthaUus»
whose work has been described above (p 82), Cyril of

Jerusalem, bishop of that see from 351* to 386, and
especially Chrysostom. Born at Antioch about 347,
it was in Antioch that he lived and laboured until 398,
when he was removed to become Patriarch of Cop-
stantinople, and to enter on that career of struggles

with principalities and powers which only ended with

his death in exile in 407. His voiuminous works

(filling thirteen volumes in Migne’s Patrologia) furnish

ample evidence of the New Testament text which he
used

;
especially his commentaries, from which the

complete text of the book commented on could in

some cases be restored. He marks a distinct epoch

in the history of the New Testament text, since we
find in him the a-type of text already firmly established.

Mention should also b^ made of another Antiochene

writer, Theodore of Mopsuestia, a presbyter in the

Church of Antioch contemporary with Chrysostom,pand

like him removed (about 592) to a see in a different

country, in this case Mopsuestia in Cilicia. He wrote

commentaries on the Pauline Epistles, which survive in

fragments and in a Latin version
;
but he is of far

greater importance from a doctrinal than from a

textual point of view.

Egypt contributes during the fourth century no such
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important authors (for the purpose of textual criticism)

as Clement and Origen
;
but in Athanasius, Bishop

of Alexandria from 328 to 373, it has a theologian of

the first rank, many of whose works surviye. Slightly

later than him is Macarius Magnus, an Egyptian pres-

byter, and author of theological treatises and homilies.

Finally, to conclude the evidence of the Eastern

Churches, mention must be made of Epiphanius,

Bishop of Salamis in Cyprus from about 368 to 402.

His great work is his treatises against heresies. Pre-

vious to his appointment to the see of Salamis, his

home was iif Palestine, so that his evidence with regard

to the Scriptural text is probably to be credited to

that locality.

^
In the Latin Churches during the same period, the

earliest name that need be mentioned is that of

Lactantius (about 260 to 326), an African by birth,

b\it resident in cGaul during the latter part of his life.

His Biblical quotations have been examined by Ronsch,^

but as all but three of them are from the Old Testa-

ment, they do not concern us here.

Gaul is also represented by Hilary, Bishop of

Poitiers from 354 to 368, and author (among other

works) of a commentary on St. Matthew. His quota-

tions must be taken as evidence of the Old Latin text

current in Gaul about the middle of the fourth cehtury,

Lucifer (ob. 371), bishop of Cagliari in Sardinia, is a

writer of some textual importance, whose works have

been edited (in 1886) from the only extant MS. by
Hartel in the Vienna Corpus. As has been stated in

the preceding chapter, his quotations represent the

European type of the Old Latin version. Ambrose,
the great bishop of Milan from 374 to 397, wrote

many theolc^cal treatises, which likewise witness to

' Ztitsckrifi Hit die historische Tke§logie^ 1871, pp. 531 ff.
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the pre-Vulgate text of the Scriptures. The two
greatest representatives of tae Latin fhurches in this

century and the beginning of the next al’e, however,

Jerome and Augustine. The life of Jerome (circ. 345-
420) has been sketched abave (p. 216) in connexion

witli his great work, the producction of the Latin

Vulgate. Like Origen, he was a textual scholar by
profession

;
and his travels and his acquaintance with

Greek manuscripts give his ev!dea:e special weight as

that of a trained student of textual criticism, while they

deprive him of the character of representative of any
local type of text His gteat contemporary Augustine

(354~'43^). 00 the other hand, was a theologian rather

than a scholar
;
but his very numerous works provide

plentiful evidence for textual purposes. The first

twenty-nine years of his life were passed in Africa,

where he received the ordinary training of the best

schools, and er tered on the profession of teacher of

rhetoric. In 383 he visited Rome, and shortly after-

wards was appointed professor of rhetoric at Milan.

Here he came under the influence of Ambrose, and

here it was, sn 386, that the long period of moral and

intellectual disturbance through which he had been

passing culmmated in his conversion to Christianity.

Having been baptized by Ambrose at Easter 387, hq
returned to Africa, where the rest of his life was spent.

At Hippo in Numidia he was ordained priest in 390,
and in 395 was consecrated bishop of the see, which

he held until the dose of his life. His writings, con-

troversial, dermatic, and devotional, arc too many to

enumerate, the Confessions and the City of God being

the most famous. The Biblical quotations which occur

plentifully throughout his works still need scientific

examination. In his earlier books he must necessarily

hav% used the•Old Latin Bible, and it has been usual
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to suppose that he continued to do so even after the

publication of th^ Vulgate. This belief is strengthened

by the fact *that he expressed strong disapproval of

Jerome's revised text
; but this disapproval was con-

fined to the thorough-going revision of the Old Testa-

ment, and does not apply to the more conservative

treatment of the New, with which, cm the contrary, he

expressly said that he had no fault to find. Hence
there is nothing a priori improbable in the opinion

maintained by Prof. Burkitt,^ that whije Augustine

liabitually used tha Old Latin to the end of his life in

short phrases which he would naturally quote from

memory, in longer citations, at any rate from the

Gospels, he used (after about 400) the revised version

of Jerome. Prof. Burkitt has made this clear in the

case of two treatises (the Contra Felicem and the De
Consensu Evangejistarum—the latter a work of especial

value for textual purposes), and it is probable that a

full examination of his later works would show the

same result.

An African contemporary of Augustine of some im-

portance is Tyconius, whose period of activity belongs

to the latter part of the fourth century. He was- a
member of the sect of the Donatists, whose stern views

on the treatment of those who^had given up the sacred

books or vessels under persecution led them to hold

aloof from the rest of the Church. Refusing all

association with those who held the more lenient views

adopted by Ae heads of t&e Churchy they adhered to

the Old Latin version of the Bible long after the Vulgate

had been generally accepted elsewhere. Tyconius w^s
the author of a commentary on the Apocalypse, which

is known to us only in fragments
;
and of a Book of

' The Old Latin and the Itala ( Texts and Studies, iv. 3), pp. 57-59

;

and see p. 213, above. «
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Rules rules of interpretation of the Old Testament
prophets), which has survived and has been edited with

a most interesting introduction by* Prpf Burkitt.'

Prof. Burkirfs conclusion is that the text used by
Tyconius was substantially the same as that of Cyprian,

slightly altered in Latinilv, but not revised from the

Greek.

Finally, mention must be made of Priscllliany a

wealthy Spanish layman who adopted a species of

Gnostic-Maiiichean heresy, which* he propagated with

great ardour *from abcut 380 till his execution by
Maximus in 385. Until recently* his \Vritings wcie

supposed to be lost; but in 1885 a manuserpt (prob-

abl> of Ine sixth century) was discovered by G. Schepss

at Wurzburg, containing eleven treatises from his peji.*

He was also the a*ithor of a system of canons of the

Pauline Epistles, somewhat similar to those of Eusebius

for the Gospels, the text of the Episttes being diviefed

into numbered sections, and the numbers classified

under ninety heads in accordance with their subjects.

This system is found in some of the Spanish MSS. of

the Vulgate.^

. Beyond the end of the fourth century it is not

necessary to pursu'e the subject. By this time a

substantially uniform type of text had been adopted

throughout the Christiali world, and the vast majority

of later patristic quotations arc of the same type as our

Textus Receptus. Here and there exceptions may be

found, just as they arc found in the case of manuscripts,

where a divergent text has survived in4o a later age.

Of these it must be sufficient to name Primasius*

* Texts and Siudifs, iv. l (Cambridge, 1895).

® Edited l>y their discoverer in the Vienna Corpus^ vol. xviii. (18S9).

® The total number of sections in the acveral Epistles is as toliows :

—

Romans 125, i Cor. 105, 2 Cor. 61, (ini. 38, Eph. 41, Phi), 25, Col. 34,

1 Thess. 22, 2 Thess. 10, i Tim. 31, 2 Tiir. 26, 'i'it. 15, 1‘hilcm. 5,

Hei^rews 28.
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bishop of Hadrumetum in Africa in the middle of the

sixth century, whoSe commentary on the Apocalypse

contains an ,alm«ist complete text of that book in an

Old Latin version of the African type* (see above,

p. 2io). But cases such as these are rare, and as a

general rule uniformity, tempered only by the errors

of scribes and the occasional efforts of editors, settles

down upon the Greek and Latin texts of the New
Testament alike, to be stereotyped ultimately by the

invention of printing in the form of our Textus

Receptus.

NOTE TO CHAPTER VI

The following are the numbers of quotations from the N.T. given in

Burgon’s index, in the case of a few of the earlier and more important
writers.

•

Gospels. Acts.
Cath.
Epp.

Paul
Epp.

i

j

Apoc.

1

Total

Justin Martyr . . 268 10 6 43 3

1

.330
.
(besides a66
doubtful)

Irenaeus 1038 194 23 499 65 1819
Clement Alex. 1017 44 207 i 1127 II 2406
Origen .... 9231 349 399 7778 ' 165 17922
Tertullian . . . 3822 502 120 2609 1 205 7*58
Hippolytus . . . 734 42 27 387

1

188 1378 .

Eusebius . . . 3258 211 88 *592
1

27 5176
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TEXTUAL CRITICISM IN THE PAST
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—
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An Aaount of the i*rinted Text of ihe Greek Sew 7 i'i(fa/nent {tS'4 )

Reu%;i Hibliothera Niwi Te^tamenti Graeci (187a). Scbaff, Companion

to the Tesiamtnt (1883); British Museum Catalogue of Printed

BockSf s. V Bible ; V/estcott and Hort, <?/. cst, ; B. Weiss in Te^rte und
Ontersuchungen^ vols. vii. viii. ix. xiv., and N.K. iv. (io93>99).]

a

The precedinr chapters have described the material

which lies to the hand of the critic who would restore

the true text of the New Testament—the manuscripts,

the versions, and the patristic quotations. It remains

to consider how these materials should be used. And
the nature of this problem will be clearer, if some
account be given (5f the work which scholars have

already done in this field of criticism. In the present

chapter, therefore, it is proposed to sketch the histoiV

of textual criticism in the past, and thereby to show
the questions and the difficulties which now cohTront

scholars at the beginning this twentieth century, the

fuller consideration of which will form the subject of

the next and concluding chapter,

I'extual criticism is not an invention of modern
times, but is far older than ^he books of the New
Testament. The scholars of Alexandria in the third

century before Christ busied themselves with the text

aSs
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of the ancient Greek poets and prose writers, and

established a tradition which made Alexandria the

home of scholarlhip for many a. century after their

day—in fact until the conquest of Eg^pt by the

Mohammedan Arabs. Therefore it is not strange

that Alexandria should also be the home of the

textual criticism of the Greek Bible. Its father was

Origen, whose work has been briefly described in

the preceding chapter. Nor was his work barren.

His own great Hexapla, with the separate edition

of the Septuagint^ text prepared by his followers,

Pamphilus and Eusebius, testifies to the results of

his labours on the Old Testament ;
while yet another

Greek native of Egypt. Hesychius, produced another

edition of the Septuagint For the New Testament

we can point to no such definite embodiment of

Orjgen*s textual researches
;
but it is becoming con-

tinually more evident that both Alexandria and the

school of Caesarea exercised considerable influence

on the textual history of the New Testament, and it

is difficult not to recognise here the results of Origen^s

teaching and traditions. It was to Caesarea, too, that

the great textual scholar of the West came to study

and to gather materials, and so the torch was handed
on from Alexandria to Rome, and from Rome, in the

form of the Vulgate, its effects spread over all the

Western Church.

It* would not be profitable to dwell here on the

textual criticism of the Middle Ages; and indeed the

principal points in it have been mentioned already.

We have described the attempts of Alcuin and Theo-
dulf, who may be regarded as the most prominent

representatives of textual scholarship in the West, to

purify the text of the Vulgate, and their little success ;

while in the East even less was done. It is only with
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the revival of learning in the West, and with' the inven*

tion of printing,. ^hat the period of modern criticism

begins
; and it is tq this that we mi&t now pass. It

was in 145? that the first printed document made its

appearance in Europe, in i|5<> that the first printed

book (the great Latin i^ible known as the Mazarin

Bible) issued from, the press of Fust and Gutenberg at

Mainz
;
but it was not until sixty years later that even

the New Testament was obtainable in Greek.' The
word “ obtain^able is used advisedly

; for though the

first Greek New Testament—that^ of Erasmus—was
published in 1516, another edition of it had already

been in type for two years, though still held back

the public. This
,
formed a part of the great Complu-

tensian Folygiott. which should be regarded as Ihe

parent of the textual criticism of the printed Bible.

The Complutensian Polyglott owed its existence to

Cardinal Frai cisco Ximenes de Cisneros, Archbishop

of Toledo, who undertook it in 1502, in honour of the

birth of the child who was afterwards the Emperor
Charles V. It was printed at Alcala, from the Latin

name of which town (Complutum) it has received its

title
;
and it contained the entire Bible, the Old Testa-

ment in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, the New in Greek and
Latin. The New Testament was first printed, the volume
containing it being completed on January 10, 151*4;

but its publication was delayed until the Old Testa-

ment should be ready to accompany it This occupied

no less than four volumeS, the last of which is dated

July 10, 1517; yet even then a long dtflay took place

^fore the work ^was actually given to the world.

* Some small extracts were printed earlier. The Magnificat and Sentt^

dictus were printed with other Canticle.s*in a Psalter at Venice in 1486 ;

the first six chapters of St. John, alr.o at Venice, in 1504 by Aldus Manu*
tius ; and the tiist fourteen verses of the same Gospel at Tubingen in

*iy4* •
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Ximenes died in November 1517, and it was not

until March 22, 1520, that Pope Leo X. authorised

the publication ; ahd it seems not to have been actually

issued until 1522. The principal editor employed

by Ximenes for the New Testament was Lopez de

Stunica
;
and the preface and dedication state that the

text was derived from MSS. lent by Pope Leo from the

Vatican Library. No more precise identification of the

MSS. is possible ; but although the editors affirm that

their authorities were the oldest and most accurate

obtainable (which implies that they exercised some
sefection and critical judgment), there is no trace of

their having used the great Codex Vaticanus (B).

The terms of their preface also make it possible that

they used other MSS. as well as those of the Vatican

;

and since Leo (who lent the Vatican MSS.) only

became Pope less than a year before the completion

of the New Testament volume, it is probable that the

work was begun in the first instance with other authori-

ties, not now identifiable. In a few instances (as in

the insertion of a Greek version of i John v. 7, 8) the

Greek text has been adapted to the Latin, which
Stunica deliberately affirmed to be the more pure

;
but

generally the two texts are distinct. In spite of the

editors' assertion as to the age of the authorities

employed by them, the Complutensian text appears

to be substantially of the type found in Greek MSS.
of comparatively late date.

It has already been said* that the. Complutensian

Polyglott, though the first Greek New Testament to

be printed, was not the first published. That honour
belongs to the New Testament of Erasmus. Its origin

was due to the energy of* the printer Froben of Basle,

who, hearing of the work which Ximenes had in hand,

conceived the idea of anticipating it, and applied tp
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Eraf^mus, the first scholar of the day, to furnish him
with a Greek New Testament as speedily as possible*

The application was made in A{^il 1515, and so

jquickly d?(^ editor and printers work that the edition

was ready by the 1st of March 1516.. The Greek

text was accompanied by a Latin translation and
some notes, which Erasmus had had in hand before

Froben's propossCl. Work so rapidly produced could

not rest on any great accumulation of material, and

although the publishers preface- speaks of the use of

many anciei%t MSS. and of the quotations of all the

most important Fathers, it would appear»thai in reality

only a fc%v manuscripts were employed—those, namely,

which ready to the editor's hand at Basle.^ These,

for the most part,*were neither ancient nor good, and the

single MS. employed for the Apocalypse was deficient

in the last six verses of the book, which Erasmus accord-

ingly supplied by re-translation fiiom the Vulgate.

Some words of this re-translation, which occur in no

MS. whatever, still linger in our Textus Receptus to the

present day. Similar re-translations, to supply real or

supposed lacunas, were also occasionally made in other

places.

The edition of Erasmus consequently has little

critical value, and is inferior in this respect to the Com-
plutensian

;
yet it has .exercised a far greater influence

on the history of the New Testament text.
,

In the first

place, it had six years* start of its rival; and .being

issued in a single volume^of reasonable size and price,

it had a far wider circulation* than ^he six-volume

Complutensian, of which only 600 copies were printed.

* ' Now known as i, 2*p, 4*p, Of these 2 (of the fifteenth century)

was principally used for the Gospels, 2*p (of the thirteenth or fourteenth

century) for the Acts and Epistles, and i' (of the twelfth century) alone for

the Apocalypse, i, a better class MS. of the eleventh century, was only
occasionally followed.

* Erasmus states that 3300 ooi^ were issued of his first two edittona.
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Hence it formed the foundation of the editions which

followed it at short intervals during the next genera-

tion. Aldus rep(;inted it at Venice in 1 5 1 8, in con-

junction with the Septuagint In 154^9 Erasmus

issued a revised edition, correcting many misprints, and

inserting improved readings from Evan. 3 ;
and three

more editions appeared in his lifetime, in 1522,^ 1527,

and 1535. Each of these contain^ some alterations,

that of 1527 being noticeable for its use of the Com-
plutensian edition (mainly in the Apocalypse) and for

its introduction of the Vulgate text by the side of the

Greek and Erasmuses Latin. This edition of 1527 may
be considered as Erasmus's definitive text, that of 1535
showing but very few alterations.

Other publishers followed in the footsteps of Ximenes

and Froben in issuing editions of the New Testament

in Greek, but for the most part they contented them-

selves with reproducing the text of Erasmus, and

the next that deserves mention is Robert Estienne, of

Paris, whose name is Latinised by himself as Stephanus,

and quite unnecessarily Anglicised by some as Stephens.

His first edition appeared in 1546, his second in 1549,
both being pretty little volumes in 1 6mo, printed from

a new fount of small Greek type, with a text coni-

pounded from Erasmus, the Complutensian, and fifteen

MSS., mostly at Paris. Only the two latter authorities

are acknowledged in the preface. His third edition, a

folio, 4>ublished in 1550, was a more elaborate under-

taking, containing a revised text, and giving in the

c

^ This edition is notable for its introduction of the passage relating to

the Three Heavenly Witnesses (i John v. 7, S). In controversy with
Stunica, Erasmus had promised to insert it if any Greek MS. could be pro^

duced in which it occurred. U was found (in a clumsy form) in a MS. in

Ei^land (61, now at Dublin), ai^ Erasmus, though rightly supposing that

it was due merely to re> translation from the Latin, inserted it in fulfilment

of his promise. lienee the passage (for which there is early Latin authority)

found its way into the Textus Receptus.
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margin various ’readings from hi^, fifteen MSS. and the

Complutensian. One of his MSS. was the Codex
Bezac

;
most of the rest have beqi identified with

minuscule ]^SS. in the Paris Library. The text itself

shows greater approximation to that of Erasmus than

its predecessors. It is from this third edition ofSteph-

anus that the Textus Rec^ptus found in our ordinary

Greek Testament!; is derived, with some slight altera-

tions ;
so that its importance in the history of the Bible

text is very -great. A fourth edition was produced by
Stephanus in 1551 (a i6mc, printed at Geneva), but it

practically reproduces the text of i JSO, with the

addition of the Vulgate and 'he Latin version of

Erasmi’ . ;
its only important feature being the division

of the text for the first time into verses.

The work of S^’cphanus was carried on by the Protes-

tant scholar, Theodore Reza, who published no less

than nine editions of the New Testament between 1565
and 1604. i ive of these are, however, small reproduc-

tions of the larger volumes, and do not represent inde-

pendent 'ccensions. As we have seen above (pp. 89, 97),

Beza was the owner of two very important MSS., viz.

the Codex Bezae (D) of the Gospels and Acts, and the

Codex Claromontanus (Dg) of the Pauline Epistles
;
and

he also had access to the collations made by his printer,

Henri Estienne, for his father Robert. Nevertheless

Beza’s editions do not embody much work of a textual

kind, differing but slightly from the fourth edition of

Stephanus and from onc^ another. Their impiortance

lies in the extent to which they, with Baza’s name and

fame to back them, tended to popularise and to stereo-

type the Textus Receptus.

The last stage in this process is represented by the

Elzevir editions, the first of which appeared at Leyden
in 1624. The objects of the Elzevirs were commercial,
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not critical or literary
;
and their editions, though neat

and handy, and consequently popular, have little textual

value in themselves. No editor's name is attached to

the edition of 1624, nor to any of its sugressors
;
and

its text appears to be substantially that of Beza's first

edition. A second edition appeared in 1633, and five

others (from either the Leyden or the Amsterdam
branch of the firm) between that date and 1678 ;

the

variations in these later editions are, however, slight.

The popularity of the Elzevir publications led to their

text being widely adopted for common u^e
;
and if the

Stephanus of i 55a set up the standard which has been

generally followed in England, the Elzevir of 1624
performed the same service for the Continent.^

^
Here, then, ends the first stage in the history of the

printed text of the New Testament, with the establish-

ment of a standard or generally accepted text, which

ha^ continued to form the common basis of criticism

from that day until this. It will have been seen, how-

ever, that but little critical value can be attached to it.

The number of MSS. consulted for its production, in

all the century from Erasmus to Elzevir, is very small

;

few of these were of early date, and they were but

slightly used
;

in the main, the text rested upon a few

late minuscule MSS. which happened to be accessible

to the editors. It must be plain, therefore, that so far

as human agency is concerned, the received text (which

of course formed the basis of our Authorised Version,

as well as of our current
,
Greek Testaments) has no

commanding claims upon our acceptance, and, indeed,

that it would be contrary to all the ordinary canons of

textual criticism if it did not need considerable correc-

tion by the use of earlier and better authorities.

^ The phrase *'Textus Receptus’* may be traced back to the second
Eleevir edition (1633), the preface to which has the words ^VTextum ergo
habes mmc ab omnibus receptum.**
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The second penod, on which we now enter, is that

,

of the accumulation of evidence for the improvement of

the received text. It covers a space i3f well-nigh two
centuries, th?ipughout which time, with a few exceptions,

it is the collection of evidence, and not its application,"

that occunies the energies of Biblical scholars. The
labours of the sixteenth and the first part of the seven*

teenth century hadf given Europe its Bible, alike in the

original Hebrew and Greek and in the vernacular

tongues of the Western nations. *The practical needs

of the churAes and the peoples were adequately

supplied ;
* and the preparation Of editions of the

sacred text now passed into the hands of scholars, who
TOUght t.} improve upon the legacy of their predecessors.

As new manuscripts came to light and were gathered

into the libraries of Europe, scholars extracted from

them the readings which differed from the received

text, examined them, classified them, formed provisiOhal

estimates of the comparative value of the various

authorities, and so, with many imperfections but with a

steadily increasing standard of accuracy and complete-

ness, compiled a vast body of materials for their suc-

cessors, the scholars of the nineteenth century, to use.

It is with the labours of accumulation that we have now
to deal ; the critical application of these labours will

fall next to be considered, and so lead up to the state-

ment of the present position of the subject, and of the

problems which confront the textual student of tOrday.

The first collection of various readings (apart from

those given in the margin of Stephanus's. 1550 edition)

^ The British Museum Catalogue contains forty- five editions of the

Greek New Testament between 1516 and 1624, besides forty-seven in which
the Greek is accompanied by a Latin text, and twelve complete Greek
Bibles. Nearly thii^ of these were printed at Basle alone. Critirally,

these are all substantially reproductions of Erasmus, Stephanus, or Besa

;

but their number shows the demand for copies of the Scriptures in the

original tongue.

T
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was made in England, in the Polygloit Bible edited by
Brian Walton, afterwards Bishop of Chester. The fifth

of his six ^reat^volumes (published in 1657) contains

the New Testament in Greek, Syriac, Latin, Ethiopic,

and Persian. The Greek text wa^ that of Stephanus,

to which were added, at the foot of the page, the

readings of the Codex Alexandrinus (A), the recently

acquired treasure of the Royal Library
; while in the

sixth volume a collation was given of fifteen other

authorities, in addition to the sixteen cited by

Stephanus. Among these were D and Dg, the rest

being minuscules, of which the best is that now known
as Cod. 59. These collations were made by Arch-

bishop Ussher.

Walton’s work was extended by John Fell, Dean of

Clirist Church and afterwards Bishop of Oxford, who
in 167 s printed a Greek Testament from the Elzevir

0(^1633 with a i critical apparatus in which he claims

to give variants from more than 100 MSS. Most of

these were appropriated from Stephanus, Walton, and
other collections

;
but Fell added the readings of

eighteen MSS. (mostly in the Bodleian) and of the

Coptic (/.^. Bohairic) and Gk)thic versions.

Fell not only produced an edition of the New
Testament himself, but also contributed largely to the

production of a work which far eclipsed his own and
all that had gone before. This was the edition of Dr.

John Mill, Fellow of Queen’s College, Oxford, and
Principal of St. Edmund’s l^all. Mill began to make
collections fqr the purpose about *the date of the

appearance of Fell’s edition
; and Fell, hearing of his

work, not only encouraged him to proceed, but under-

took to defray the expenses of publication. Mill,

however, was a conscientious worker, and in his zeal

for the collection of all available evidence his work
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progressed but ’slowly
;

so that when Fell died in

1686, only the first twenty-four chapters of St. Matthew
had been printed. The loss of Fellis pecuniary aid,

and the evei- increasing growth of materials, still further

delayed the progress of the edition, and it was not

until 1707 that it at last saw the light. Mill’s text

was that of Stephanus’s edition of 1550, but he appended

to it collations of seventy-eight MSS, (besides those

quoted by Stephaniis), and of all the versions to which

he could have access (including therOld Latin, Vulgate,

and Peshitto) f and he v^as the first editor to take the

pains to collect the evidence of pattisiic quotations to

any noteworthy extent. Moreo\ei, he prefixed to his

work, \vr*en it was complete, valuable Prolegomena,

which showed that he knew how to use his matcriJ^ls

as well as collect Ihem. The MSS. collated by Mill

include the uncials A, B, D, Dg, E, Eg, E^^, K, and the

good minuscules 28, 33, 59, 69, 7i.* His collaticfhs

do not come uj) to the modern standard of complete-

ne<^s and precision, but they are far in advance of

anything ihat had been done previously, whiV* his

Prolegomena include a mass of invaluable material

;

and the importance of his work, as showing both what
had to be done and the method of doing it, can hardly

be over-estimated.

A somewhat rearranged edition of Mill, with addi*

tional collations of twelve MSS. (mostly at Paris, and

including the uncials C and Gg), was issued by L.

Kustcr at Rotterdam in lyro; but this hardly breaks

the sequence of English contributions to textual criti-

cism, since Kuster himself had been a student at

Cambridge, and his* enterprise may have been due to

the fact that he was there a pupil of the great scholar

Richard Bentley, whose labours on the text of the

Bible rivalled those of Mill in extent, though not in
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successful achievement. A more noteworthy under-

taking, though less so in performance than in idea, was

that of Dr, Edward Wells, who, between the years

1709 and 1719, issued at Oxford a revised text of the

Greek Testament, with English translation and notes.

The attempt was no doubt prompted by Mill’s great

work, and was rendered possible by the wealth of

various readings therein first given to the world. Wells’

edition was, in fact, the forerunner of that third stage

of textual criticism which only reached its full develop-

ment in the nineteenth century, the reconstruction of a

*purer and ftiore indent text of the New Testament.

The attempt was premature, since fuller materials had

still to be collected, and the principles of their applica-

tjon discovered
;
but the intention was right

Mill’s work was, however, fruitful in another direc-

tion, in bringing into the arena of textual criticism the

gfeatest scholar of that age, and one of the greatest

of any age, Richard Bentley. Mill had contemplated,

in addition to his main work, the publication of com-

plete texts of the more important MSS. then known,

namely, the Codices Alexandrinus, Bezae, Claromon-

tanus, and Laudianus; and as early as 1691 Bentley

had addressed a Latin epistle to him,^ urging the

performance of this undertaking. Again, after Mill's

death, when his edition of the New Testament was

assailed by many (notably by Dr. D. Whitby) on the

ground that the mass of various readings collected by
him cast doubt on the integrity of our Bible text,

Bentley issued a tract ^ in which he defended the true

principles of textual cnticism, and the importance of

^ Epiitola adJohamwn Milhum,
* Remarks upon a late Disi^ourse of Free Thinkings in a Utter to F,

/).£)., by FhiUleutherits Lipsiensis (1713); written in the character of a
German student, and provoked primarily by the work of one Collins, who
had taken up Whitby's arguments and used them with a sceptical purpose.
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studying it An^ not only did he teach this precept

—he also devoted many yeaifs of his life to practising

it About this time he began to. canploy scholars,

among whom^he most notable were John Walker and

the Swiss J. J. Wetstein, to make collations for him in

foreign libriries
;
and in 1720 he issued formal pro-

posals for printing a revised text of the Greek Testament

and of the Vulgate, with a critical apparatus. His

first examination of the MS. evidence showed him the

similarity of the oldest authorities, Greek and Latin ;

and he believeS that a fall comparison of them would
enable him to restore ihe original text with almost

absolute certainty, and with almost absolute identity

between Uie two languages. This belief, which is the

keystone of his, undertaking, is thus expressed in the

third paragraph of his Proposals for Printing \

—

** The author believes that he has retrieved (except

in very few places) the true exemplar oT Origen, which

was the standard to the most learned of the Fathers^ at

the time of the Council of Nice and two centuries after.

And he is sure that the Greek and Latin MS3 ., by
thdir mutual assistance, do so settle the original text

to the smallest nicety, as cannot be performed now in

any classic auUior whatever
;
and that out of a labyrinth

of thirty thousand various readings, that crowd the

pages of our present best editions, all put upon equal

credit, to the offence of many good persons, this clue

so leads and extricates us, that there will scarce be*two
hundred out of so ,many thousands that can deserve the

least consideration.” •

As a specimen, the last chapter of the Apocalypse

was printed with *the proposals, but the apparatus

criticus was only given in skeleton outline. The
materials had still to be collected and arranged, and in

the end the v^tness of the task he had undertaken, in
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re-editing both the Vulgate and the trreek Testament,

proved too much for him. A large number of collations

were made « for ^ him, including several of the most

valuable Latin MSS., and two of the Cod6x Vaticanus
;

but Walker, who had been chosen as co-editor, died in

1741, and Bentley in 1742, and the edition remained

unexecuted. Only the materials were left, and these

were eventually bequeathed by his nephew to the

library of Trinity College, Cambridge, where they still

remain.^ It has been suggested that the fuller know-

ledge of the complexity of the problem, brought to

him by the increase of his materials, convinced him that

his great principle of the identity of the Greek and

Latin texts, and the resultant certainty of his con-

clusions, was untenable, and so indisposed him to

continue his undertaking
;
but it is probable that the

quarrels which filled the latter part of his life at Cam-
bridge had even*more to do with his failure to bring

his great work to the birth.

So far the study of New Testament textual criticism

had been practically confined to England
;
now (in part

through Bentley’s own impulse, as will be seen) it

passed out into the wider sphere of Europe in general,

and for a time was little practised in the land of its

birth. In. 1734 J. A. Bengal published at Tubingen

ah edition of the New Testam*ent which marks an era

in the history of textual criticism. His text is mainly

that ‘of the Textus Receptus, only altered when the

reading which he believed 'to be the true one had

already appealed in some printed edition. In other

cases the reading which he preferred is indicated in the

' For an account of them see Bentleii Critica Saira^ by A. A. Ellis

(Cambri<lge. 1862), and, on the Vulgate MSS., Wordsworth and White’s

Vulgate, pp. xv-xxvii. The date of W’alker’s death, which caused the

collapse of tlie edition after the death of Bentley, was established by Bishop
Wordsworth {Old Lalin Biblical Texts

^

i. p. xxv).
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margin, together With such other readings as he thought
sufficiently important to be t^us distinguished. A select

apparatus criticus^ drawn mainly frpiw Mill, was added
at the end of^he volume. What makes Bengers edition

specially noteworthy, however, is the fact that he was
the first tc attempt any chssification of his authorities

—a principle which has proved ycry fruitful in the

present generation. He divided his authorities (MSS.
and versions) into two groups, which he called African

and Asiatic, the former including“the few most ancient

authorities, the latter the great majority of later date

;

and he gave the preference to the former
*

These novel principles asserted by Bengel met with

sharp criticism
;
and one of his most prominent oppon-

ents was J. J. Wetstein, Bentley's former assistant, vjio

was himself engaged on an edition of the Greek

Testament. His study of textual matters began when
he was quite young, and he spent* many years in

collating manuscripts in F'rance, England, and Switzer*

land, before settling down in his native town, Basle,

where he entered the diaconate. Here his i%latives

and acquaintances at first urged him to complete and
ptiblish the results of his collections

;
but subsequently

he became suspected of heresy, his work was opposed

and thwarted, and eventually, in 1730, he was ejected

from the ministry. In *the same year he published the

Prolegomena to his proposed edition
;
but the change

in his circumstances obstructed any further publidiation,

and the delay, though it led to an increase in his

materials, led also to a change in the plati of his work.

He had at first thought of printing the text of the

Codex Alexandrinus, and next of putting forth a revised

text of his own
;
but ultimately he decided to print the

received text, with an apparatus criticus indicating what

was, in his^ opinion, the true reading. His edition
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appeared eventuallyatAmsterdam in 1751—5 2,equipped

with prolegomena, various readings, and a valuable

series of illustrative passages from sacred and profane

literature (including Jewish), which is a voty distinctive

feature of his work. His apparatus criticus is remark-

able for its introduction of the system of manuscript-

notation which has continued in use ever since
;
and

it was enriched by readings from many MSS. not

previously collated. In the Gospels his list includes the

uncials A to O, and cursives i to 1 1 2 ;
in the Acts and

Catholic Epistles, A to G, i to 58 ;
iii the Pauline

Epistles, A t6 H, i to 60 ;
in the Apocalypse, A to C,

1 to 28 ;
besides twenty-four Evangeliaria and four

Apostoli. In the accumulation of materials, accordingly,

Wgtstein’s edition did considerable service
;
but his

contributions to textual theory were very retrograde in

character. Largely, as it would appear, out of opposi-

tion to Bengal, he propounded the theory that all the

most ancient MSS. had been contaminated from the

Latin, and that consequently the later authorities, from

which the Textus Receptus was more immediately
derived, contained the more authentic tradition. This

hostility to the earliest authorities has found echoes in

our own time, but has never been carried so far as by
Wetstein

;
and the general sense of textual critics has

condemned it unreservedly.

A far more valuable contribution to textual theory

was made by J. S. Semler, who reprinted Wetstein*s

Prolegomena at Halle in 1 7^4, with comments of his

own, and subsequently published other treatises on the

same subject. Adopting at first Bengel’s classification

of all ancient authorities, which he called Eastern

( » Bengers Asiatic) anc|. Western ( = Bengel’s African),

and assigning them respectively to the recensions of

Lucian and Origen, he subsequently (in 1767) expanded
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this into a threeA>ld division

—

(a) Alexandrian, derived

from Origen, and found in the Syriac, Coptic, and
Etniopic versions; (d) Eastern, in, vDgue, at Antioch

and ConstaMinople
;

(c) Western, embodied in the

Latin versions and Fathers. Semler^s theory derives

special importance from i^s adoption and extension by
his pupil J, J. GAttibaeh, whose name ranks with the

highest in the history of textual criticism. Griesbach*s

activity ranged over a space of nearly forty years, and
he produced three editions of the New Testament.

The first of *these was published at Halle in parts in

1774—7 5, containing a revised text and sefect apf>araius

criticus
;

' a new issue of the hrst part, g^vinjj the

Synoptibts in their usual order, instead of in the form

of a harmony-; as previously, appeared in 1777. Tihe

apparatus was taken mainly from Wetstein, with cor-

rections and additions due to Griesbach's own collations.

His second edHion appeared in tw^o vdlumes, publisTted

respectively in 1796 and 1806, by which time the

available material had been greatly increased by the

industry of Matthaei and others who will be meiitioned

below. The plan of this edition is the same as that of

its predecessor, but several changes are made in the text

adopted. A small ^edition published in 1805 introduces

yet further changes into the text of the Gospels, and
must be taken as representing Griesbach’s final judgment,

though he never altered the text so largely as would
have been necessar>' if he had carried out hisT own
textual theories tjioroughly. These theories had already

been stated in the Prolegomena to the several parts

of his first edition. The authorities for the Pauline
•

^ Besides the apparatus criticus properly so called, Griesbach jdves a list

of select readings, with symbols denotiQg<he degrees of probability which
he belieres to attach to them. This system will be familiar to many
students in the small pocket edition of Grieshach's New Testament which
used to be rmthei^commonly in circulation.
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Epistles were classified into two families, the Alexan-

driah arid the Western ; thosp for the Gospels into three

families, Alexandrian, Western, and Constant!nopolitan.

This is practically the division of Semler, But Griesbach

gave greater fulness to it by his precise assignment of

the principal authorities to the several families. In the

Alexandrian family he placed the upcials C, K, L, the

important cursives i, 13, 33, 69, 106, 118, the Coptic

(t\e, Bohairic), Ethiopic, Armenian, and Harkleian Syriac

versions, and the quotations in Origen, Clement of

Alexandria, Eusebius, and a few other Fathers
;

in the

Western, D,^the Latin versions, and sometimes the

Peshitto Syriac
;
in the Constantinopolitan, which he

regarded as a later compilation from the other two. A,

and the great mass of late uncials and cursives. To
the evidence of this third group, numerically preponder-

ant though it is, he attached but little weight in

comparison with* the two older groups. It will be

seen later how nearly Griesbach's theory anticipated

that which holds the field among New Testament

students to-day.

Meanwhile, in the interval between Griesbach’s first

and second editions, much had been done to increase

the store of materials available for the textual critic.

C. F. Matthaei produced a New Testament in twelve

p&rts between 1782 and 17 88, containing the Greek

text with the Latin Vulgate and a large apparatus

criticiis. His text, which is based upon late MSS., is

of little value
;
but his collations are of considerable

importance. Being a professor at Moscow (though by
birth a Thuringian) he had access to many MSS. which

had never previously been examined ;
and his collations

are generally good and accurate. Fifty-seven MSS.
were thus added by him to the available stock of

evidence, including the uncial V
;
and he also edited
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with great accuracy the Codex Gj^ at Dresden. Like

Wetstein, he was wholly opposed to the critical thebries

of Griesbach, whom he attacked bitterly,.holding that

the text of ftie later MSS. was much to be preferred

to that of the most arxient A smaller edition of the

Nw Testament was published by him in 1803-7, in

which collations of some additional MSS. were used.

Almost simultaneously with Matthaei's first edition

F. K. Alter* Professor of Greek at Vienna, published

in full the text of a manuscript in* the Imperial Library

of that city (2 1 8) with collations of twenty-one other

MSS. in thr same library (r 7^6— 87^. A larger

addition to the stock of inateiiajs wsls made by three

Danish professors, Birch, Adler, and Moldenhauer,

who were sent by King Christian VII. to exanync

MSS. throughout liurope, especially in Italy, Germany,
and Spain. The results of their labours were em-
bodied in an edition of the New Testament by Bb*ch

(1788-1801). Stephanus' text of 1550 was taken

as the basis of this edition, and collations were given

of a very large number of manuscripts. The full

list includes 172 MSS. ; but many of these were only

partially examined by Birch and his colleagues, and

some had been mofie or less collated by other scholars

previously.

The materials available for the [)urposes of textual

criticism had thus been very greatly increased during

the last quarter of the eighteenth century, and at the

same time som^ very valuable work had been done
in the way of publishing in full the <exts of some
of the most important MSS. It will be remembered

that Mill had contemplated such a scheme, and Bentley

had advocated it
; but neither of these great critics

was able to perform the task. Hearne had indeed

j>ubiished the Codex Laudianus (E,) in full in 1715,
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but his example was not followed ty any one for

nearly half a century. Th^n, in 1762, Knittel pub-

lished the Wolfrnbiittel palimpsests P and Q ; in

1786 W'oide edited the New Testament portion of

the Codex Alexandrinus (A); in 1789 Giorgi pub-

lished the Graeco- Sahidic fragments known as T

;

in 1791 Matthaei, as just mentioned, published G^;

and in 1793 Kipling published the very important

Codex Bezae (D). Thus by the close of the century

a considerable body of evidence was at the disposal of

any scholar competent to use it

* The early years of the nineteenth century were not

favourable to works of scholarship; and although* the

French invasion of Italy led to the temporary sojourn of

the^ Codex Vaticanus in Paris, and thereby to a better

knowledge being obtained of its character, yet on the

whole the Napoleonic wars interposed a serious obstacle

to fhe developnfcnt of textual criticism. Nearly a

quarter of a century separates the last edition of

Griesbach from the next works of importance in this

department of knowledge. When at last, in^he early

thirties, the stream burst out again, it was in the

works of two German scholars, Scholz and Lachmann
;

but though their publications were nearly contem-

poraneous, the positions which they hold in the history

of* textual criticism are far apart. Scholz represents

the end of the old period, Lachmann the banning of

the new.

The importance of J. M. A. Sdiolz lies in the fact

that the list of*manuscripts attached to his edition of

the New Testament gathers up, with large additions,

all the lists of his predecessors, and forms the basis

of the numerical catalogues of MSS. which appear in

our books of reference to-day. He travelled through

Europe, cursorily examining all the manuscripts of
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the New Testament Vvhich he could find, and so

compiling a long list, not indeed of collated MSS.
but of MSS. known to be in existence, thus pointing

the way to pthers to carry on a work wfiich one man
alone could not do. His catalogue (which continues

the system of numeration initiated by Wetstein) in-

cludes the uncials from A to A (A to H of Acts, A to

I of Paul, A to C'of Apoc.) and the minuscules Evan..

1-469, Act. 1-192, Paul. 1-246, Apoc. 1-88, Evl.

I-

1

8 1, Apost. 1-58. The list ^.bounds in mistakes,

as later scholars have shown ; but as pioneer work

it did excellent service. In other respects Schok's

edition (which was published In 1830-36) is less

valuable His texb is not very different from that

of Griesbach, although his critical principles were the

reverse of Griesbaeh’s. Accepting Bengers classification

of MSS. in two families, which he calls Alexandrian

and Constantihopolitan, he selected for preferencet not

the former, which includes all the earliest MSS. and

versions, but the latter, which comprises the great

mass of later authorities. His extensive exarriination

of minuscule MSS. in the libraries of Europe had

impressed him with the general uniformity of type in

their texts, v^hich he regarded as evidence of authen-

ticity
;
and the representation that all the most ancient

MSS. exhibited a different type of text was met Jby

him with the argument (revived half a centuiy later

by Dean Burgon) that these MSS. had only si^rvived

because, being erroneous, they had been less used.

Nevertheless he* did not form the tex^ of his edition

consistently with this theory, retaining many ** Alex-

andrian ” readings^which, according to his own principles,

he should have discarded.

With Scholz ends the seebnd stage in the history

of textual criticism, that of which the chief feature was
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the accumulation of evidence. ^Throu£hout this period

the Textus Receptus had held its position practically

unshaken, while the evidence which was ultimately to

overthrow it was being sedulously brought to light by
the labours of successive scholars. The third period,

which may be dated from 1831 (the year which re-

formed parliamentary government in England), is the

period of the application of critical principles to the

accumulated mass of materials. It is true that the

collection of materials has by no means ceased since

1831 ; and it is true that some application of critical

principles had been< made before that date, notably b^
Bengel and Griesbach

;
but the broad features of the

two periods are quite distinct. Neither Griesbach nor

Scholz, the last representatives of the earlier period,

ha<i the full courage of their opinions. Griesbach,

believing that the older MSS. and versions were of

quite preponderant value, yet made relatively few

alterations in the received text Scholz, believing that

the older authorities were wholly unreliable, yet re-

tained many readings which had been adapted from

them by Griesbach.

The new era begins with the name of Karl Lach-
maim, who illustrates, not for the last time, the

stimulus which may be given to Biblical criticism by
th|5 appearance in the arena of a scholar trained in

other studies. Lachmann was a great classical scholar

before; he turned his attention to the text of the

New Testament
;
and whey he did so, he applied

io it the critical principles which he had practised

in editing the classics of Greek and Roman literature.

For the first time in the history of New Testament
criticism, he cast aside the received tradition altogether,

and set about reconstituting the text from the most
ancient extant authorities. His first edition appeared
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in 1831, unaccpmpanlbd by any statemeiiit of the

authorities used or the principles followed, except a

bri^f note stating that had aimed at reproducing

the text of t^je most ancient Churches of fhe East, and
where there was doubt upon this head he had preferred

that reading which was supported by the Italian and
African Churches, and that consequently he had
ignored the evidence of the Textus* Receptus. For
further information the reader was referred to an

article in a German pCiiodtcal {^Tfieologische Studien

und Kritiken^ 1830). The natural consequence of

this reticence was that his work wa:> njisunderstood,

even by those %vho would ha\ e been most likely to

sympathvtjc with it. When, however, its character

came to be appreciated, he was urged to produce

another edition with a full statement of the princi|fles

followed and the authorities consulted for the con-

stitution of tiie text. This edition, ip which he had
the assistance of P. Buttmann, appeared ki 1842-50,

and differs from the first mainly in including the

Vulgate tpxt as well as the Greek, and in the fact

that the evidence of the Latin authorities was taken

into account throughout, and not only when the

Eastern autnorities disagreed among themselves.

The method of Lachmann, as practised in both

editions and expoundedan the second, was this. Putting

entirely aside the whole mass of later authorities, he

confined his attention to a small group of very ancient

manuscripts, versions, and Fathers, and by their aid he

believed that he* could recover, not indeed always the

actual words of the authors of the sacred books, but

the earliest form of» text which enjoyed wide circulation

among the Churches, which might probably be assigned

to the end of the fourth centuryf The authorities which

he regarded as available for this purpose were, from the
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East, the manuscripts ABCHjtPQTZ (and the writings

of Origcn ; and from the West the bilinguals DD2E2G8,
the Old Latin MSS. abcg^ the Codices Amiatinus and

Fuldensis of the Vulgate, and the writings of Irenaeus,

Cyprian, Lucifer, Hilary, and (for the Apocalypse)

Primasius. This list may seem fairly long, but it

must be observed that of the Greek MSS. which

formed the first line of evidence, C is imperfect,

HgPQTZ are only fragments, and B was at that

date only very inadequately collated. For the best

MS, of the Vulgate too, the Amiatinus, Lachmann
only had access tc an imperfect collation

;
while the

Syriac and Coptic versions were not utilised by him,

on account of his ignorance of these languages. He
also tied his own hands unnecessarily, by binding him-

self to follow the majority of his authorities, without

regard to the internal probabilities of the rival readings ;

thinking that thus he would eliminate altogether the

” personal equation,” while if he thereby sometimes;

introduced erroneous readings, they were readings

which must have enjoyed some considerable circula-

tion in the early Church. Some deduction has con-

sequently to be made from the value of his edition, on

account of the insufficiency (in many parts of the New
Testament) of his authorities and the inelasticity of his

principles
;
but his work is nevertheless epoch-making,

from its courageous rejection of the Stephanus-Elzevir

text ^and deliberate application of critical principles,

which in the main were sound, to the recovery of a

more authentic text from the most aheient authorities.

We come now to the name which probably is the

best known of all the scholars who have devoted them-
selves to the restoration of the Bible text, Constantin

Tisohendorf. His life^ work was of two kinds, as a

publisher of the exact texts of ancient MSS. and as a
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critical editor |the cJUk Bible. His achievements

in the first capacity have been repeatedly mentidhed
in Chapter III. He discovered and edited the Codex
Sinaiticus he succeeded in producing- a more
accurate edition of B than had previously been in

existence ; he edited C, deciphering much of it for the

first time ; he also edited the MSS. then denoted by
the symbols DaEjF^II^^LMgN (so far as it was then

known) 0*0**Pp2QRW“W‘'Y<^* ' Most of these are small

fragments of uncial MSS.s many oV which he was the

first to discovef or to make use of. In addition he tran-

scribed (but without publishing) H.{MOll» and minutely

collated P:F2GG2HH2KL20^^0.,*»ST’‘‘‘^IJXW^'*re**\\®

and Pap ^ Consequently, although other scholars have
also worked ot: many of these MSS., we are indebted

to Tischendorf for i. large portion of our knowledge of

the uncial evidence for the New Testament text In

addition, he edited the Old Latin M^S. ek and
(besides the bilinguals d<, and r.,) and the Cbdex Ami-
atinus of the Vulgate, and diligently collected evidence

as to the readings of other MSS., versions, and psiiristic

quotations from all available sources.®

In the use of the materials thus collected for the

recovery of th ? true text of the New Testament, he

was not less assiduous. No less than eight editions of

the Greek *Ncw Testament were issued by him, the tw«
last appearing in a double form, a larger and a smaller.^

‘ Now (F* is not now included in the lists, being merely an*O.T.
MS. with a few verses of the N.T. in the margin), 06S, 066, 067, 068, 078,

070, 088. 096, 097, LM,N. Evl. 1345 , Evl. 1348 , 0116, 0130,
0188, 0106. •

* Now ligM, 060, It and EFaGG^HHjKI^, Evl. 1346 - 1352 , 083, ST,
093, 084, Evl. 1353, UX, 0116, 060, l\ 089, 090, 091, 0136, A.

** For a full account of Tifichendorf ’s labour.s as a collector of evidence,

and the sources used by him when hd*did not work from first-hand know-
ledge, sec Gregory, ProUgonuna, pp. 1 -44.^

* The dates of the several editions are 1841 , ^42 , 1842 , 1849, 1850,

1854, 1859 , 1869-72. The fifth and sixth (the latter containing also the

Latin and German texts of the New Testament) were frequently reprinted,

• V
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In all these editions a revisefl text ^vas given, with a

constantly growing critical apparatus. The earlier

editions wei^e nqjt of much permanent value
;
but the

last embodies the fullest critical apparatus hitherto

available for scholars, and may consequently be re-

garded as the standard critical edition of the Greek

Testament.^ This text is formed by the free exercise

of his own judgment on the evidence provided by the

various authorities. He does not tie himself down to

a limited number of authorities, like Lachmann
;
neither

does he adopt any classification of famffles, like Gries^-

bach. On the other hand he has no prejudice in favour

of the Textus Receptus. The traditional claims of the

Stephanus-Elzevir text had been shattered by Lach-

ni|inn ;
and Tischendorf, like Lachmann, attached a

preponderant weight to the testimony of the oldest

authorities. Unfortunately his critical judgment was

not so sound dr stable as could be wished
;
and he

was liable fo be over-influenced by the witnesses which

he had last studied. According to Scrivener, his seventh

edition differs from his third in 1296 readftigs, nearly

half of these variations being reversions to the Textus

Receptus, due to the study of the cursive MSS. which

he had undertaken in the interval. Between his seventh

and eighth editions came his great discovery of the

Codex Sinaiticus
;
and consequently his latest text, in

which the new evidence was, naturally enough, allowed

a somewhat excessive weight, differed from its pre-

decessor in no less than 3369 places. Tischendorfs

method left too much to the personal equation of the

critic; and consequently, valuable as his text is as

representing the opinions of one wlio gave a strenuous

lifetime to the study of. the subject, it could not in any

* A new critical edition, with full apparatus, is in preparation by von
Soden, and it is understood that another is contemplateq by Gi^ory,
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sense be final, o| even imark a striking epoch in the

histor)" of New Testament criticism.

rischendorf died (in 1^74) beforj completing, or

even advancing far in, the intended Prolegomena to his

last edition
;
and the task of supplying the omission

was comrritted to Dr. C. R. Greg^OPy, aided by his

fellow-American Dr. Ezra Abbot, who, however, also

died before the work was concluded. These prole-

gomena, which appeared in the course of 1884 -94,

contain an enormous mass of information with regard

to the authorities for the New Testament text, and

form (with Scrivener’s work, to be rttentioaed later) the

standard book of reference on the subject.^

TLschendorf’s fame as the discoverer of the Codex
Smaiticus, and his energy in the acquisition and publi-

cation of other early MSS., or fragmciits of MSS., gave

weight and popularity to his texts of the New Testa-

ment, and did more than anything dse to familiarise

the educated public in general with the idea of the in-

sufficieiicy of the Textus ReceptUs. But he was not in

reality mo#e energetic in his labours than his English

contemporary, S. P. Tregfelles. Incited to the task

by observing the persistency of Scholz in rejecting the

evidence of the earliest authorities (his “ Alexandrian ”

group), Tregelles embarked about 1838 on the prepara-

tion of an edition based upon the opposite princip^,

namely, the ignoring of the claims of the Textus

Receptus (in which he did not then know that ha had

been anticipated by Lachmann) and the determination

of the text de novo, in accordance chiefly avith the most

* Dr. Gregory’s new work, Textkritik des ytuen 7t’sfamcntes,v/\\\chh3A
been published in three ?’olumc*s (Leipzig, 1900-1909) is substantially a
Cierman translation of the ProUi^omina, with additions to bring it up to

date. Its chief new feature is a somewhat^fuHer discussion of ihe Lection*

aries ; but much additional information is contaified in it. The revised

notation of the M.SS. subsequently introduced by Gregory has been
described alvove (^. 56).
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ancient MSS., versions, and Bathers.| A text of the

Apcfcalypse was published in 1 844 ; but before pro-

ceeding with the^rest of thef New Testament, Tregelles

set liimself to collate personally all the m>st important

MSS. throughout Europe, a task which occupied the

greater part of his remaining years. All the extant

uncial MSS. were examined by him, and all that had
not previously been published were collated by him,

together with some important cursives
;
^ and by an

interchange of collations in several instances with

Tischendorf the accuracy of both wars tested, and

their results raised to a very high degree of probability.

His edition appeared in parts between the years 1857—
1872, illness making it necessary for him to accept help

from friends in the preparation of the last part The
Prolegomena which he had intended were still unwritten

at his death in 1875, ^ut a sketch of his views on the

principles of textual criticism was compiled out of his

other writings, together with important cuidenda to the

apparatus criticus^ by the Rev. A. W. Streane, under
the direction of Dr. Hort.

Tregelles’ edition, which contains the Vulgate (from

the Codex Amiatinus) as well as the Greek text, has

no such elaborate apparatus criticus as Tischendorfs,

the cursive MSS. being wholly neglected, with the

exception of i, 33, and 69. The uncial MSS., on
the other hand, are fully represented, together with

the Syriac, Latin, Coptic, Ethiopic, and Armenian
versions, and the early patristic quotations, the im-

portance of which in fixing the date of the types of

text represented in them he recognised and emphasised.

In general, his text is constructed on the principles

advocated by Bentley, Lachmann, and Tischendorf,

^ For details, see Tr<^ilcs’ Account of Ike Printed Text of the Gruk
JVew I'estofNent, pp. 151-174.
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namely, in depeiyience an the most ancient authodiies

without reference to the Textus Reccptus ; but he
resembled Tischendorf ratiier than I^achmann in not
tying himself down to hard and fast rules, while he
did not adopt the system of classification advocated by
Grtesbach. On the whole his text does not differ very

greatly from that of Tischendorf, their genera! prin-

ciples of criticism being much the same
; and the

resemblance would probably have been greater but

for the fact that his edition of tile Gospels had been

published before the discovery of m or the appearance

of Tischendorfs edition of B. • •

Another English scholar whose nanr.e requires men-
tion at this place is F. H. A. Sksrivenei*. It is true

that he constructed no new text of the New Testament,

but he did much collect material for others and to

popularise a knowledge of the principles and most im-

portant results of Biblical criticism. He edited Cedex
Bezae (D) and Codex Augiensis (Fj), collated some
fifty MSS,, made minute and careful examinations of

the earliest printed Greek Testaments and of tYm Eng-
lish Authorised Version, published the text of Stephanus

with a collation of the readings of Lachmann, Tischen-

dorf, and Tregelles for the use of students, and, above

all, wrote his Plain Introducti<m to the Criticism of the

New Testament^ the frtfsh and readable style of which

has done much to popularise a knowledge of the sub-

ject, and which is still the fullest English authority on

the materials of textual criticism. Three editions of

this work appeared during its author^ lifetime, in

1861, 1874, and 1883; and after his death a fourth

edition appeared (in 189^), under the editorship of

the Rev. E. Miller, the chief features in which are a
great extension of the list of cursive MSS., and an

admirable series of chapters on the Versions, contri-
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buted by scholars with special knowledge of each

version in question.

We come no^r to the tWb scholars whose joint work

has been epoch-making, in the literal sense of the word,

in the history of New Testament criticism, the two

Cambridge friends, B. F. Westcott, late Bishop of

Durham, and F. J. A. Hort, Professor of Divinity in

the University of Cambridge. The epoch-making

character of their work lies not so much in any

absolute novelty in their views as in the thoroughness

with which they were elaborated, ancT the influencig

which they 4iave ‘exerted on all subsequent criticism

of the New Testament. It has coloured all that has

been written on the subject for the last thirty years,

and supplies the basis of all work done in this field

to-day. Indeed, it is the chief defect of Scrivener's

Introduction^ regarded as an aid to students, that,

having been originally written before the promulgation

of Westcott and Hort’s theory, it has never in its later

editions taken it fairly and fully into account.

Westcott and Hort's edition of the New ‘Testament

was published in i88i, and contams a revised Greek

text without apparatus criticus, but with critical notes

on special passages and a volume of elaborate pro-

legomena treating of the principles upon which the

t^xt is constructed. It is in these that the importance

of the work lies. Westcott and Hort did not them-

selves collate or edit manuscripts, but devoted them-

selves to the study of the materials collected by others,

and to the elaboration of a theory of the history of the

early transmission of the New Testament text, which

might serve as a guide to the discovery of the true

text among the multitude of divergent witnesses that

have come down to us. Briefly, this theory is a

revival of Griesbach's classification of all textual author!-
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ties into families, with^ a derided preference for* one
which/though veVy early in point of date, is numeii^pally

insignificant in comparisonhwitb that which includes the

great mas5: jpf later witnesses
;

buf in ‘view of the

present importance of Westcott and Hort's restatement

of this theory it is advisable to set it out at greater

length, following the lines adopted by themselves in

their exposition of-it
^

The principles upon which the Lystem of classifica-

tion of families rests ai^ briefly .*hese. The simplest

method, /acte, of procedure when various read-

ings are offered by different authorities is to adopt that

reading which most commends itself to your instinct

or cornr.ton sense
;
but this will lead to different results

with every critic and carries no weight of proof with it.

Moreover, the reading which commends itself to your

instinct as probable may similarly have commended
itself to the ancient scribe as an imgrovement on the

text which he had before him
;

it is indeed,a recognised^

fact in textual criticism that errors are often introduced

through scribe misunderstanding his text and altering

it to something that seems to him easier and more
natural. Hence the reading which prima facie is less

probable may often turn out on examination to be

more probable, as affording an explanation of the

other
; Ibr that reading must be considered the most

probable which provides the best explanation of^ Ihe

origin of its rivals. But even here we must depend

much on the taste and judgment of the individual

critic. We stilf have to make allowances for the per-

sonal equation, and that is exactly w^at we wish to
• •

* The Introduction to WestcotWand Hort'j? New Testament waa written

by Hort, and for brevity's sake it is convenient to refer to it by hla name j

but it must be understo^ that Bp. WeAcott fully shared and adoj^ed the

views expressed in it, which had been eiabbrated by the two friends in

thirty years of close intercourse.



eliminate. A first step in thisedirecti^n is made if we
canvass from simple criticism of the various readings

as they arise, to the criticism of the documents in

which they are contained. By a study pf those casjps

in which intrinsic probability allows a fairly certain

judgment to be formed, we come to see which of our

authorities usually have good readings, and which the

reverse ; and we can then apply this knowledge of the

character of our authorities to cases in which, so far as

intrinsic probability goes, a choice might be difficult.

The evidence of a few witnesses who have generally

been found tijustworthy will naturally outweigh that oT

many witnesses whose character has stood the test less

well. Knowledge, therefore, of the documents must
precede a final judgment upon divergent readings.

But a still higher degree of certainty, and a fuller

exclusion of the element of personal prejudice, may be

obtained if we c^ classify our authorities inta groups

descended from a common ancestor. The testimony

of individuals is thereby checked and corrected, and
their evidence carried back to the date of their ancestor,

possibly a century or more behin-d their own date.

Moreover, it may be possible to distinguish between

the characters of the several groups. One group may
be shown to go back to an earlier date than another,

another to owe its origin to the revising hand of a
particular critic (like the MSS. which represent Lucian’s

edition of the Septuagint, or Alcuin’s of the Vulgate),

or to belong to a certain country or town (like the

MSS. of the yulgate which can be traced to North-

umbria or St. Gall). Such a discovery will affect, for

better or worse, our opinion of the authorities contained

in each group, and will help us to understand and
estimate the value ,of their readings. We shall see

further into the history of the transmission of the text
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of the author n^itl^ whom we are dealing ;• and our

knowledge will enable us to judge between the ctkims

of rival readings on some definite and^general principle,

instead of upon the vagaries of individual taste.

It is the business, therefore, of the critic of any
ancient author, first to study the Individual readings

and the authorities for them : then to form an estimate

of the character 01 the several authorities
;
then to see

how far these authorities can be grouped as descendants

of a common ancestor, and vvlhch family has the

^eatest clatirts to respect ; and finally to return to the

individual readings, and revise, irT the •light of his

acquired knowledge of the value and inter-relation of

the sevcial authorities, his first provisional estimate of

tneir comparative probability. This is the method
which is applied to all textual criticism ; and what we
have now to see is, how does it apply to the text of

the New Testament? • •

Now when the textual authorities, which have been

enumerated in the previous chapters, are examined,

they are found to fall into three or four groups, more
or less clearly marked ;

that is, certain MSS. and

versions are habitually found in agreement with one

another, and copposed to certain other groups of MSS.
and versions. One group is formed of the codices

NS4> ancf the great mass of later uncials and cursive3,

with considerable support from the Peshitto Syriac and

(in the Gospels) from the uncials A and C. Another

group, much smaller in numbers, but eminent in point

of age, includes the uncials nBLTH (with occasional

support from others, such as PQRXZ, A in St. Mark,

dnd A and C in \he Acts, Epistles, and Apocalypse)

and the Coptic versions (especially the Bohairic)

;

some of the cursives also are irequefttly found in this

group, notably 33 and 81. Yet a third group is com-
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posed of the uncials DDjE2F2(5r3, spmie of the cursives

(^.^.•28, 235, 383, 565, 614, 700, 876), the Old
Syriac and ^Old^ Latin versions, and sometimes the

Sahidic. These groupings are not indeed constant, all

MSS. occasionally deserting the family to which they

properly belong and allying themselves with their

habitual opponents
;
but in general it is found to be

observed. Other authorities join themselves now to

one group, now to another, and can only be described

as possessing mixed texts.

These three groups or families are those which we
have above provisidnally denoted by the letters a,

/
9,

an?f

8 ;
and to these Hort adds a fourth, which is a kind of

subdivision of the second, not found wholly in any one

MS., but to be discerned when some members of that

group, notably kCLX 33 and the Bohairic version,

differ from the other members headed by B. The
readings referred to this group, which may be indicated

by the letter 7, are not generally of great importance,

consisting mainly of slight verbal alterations, such as

might be prompted by a desire for correctness of style.

How, then, are we to judge between these rival

families, so as to know to which we ought normally to

give the preference ? The answer is. By the evidence

of the Fathers, whose quotations enable us to locate

these groups approximately both in time and* in space.

The key to Hort*s whole theory lies in the proposition

that no reading strictly belonging to the a-family isfound
in any Father before Chrysostom, From Chrysostom
onwards, this* type of text becomes ' frequent, until it

almost monopolises the cursives, and (in a .somewhat

corrupted form) provides our Textus Receptus. Tt>

this family, the establishment of which he traces to

the neighbourhood .of Antioch in the latter part of the

fourth century (the time and the place of Chrysostom's
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principal literary activity), Hort gives the name of

Syrian

;

and on account of the comparative lateness of

its origin, “ Syrian ” is witfc him a term of the utmost
reproach. *5110 7, and S-types of ?ext,*or the other

hand, find attestation among the Fathers of earlier date.

The and‘ 7-types are found pre-eminently in Or^gen,

and to a considerable extent in Clement of Alexandria

and Eusebius
;
the* S-type in all the Fathers before the

end of the third century (including at times the three

just mentioned), but notably m Jtistin Martyr, Tatian,

Irenaeus, Terttillian, and Cyprian. To this last-named

Tamily, which monopolises the earlj^ Latin authorities,

the name of *A\^stem has been given, though it will be

seen that it includes also authorities from the East, in

the shape of t’?e Old Syriac version and Tatian. The
7-typc, the evidence for which is wholly of Egypftan

origin, is styled by Hort Alexandrian \ while the yS-type,

which alone remains, receives the name of Neutral

Between these three families, the patristic •evidence for'

a!] of which is of very early dale, a decision must be

made on the grounds of internal probability
;
and here

Hort’s verdict is emphatically in favour of /8. The
readings of the 7-family appear to be due to delfberate

corrections in style and language, not important in

substance, but showing less signs of originality and

authenticity than those* which they supplant. On ffae

other hand the variants of the ^-family arc very exten-

sive and important, and seem (in the opinion oC Hort

and of most other critics) to be due to an extremely

free handling of^ the text at some early date, when
scribes apparently felt themselves at liberty to vary the

language of the sacred books, and even to insert addi-

tional passages of considerable length. As compared

with the readings of the /S-family, \hese vagaries of S

lack authority and probability ; but in )8 Hort finds all
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the signs of authenticity and (iprot^ability, and to that,

whiLh he regards as neutral and substantially uncor*

rupted, he pins his whole Mth.
Hort*s general view, then, of the textual history of

the New Testament is as follows. Corruption began

to leave its mark upon the tradition at a very early date.

Absolute accuracy of transcription was little prized, and

scribes felt themselves free to amend or extend the

text before them by additions or supposed corrections.

This was especially the case with regard to the Gospels,

since here there was the temptation, on the one hand, to

incorporate incidents • of our Lord's life which were

recorded in other writings or in oral tradition, and on

the other to correct one of the Evangelists from another.

Hence there came into existence, as early as the second

century, a type of text characterised by very free

departures from the true tradition. This type took

root in the Syriac Church, and was embodied in the

earliest kndwn version of the Gospels in the Syriac

language
;
but it was carried from the East to the West,

and being best known from its appearance m the Old
Latin version it may be named Western, In spite of

its very early origin, its testimony is not to be highly

regarded, on account of the liberties which it takes with

the text
;
indeed, almost the only cases in which much

M{;eight is to be attached to pdrely Western testimony

are those of omissions. A notable series of such

omissions occurs in the last chapters of St. Luke
;
and

the non-appearance of these passages in the Western
authorities seems to indicate that they were absent from

the original work, and have found their way into all

other authorities from some^other source. In general,

however, a reading attested wholly or mainly by Western
evidence must, according to Hort, be regarded with the

gravest suspicion.
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While this corrimtiog of the sacred text was takinjg^

place in the East ^and in the West, another kiilH of

modification, of a much less'^^serious character, was being

introduced in> the South. In Egypt, and especially in

Alexandria, the capital of Hellenistic literature, the

books of Jhe New Testament v^ere looked on w4th a

critical eye. Accustomed to literary Greek, accustomed

also to criticise classical authors, and it may be even at

times to correct them in accordance with their own
canons of style, the more cultured "among the scribes of

Alexandria wtfre continually under the temptation to

introduce verbal alterations into the t:ompositions which

they had before them. Thus on the one hand the

literary training and traditions of Alexandria operated

in favour of accuracy in transcription, and so contri-

buted greatly to preserve the true text, which the
“ Western ” scribes were imperilling

;
and on the other,

those same literary instincts tended to» produce altera-

tions in the text, but of a verbal character only, not

affecting the substance. To readings of this class the

name Alemndrian is given.

Such were the conditions of the New Testament

text during the early days of the Church, and indeed

nearly up to the date when Christianity became the

religion of the empire. As, however, the multiplication

of copies ^ent on, and the divergences of text became
more marked, an attempt seems to have been made to

rectify the evil by an authoritative revision. • The
principles upon which this revision was conducted con-

sciously or uncon^iously, were (i) to combine divergent

readings when possible, (2) to smooth away rough-

nesses, to remove obscurities, and generally to produce

an easy and flowing text. The first of these principles

is seen at work in what are called On Hort’s nomen-

clature) conflate readings, where two readings; each
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separately attested by a group o£ earlier authorities,

are ?:ombined into a single reading. A simple instance

may be found ^in Acts 8, where one group of

authorities gives %apiT09, an«>ther nfKrfpTf^

irlaremt while the Codex Laudianus (E^) has irX'qpr)^

')(apLTo^ KaX 7rtcrT€6}9. In this case, however, the

authorities for the three readings do not fall Into the

usual groups. In Mark ix. 49, on' the other hand, we
have the readings Tra? *yap Trvpl aXiaOija-eTat supported

by N (substantially) BLA, a few cursives and the Coptic

versions
;
Trdaa yap OvaLa dXl aXiaO^a^Brav supported

by D, the OH Sydac and Old Latin
;
and the confine

reading Tra? yap irvpX aXuTBrjaeraL Kal irdcra Ovala

dXl dXLadrjaeraL by ACNS and the great mass of later

uncials and cursives, the Peshitto Syriac and some other

versions. Or again, in Luke xxiv. 53, mBCL Boh.

Syr pal- read evXoyovvre^ top Oeovy D several Old
Latin and Vulgate MSS. and Augustine alvovvT€<; top

deop, and A and the great mass of later authorities

alpoifPTe^ KoX evXoyovpre^ top Beop. Hort examines

eight such instances from the Gospels, besides briefly

referring to others
;
and more (though probably not

very many) could be produced if necessary.^

The X revision was not confined, however, to the

manufacture of conflate readings, but included a general

softening and smoothing away of difficulties. Con-
junctions are inserted to avoid harshness, proper names
substituted for pronouns for the sake of greater clear-

ness, and unfamiliar phrasers turned into more familiar

^ A new insta»ce has been indicated by Lake {/ournai of Theo-
logical Studies^ i. 291) in Mark xiii. ii. Most authorities have
Trpofxtpift>i>aT€ /LteXerarc, while nHDL and tlje cursives l,‘33, 209 have
phi ‘Kpofupipvo.rt alone. The other half of the conflation is provided by

which has p^vpoofieXeraret evidently tor wpopeXerdre. A considerable
number of passages in which the MS. evidence falls into these three groups
have been collected ana set out by the Rev. E. A. Hutton {An Atlas of
Textual Criticism, Cambridge, 1911), but not all these are examples of
conflation.
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forms. In Hort’s worc^s, the authors of the revision
“ were apparently dlsirous that the reader should have
the benefit of instructive matter contained in all the

existing text*i provided it did not confuse the context

or introduce seeming contradictions. New omissions

accordinghf are rare, and where the> occur are usually

found t6 contribute to apparent simplicity. New inter-

polations on the oth^r hand are abundant, most of them
being due to harmonistic or other assimilation, for-

tunately capricious and incomplete. Both in matter

and in diction* the Syrian text is conspicuously a full

text. It delights in pronouns, conjunctions, and ex-

pletives and supplied links of ail xindr, as well as in

more considerable additions. As distinguished from

the bold vigour of the ‘ Western ' scribe.s, and the refined

scholarship of the Alexandrians, the spirit of its own
corrections is at once sensible and feeble. Entirely

blameless on either literary or religious grounds* as

regards vulgarised or unworthy diction, yetfshowing no
marks of either critical or spiritual insight, it presents

the New Vestament in a form smooth and att reactive,

but appreciably impoverished in sense and force, more
fitted for cursory perusal or recitation than for repeated

and diligent study.”’*

As has been indicated above, Hort believed this

revision fo have takefi place at or about Antioch,

whence he dubs it Syrian, in spite of the obvious danger

of confusion with the term Syriac, He admits irecly

that no mention of such ^ revision occurs in ancient

Christian literature, and does not attempt to assign to

it any specific author, beyond a bare reference to the

possibility of Lucian (whose edition of the Septuagint

was conducted on somewhat similar lines) having had

a hand in it* It is noteworthy alio that he regards

^ Hort, Initoduction, pp. 134, 135. * * Ibid, p. 138.
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the revision as having taken p|ace in two stages. The
grotind for this belief is found in Uhe evidence of the

Peshitto version, which holds a somewhat intermediate

position between the more ancient texts* and the fully

developed. Syrian revision. Although as a whole it

belongs to the a-family of texts (HorPs “ Syrian ”),

nevertheless in a considerable number of instances it

agrees with the earlier texts against that which we find

in the Antiochene Fathers of the age of Chrysostom.

Hort consequently considers that ‘‘(i) the growing
diversity and confusion of Greek texts let! to an author!-

tative revisic\n at 'Antioch, which (2) was then tak?h

as a standard for a similar authoritative revision of the

Syriac text, and (3) was itself at a later time subjected

to a second authoritative revision, carrying out more
completely the purposes of the first

;
but that the

Vulgate Syriac [the Peshitto] did not undergo any
corfesponding second revision.”^ The final revision

was apparently completed by about 350, while the

earlier stage may be placed about half a century earlier

;

but we have no means of fixing it precisely. Once
completed, it rapidly gained universal popularity, no
doubt owing largely to the smoothness, fullness, and
easiness, which are its chief characteristics

; and it is

consequently found in an overwhelming majority of the

Utlpr uncials and the cursives.

It will be seen, therefore, that the main result of the

Westcott-Hort theory is the total rejection of the great

mass of authorities, and a 9omplete reliance on a rela-

tively small gcoup, composed of the earliest uncials and
versions, with a few later MSS. which preserve the

same type of text If a reading is ‘‘attested by the

bulk of the later Greek MSS. but not by any of the

uncials NBCDLPQRT2t (A in St. Mark) H (also 33} in

^ 41ort, Introduction^ p. 137.
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the Gospels, wABCDE^ ^atso 13, 61 [now 33, 81]) in

Acts, mABC (also [33]) in the Catholic Epistiei, or

mA3CD,G3 (ako 17, 4^4]} in ^the .Pauline

Epistles, and «iot by any Latin authority*(except the

latest forms of Old Latin), the Old or the Jerusalem
Syriac, or either Egyptian version, and not by any
certain quotation of a Father earlier than 250, there

is the strongest p6ssible presumption that it is dis-

tinctively Syrian, and therefore to be rejected at once

as proved to have a relatively late Origin.” ’ Even this

list of favour^ authorities is open to considerable

ffBuctions. The secession ofCLPQR 3 3 ip the Gospels,

ACEj 13 [33] in the Acts and Lathclic Epktles, or

AC 17 [j 3] in the Pauline Epistles, would not be held

materially to weaken the presumption in favour of the

more ancient witnesses, all of these MSS. being con-

siderably affected by Syrian influences. Further, when
the Syrian readings have thus been eliminated, we Still

have to be on our guard against Western corruptions.

Therefore if D (Sometimes in combination with other

uncials, su<di as hXF, and cursives such as i, i j, 22,

28, 81, IS 7 )» the OW Latin and Old Syriac versions,

and the Ante-Nicene Fathers generally (with the partkl

exception of those of Alexandria), separate themselves

from the group of authorities above mentioned, they

must be ^Hlowed to go, as more than suspect of errgr^

in the Acts and Epistles the same family is represented

by DD3E3G, and various cursives, Alexandrian .read-

ings are to be found chiegy in CL and the Bohairic

version, reinforced sometimes by hXZo (Matthew) lA

(Mark) HR (Luke) 33, the Sahidic version, and the

Alexandrian Fathei^.

The result of all these deductions is to leave B almost
> *

' liort, Intro.luction^ p. 163. Hy 67** he means the marginal readings

of Paul. 67 Lnow Cod. 424].

X
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alone; and Hort does not shrink .from this conclusion.

It IS better, no doubt, to have me^ support of other

ancient and trustworthy witnesses. The combination

nB, in particular, is very strong, since th« two MSS. are

sufficiently alike to show that they descend from a

common ancestor, and yet sufficiently unlike to show
that this common ancestor must lie a considefable dis-

tance behind them, and consequcritly not far from the

autographs themselves. But the superiority of B is such

that no reading attested by it (obvious slips of the pen

of course excepted) can safely be passed over without

the most careful attention ; and in the majority of cases

its evidence must be regarded as decisive.

The learning and conviction displayed in Westcott

agd Hort*s work would have secured full attention to

it at any time
;
but special prominence and importance

were lent to it by its influence on the Revised Version

of’the New Testament. The Revised Version was pub-

lished, it i§ true, a few months before Westcott and
Hort's volumes (in May i88i), but a statement of

their theory and its results was communicated to the

Revisers in advance, and the presence of both authors on

the Revision Committee (in which they, with Scrivener,

were by .far the most experienced textual scholars)

ensured full attention for their views ; and in point of

•fart the new translation displays the effect 6f their in-

fluence on every page. No doubt the text adopted by
the ^Revisers differs in many details from that which

appears in Westcott and Port’s own edition ; but the

principle of rejection of authorities of the a-type under-

lies it, and the greatest respect is manifested for the

evidence of and B, especially th4 latter. The depar-

ture from the Textus Receptus, the basis of our vene-

rable Authorised*^Version, was complete
;
and the results

of modern textual research, and especially of the theory
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of Westcott and^ Hort,.were thus brought forcibly lo
the notice of all mtelligent readers of the En|;lish

Bible.
41 •

Naturally %o great a shock to established tradition

aroused great opposition, which found at once its most
v'^hement and its most learned advocate in the p/crson

of J, W.^UPg*on, Dean of Chichester. Always strenuous

in his resistance of change, Burgon tluew himself whole-

heartedly into the championship of the traditional text,

maintaining both that it was infrinsically superior to

^at adopted Tby Westcott and Hort and the Revisers,

and that the fact r f its universal *acce|^tance by the

Church was {in view of the Divine institution and
inspiration of the Church) a r:onclusi\e proof of its

authenticity. His contributions to textual science during

his lifetime included the examination and collation of

many cursive MSS. of the New Testament, the results

of which w’err placed at the disposal •of Scrivcnei^ for^

the third edition of his Introduction
;
the jiteparation of

a vast index to the quotations from the New Testament

to be found in the Fathers (in MS. only, acquired since

his death by the British Museum)
;
an elaborate defence

of the concluding .section of St. Mark's Gospel (T//r

Last Twelve Verses of the Gospel according to St. Mark
vindicated against recent objectors and established^ 1871);

and a vAement, at times even intemperate, ass|iuk

on the Revised Version and Westcott and Hort ifTht

Revision Revised^ 18S3). He had also contemplated

a more deliberate^ and constructive work on the textual

criticism of the New Testament, together# with a revised

text, exhibiting the true form of the “ traditional text,

apart from the blemishes wjiich are found in the Textus

Receptus of Stephanus and EJzcvir. For both these

works considerable materials were* left behind him at

his death, which were subsequently arranged and
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supplemented by Prebendary MUier. Two volumes

contain their joint defence of the Traditional text, and

a beginning wa^ made witfi their revised text of the

Gospels.^ Some examination of the position assumed

in these volumes will be found in the next chapter.

Westcott and Hort*s theory was epoch-making in

the fullest sense of the term. In spite of certain criti-

cisms and modifications, which appear to be well

founded, and of which mention will have to be made
below, this theory holds the field among the scholars

of to-day, and is presupposed as the sfarting-point ^f
nearly all th<| wor£ that is being done in this depart-

ment of New Testament criticism. It is worth noticing

that its main conclusions were reinforced, from a

different standpoint, by the work of £he veteran German,

scholar, Bernhard Weiss, in a series of studies of the

text of the several portions of the New Testament,

.
be^nning with •the Apocalypse and ending with the

Gospels.'^ "rhese studies took the form of an ex-

amination and classification of the various kinds oi

mistakes which characterise the principal MSS. The
result of this examination, which deals with each read-

ing mainly on the ground of internal probability (and

therefore rests to some extent on the “ personal equa-

tion ** of the critic), is an emphatic verdict in favour of

B, .which, though disfigured by many obvious blunders
* The TrMiional Text of the Holy Gospels vifuiieated and established

(1S96) ; The Causes of the Corruption of the Traditional Text of the Holy
Gospel? \ A Textual Commentary u^n the Holy Gospels, Part I.,

St. Matthew, Division i, i.-xiv. (iS^). The most noteworthy feature of

the last-named work is its copious references to piktristic evidence, derivetl

from Burgon's abc^e-mentione<l index. {The death of Mr. Miller, while
the 6rst edition of this volume was i'>assing through the press, put an end to

this edition, and it is permissible now to say tlyit, in spite of Mr. Miller’s

devotion to the task he had taken i|p, his scholarship and judgment were
not equal to the demands made on them.]

* Published in Gebbardt aad Harnack’s Texte und Untersuchungen,
vii. t (the Apocalypse, 1S92), vHi. 3 (Catholic Epistles, 1892), ix. 3, 4
(Acts, i893)» xiv. 3 (Pauline Epistles, 1896), N.F. iv. 2 (Gospels, 1899).
A text of the Gospels, embodying Weiss’ results, was pqblished in 190a
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in tmnscription, shows /ar less than any other M&
the signs of ddibferate revision or sutetantial «cor*

ruption. Weiss* work, which takes little account of the

versions or patristic quotations, dpe^ noC amount to

a complete theory of the textual history of the New
Testament

;
but such an examination of documents as

he has conducted forms, as Westcott and Hort them*
sq^ves contend, the essential basis of textual science,

and his conclusion in favour of B, reached as it is rather

through exegetical than transcriptional consideration^,

affords a valuable reinforcement to the views of the

C&mbridge scholars*^ , •
^

In conclusion it may be useful to mention some of

the more handy critical editions of the New Testament

‘ Iq the Apocalypse Weiss examines the hve uncials mACP^Q
[ ^O^in

our list above]. Of the<ie aAC form the earlier ^roup, PQ the later. “The
earlier group has many errors and verbal corrections (such as a scribe may
make en poisant^ sometimes involving a misunderstanding of the text), but
shows no signs oi systematic revision in editing. later group, on the
other hand, does how signs of such deliberate editing, especially Q. Of«
the individual MSS. A is the best, representing the ISldest text most
accurately, and standing alone in about sixty correct readings, while a has
only eight peculiar correct readings, and C four. C (which lacks about a
third of the book) is closely akin to A, but shows some traces of being
affected by the later emended text. This is still more the case with a,

which is much metre corrupted than AC, and not infrequently agrees with
PQ. Of the later group, Q has been the most fully emended, but the text

upon which it ultimately rests must have been good, and akin to that of A.
In the Catholic Epistles the text is better preserved than in the Apoca-

lypse. Here the later group is represented by Kgl^P,, which show distinct

signs of deiy>erate emendatioi^ KL somewhat more so than P. aAC
represent an older text, but still somewhat affected by emendation. m
general goes with the older group, but differs hrom it in being practically

free from deliberate emendation. The true reading is preserve in B alone

twenty-four times, never in any of the other MSS. alone ; and in oombina-
tion with other MSS., while a is right times, A 274 times, aad C (which
lacks a quarter of the book) 196 times, B is right 400 times. Nevertheless

B has famlts of its own, due to careless copying, and na single MS. can be
trusted implicitly.

In the Acts, the later group is represented by H2LtP9. Of these P has

tne fbwest peculiar readings, and is probably the purest representative of

the emended text. DE2 form a separate sub-group, having many special

variants (especially D, which has 1600 variants as against 440 in E), due
mainly to wilful and thoughtless alteration ; buS the deliberate variants are

of the same type as in HLP, so that the basis of the text is the same in

both cases. 'Hie earUer group, mAC, is influenced by the emended text
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for the use of students. The Cambridge Greek Testa-

meift, edited by Scrivener, gives tht ^fextus Receptus,

with a critical apparatus showing the readings of Lach-
mann, Tischendorf, Tregelles, Westcott and Hort, and
the Revised Version, and will be found very serviceable

by those who would rather have the opinions of editors

than the evidence of manuscripts. The Oxforti Greek
Testament, on the other hand, which also gave tfee

Textus Receptus (as printed by Mill) as its main text,

was provided in 1889 with an admirable series of
«

less so than AC), though hot io the same extent as DEHLP. B, on Se
other hand, though it has many mistakes of carelessness, shows no sign of

• deliberate emendation. It has forty-eight correct readings peculiar to

itself, while m and A have only one each.

In the Pauline Epistles the text is relatively well preserved, and the

groirps substantially as in the Acts. The emended text is represented by
K2LJP2 (as in Cath.), with the fragment M. The Graeco-Latin MSS.,
D2E3F2G3 (Eg being a copy of Dg, and Fg and Gg very nearly related), form
a group akin to this, but containing many aberrations peculiar to them-
selve9. Both groups derive from an earlier emended text. D in part^lar

* has a good basis, though considerably altered. The older group, nAc, is

also influenced by the emended text, though to a less extent ; but B stands

far ahead of all in purity of text. It shares some twenty-five mistakes

with mAC, about eighty with KLP, and seventy with both groups, these

being mistakes going back to a very early text. On the other hand it has

no less than eighty- five correct readings peculiar to itself, whereas k has

only three and A one.

Finally in the Gospels B again stands out by itself, not for freedom from
mistakes, since it has over 400 errors peculiar to itself^, but because its errors

are not due to deliberate emendation. As a rule they are merely scribe’s

blunders ; rarely conformations of the text to suit the context ; still more
rarely, conformations with parallel passages elsewhere. other

rfticii^s show signs of deliberate revision, but of a superficial kind. A
stands at the head of these emended texts, to which C also belongs ; DLA
are often found with them, DA oftener with A, L oftener with C. D,
howevef, has 4300 peculiar readings (1700 in Luke, 1150 in Mark, 775 in

Matthew, 655 in John), as against 600 in A. These readings are often very

old, but nevertheless false, lieing du^ to free haadling of the text, and
clearly of a secondai^y character, m shares 1350 errors with the emended
MSS. (many of them plainly early, as thqy occur in early versions), and 600
with D, besides having 1350 peculiar to itself, m^ny of which are similar ip

character to those in l3 . But it also shares many of the errors of B, so that

the text represented in B lies also at tlic base of m. Of the later MSS. L
is the most free from em^ndatioi^ The younger group (DLA and the frag-

ments BXZSS) shares many genuine readings with B, as does the older group
mAC ; but B is independent of both, and in 2S0 places has the right read-

ing alone.
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appendices by Prof. Sanday, containing (i) i colla*

tion of Westcott and Hort's text, (2) a select apparatus

crilicus, giving all the more important variants, with the

authorities for Jhein, (3) select readings from the Bohairic,

Armenian, and Ethiopic versions, with a brief account of

the MSS. consulted for them. These appendices can be

obtained in a separate volume, and will be found exceed-

ingly useful by students ; the second in particular

provides a most useful small apparatus criticus. A
somewhat similar appaiatus is f^irnished for English

readers in the^ notes to the excellent Variorum Bible

jiBblished by Messis. Eyre and •Spottiswoode, the

New Testament portion of which is edited by Prof.

Sanday, Mr. R. L. Clarke, and Mr. A. Goodwin.

Those wiio w'ould prefer to see the results of modern
criticism incorporated in the text itself will find <he

texts of Tischendorf and Westcott- Hort in the smaller

editions of these scholars. These, hcjwever, represent

only the resuits arrived at by a single editor or partner-*

ship of editors, and it is not likely that either of them

would eveir be accepted as a standard text for general

use. The best text for this purpose is probably The

Greek Testament with the readings adopted by the Revisers

0/ the Authorised Version, puhUshcd at Oxford in 18S1

under the editorship of Archdeacon l^almer.^ In this

edition tlfe text adopted by the revisers is printed in

full, with a brief apparatus cruicus giving the alternStive

readings of Stephanus, the Authorised Version of^ 161 1,

and the margin of the Revised Version. In the first

edition of the picsent work, this edition was strongly

recommended as the best for the use of students,

Especially in combination with Prof. Sanday's critical
•

* Simultaneously Dr. Scrivener jmblished at Cambridge an edition of the

Textus Receptus, with the Revisers’ rc.idfngs iji the margin ; but this does

not answer the purpose of providing a revised text of the Greek Testament

for ordinary use.
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appetid\ces, mentioned above.
^
Since then a great step

in advance has been made, the I Oxford University

Press having commissione4 Prof. A. Souter to equip

the Reviser^’ text with a select apparatus criticus.

Prof Souter has done his work with admirable skill

and zeal, and his edition (Oxford, 1910) is now
incomparably the best for general use. He makes use

of all the uncials (except small fragments), of

papyri, of 202 minuscules, and practically all the

versions and Fathers
; but only noteworthy variants

are taken into account, so that the testftual apparatus

rarely occupies more
^
than a few lines on each page.

The numeration of the MSS. is that of .Gregory's
* revised system. The student thus has a text which,

though not perfect, rests upon a much sounder basis

than the text of Stephanus and Elzevir, while it;jfet

does not represent solely the views of any one critic

;

and«.a textual ^paratus which gives all the variants

'Which for mQst purposes are oC any importance. It is

much to be hoped that this edition will be generally

adopted in schools and colleges in place of the Textus
Receptus.

As an alternative, mention may be made of the

edition produced by Dr. E. Nestle of Mf.ulbronn

(Stuttgart, 1898), a scholar who has done invaluable

work on the text of the Old Testament as whll as on
tfiat" of the New. His text (in its original form) is

based upon the texts of Tischendorf and Westcott-Hort,

and upon that produced by Mr.R. F, Weymouth (TAe

Resultant Greek Testament, 1886), which is itself the

result of a comparison of the texts of Stephanus, Lach-

mann, Tregelles, Tischendorf, Lightfoot, Ellicott, Alford,

Weiss, the Basle edition of 1880, Westcott and Hort,

and the Revised ^Yersibn. In^ later editions (1901,
etc.) Weiss has been substituted for Weymouth. Of
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these three editions, l^r. Nestle follows the^ verdict

of the majority,* placing the reading of the minority

in the margin. Another fct of footnotes gives some
of the more •remarkable variants cohtainVdl in MSS.,
especially those of the ^-type of text, but without

stating the evidence for them. When once the rather

compliSated system of critical symbols is masteredi

this will be found to be a useful pocket edition of the

Greek Testament, with instructive textual material.

*Ncstle*s text has since 1904 been adopted by the

British and Foreign Bible .Society, with a different

apparatus, giving every variatiqn •01 any importance

from the Textus lieceptus unu the f^evisers* text.

This also makes a convenient volume.

With these alternatives before him, any student of

the New Testament can obtain a far purer and tftore

authentic text (unless modern textual criticism is wholly

and fundamentally at fault) than that which has «been

in possession of the ground for the last three centurie?

and a half
;
and he will also be able to follow intelli-

gently the discussion of the textual problems which

still occupy the attention of Biblical critics.

The latest development of textual theory, that of

von Soden, is described at the end of the following

chapter.
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THE TEXTUAL PROBLEM

[AUthoritieB : Wes^cott ai?cl op. cit,
; Nestle, op. cit.

; Hurgon
Miller, The Traditional Text of the Holy London, x896]l, and
Th£ Causes of the Corruption of the Traditional Text (f the Holy Gospels

(London, 1896) ; Salmon, Some Points in the Textual CrUUism of the

New Testament (London, 1897) ; Sanday and Headlam, A Critical and
^xegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the' Romans^ pp. Ixiii-l^xiv

(Edinburgh, 1896) ; F. Blass, Acta Apostolorum secundum formam'Ro-
manatn (Leipzig, 1896) ; Evangelium Lucae secundumformam Romanam
(^Leipzig, 1897), aSid The Philology of the Gospels (London, 1898)

;

Weiss, op. cii.y and Der Codex D in der Apostelgeschichte (Leipzig,

1897) ; K. Lake, The Text of the New Testament, pp. 64-91 (London,
Igoo)

;
C H. I'urner, Historical Introduction to the Textual Criticism

of the New Testament^ in Journal of Theological SIndies
. ;

H.
von Soden, Die Schriften des Ncuen Testaments (I3erlin, 1902-10).]

The data of New Testament textual criticism have
now been set forth,—on the one hand the materials

v^ith. which the critic has to dea?, and on the bther the
various ways in which critics in the past have dealt

with them. Evidence has been collected with great

assiduity for more than two hundred years, and highly
trained and gifjed scholars have applied themselves to
the interpretation of it

;
yet the whole problem is not

solved, and students are by no means agreed, even'

upon points of fundamental importance. It is not the
office of a handbodke such as this to advance any new
solution, or to aspire to make any noteworthy addition

3M
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to textual theory. It is probable that* vftiatever

advance is made ithe immediate future will takoi the

foifn of elucidation of special and particular points

rather than qf a general restatemefit oT the whole

subject ; but a survey and knowledge of the wljole field

is necessary as a foundation for such special.work. The
object, therefore, of this concluding chapter is the state-

njent of the textual problem as it confronts the New
, Testament critic to-day, and 'the indication of the lines

along which progress is most to *be desired and most

to be expectec>.

^ With this view we shall cxaniine in succession the

claims and character of the several types^of text which

the preceding chapters have shown to be presented by

our textual authorities.

§ I. Tlie a-iext
•

It will have been seen from the last.chapter thaf

the uniform tendency of modern criticism has been to

discredit ^nd dethrone that type of text which has

held possession of our Bibles since the invention of

printing,—nay, if we go back to manuscript books, for

a thousand years before that date,— and which is

consequently known as the Textus Receptus or the

Traditional Text. Commonly accepted, however,

though this doctrine is among scholars, the realisStion

of it is hardly yet popular and general
;

and the

reasons for it need to be set forth for the instruction of

students. It will therefore be best, in the first place,

in order to clear the ground, to re-considcr the claims

of the Traditional* Text, as stated by its last whole-

hearted advocates. These are Ucan Burgon and his

continuator, Mr. E. Miller, artd ip*their criticisms of

Westcott and Hort s tlieory may be found the fullest
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statemeiit of the claims of the Textus Receptus^ and

the oiost trenchant attack on" thee vfcws which, since

their promulgation by We^cott and Hort, have been

either accepted, dr adopted as the basis cfor yet more
advanced views, by nearly all textual scholars.

The propositions upon which Burgon and Miller

based th^ir defence of the Traditional Text, reduced to

their simplest form, are two in number: (i) that tlys

universal acceptance of it by the Church from the

fourth century to the nineteenth is in itself proof of its

superiority, since the Church must have been Divinely

guided in its dealings^with the sacred Word of GodT;

(2 ) that, apaft from such considerations, it can be
* shown to be both older and intrinsically better than its

rival, which they call the “ neologian ” text.^ No#1f
the^rst of these propositions is Xxw^finita e$t quaestw ;

for Hort admits, no less than Burgon claims, that the

Traditional or Received Text has been at first pro-

\ninent and ultimately dominant in the Church from at

least the end of the fourth century. There is, more-

over, this much at least to be said in favour .of such a

contention, that God, Who instituted the Church to be

the guardian and teacher of His Word, would surely

not have allowed that Word to be propagated in a

corrupt or seriously mutilated form. Further still,

there is the analogy of the establishment of the doctrine

of the Church, which received its final formularisation

in the course of this same fourth century
;
and much

the same may be said with regard to the determination

of the Canon of the New 'testament. As, therefore,

we believe that the Church was Divinely guided in its

assertion of the doctrine of Nicaea ahd Constantinople,

and in its choice of the lx>oks which it regards as
^ By this term Burgon ^esuihably meant to associate modem textual

criticism with the rationalistic interpretation of the Bible, to which the
same term was applied in the eighteenth century.
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especially inspired, are^ we not afeo called upon to

believe that it \v^ Divinely guided in its choice ofc the

. text of these books, and th^t the type which it selected

must be regaaded as thereby stamped with the Divine

approval ?

The analogy, however, with the establishment of

doctrin6 and the canon in the fourth century (or about

that date) is very itngerfect It is not contended that

any oecumenical council selected the Traditional Text
for universal use, or even so much as considered the

question of afl authorised text at all. The doctrines

of the Church were establishec^ by councils, and by
councils only

;
the limits of the canon, ifnot so wholly

dependent on the decisions of councils, were yet con-

sidered and ratified by them
;

but the text of the

sacred books never formed the subject of their delibbra-

tions. The selection of the traditional type of text by
the Church was gradual and inforiti^l, and therefore

cannot claim the sanction of a deliberate alecree. No?
is the argument that God would certainly secure the

preservation of the true form of His Word much more
pertinent We may indeed believe that He would not

allow His Word to be seriously corrupted, or any part

of it essential to man’s salvation to be lost or obscured
;

but the differences between .the rival types of text is

not one Of doctrine. No fundamental point of doctrine

rests upon a disputed reading ; and the truths of

Christianity are as certainly expressed in the text of

Westcott and Hort as in that of Stephanus.^

^ Burgon and Miller did indeed at times accuse tfic codices k and B of

l>eing tainted with sceptical tendencies, and especially with minimising the

‘Divinity of our Lord ; bUt the evidence adduced in support of this charge

is wholly inadequate. No doubt the traditional text contains many more
phrases in which the Divinity is implied,—the natural amplifications of

scribes writing after the phraseology of the Clyireh had become more fixed;

but the language of k and B of they stand is wholly inconsistent with such

supposed iieretical revision.
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It is, moreover, 4 perversioii of the facts of history to

spe&k of the text of the Scripturec; As preserved in a

uniform shape from the fourth century to the present

day, as the argutnent of Burgon requires. While the

substance of the sacred text, and its general type, have

been so preserved, a very great amount of variation in

detail has been admitted. The manuscripts*’ of the

Greek Testament differ very considerably from oce

another. The manuscripts of the Vulgate differ from

those of the Greek Testament, and have suffered even

more corruption among themselves. Wfe have seen in

an earlier chapter ^ojv the history of the Vulgate text

is one of widespread depravation and of repeated

attempts at restoration. The Syriac and Coptic texts,

again, differ in many particulars from both Greek and

Latin. Still more great and deep-seated are the differ-

ences in the Text of the Old Testament. The text of

the fieptuagint, which was and is the Bible of the Greek-

‘speaking Clvirches, differs widely from the Massoretic

Hebrew. In short, the first of Burgon's main proposi-

tions is neither convincing a priori nor in facjt reconcil-

able with history. History makes it clear that God in

His wisdom has permitted great deviations in the tradi-

tion of the sacred text through the frailty of its human
trustees, though always so that its substance was not

lost or seriously endangered. • *

Cismi^sing, then, the a priori argument that the

Church would certainly be Divinely guided in her

choice, of a text, we are ^forced to deal with the

problem in accordance with the established principles

of textual science. Here too Burgon and Miller claim

a verdict, and that principally on the ground of the

enormous numerical preponderance of witnesses in

their favour. Again and again they contrast the

hundreds of manuscripts found upon the one side
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with the mere handful which is opposed tft them,
and to which mctic^fn ectitors have almost unanimausly
pinned their faith. ‘'Is it likely/* says Burgon/ ‘‘is

it in any wa^ credible, that wc can* be \varranted in

rejecting the testimony of (suppose) 1490 ancient wit-

nesses, in favour of the testimony borne by (suppose)
ten?’** “What/’ asks Mi. Miller,^ “would an editor

qf Sophocles do under .such circumstances?” The
answer to this query is siinpie. He would do pre-

cisely as Hort and the majorityof editors have done.

There are alJuut 104 MSS. of Sophocles
;

yet the

e^dencc of a very large majority* 01 these is wholly

disregarded by* all editors. One marftjscript (L, in

the Laarentian Library at Florence) is of predominant'

authority
;
two others (A and P) are of considerable

value
,
the rest have little independent worth, but enly

support one or other of the leaders, or diverge into

palpable error. The weight attached^ by all editqjrs to

LAP in comparison with the remaining^ioi MSS.
even greater than that which most modern editors

attach tu^BDLT and the early versions in the Gospels.

So too with Virgil
;
out of the hundreds of existing

MSS., even Henry (who devoted far greater pains to

the collection of evidence than any other editor of the

poet) only quotes the seven great MSS. and some

seventy minor MSS. (and these last only in numerical

groups, not as individuals). So, in fact, with bvery

other classical author
;

in every case where any con-

siderable number of MSS. exists, it is found that
• •

* Traditional Texi^ p. 45.
*

^ 7'he Oxford Debate on Textual Criticism

^

p. 6: ** Suppose you are

‘sitting at the elbow of^an editor of Agamemnon^ or the Trachmicu, or

whatever it may be of Sophocles, you would see that in his very wildest

dreams he would never conceive on any difficult passage of such an

immense mass of evidence being at hand^s we Imve in this dasc on the one

side set aside by those few.* The form of expression is odd, but the

intention is clear.
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nearly Everything depends upon a few leading authori-

ties,^all the rest being relegated to ^:he background and

consulted only under specia^I circumstances.

When, therefore, Burgon and Millep«condemn the

modern editors of the New Testament, from Lachmann
to Hort, for their preference of a few generally early

MSS. and versions to the great mass of later authori-

ties, they are in fact impugning the <*jniversally accepted

principles of textual criticism. The earliest printed

texts of the classical authors were in nearly all cases

based upon comparatively late manuscripts, because

these were the most numerous and accessible at tile

time ;
but scientific criticism has unifoi^mly shown that

' the texts so obtained are unsound, and that recourse

must be had to a select group ofra few authorities,

geiPerally those of earliest date. In some instances

a single MS. is held to outweigh all its rivals^ except

whece it is manifestly corrupt. The Laurentian MSS.
ibf Aeschylu^, Sophocles, and Aristotle's Ethics^ the

Paris MSS. of Plato's Republic and of Demosthenes,

the Urbinas of Isocrates, enjoy a pre-eminen(:e over all

other authorities in their respective spheres, which even

Hort would hardly claim for the Codex Vaticanus. In

short, what Burgon and Miller persist in regarding as a

paradox is in fact a commonplace of textual criticism.

Of course it is still possible for the advocates of the

Traditional Text to maintain that the case of the New
Testament is unlike that of all other books, and that

Lachniann and his followers have erred in the group of

witnesses which they have selected as the best. No
doubt M and li are older than any other MSS. which

we possess, and as a rule the earlier authorities are

ranged upon the same side'; but age, though it raises

a presumption in ^if^voufr of superior accuracy, is not

decisive, and there would be nothing prima facie con-
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trary to sound textual criticism in preferring A^nd C,

or N and O, to B jis standards of the true text
The comparison between t^ese types of text must be
made upon th^r merits, and any one i# perfectly within

his rights in defending the Traditional Text as intrinsic

calfy superior to its rival. Here the question of relative

originality' comes in. So long as opposing critics con-

tent themselves with asserting their preference for this

reading or for that on grounds of ititernal fitness, little

progress can be made. The pers*)nal equation is too

hard to allow fer in such a controversy. But if it can

be%hown that one type of text go^es •back to an earlier

date than anothe/, or represents a primary Js opposed to

a secondaiy stage of development, then the presumption

is very strong in favour of the text so guaranteed.

It is on this crucial point of the controversy tlTat

the patristic evidence becomes of decisive value. Hort,

as we have seen, appeals to it as showing that the

Traditional Text is characterised by ma»y readings

which cannot be traced back farther than the fourth

century,— readings which, moreover, have in his eyes

the appearance of a secondary character, as derived

from pre-existent readings which are found in the other

groups of authorities. Here is a plain issue. If it can

be shown that the readings which Hprt calls “ Syrian

existed betbre the end of the fourth century, the key-

stone would be knocked out of che fabric of his. theory
;

and since he produced no statistics in proof 0/ his

assertion, his opponents were perfectly at liberty to

challenge it. It nlust be aSmitted that Miller did

not shirk the test A considerable part of his work as

editor of Dean Bufgon's papers took the form of a

classification of patristic quotations, based upon the

great indices which the Dean left*behinti him,^ according

^ See above, p. 243, note.

y
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as they testify for or against the Traditional Text of

the Gospels. . #
*

The results of his exanjination are stated by him as

follows.' Taking the Greek and Latin ^ot the Syriac)

Fathers who died before A.D. 400, their quotations are

found to support the Traditional Text in 2630 instances,

the “neologian” in I7S3* Nor is this majority due

solely to the writers who belong to the end of Jhis

period. On the contrary, if only the earliest writers be

taken,from Clement of Rome to Irenaeus and Hippolytus,

the majority in favour of the Traditional Text is pro-

portionately everf greater, 1 5 1 to 84. Only in ®the

Western ancfAlexandrian writers do we find ajRproximate

equality of votes on either side. Further, if a select

list of thirty important passages be taken for detailed

examination, the preponderance of early patristic evi-

dence in favour of the Traditional Text is seen to be

nor less than 530 to 170, a quite overwhelming majority.

Now it is clear that if these figures were trustworthy,

there would be an end to Hort*s theory, for its premises

would be shown to be thoroughly unsound. An ex-

amination of them, however, shows that they cannot be

accepted as representing in any way the true state of

the case. In. the first place, it is fairly certain that

critical editions of the several Fathers, if such existed,

^ would show that in many c&ses the quotation's have

been assimilated in later MSS. to the Traditional Text,

whereas in the earlier they agree rather with the

"Neutrar* or “ Western witnesses. For this defect,

however, Mr^ Miller cannot be held responsible. The
critical editions of the Greek and Latin Fathers, now
in course of production hy^ the Academies of Berlin aind

Vienna, had covered very little of the ground at the

1 Traditimal Text) 94-122. The examination was conSned to the

Gospels, the textual problem being both Wder and more important in these
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when his materials were cumptled, and nAanwhlla
he might legitimately Itse the materials accessible to

him
; and the errors arising from this source would

hardly affect^ the general ^result to tany* very serious

extent. The real fallacy in his statistics is different,

and is revealed in the detailed examination of the thirty

select passages. From these it is clear that he wholly
misunderstood Hc^[t*s contention. The thirty "tradi-

tfonal” readings, which he shows to be so overwhelmingly
vindicated by the Fachers, arc-* not what Hort would
call pure ** Syrian” readings at all. In nearly every

case they have Western or Neutral attestation in addition

to that of the later authorities. Thus #he Insertion of

Matthew xvli. 21 is supported by DL and the Old
Latin version

; Mfitthew xviii. 1 1 by D, the Old Latin

and Curetonian
,
Syriac ; ayaOi in Matthew xix. 16 by

the Old Latin, Curetonian and Sinaitic Syriac, Bohairic

and SahidiC ; fifyrjfiof: in Matthew xxyi. 38 by wD, the

Old Latin, and mo.st Coptic MSS.
;

tl\p last twelVfe

verses of St Mark by D, the Old Latin (except ifr),

Curetoniap Syriac, and most Bohairic MSS.
;
Luke

xxiv. 40 by mBL, the Bohairic, etc.
;
John xxi. 25

by every authority except h, and every editor except

Tischendorf In short, Mr. Miller evidently reckoned

on his side every reading which occurs in the Traditional

Text, regardless of whether, on Hort’s principles, the^

are old readings which kept their place in the Syrian

revision, or secondary readings which were then intro-

duced for the first time. According to Hort, the

Traditional Text is the fesult of a revision in which

old elements were incorporated ; and ivfr. Miller merely

•points to some of these old elements, and argues there-

from that the whole is old. It is clear that by such

argumentation Hort*s theory is ui^ouched.

So far, then, as th^ central point of Hort’s theory
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IS concerned, namely, the secondary nature of the

Traditional Text, it has stood® the ^te»t of thirty years’

criticism, and is now taken for granted by most scholars.

The discovefies which have been made the theory

was put forth, such as the Sinaitic Syriac version and

the Diatessaron, have fallen into line precisely as Hort

would have wished, and have supplied a most valuable

test, because one which Hort coulc^ not have reckoned

upon when writing his Introduhion. The more t&e

evidence as to the earliest texts of the New Testament

is examined (and much has been done in this direction

in the last thirty years), the more certain does it appdkr

that the type^ of text to which we are* accustomed did

not coihe into existence until the fourth century. The
texts in use before that date show, great variety and

flucS:uation
;

but the characteristic features of the
** Syrian ” *text are not yet visible.

There is, hov^ever, still room for question as to the

manner in which the a-text came into existence. Hort

holds that it is the result of deliberate revision :
" The

Syrian text must in fact be the result of a Vrecension
’

in the proper sense of the word, a. work of attempted

criticism, performed deliberately by editors and not

merely by scribes ” ; ' and he divides it into two stages,

in order to account for the phenomena presented by the

Peshitto version, which seems to offer the “ traditional
”

text* in a somewhat earlier form than the majority of

Greek^ MSS. In connexion with the earlier stage, he

mentions tentatively the name of Lucian [ob. A.D. 31 1],

whom we know to have been the author of a revision of

the Septuagint conducted upon similar lines
; but there

is no direct evidence to associate ‘^him with the New
Testament, and Hort doe^ not press the suggestion.

Indeed the absenee^of Evidence points the othec way ;

* Introductimy p. 133.
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for it would be very straqge, if Lucian had really edited

both Testaments/th&t only his work on the Old Testa-

ment should be mentioned ^n after times^ The same
argument tellf against any theory a deliberate re-

vision at any definite moment. We know the names
of several revisers of the Sepitiagint and the Vulgate,

and it would be strange if historians and Church writers

had all omitted to rbcgid or mention such an event as

the deliberate revision of the New Testament in its

original Greek, It seems probable, therefore, that tl5c

Sj^ian revision was rather the result of tendency

spread over a c;^^Jn^:^de^abie period of tijme than of a

definite and authoritative revision or revisions, %uch as

produced oui English Authorised and Revised Versions.

We have only to suppose the principle to be eslablisj;ied

in Christian circles in and about Antioch, that in the

case of divergent readings being found in the texts

copied, it wns better to combine both than to o^miU

either, and that obscurities and roughnessfis of ‘diction

should be smoothed away as much as possible. Such

a principle* is a natural one in an uncritical age, and

this hypothesis accounts not only for the absence of

specific reference to a revision, but also for the Peshitto

evidence above mentioned. The process would no doubt

be assisted and accelerated, if, as Dr. Salmon has

suggested,: the texts current in any district depended*

largely upon the bishop or clergy who regulated the

lessons to be read in church, and who could thereby

familiarise the congregation with the tyjxj of text pre-

ferred by them. The point is that the Syrian revision

was a long-continued process, not a single act Nor is

it clear that Hort meant mpeh otherwise, though on a

first reading his words convey Jthe impression that he

did. He speaks of deliberate criticism, of the work of

^ Sonic Pohiis in the Textual Criticism of the New Testament^ pp. 77*79*
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editors as opposed to scribes^ and he refers to two

stages in the work separated by dh interval of time.

But he does« not say that ^these two stages were the

result of two de^nite and authoritative Revisions ; his

words need mean no more than that we happen to have

evidence, in the Peshitto and the Greek MSS.^ which

shows us the extent to which the continuous process

had gone at two particular momerfts. At any rate <t

involves very little modification of Hort*s theory to treat

it in this way ; and this modification is i}ow commonly
made by students of textual criticism. •

With regar^ to the authorities in which the a-text

« is to b|p found, it will have been seen from the pre-

ceding discussion that no full enumeration is possible.

Th^ “ Syrian ** or ** traditional ” text may be presumed

to be found in any MS. of which the contrary is not

stated. In the Gospels the list of authorities of this

^lass is generallj^ headed by A and C, though both

are free froifi many later corruptions. The purple

MSS., represent a further advance in the tradi-

tional direction
;
but the most typical members of the

a-text are the late uncials EFKMSUII. With these go

the great mass of the minuscules, and the later Fathers.

Of the versions, the Peshitto generally belongs to this

family, but (as has been stated^ above) to a relatively

early stage in its development
;
while all the later

versions, and most late MSS. of the early versions, are

more *or less affected by its influence. Readings

attested only by the authoiities here(enumerated may
almost certainly be regarded as “Syrian.” In the

Acts and Catholic Epistles, A and C cease to belong

predominantly to this type, and the other uncials

above mentioned do npt contain these books. The
leading representatives of the^a-type here are H2K2
(the Catholic Epistles only) L2P2} wi^ the large
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majority of minuscules, and the versions and Fathers
as before. For ithj Piulind Epistles the available

uncials are KjLjPa ; for the Apocalypse 046 P^.

Small fragments and MSS/which hare not yet been
adequately examined (such as 11 047 040) are not
taken into this reckoning, though the age of these

three uncials makes it piobable that they belong to

thj same class. Further details as to the text of the

uncials of the a-type thrill be found in the treatises of
Weiss, summarised on pp. 309-tO above; but a real

attempt to classify the whole mass of MSS., '»ncial and
mihuscule alike, has for the first time be4:, hade by
von Soden. Orthis more will be said bntow.

§ 2. The ^-text

Acceptance Hort's theory of the secondary

nature of the a-text does not, however, necessarily

involve acceptance of his views witl\ regard to J:he

)3-text, to which he gives the designation of “ Neutral **
r

and the character of this type of text must be separ-

ately examined. Hort finds this text pre-eminently in

the Codex Vaticanus (B) ;
indeed one may almost

define his
** Neutral ” text as the text of 3 (scribe's

blunders excluded), and of other MSS. so far as they

agree with B. The most notable exception to this

rule occurs in the case -of certain verses (mostly in the

latter chapters of St. Luke) which are found, in B^ancf

the great majority of MSS., but are omitted in D and

other authorities of the 5-class. These verses* Hort

believes not to 'have formed part of the original

text, and designates as "Western non-interpolations.”

Except in this special case, the authority of B-is

predominant with him; ff with other support, well

and good (unless the company is yery suspicious), but

if alone, still it cannot safely be rejected. The
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authority found oftenest among its allies is and

these two MSS. must have ha& soipe«€ommon ancestor

short of the original auto^^raphs
;
but the differences

between thefn are sufficiently numerous «and important

to show that this common ancestor was not a very

near one. Other authorities, of which more will be

said below, add their testimony from time to •time to

the y9-text
;
but the predominant element in it is always

the Codex Vaticanus.
^

Now this predominance assigned to one manuscript

among thousands (though we have sho*wn parallels to

it on a smaller scale in the case of many classical

authors) is vAy striking, and has naturally been fixed
** on as ^ point of attack by the opponents of Hort’s

system. The independent student also may well

hesitate before he admits it It is therefore important

to notice that Hort does not stand alone in his

prefiprence for. ?. Weiss, who will have nothing to

do with Hoif^s classification, or with any far-reaching

classification, of authorities, is not less positive in his

exaltation of B above all other MSS. Asc has been

stated above (pp. 309-10) he regards it as the only MS.
of the New Testament which has escaped deliberate

revision, and estimates that in no less than 437 places

it has the true reading alone (alone, that is, among
the uncials, to which his examination is confined),

^hi^ result of a wholly independent examination,

coincident as it is with the general judgment of textual

scholars in the last centuiy, may go far towards

reconciling the^ student to the idea of this marked
superiority on the part of one MS. among so many.
But it also increases the necessity of considering care-

fully the history of this MS.*, and the extent to which

this admission of iiscexchllence carries us.

What, in short, is the ^-text (/>. the text of B,
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purged of its obvious errors and amended* in the

comparatively few places in which it seems certainly "

inferior to some other authority)? Is it a close

approximation to the origiiial text of® the ‘New Testa*

ment as it left its authors* hands, or is it merely one
among several local texts which the chances of time

have bibught down to us ? In Hort's eyes it is tjie

f(};rmer, and Weiss ^ippears substantially to agree with

him. Salmon, on tfie other hand, considers that it

cannot be shown to be more thsTn an Alexandrian text

of good chaActer, traceable perhaps to second

cAitury, but not to be carried with any u^^tainty to

an earlier period than that.’ He woiHd grant it a

high character for truth, but would not alldW it a

monopoly cf that virtue. The S*text, for. example,

though no doubi less trustworthy on the whole, ftiay

yet often preserve the true reading when B and its

fellows have gone astray. Its allies, it^will be observed,

are mainly MSS. and versions connected^ witlv* Egypf,

and the Fathers who confirm it most often are Origen

and hib followers in Egypt Is it not therefore prob-

ably a local text,—rthe text of Egypt, as the 8-tcxt is

the text (according to Salmon) of Rome,—preferable

no doubt as a rule, but not invariably so?

The problem would be nearer solution if we could

determine with any certainty the place in which B was

written. There was a strong tendency, as has l3een

indicated above (p. 82), to refer it to the library at

Caesarea, founded by Ori^en*s disciples, Eusebius and

Pamphilus
;
but,*as has there been shown, the evidence

is ftr from conclusive. If, however, the statement is

•made a little wider, and B and m are connected with

the Origenian school of textual criticism, whether in

Alexandria or in Caesarea, tht evidence in support of

' 7'extnal Criticism of the Now Ttstamesit^ p. 52 fi.
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it is m6re adequate. Directly or indirectly, then, it

would appear that we must l&ok fto^ Egypt for the

origin of the j8-text, of which these MSS. are the

principal repl'eseiltatives. §o far, in fact^ the view
^
of

Salmon, that it is an Alexandrian text of good char-

acter, would seem to he justified ;
but it is less easy to

follow him when he proceeds to treat it as rflore or

less equally balanced in authoritj^ Ay the " Westerly"

text, which he localises in Rome. It is not sufficient

to ass^n each type of text to a certain locality. The
credentials of the localities must also be*examined, as

well as the character qf the text associated with theA.

Now, in the first place, we have no sufficient proof

that thd Western text took its rise in Rome at all ;
on

the contrary, as will be shown below, the available

evidence connects it rather with other localities of less

imposing station in the ecclesiastical world. Next,

evewi^if the association of the S-type of text with Rome
Be admitted, 9 it gives little or no guarantee for the

quality of the text Rome had no traditions of textual

scholarship in regard to Greek literature, and scholarly

accuracy is not the predominant characteristic of the

early Fathers of the Western Church. Alexandria, on

the other hand, was the home of textual criticism

and of minute scholarship. There questions of text

would be carefully considered and scientifically decided.

The 'traditions of heathen scholarship could not but

affect t|ie manner in which the text of the Scriptures was

treated, especially from the moment when Christianity

was recognised ,by the state. When, then, we say that

the ^-text is an Alexandrian text of good quality,

representing, if not the text as edited by Origen, * at*

least the kind of text which lie selected as the basis of

his labours (and it ^rill Be remeqibered that this is the

conclusion to which the study of the Old Testament text
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leads us, see p, 83, abov^, we are giving it a vefy high
claim to authority! «Sucn a text would not be immacu*
late

;
it might have suffered something from the oi;dinary

risks of IranAnission
; it might ha#e suffered from

deliberate alterations of a too pedantic critic; but it

’.vould j^robably have been based on an intelligent

comparison of authorities, conducted by a scholar or

scholars accustomed*to the scientific criticism of texts.*

Admitting, therefore Salmon*s contention that the

)8-text cannot be shown to be more than an Alexandriaci

te^t, it is still* possible to go far in the action of

giving it the position of supreme huthonty which is

claimed for it by Hort and Weiss. A^pri'jriy such a

text has more chance of accuracy than one produced

in less critical surroundings; and a posteriori it is

found to have a very high proportion of readings wRich

textual science pronounces to be authentic. No doubt

we reserve the right to revise the verdkt of Alexainiria

in cases where we have evidence of the •existence ol*

other very ancient readings. The hypothetical Alex-

andrian critics, as will be shown later in treating of the

8-text, must have had before them texts of the type

which we now call ** Western ”
;
and we may use our

own judgment as to. whether they were always right in

their rejection of them. At the same time we shall

do well fo attach considerable weight to the feet thaj

they did so reject them ; for they are not likely to

have done so without reason, and they stood very

^ Of late years it haa become n#t unusual to attribute the Alexandrian

text to Hesychius, just as the Sjrrian has been attri^^ted to Lucian (see

p. 324). It is known, on the authority of Jerome, that Hesychius and

JLuejan produced editions of the Septuagint, the former in Alexandria

and the latter in Syria ; but the only evidence that they did the same lor

the New Testament is a reference iifJerome’s Epistle to Damasus (prefixed

to the Vulgate N.T.) to certain MSS. vjhich passed under the names of

Hesychius and Lucian, and w|}ich he considcic<t to be wholly unreliable.

Bousset, however, has develop* the theory that B represente tbe recension

of Hesychius, ai^ von Soden follows him •(see below, p. 3^5 )*
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much fiearer to the original autographs than we do.

It also important to rememlSer thatf, in the judgment
of such a scholar as Weis^ whose life has been spent

in the study* of ^he New Testament, tlfe readings of

B have not the character of a deliberate revision, but

rather of a tradition generally faithful, though marred

by superficial blunders in its later stages
;
w&ile the

a-text presents throughout the phenomena of deliberate

change. In the /8-text, therefore, we may see the

results of conscientious protection of the sacred text

;

in the a-text, the results of injudicious and unscienti^c

editing; while the*S-]fext, of which wp shall have to

speak later, if it is free from editorial handling, has

also esdaped the protection of a literary conscience and

the environment of textual scholarship.

With regard to the authorities for the /8-text, it

will have been seen that B is by far the most important,

and»f«ext to it fs h. Nearest to these come, in the

Gospelsp LRXZS (and A in Mark), with the more
mixed texts of PQ and ^ (especially in Mark), and

with support occasionally from A and C, When these

have escaped the emendation characteristic of the

a-text. Among the minuscules the greatest approxi-

mation to the /8-type is shown by 33, the group

l-i 18-131-209, 59, 157, 431, 496, 892; but all of

these have a greater or less degree of admixture with

othe^ elements: The whole group headed by A (see

which claims connexion with Jerusalem, may
also be reckoned as having some kinship with this type

of text. Of the versions the Bohairic is the leading

representative of this text
;
but there are considerable

traces of it in the Sahidic. Jerome^s revision of the

Old Latin was also based on MSS. of this type
;
but

the Vulgate (bein|f«a revision, of a version of the

8-type, considerably contaminated with the a-type, by
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the help of MSS. of the ^-type) is of too mixed a
character to be reckoned wholly with any one faiplly.

Finally, of ^he FaJhers Origen is by far the most
Important witijpss to the

)9-tfpe, thougb he also exhibits

the S-type in some of his works. Clement of Alexandria
belongs more decidedly co the S-family, but is also

found supporting the /6-tcxt. Indeed it must be
remembered throughbut that the and i authorities

are often found in aMiance, such readings being pre-

sumably parts of the very anc*^ent text common to

both, and therefore oosscssing an almost irresistible

cMm on our acceptance. .

In the Acts* and Catholic Fpistles |he authorities

for the ^-text are substantially the same, after deducting
*

those which only^ contain the Gospels. and C,

how'ever, are found oftener in accord with wB. »To

these must be added the minuscule 8i, and to a less

extent 69 and the Euthalian group 88^ 181, 203,^7,
1836, 184s, 1846, 1875. \

In the Pauline Epistles^ hB are again the principal

representatives of the /S-text, but B has not here quite

the same predominance as elsewhere, and is found not

infrequently supporting variants characteristic of the

8-text. On the other hand, AC^definitely part company

with tjie o-text, and ihust be reckoned with either the

or 7-tcxt ; so that Avhere B joins the S-text, wAC
may be taken to stand for the ^-text. L^M^^and
sometimes (which has a better text here than in

Acts and Cath.) are also found in the same* group.

Further, for most* of the Pauline Epistles we have the

evidence of H^, representing the text o{ Pamphilus in

the library of Caesarea (see p. 105) ;
and with this is

associated the third corrector of h, known asH®, who

1 On the textual criticism sof the Paulin# Epistles see Sunday and

Headlam, pp. Ixiii-lxxiv.
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similarly claims the authority of Pamphilus (see p. 65),

and whose readings are found to agree generally with

those of Hg. If the connexion of Ihe Aripenian version

with the text of,.Euthalius'\:an be made out, it likewise

will have to be added to this group. Atpong the

cursives i, 33, 90, 104, 209, 424** 431, seem to

deserve most notice, together with the Euthalian 88,

1914, 1916, 1962, 1970, and the upper writing of P^.

In the Apocalypse B fails "us^, and the ^-text is

represented by mAC, but especially by A. The cursives

which approximate most to this type are 104, 172,

201 S, 201 8, 202Q, 2032, 2036, 2040, 2041.

§ 3. The

Jf, then, the origin of the ^-text be traced to

Alexandria, what is to become of the 7-text, which

Hort calls “Alexandrian”? Has it any real in-

dependent exisWce? There is no doubt that the

readings which Hort thus designates occur in MSS, of

Egyptian origin
;
but it *may be questioned whether

they represent any distinct tradition, especially when it

is remembered that this type of text occurs in no single

MS. throughout, but is embodied in isolated readings

in MSS. which otherwise are of “ Neutral ” or “ §yrian ”

or “ Western ” character. Dr. Salmon goes so far as

to suggest that “ Alexandrian” readings are merely the

residuum of the Egyptian text which does not happen

to be found in B ; and clearly our view of the 7-text

depends very largely on oUr view of the character of

B and the )8-t^xt If that is due to the revision of an

Alexandrian editor or editors, then the 7-text is simply

a congeries of readings current in Egypt which did not

commend themselves ta that editor or editors ; while if

the j8-text, though preserved tnainly in Egypt, owes
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littlft or nothing to editorial revision, but is substantially

a pure or “ neutr|il ” fougt of text, then the 7-tcxt may
embody the ^sults *of editorial revision in Alexandria.

The last is, o^ course, Hort% view", an^ he jwoulcf regard

the readings in question as due to the scholarly pre-

possessions of Alexandrian scribes and editors, who
introduced verbal alterations into the* sacred text in

accordance with their ideas of correctness and style.
* The tendency of recent discoveries is rather to con-

firm the existence of a separate^type of text in Egypt,

distinct from -that of B. The extant fragments of uie

Sahidic version have greatly increa^ied in since

Hort wrote, irtid the Middle Egyptiyain version is

begiiriing.to take concrete shape. In both of these*

we seem to see traces of an Egyptian family of text

distinct from that of B. An example may be found in

a bilingual fragment in the British Museum, containing

John iil 5-iv. 18, iv. 23-35, 45-4^, in Greck^^and

Middle Eg>ptian, of the sixth century.^* The^affinities

of this MS. are emphatically with its ffllow bilingual

OSS and ;^vith L, and with A and C in their non-Syrian

readings, but very much less with B, and decidedly not

with D or It is a text neither “Western” nor

Syrian,” and yet not precisely the text of B, though

agreeing with it in tlfe more important variants. Thus

it possesses precisely, the characteristics which Hort

would assign to his “ Alexandrian ” text, though«(as It

comes from Central Egypt and has no demonstrable

connexion with Alexandria) it might perhaj^s more

properly be calted “ Egyptian ”
;
and if we had the

whole MS. we might apparently possess a complete

• representative of .this type. At any rate it tends to

establish the separate existence of such a type of text

;

• Published by Crum and Kenyon in ' ef Thtol, StudUs, i.

4> 5-433
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and allc that remains to do is to consider its relations

with the
)9-text. 9 ^

After all, there is no insuj)erable ^difficulty in

imagining the existence of <lv/o or more ^pes of text in

the same country. Indeed this must have been the

case in Egypt, since, as will be shown below, there is

good evidence *that in very early times the £-t«xt was
current in Egypt as elsewhere. Its subsequent dis-

appearance may be ascribed tp the higher level, of

textual scholarship in that country
;
but it does not

follow that it left only one uniform text behind. If

the
y8-text is duetto a highly enlightened criticissai,

which generally succeeded in selecting authentic read-

' ings without a large admixture of editorial revision, the

7-text may be due to a somewhat less successful attempt

in tjie same direction, or to subsequent modifications of

that rescued text. A somewhat similar phenomenon
is jTound in the case of the Old Testament Septuagint

text. Here it is known that an edition was prepared

in Egypt by Hesychius, and the question is in what

group of manuscripts to look for this edition., Ceriani

finds it in the Codex Alexandrinus (A), the original

text of the Marchalianus (Q), and in certain cursives

;

while Cornill refers it to another group of cursives and

the Coptic versions, akin to the MSS. just mentioned,

but presenting in his view more of the character of a

formal and authorised edition. It is immaterial for

our present purpose to discuss which of the two is

right ; "all that is important is to observe that we have

here two groups of MSS., both connected with Egypt
and showing clear signs of affinity with one another,

yet recognisably distinct. »

This, then, is the view of the 7-.text to which the

evidence seems at epresent to point. It is a type of

text demonstrably connected with Egypt, being found
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in the Coptic versions, the biimgual and
MSS. which, like are associated with that country.

It has affinities with /J-text, which we have more
doubtfully assigned to Egyf»t also, so,that*in thS more
importafit variations the t’vo groups ordinarily ai;ree

with one another. It^is therefore substantially a sound
and good text, thougli the scholars who have examined
the evidence most closely regard it as showing some
signs of deliberate revision

; whence, in case of diver-

gence, the presumption is rather in favour of its rival.

Future discoveries of MSS. in Egypt, whi^^* may be
confidently looked for, will probably*enable Ais theory

to bo tested rlcthsiveiy iii the fiuure * an^i the increase

of our knowledge of the Sahidic and Middle Egyptian

versions, which may be expected from the satpe source,

will have an important bearing on the solution of4he

problem.

Meanwliile the authorities to whicli we must
chietiy for readings of the 7-type arc the

group of fragments, mostly Graeco-Sahidic, from Upper
Egypt, forpicrly known as and (in the Acts and

Epistles) 048, with ,the various Coptic versions. None
of these authorities is w^hoHy of this type throughout,

all being found (as has been seen above) in some cases

with the
y
8-gi‘oup and*in others with the a-group

,
but

where thfsc groups can be separately distinguished,

then any residuum which is supported by some of the*

authorities above enumerated may be safely regarded

as “ Alexandrian.’* For instance, if the authorifies for

a set of variants in a giverf place fall into the following

groups (i) wB, (2) CLT Boh., (3) AEEK, etc., or (i)

BD Boh. Syrn, (2; ALT Mid.-Eg., (3) KFKU, etc.,

there can be no doubt that*they represent the 7- and

a-types of text respectively. • Of^ the Fathers, Origen

and Clement are those* in whose writings this text is

• Z
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most Kkely to be found
;
but here i^ain it is inter-

mitted with readings of the«/3- an4 S-types, and can

only be identified when these ^two possibilities have

been eliminated.^ • u

§ 4 . Tlie i-ttxt
*

The most difficult question relating to the history of

the New Testament text still remains to be answered,

namely, What is the origin of the 8-type of text, or, as

Hort calls it, the Western text ? If this question could

be satisfactorily answered, the key to the whole history

would be in cyar possession. It is a type of text which

it is impossible to believe to be authentic as a whole,

and yet jt can *be traced back to sub-apqstolic times

an^ is widely spread throughout the Cbilstian world.

How did such a text come into exififence, and what
is^tjie value of^ it to us to-day in our search for the

primitiye text of the New Testament ?

The character of the 8-text has been described

already in connexion with the MS. which jis its prin-

cipal Greek representative, the Codex Bezae. It is

marked by many additions, great and small, to the

common text, and by a few striking omissions
; by a

multitude of small and apparently pointless verbal

variations by frequent changes in the order. of words;
*and« by frequent incorporations from, or assimilations

to, the parallel narratives in the other Gospels. In

the Epistles this last form of corruption is of course

absent, and the total amourit of variation is much less ;

on the other hand, in the Acts, which equally escapes

assimilation, the total amount of variation Is very great.

Indeed it is in this book anri its companion, the Gospel
of St. Luke, that thq divergence of the S-text alike from
the a-text and the /S-text is most marked : a pheno-
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tnenon which has given rise to a special explanftion, of
which more will hftv^ to he said below. •

The ]ocal\distributvon .of the S^text is a point of

considerable importance. t)riginaHy» observccT most
in the Old Latin version, it received the name of
“ Wester*^ ”

; and by fhis title :t has been very gerfer-

ally knetwn since 'the promulgation of Hort’s theoj;^

Tlje title Is, however^ inadequate and misleading. The
disco\*cr)^ of the Curctohian Syriac showed that this type

of text was also current in Syria** at a very early date ;

and the more rCcent discovery of the Sinaitir vriac has

estlblished this fact yet more dcjylyt It havi also been

shown that Tatian's Diatessaron was coifspiled from a

text of the same >:haracter, and that the primitive

Armenian version *was derived from d similar source.

Hence it is clear that this type of text was at hdhie

in the East as well as in the West, and it has been

plausibly sug^^csted that the connecting link may be

found in the Eastern origin of the Church of Gauir

Irenaeus, whose home was in Asia Minor, was also

subsequently Bishop of Lyons ; and his writings show

that he used a Bible text of this character. Is it not

reasonable, then, to suppose iliat he and his companions

carried this text to Gaul, and that thence it became the

parent of the Old Latin version ?

It is, however, becofning more and more clear that^

the range of the S-text was not confined even to* the

Syriac and Latin-speaking Churches. It is foun^ even

in Egypt, the headquarters of scientific criticism. Hort

himself noticed ^ tfiat Western quotations hold a prom-

inent place in some of the writings of Origen and in

Clernent of Alexaitdria ; and a detailed study of the

New Testament quotations of Clement^ has confirmed
* Tntrotlitction^ p. 1

1

3

.
* • •

^ r. M. Barn.Tirf3, T/ie Biblical Text of Clcfnent of Alexandria {Texts

and Studies^ v. 5 : Cambridge, 1899).
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this vi«w decisively. Hence Egypt must be added to

Syya and the West as one of the c^rly homes of the

S-text
;
the number of places in jvliich it yas hot known

is beebming snvall ;
and S;he inappropi^ateness of the

designation “ Western '' becomes increasingly evident^

It is also clear that its originomust be referred to a

very early dafe. Both the Old Syriac and "the Old

TiStin versions are very ancient, and their common
origin must go back almost to primitive times. A
more precise proof is given by the early Fathers. In

all the earliest Christian writers whose works have come
down to us, the S^text is predominant. It is founfl in

Justin and iiji Tatiah, in the heretic ‘'Marcion and in

Irenac^s, in Origen and in Clement of Alexandria
;
and

if the list, is not* still longer, this is probably due to the

scantiness of the remains of the earliest Christian

literature. Clearly a type of text* which is found

ejteij/where whejre we have evidence, in Syria, in Egypt,

^nd in ^the Latin-speaking West, is one whose character

must be closely scrutinised, and investigated without

prejudice.

Until recently the claims of the. Western” text met
with scant consideration and universal rejection. Its

variations, alike from the Textus Receptus and from

the leading uncials, were so numerous and apparently

so arbitrary that little or no weight was attached to
^ them

; and the small band of witnesses (principally D
and the Old Latin version) was treated almost as a

negligible quantity in the constitution of the text of

the New Testament. Ev^n among themselves they

could not hgree, the Latin MSS. killing (as we have
•

^ Mr, Miller Iricrl ** Syro*LoW'l,.atin,” but this is too cumbrous for

practical use, and still is not exhaustive. A n^m-ctmimittal <lesignation,

such as ** the o-text,” ^cems {veferable, if only scholars in general would
agree to adopt it. For a Suggestion that Antioch was the original centre of
the 5*lext, sec p. 199.
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seen above) into at least three groups, and * the^several

individuals in eacb group differing markedly from «one
another. Ti%ie and research have not indeed l^ened
the amount ofenternal differfepce, but they Have widened
our general conception of the character of the family

as a who^e. They ha^e shown thac the S text is earlier

in dat^ ^nd more universally disseminated in iiie
Clyristian world ot, the second century than had
previously been rcaiisM ; and they have led scholars

to look further for an explanatloli of its origin.

The most iftiportar.t of these theories wi’ ’^ regard to

ih# Western text is that which Was pui il.j ward by
the late 1‘rofcssor F. Blass of riallc, the 'vcll-knovvn

classical scholar, whose ex^x^rience in editing tHt texts

of the Greek classics stood him in good* stead 4p. dealing

with the analogOt‘s problems connected with the New
Testan»ent^ His attention was directed mainly to the

two books of St. I.iike, in which the variations ar« t4ic

most strongly marked
;
but it is evident fl^at hi«i results

affect the entire question of the S*text. liriefly, his

theory was* that Luke prepared two editions of each (d*

his works, and that-the 8-text represents one of these

editions, and the jS-tCKt tlie other; the a-text being

obviously secondary and not entering therefore into

consideration. He supposed that Luke wrote his

Gospel in Palestine, And that suhse<jucntly, on his^

coming to reside in Rome with St. Paul, he was aliked

by the Christians there for copies of his worje, and

thcicujx)n wrote it out again for them, with .such

alterations as an* author naturally fecl^ at liberty to

make in transcribing hi.s own books. Similarly, in the

<Ias6" of the Acts, X>ne copy* was no doubt made for
•

* For English reaOers his result'^ will 1jo founil most conveniently sot

forth, in a fresh and vigorcju.s styl^, in \)as PiUolojUgy 9/the Gospels (Macmilbn^

189S). The fuller staicmeni of his cum* is contained in his edkions of the

Acts (Teulmer» 1^5 and 1896) and Luke (Teubner, 1897).
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Theopkilus^ to whom it is addressed, another for the

Church in general
;

verbal,! and pccasionally even

substantial, alterations being made in t^e later copy.

The rfatura^ tendency of Ssuch a revision, in Professor

Blass* opinion, would be to abbreviate by the omission

of what seemed to be superfluous
;
hence in each case

shorter teit is to be regarded as the latc^. The
result of an investigation upon these lines is to shpw
that the. “ Western ** or S-text, of, as Blass called it, the

Roman text, consists in fact of the later edition of the

Gospel and the earlier of the Acts
;
while the “Neutral”

or )3“text, which Blass called Antiochene, consists of the

earlier edition tof the liospel and the later of the Acts.

Thte theory of a double edition is not wholly new,

the idea having' been propounded, more or less inde-

pendently, by different writers at different times. The
first statement of it appears to have been made by
Jessup.Leclerc (JoJiannes Clericus) early in the eighteenth

eentury,i and it was mentioned with approval by Bishop

Lightfoot, who, however, did not work it out Blass*

statement of it was not merely independent of these

precursors, but was also far fuller and more elaborate

;

and he alone deserves the credit of having really

brought the theory into the arena of criticism and
made it an element with which textual scholars were

compelled to reckon. At the time when r the first

edition of the present work was prepared, Blass’ theory

held a prominent place in textual criticism, and had
received the adhesion of such eminent authorities as

Dr. Salmon an^ Professor Nestle. At the present time

its vogue is somewhat past ; but as it may at any time

be revived, and as the phenomena on which it was
based remain in any case*to be explained, it seems

worth while to retain thd originjil examination of it.
*

A priori^^ there is no difficulty in acceptjing the
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fundamental proposition/ It is quite po.ssit|le that

Luke may have jrevisedt his own work, and copies of
both edition^ might havq survived. We know that

certain works <)f classical literature w^ic issued^in two
editions (for example Aristophanes* Clouds and Plutus^y

and in ^he informal •conoitions of publication which
must have applied to all Christian booldrfn the earliest

tiqies the simultaneous circulation of different editiffffi

is quite conceivable. •Practically, too, the theory fits

in with many of the data^ and “satisfactorily explains

some of the principal variations. Many of these are

vvBolly inexplicable on the ground of ordinary

scribal error or licence, and ap^pear tq postulate an

authoritative revision by some one with special know- <

ledge of the fact^ in question, and* some^ one who
thought he had the right to deal as freely a% he

pleased with the text Thus in Acts v. 29, for the

ordinary awoKpiOelff Be 6 Illrpo? Kal olJiTroaroXoi

•rreidap^elv htl de<p p,aXKov rj dvOpcoiroi^^ the S-text ’ has

d7rofcpc0€l(f Se ITer/^o? elwev TTpb^ airov rlvt Tret,0ap')(e2v

Sc?, detp If apOpcoTToif; ; 6 Bk elirev 6e^* In viii. 24
(the incident of Simon Magus) the S-text adds the

words Kal ttoW^ KXaimv 00 BieXip^Travev. In x. 2$

(the story cf Cornelius and Peter) the ordinary narra-

tive S^ iyivero ToifelaeXdelv top IHtpop, avpapryaa^

avT^ 6 JLopvijXio^ 7r€a%i)P €7rl rov^; iroBa^ TTpoaeKVPrjcrep

is replaced by a more detailed description, irpoaeyyi^prdk

Be rod Uirpov €t9 rrfv Kaicrdpeiap, 'jrpoBpapdop eU t&p

BovXcov Bt€ad(f>r}a’€P Trapayeyopepai avrop* 6 Be l^opvrlXt>o^

eKirriB^aa^ Kal avvavT'^aai avr<p, ttcctwv continu-

ing in the next verse elirep Bi avrtp 6 llirpo*:* Tl
*

''•Here an^l elsewhere I have taken the 3»texl from Blass* edition of Si.

Luke and tlie Acts ; but it must be.rcftiendjcrcd that the authorities of the

5-type differ very widely among themselves. In the present instance the

authorities for the reading here given 0re pje p\d Latin MSS. ^ and A

(Blass* /) and Lucifer of Cagliari. The readings quoted in comparison

with thoae of the S text are those of the Revisers (sec p. 311 ).
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iroieh

;

i'Toi/ Beov wpocKvvet* yap avBpw^o^ elfii €09

fcal fv. In xi. 2, where the ordinarj^ text has merely

0T€ Bi avi^rj Uirpo^ eh ^lepoaol^vpLa, Bie^pivovro irpo^

avTov bi eK *7r€p(^opLr}f;, thd S-text hast*quj,te a long

addition : b pLep ovv Derpo^ Blcl ifcavov 'x^povov i^OeXri-

crev iropevd7)vai eh * 1 .* /cal Trpoacf^t^vrjaaf; roi? uBeX^ov^

Kul iTncTTTfpi^af avrov^ e^rjXdev, iroXvv re Xoyoi^ iroLov-

eiropevero Bca tcjv 'x^copwp Bc^daKcov avrovs- qjre

Be KaTrjvrr)aev eh *1 . /cal aTnjyyi/Xep avroh rrfv 'xapiv

rov deoVi oi e/c 7repLrofirj<i dBeX(f>ol Bie/cpipopTO irpb^

avrop. In xii. 10 a topographical detail is inserted

in the narrative of*- Peter s miraculous deliverance, /cal

i^eXdopre^ Kar^^'qaap tou? eirra ^a0pLov<:, In xiv. 2

‘^(Paul aKd Barnabas at Iconium) the ordinary text has

ol Be aTretfi'qo’apref; ^lovBatoi eTn^yeepap /cal eKaKwaap

Ta9 t&p idp&p Kara twp dBeX<f>(»)P, while the 8-text

has oc Be dp^iavpaycoyoc t&p ^lovBat&p koX ol ap)(pPT€^

iir^fyc^op BtCDypiifp Kara t&p BiKaUop /cal e/cd/ccacrap

• s . (iBe’^&p* ^0 Be Kvpt,o<i eBcoKep ra^u elpijprjp

:

con-

tinuing in verse 5 » irdXvp iirrjyeLpap Bicaypi/v eK

BevTepov oi 'lovBaioi. avp Toh edpeaip, koX Xcdo^oXri^

capTe^ i^efiaXop avrov^ eK T779 iroXem, Kal ^vyovre^

7]X6op eh rr}p AvKaopiap, th •ttoXcp Ttpb KaXovfiiptjy

Ava-Tpap, In the list of recommendations in the

Jerusalem Council (xv. 29) the i-text adds a further

clause, Kal baa pit} OeXeTe eavTdh yipeaOai, eTepep pLtj

iroLeir. In xvi. 35, the narrative of the release of Paul

and Silas from Philippi is amplified thus
: b/^epa^: Be

yepopcepif^, axrpifXdop ol arpaT'qyol eirl to avTO eh Tr)p

ayopdp, Kal apapdhf^OepTe^ top aeiafiop top yeyoppTa

i<t>o/37}0rf<raPt and in verse 39 Kal Trapayepopbepoc pucTa

ifilXfop TToXX&p eh t7)v cf>v}uuc'i]p, wapeKaXecrap airrov^^

e^eXOeip, eiTropTe^* 'Hypoi^aaflep Ta Ka0* *vpLd^, oti iaTe

avBpe^ BUaiou It> i^^viL* 15 an^ explanatory clause Is

inserted in the account of Paul’s journey from ,Beroea
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to Athens ; •ircLp^XOev Be ttjp &etra‘cXtav* yhp
eh avTov^ Kijpv^qi, top Xoyop. In xviii. 27 a ^ wholly
different acejpunt is ^ivQjn of the cause of A polios*

journey from ^Ephesus to Corinth
; • for •whereas the

ordinary text has ^ovKopAvov Be airrov BieXffeip eh t^v
A^aia*' irporpesftdfiep^ m dBeX^l fYpa^|tav roh fuiOrirah

aTToBe^durOai, avrov, the d text states & T17

iT^bBr)p^vvTes rtvc? ^Viopivdioi koX aKOvaavres: avrov,

*!r(ip€KaXovv BieXSeiv <fijv avTot>i eh ttjv TrarpiBa ai'fwv’*

avyicaravev<ravro<;^ Be avrov, 01 E(f>eaiot. eypayjrav k,7,X,

In xix* I a wholly new detail appears ir J-text

:

^A-o^ro? S€ rov Kara rrfv IBiar ffov\i)v Tropeve-

crdai eh 'lepoaoX^ypui^ eWev avrw to irpev^m J7roarp€(f>eiv

eh 7 ifP *A<riap. In xix. 9 it is stated thfit Paul*

taught in the sclvooi of Tyrannus «iro copav TrepTrrq^

em BeKaTTjq, wiiinilarly in xx. i 5 (PauTs voyag# to-

wards Jerusalem) between the mention of Samos and
Miletus is inserted the additional factj^/cal pelvav^e^^ev

'TporfiXLa, which is a noticeable instanasi^of ^ readirfg

common to the B- and a-texts, which is not in the

^-text. In xxi. 16 the disciple Mnason is represented

as living not in Jerusalem but in a village between

that town and Caesarea : 8e ^yov wpofi 0&9

^epiadcjp^ePy Koi ^rapayepop^voi eX^ riva Ki»)p,t]v iyevopeOa
^

Trapd Mpdatopi Kvirpitp, pLad'tjrfj dp'^aitp* KUKeWep

i^tovref; mijfKdopbev eh 'iepoaroXvpa, hVom xxii. 29 the

principal Greek witness for the S-text, the Codex Kezae,

is wanting, but from the remaining witnesses the^original

form of this type of text can be at least approximately

and in substance recovered. In xxiii. 24, besides

other variations in the narrative of St. Paul’s convey-

•artce as a prisoner to Caeprea, the following clause

is inserted: €<f>o^i]07j yap* pbrjirore apTrderapre^ avrov 01

*fovBatoi aTTOKTeivoxnp^ /cal atro^ p/era^v ey/cXtfpa

a>9 xf^pjUTa elX7j<l>m.* Several phrases also ifv the
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letter o( Claudius Lysias are altered. In xxv. 24, 25 a

passage of some length is ingerted i^n Festus’ speech,

recapitulating some of the fjjcts ^already Jcnown to the

reader from the jyeceding narrative. Tj^e narrative of

xxviL I is tword^ quite differently. In xxvii. $, in

place of the ordinary to re iriKayo^ to Kark rijv

KiXiKLav /cal TiafjL<f>v\lav StairKevcravre^, the S->text*has

Kot^fierk ravra SiairXevcravre^ rov K^lKUiov Kokrrov /cal

TO Ila/x^vXtoi/ TreXoyov St* rjfiep&v Be/caTrevre* On the

other hand, the ordinary narrative pf xxvii. n
,

1

2

is concentrated into the single phrase o^Se Kv^epv'qr'q^

/cal 6 vav/c\rjpo<; i^ovXevovro TrXecv, and the description

of the harbou^ of PKocnix, ^eirovra*^ /cark Xi/3a /cal

^/cark 'xjnpov, is omitted. In xxviii. 16 an additional

item of information is given in the; S-text, which has

beetv preserved in several MSS, (HLMP) which are not

wholly of this type
:
(ot€ Be elarrjX0ofX€P eh 6

iK^rovrap^o^: irapeBcjKe rov<; Beafilov^ arpaT07r€Bdpj(ff,

a«title which Mommsen has shown may well be accurate.^

In xxviii. 19,
after the words dvriXeyovrcov Bk t&p

^lovBalfov is added xal iiriKpa^ovrcov, Alpe rov

fjfjL&v, and at the end of the verse aX,\* tva Xvrpdtrayfiai

rifp fiov i/c davdrovm Finally in xxviii. 31 the

last words of the book, in place of the usual Kal BcBaaKcop

rk rrepl rov Kvpiov ’Ii;<Toy ^pitr^ov fierk rrd(rr)<s Trap-

pritria^ dxft>\vTo>9, the S»text had something) to the

fbllowing effect : Bucrxpp/'Kop.evo^ koX Xeytop a/ca>XvTfo^

ore oStov icTCP 6 ^pca-ro^ 6 vio^ rov Oeovy Be ov

p^Xec Trdv o /coorpo^ Kplveadai,

Such are some of the rfiore rem’arkable variants

presented by tfeilfe type of text in this single book

of the Acts of the Apostles. In the Gospel of St."

Luke they are for the most part less striking, often

consisting merely <o£ the omission or insertion 61

* SU^ungsUrichte d. Berl. Acad,^ *895, p. 491. r
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pronouns, the substitution of pronouns foi^ proper
names, or vice versa, or J;he interchange of Kal and
Blass emphasised tfie fac;t that the 5-text in the Gospel
is characten^d omissions as cjmp'fcted #ith the

a or type, and in \he Acts by additions < but on^an
examination of his edition, :t is difficult to resist the

feeling* that this difference is less marked in reality

than he represents it, and is partly due to his attScfi*

ing special weight in* the Gospel to those authorities

which show omis^sions, and in \he Acts to those which

show additions
;
and seeing^ that the autb' vties for the

S%ext are rarely uaaliiin«>us in si^^port oi any given

reading, much* is necessarily icTt to t^|e judgment of

the editor. An example of the kind ef verbal variation^

charatceristic of S-text may be gwen from Luke v.

$-1 1, where they occur more thickly than usual. *The
5-text is given from Blass’ edition, and the ^-text from

the Revisers’ Greek Testament, as before.

(Uext *^fext

Kai djroKpi0€i<: 6 'S^ifuav clircK* b diroKpi^cts etirfi'* AtSil*

’jE7rt0-r<£7 a, jt* 6\fis vvKrbi Kovid- (TKaXt, 8i' bXrjs tt}s ytjKToiKaindirapTts

crovre? obdiu ^Xd/So/uet' ’ ivl 8i T<p
i ovbip iXdfiofji€v‘ ixl di rt^ eov

^fiarl (Tov ra Kal I ov /at) TrapaKoOao/JLai. koI fb0bt

rovro TToii^ffapTes crvvikXeio'av ^ bUrita crvpiKXeiO'aK

<rXT}0os iroAi/* dupfrbypvro 8i rd
j

Ixl^^^’itH'frXyOoSydHTTcrdblKrvafrbccrto'-

dlxTva avTwv nal Koriutverav rot?
!

Oai. Kal Karipevov roty pL^bxoit

fierbxois ip T(p eripip TrXSIip, rov ip ry iripip ,7rXo/(p, roO iX06pra.t

iXBbvras <rvXXa^ia 6ai oi’rois' pal ^oijOtip avroTs' iXObyret odp fxXrfaap

^X0ov Kal0 ivXrjffOP 'dpupiinpa rd dfiipbrepa id xXoia^ ibare rapd ri

wXota. Cterre fivdi^eirOai aiVd. 18u}p ^vei^ecrOai. 6 bi ^Ifxufp Tpwrivtamp

bi Hilfjuap Tlirpos ‘xpoo’iirtffc t<hs atWoO rots iroc-tp, XiyuVf UapaKaXw^
ybpcLcn rov 'Irjffou Xeyiou, i^€X0€ dir* ipov, brt dy}}p dpaprwXbs
dir* ifiovy bn dvijp dfiapruXbs ilp-iy

1
Ki/pec. Odfj^io^ ydp v€piiaxtv

h.vpu. 0dfJi^o$ ydp rrcpiicrxrP avrbPj I aOrovs iirl dyp^ rup tx0bup CtP

KoX vdvrat robs cdu ai'-Ap, iirl rij dy^
I

ffVPiXafiop. ijoav bb icott^wi'ol ainoQ

TUP lx0^(^*^ d)P rrvpiXafioPf 6p.oius bi
;

'IdKu^os Kal Hudprjs, viol 7t€^8aioif,

Kol *ldKu^oy Kol *ludpprfPf ulovf Z<j3f» ' 6 be rtirrp irpbs rbp XlpLUPa, Mij

k SeUpu, ot ^ap KOiPUPol^rtp Xlfxupi, i <f>o^ov* dxb rov pOp dvOponrovt (p-jj

Kal elire wpbs rbp XL/iupa u/Itjoovs^ 4 furypuri'. oi bi aKodaaprts rd irXoia

ipo^w" dird rov pvp dpOpuirov^ KarlXeiyl/ap ixl lijt y^ Kal itKo\o6‘

4g27* ^uypCfP, Kal Karayaybvrr^ rd ^7®®*' ®4^V*
irXom iirl t^p yw, dipipres Atropra

^icoXod^^ff’OK abru.
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A noticeable abbreviation occurs in v. 26, where the

8-tex| has only Kal eTrXriaOTpcra^ Xeyopre^j

TSSSofiev TTapdBo^a trijfiepov, ii^ pl^e of ^al cKaraat,^

eXajSev ^Trapra^, i$fiu iBo^a^p top" Beop, <c?cal iifKrja-BTi^

cap
<f>
6^0Vt *\eyopT€^ orv ISXBopep nrapdBm^a ci^pepop.

Similarly the S-text omits v. 39 sritogether: /cal ovBeh

irt>d>p •fral^LOP Beket piop* \eyec yap, 'O iraXaio^ j^rjcro^;

icTtp. On the other hand it inserts in place of vi, £
the story of the man working ^n the Sabbath day,

which has already been quoted above*(p. 93). At ix.

5 5 the S-text has the rebuke to the sons of Zebedee, ovk

oiBare m‘oLov irpevfJuaTo^ icre; o yap vio^ tov apBpdirov

ovtc ffKBe ^frv^ds uTroXecai, aWa ctocai, which Other-

Svise is found only in late authorities, being omitted by
nABCL, etp. At- X. 41, 42 the S-text omits the words

p^epifjo^^^ Kal Bop'v^d^u Trepl TroXXd: €po9 B^ icri ^eia:
but in xi, 2-4 it has the fuller form of the Lord's

Prayer^ with the ^further addition (in D only) of the

introductqry woi'ds (orap Trpocev'x^'qcBe) pJq ^arroKoyelr^

<i9 oi XotTTOL' Bokovcip yap rti/e? on ip rfj iro'fj^oyia

avT&p eicaKovcBrjcovrai' aXKd 7rpoc€V)(pfi€POi^ (XiycTc),

Another omission (in Dad) occurs at xii. 21, oi;TW9 o

6r)cavpi^o>p eavr^ Kal firj etV Beop irXovruyv, The most,

^

important variants, however, whether of omission or

addition, occur in the later chapters of the Gospel.

Thus the narrative in xix. 31-33 of the procuring of

the as6 for our Lord's entry into Jerusalem is reduced

by a series of excisions to the words, koX idp n^ vfxd^

iptoT^, ovrm ipeire, on 6 Kvpw avroC ‘XpeLap

KoX dTr€XB6pr€<i dircKplBricap on *0 Kvpw avrov

Kol ayayoPT€^ top tt&Xop iirippy^ap ra ipAna
avT&v €7r’ avTop Kal eTre^i^acap rdp 'Ti/o'oOvj—

^

form

which cannot be considered |)robable. After xxi. 36,

Blass would insert thee narrative of the woman taken ih"

adultery, which is universally admitted to be QUt of
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place in John ; but for this there is no evidence;

except that of the Fer^ar group of minuscules, whicB

inserts the passage* afte|^ xxi. 38. In the narratrve of

the instituti^u of^tht; Lord’s Supper, the S-totet omits

the end of xxii. to* urrep vpMU BiBoffievov* rovro

nroteiTfi €i<^ rtfp dpdfii*ri<Tt,p, and the whole of

verse ao, ical to mTfjptov axravTO}^ pi§rk to

\eyeov, Tovro to TroTnpiop rt fcaiv^ BiafffjfCff tV

fiov, TO vTrep vpjSv ^i/c^vvofAevov, Blass would also

(without MS. authority) eject *the rest of verse. 19., so

that the institution of the Sacrament ' -'uld wholly

disappear from this type of the t^xt. On the other

hand the incident of the Blooa)f Sv.’eat^ard the Angel

of th.f Agony is included in the S-text, though^it form*

no pait of the ;9;text On the saying from the Cross,

Hdrep, >sivTol<ii ov ydp oiBacri tI Trotovery the

authorities of the 8-family are divided, Blass siding

with the Curetonian Syriac and several Old Latin

MSS. (but against Da^, the Sinaitic Syriac, and the

Sahtdic) in retaining the words. At iftxiir.*53, how-

ever, he fpllows Dc‘ and the Sahidic in the extraordinary

insertion j^al tcOcvto^ avrov eTreffrjKep rw fivrjp,€vep \t>6ov,

OP fMoyi^ eL/coct, iKvKiov, apd at xxiv\ i ,
with the same

authorities, he inserts iXoyi^opTO Be iv eavraU tL<: apa

{iTTOKvKlo’ev TOP XiOoi^/ In xxiv. 0 the 8-tcxt omits ovfC

eo'TLp d)^€f (iW* "^yep^fj also the whole of xxiv. 1

2

6 Bk IleTpo? dvoorra? ^Bpapep eirX to pvqpelq^Vt

TTOLpdKXl'^^Cl^ /SXcTret Ta oOoVtCL flOPCt* KCLi aTTTfXOe TTpOSl

lavTop davfid^eop to yeyopo^, the end of xxii^. ^6 KaX

\iyei avToU, Eipfjpv and the whole of xxiv. 40

fcai TOVTO elTTwv ehei^ev avroU rds^ *y€lpa<: fcal Tom;

% 7708^9. Penally, ^ill express .mention of the Ascension

disappears from this form* of the text, the words xai

^u^f^epeTo eifs top ovpdpov being^ qpiitted, and only the

ambiguous phrase air%aTf^ aTr axn(ap retained.
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Sucb being, in outline or selection, the most prom-

inent data, the question has to be f|iced, Does Blass'

theory provide an adequate explanation of* them ? At
first sight it may^secin thafr no one/sxc^^t the author

himself coirid ever have taken tlie liberties with the

text which are involved in the ©greater changes, and

that the smaller ones are such as no copyist of editor

would have taken the trouble to make. That is, jti

brief, the essence of Blass’ case^ There are, however,

serious considerations to be taken into account on the

other side. The small verbal changes (individually too

unimportant to be included in the selection given abo#e,

and collectively too numerous) are far from impressing

•one as the product of the author’s pen. A writer de-

liberately condensing his narrative uiust have done so

in ai less haphazard manner. Very many of the sub-

stitutions of one word for another are inexplicable on

any theory of deliberate revision. It would require a

disproportionate amount of space to examine the evi-

dence in detail here,^ but if the reader will compare the

two forms of text in a chapter or two of the Gospel or

the Acts, he will find it hard to conceive the mind of

the author in the production of this supposed revision.

Changes which are possible to a careless scribe, or to

a writer indifferent as to the precise wording of his

text, are incomprehensible as the work of ars author

transcribing his own composition. ^

Nor are the larger variants, deliberate though they

must have been, satisfactorily explicable on the theory

of a revision by the author himself. The additional

facts contained in the S-text of the Acts have, no

doubt, the appearance of being due ^to special know-
ledge, and might reasonalSy have been the work of

' A classified enumeration of the variants in D is given in Weiss’ Der
C9dkx D in der Apo'stdgeschichU {Texte und Untersucimngen, ii. l).
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Luke himVelf
; but then the difficulty arises, ^ow to

account for their omission in the^ later version. The
economy in space^is^insig^ificant, the loss in dctaj^l*and

pictures4uencS|g oc^asfonall^^ great Som^ of tife sup-

posed omissions are * still* more improbable^ sftice .they

occur not only in Lukes ovm narrative, but in docu-

ments which he is quotin^^ Is it likelj^ that he would
have strucTc out a clause from the recommendation*' df

the Jerusalem Council Acts xx. 29), or that he would
have altered the^ wording of ’the letter of Claudius

Lysias (xxiii. •26-30) ? Similarly, in the Gospel we
ar* asked to believe that Luke in lalw^- .^ition (in

this case repres/inted by the £ *tcjpt) altered his narrative

of the evening before the Crucihxion so as to pmit all<

mention of the institution of the sacrament of the I^rd*s

Supper, and penhaps even excised the record* of oryj of

our Lord's sayings from the Cross. The omissions in

chapter xxiv, are surel)' inexplicable as the deliberate

excisions oi an author bent on improving his iilerai;y

style by condensation.^ Nor is Blass'* theory more
satisfactory in dealing with the additions which are

found in the S-text of the Gospel. The most important

of these is the passage introduced at chapter vi. 5, con-

cerning the man found working on the Sabbath
;
and

to this Blass would afld the story of tlic woman taken

^ Biass ^sumes tliroughriu# that an author’s revision of his work natur-

ally t^es the form of condensation, ar.d states that he finds it to be so

his case ;
but it may be doubted whether the experience of allfuuthors

is the same. A historian is constantly tempted to add fresh facts ai)d

arguments to his narrative; and the tendency of most modern iKXiks is to

inciease in size in their successive editions. From ihi.x tendency Frof. Blass'

own works would not* appear to fee exempt, h«s history of Attic Oratory

having increased from 1763 pages to 1863 fso far as Uie .secon<l edition has

yet appeared), while his introductions to his editions of Aristotle’s 'AOrfualuv

Jfoi^treia and the ]X)ems oj Bacchylides have grown from twenty-eight pages

To thirty-one in the first case, and Ifeom sixty two to seventy-one in the

second. If, then, expansion rathei^than condensation Iw taken as the sign

second edition, Blass' views as to relative ]»riority of the two texts

of the works of Luke must b^iiivcited ; whlth*wiil not, however, remove
their difficulties.
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in adultery, which the Ferrar MSS. plaqe at^the end of

chapter xxi., and which Blass believes ^have formed
parf of Luke’s “ Roman ” ejrfitiorf ot ht||Go5|>el. In

both of thesf cases Blass holds that; deliberately

withheld these passages froin the edition which was
intended to circulate in the Esj^st, as being likeljr to

give offence tct the Jews ;
while he included Ahem in

<;hc- edition addressed to his Roman readers, who would
not find the same difficulty in .them. This explana-

tion, however, overlooks the fact that, according to

Blass’ own theory, the first edition of the Gospel (that

intended for the East) was written at a considerable

time before, the second edition, when no idea of a

V Roman^ edition can have been present in his mind.

No deliberate ^reservation of these narratives for

Western readers can possibly have been intended.

Xnd while Blass* theory does not appear to fit the

facts with regard to the two books of St. Luke, it is a

fprth^ objectiorf to it that it does not account for the

similar fftlenomerm in the other books of the New Testa-

ment, The variants of the S-text are, no doubt, most
conspicuous in St. Luke’s Gospel and in the Acts ; but

they are not confined to these books. Similar additions

and variations appear, though not so frequently, in the

other three Gospels, and to some >,xtent in the Epistles
;

though in the latter the authorities of this type are fewer,

and have been less fully investigated. For instance,' the

largest addition of all in the Codex Bezae is the passage

inserted after Matthew xx. 28; and the omission by D
and the Old Latin of Matthew xxi. 44 (“ and whosoever

shall fall on this stone shall be broken, but on whom-
soever it shall fall,- it shall grind hirq to powder **) and.

of the end of John iv. 9 t!*'.for the Jews have no deal-

ings with the Samaritan^ ”) are quite of the same naty/-

as the omissions in Luke. Blass, however, is driven
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to And dinerent explanations for each of the other

Gospels. In Mat|hew he Ands that there is compara*
tively little divergenejp between the /8-tcxt and the

5-text, and whet tlAiff is Ije l-egards a« del^rajt^ inter-

polation in the latter by very ancient reikefers. In

Mark, oj the ether hanitl, where the divei^ence is greater,

he propt>UQd5 the bold theory that the evangelist origin-^

ally wrote in Aram^c, that Luke translated his work
with additions or altersftions of his own, and that this

Lucan version circulated side by side with another

translation made by some one else/ Finar>^ / the vari-

anfs in th<$ case of St. John’s Gospel are assigned to

the disciples of the evangelist, who “ took the liberty of

enlarging the text here and there, of course eadh in a
^

different way.” ^

This 'multiplication of hypotheses to account^for

similar phenomena in the several Gospels is evidently

unsatisfactory, and weakens belief in the principai one,

which necessitates the others. Indeed,*tj>e more thfs

hypothesis is examined, the less does it seem to account

for the phenomena of the type of text with which we
are now dealing. • The Codex Bezae, the principal

Greek representative of thelB-text, contains many vari-

ants peculiar to itself and yet of the same character

with those which are accepted as belonging to the

" Roman ^ text. Thus it incorporates in Luke the^

geheStogy of our Lord given by Matthew, and in itiany

other passages introduces words or incidents frpm end

Gospel into another. It is quite clear that this cannot

be Ae work of L*uke, and Blass does ijot adopt Jthem

in his “Roman” text. It is evident, therefore, that

s .
' For the arguments by which this strange theory is supported, the

^ readec muf«t consult Blass’ Philology of the Gospels, pp. i90>2iS. They

eJKKst of a succession of hypotheses, eaclr baxtly^possible, and collectively

possessing only an infinitesimal degree of probability.

* Ih. po 134.
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bold revision has been at work on D or its archetype,

just 2JS Blass finds it at work incJohn;^and the question

naturally presents itself, Why rmay not tht same cause

account "^^for the \{ariants which jb /shares with other

authorities} asid which Blass accepts as Lucan?

What we want, in fact, is some» uniform cause a;^pli-

cable to the whole range of phenomena pre^ei^edyby

t£e %-text, with some special addition to aa^l^t i^r

their special prominence in the two books of St Luke.

This is not provided by Blass. - He merely makes a

selection among the variants found in th^se two books,

and labels the texto so produced ’ Roman.” The tifle

is, however, eve^ more***' question-begging ” than Hort*s
^ Western ” or ** Syrian,” since its localisation is more

precise. Yet there is, in point of .fact, no evidence

connecting the S-text especially with Rome, and much
that connects it with places far removed from Rome.

It is fpund in the^ Syriac-speaking countries of the East,

im the Gfpek-speaking Church of Egypt, in the Latin*

speaking Church of Africa, in the Latin-speaking but

Greek-descended Church of Gaul. From Jtaly and

Rome our evidence, with the possible exception of

Marcion's, is all of later date. This type of text may
^have been current there in the first and second centuries,

but we have no proof of it What we do know is that

it was current at the earliest date to which oi:r know-

fedge^ extends in nearly all the other parts of the i^brld

to which the Gospel had been carried,—a phenomenon

for whic^ it is difficult to account on the theory that

this text was of purely Rorfan origin, and that rival

texts *of equal authenticity had already been given to

the East by the author hinjiself.
*

What, then, is the altcfnative explanation which

will fit the facts of the tase, if ^Blass* ingenious h3q[9tP>

thesis be discarded ? It is that to which allusion has
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already Veen made, and which Blass himseif applies

in the case of the C]roi^els of Matthew and Jolyi, the
hypothesis of free*han^ing of the text by scribes and
teachers in c^rl^ da^s*of Christ^nitj. tf must be
remembered that the cir^^umstances of the Tradition of
the?

^
New Testament^text (and especially in the case of

the Gospels) for more than 200 years were wholly
^nltke those of an^ other literary work. We ha^e no
great libraries enshrining standard copies of the precious

volumes, no rccqgnised book-trade multiplying carefully

written transcripts of them, no schol? ,
- keeping a

dl^itical eye on the purity of the •text, instead of all

this we have Voughly written ^copies ^irrulating fronp^

hana to hand among congregations whose ^ole cafc

was for the substance, not for the precise, wording, of

the Gospel narrative ; we have the danger of dastnic*

tion impendiog over them, if they were brought too

prominently before the eye of the^ civil po^^r ; we
have periods of persecution, during which active sciflrch

was made for the sacred books of the prohibited sect

Circulating in this irregular fashion, and for the most
part among populations with no high standards of

literary tradition, it is no* surprising that the text was

often treated in a way to which we are not accustom**]

in dealing with the*ordinary works of literature which

have descended to Qs from the past. It would not

seem unnatural, still less wrong, to insert additional

incidents, believed to be authentic, in the narrative* of

our Lord’s life
;
and verbal changes, whether of pro-

nouns or propeif names, ftr of one synonym for another,

would be matters of indifference.^ To these cituses of

i ^ A vivid description of the conations which may overtake the manu-
ecripts even of wturks copied undei much less unsettled conditiont is given

by the editor of St. Augiistine*s De Cwitate DeU J. b. Vivesfin the preface

*^n*the edition of 1555; the passage ft noi in his first edition of i$22)i
** Mira dictu res quanta in cdlicibus varietas, ut unusquisque descril>entiutn

Imtare^ribi fleere verba arhitratu suo ponere, mode constaret sensus, quasi
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variation^may be added the plausible, thougbr not yet

fully developed, suggestion of /e-translation from the

Syriac as a possible factor iiv the ^production of this

type of text.^ • c
*

So thr&jgh the outlying tracts of the Roman world,

in Syria and Asia Minor, in Africa^^and Gaul, the books

of the New Testament circulated through the fir^ two

centdiries or more of their existence. There must havg

been much truth in Jerome’s remark, ** tot sunt ex-

emplaria paene quot codices.” What, we have called

the S-text, indeed, is not so much a text as a congeries

of various readingSj not descending from any oni

archetype, but ppssessin"g an infinitely complicate^ and
intricate parentage. No one manuscript can be taken

as even approxin>ately representing the S-text, if by
"textil* we mean a form of the Gospel which once

existed in a single manuscript. There are a multitude

of readings in D (such as those referred to just now,

which incorporate passages from one Gospel into

another, or the pseudo-Homeric insertion in Luke
xxiii. 53) which no editor can possibly r^ard as

authentic. No two manuscripts of. the Old Latin

interpretatio esset, non exscriptio. Ita in hoc libro legas ardttror, in illo

; in hoc significcUum^ in illo figuratum ; hie praesens^ alibt iste ; hie

habet ergo^ ille igitur\ hie ae/ernus, illc irdmartalis \ hie Jlexisse^ ille

dejlexisse^ alius tnjiexisse. Sed haec fortasse tolerabilia. Quid ilia detracta,

quid addita, inversa? Jam quoties erratum,^quod versionem hex. inter-

prstum, ouam ubique Augustinus adducit, voluerunt ad hanc noq^m
detorquere, et ex duabus male cohaerentibus unam faeere.’* It will be
observed that three of the most important forms of corruption of the
Biblical text* are here described: (i) wanton handling of the text, (a)

alteration of quotations from their true form into one more familiar to the
scribe. (3) conflation.

^ ^

' See p*x)vc, p. 94 ‘AT. Mr. Hoskier has recently carried this idea
farther, by attributing much of the intermingling of different strains of
text to the existence at a very early period of Graeco-Latin- Syriac-Coptie <

MSS. It would be diflicult enough f<Mr^i-Jingual MSS. {such as the Graeco-
Latin and Graeco-Coptic MSS. which we know to have existed in the
fiAh and sixth centuries) tq. h^ve been produced in the second or thite ^

centuries ;
and a quadri-lingual MS. passesf belief. Nor do the facts

adduced seem to require so improbable an assumption. c
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agree with any closeness with
^
one another ; the

differences between the two extant codices of tlje Olcl

Syriac are flagrant*; and the Old Latin and Old Syriac

texts differ^jisoihewliat markedly |roin* one# another.

The readings whic^i we* group under the K^^ad of the

S-tex^ often bear, it is true, the si^ns of deliberate

revision,Jbut never of a coherent and continuous revision,

yhey are the wo^k o^’ many individuals, in many j^laces

and at many times, aot of a single editor, still less of

the original author.

But it may fairly be asked, how, on f'-': ^ hypothesis,

JS the special predominance of readings oi the S-type

in thf two books of St. Luke fo be a^iotmted for. It

migat be possible to frame various hypotheses ndt

more improbable^ than that which Bkss apfdies to the

Gospel of St; Mark,—possible explanations on avhich

no verification can be brought to bear. But the

simplest theory perhaps is to suppqfe that thfse two

books were most exposed to free treatm^jjt becdtisc

they circulated most among the Gentile converts to

the Christian faith. The Acts of the Apost ies, written

by the companion of the great Apostle of the Gentiles,

would naturally be a favourite book among the peoples

whom that Apostle had been the first to bring into thj

Church ;
and when they desired an authentic narrative

of the life of Christ, they would naturally turn to that

wBfch came ta them with the authority of this sarne

teacher. Circulating in Palestine and Asia 'Minor and

Greece, the Acts might easily receive those touches

of local detail Vhich nfost suggest the author's own
hand ; ' while in the case of the Gospel the ^riants

»rlither suggest fi«e handligg in the way of insertion 5r
•

* This, it may be observed, is the explanation offered by Professor

**r«insay before the promulgation of Blslks’ tl^eofy. The truth of the local

tou^es impressed him, but lie was able to account for them in- this way,

withoal attributing them to Luke himself.
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^
omission^or verbal change than the application of local

knowledge. Other 'explanations might be possible, if

we knew more of the circumstances of the production

and earlj.'^ circulatjon of the Christi^ft Sq^ptures ; but

in the prWent state of our knowl^ge this seems best

to account for the facts as theyonow lie "before us,

and to contain In itself nothing either impossible or

imprbbable.
^

If a clearer understanding of the nature of the

S-text, and therewith of the .early histpry of the New
Testament Scriptures, is to be achieved, it will hardly

be by heroic measures such as those we have jul^

been considering, but *^rather through a patient and
detailed texamination of the various authorities in

which it is^ contained. Each of them possesses a dis-

tinct individuality, which requires careful investigation

before its relations with the others can be determined.

Most of them have already been described at some
length in the preceding chapters. For the Gospels we
have pre-eminently D, though it must not be assumed
that everything which appears in D is past of the

earliest form of the S-text Rather it , must be regarded

as embodying the principles to which the S-text is due,

parried to their farthest extent. No other Greek MS.
of the Gospels belongs wholly to this "type, though
readings characteristic of it appear in nACIcH, and
pSrhaps in other MSS. Of the minuscules 473 (Hcift’s

81^ is the most valuable representative of this class;

and with*^ it may be mentioned 235, 431, 604, 1071,
and Evl. 259. The Ferrar ^roup also (13, 69, 124,

346, s48, 543, V*3. 788, 826, 828; see p. 131),
though agreeing in the main with the» ordinary a-text, r

yet in its characteristic featured is allied with the S»text

;

and Professor Rendclr H^ris has sought to establish*

a Syro-Arabic origin for it, which must be considered in
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connexioi| wi!h Dr. Chase’s theory of a Syriac origifi for

the characteristic features of the £>ttxt in getietul. But
although all thele «MSS. may be cit^ as witnesses to

the i-tcxfimj^reater*or tes% degree, tlhie rpal s^ngth of

its support comes irbrn the Versionsl^espe^^^y the Old
Syriar and J:he Old ^atin) and the early Fathers. The
Syriaoand Latin versioiis. though often*agreeing, appear
to represent somewhat different stages in the develop*

ment of the text. • Prof. Burkitt has shown ^ that the

longer additions ^to the Gospehtext are especially found

in the African form of the Old Latin (represented

mainly by ke and Cyprian), while |ne snvs^l/fr additions

are especially tharacteristic of the European Latin {aB

and their colleagues)
; and the Old ^riac authorities

have some special interpolations pecyliar to themselves.

Of the two Old Syriac MSS., the Sinaitic undoubtedly

represents the earlier and purer form of the version.

Besides these versions, the Harkleian Syriac and the

Sahidic and Armenian must be mentioned ardbng ^thc

intermittent supporters of the 8-text Of ffie Fathers,

it has bpen shown already that all the earliest among
them exhibit texts more or less of the 8-type. Most
notable are Tatian, Aphjaates, and to a less degree

Ephraem, among the Syriac writers
;
Justin, Marcion,

Irenaeus, and Terttlllian among the earliest represen-

tatives ^of the West j Cyprian and Tyconius in Africa

somewhat later period
;
Clement and sometinies

even Origen in Egypt The special importance of these

writers has been considered in an earlier chapiter.

In the Acts*D stan<^€ out still more prominently as

the representative of the S-text, through the dfeappear-

^ance of the Olpi Syriac. It is joined, however by

the other Graeco-Latin* iftS. E,, and the minuscules

^ •
*

* The Old LcUin and the liala (Cambdcl^e Texts and Studies^ iv. 5),

especially pp. 46-53-
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69,^431, 614, 876 (Hort’s 44), 1518. Vhepld Latm
attestatfon is weaker than in the Gospels (see above,

p. 2c6) ;
while the Old Syriad fails eftitirely. No MS.

of it is in existence, and^ it'" is conly by the indirect

evidence %vhicTh w6 possess, through ^the Syriac Fathers,

of the exigence of an Old Syriacjrersion of the Pauline

Epistles, that we are enabled to assume that these must
also^have been an Old Syriac Acts., From the Fathers

the testimony to the S-text is substantially the same as

in the Gospels, but their quotations are less numerous.

For the Catholic Epistles the evidence«is still weaker,

through the loss of this part of D, and the absence

these books from E^. .The importance of the S-text is,

\jowever, much fess after we leave the Gospels jand Acts.

In the Pauline Epistles' also the^^i^xt is less

strongly marked, but it exists quite "definitely in* the

Graedo-Latin group of uncials D^EgF^Gj, all of which

have been traced by Corssen to a common ancestor,

written* colometridally, probably in Italy. The Gothic

version is' ’also* connected with this group. The Old
Latin is represented by the MSS. enumerated above

(p. 209) ; and the existence of an Old Syriac version of

these books may be inferred,^and some of its readings

gathered, from the commentary of Ephraem, of which
’

Armenian translation exists, which was made avail-

able for general use by the publication of a Latin^vcrsion

of it in 1893.^ In addition to these normal witnq^s
to the %-text, B itself, as has been observed above, has

a strong tinge of this type in the Pauline Epistles.

For the Apocalypse there is^no uncial representative

of the^-text, which is practically represented only by
the Old Latin, here reinforced by th^ commentary of^

Primasius. Little study. However, appears to have

' See Sanday and*?IbadliAn, /^cmaff Sf pp. Ixixdxxiy.
'

* See Armitage Robinson, EutlMana^ p, 83.
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l^n made o^the charact^stics of the S-t^ext in fiii$

book. ' . .

In conclusion, •it be permissible to repeat •that

the great diversity* among t^e authorities of the S'type

is a strong ar^meitt "against such a theoryjoQlfs origin

as that propounded b|y iliass. It is a type rather than
a text,4>roduce<i in many places by the operation of the

same causes, and wifh intricate inter-relations existing

among its surviving representatives, which it will need
the patient labour o? gener&Aons to unravel. The
scholars who ,undertake the task, however, will be
sustained by the consciousness thal^so ffi% .x they may
succeed in elucidating the ge.iesis of the 3-text, they

will have discovered the key to the* whole^ textual

history- of the New Testament.
,

We come back then, finally, to a position substan*

tially the same as that of Hort, though with some modi-

fications. The early history of the New testament

text preseiiis itself to us as an irregulir diffusioifof tjie

various books among the individuals and cefthmunities

which em^praced Christianity, with few safeguards against

alteration, whether^deliberate or unintentional. To this

stage, which follows very ^soon on the production of

the original autographs, belong the various readings,

early in their attestation yet comparatively rarely con^

vincing ^in themselves, which we call the S-text, and

whi^^ Hort terms W’estern,” and Blass (in the case of

the two books of St. Luke) “ Roman.” In Egypt ^lone

(or principally) a higher standard of textual fidelity

prevailed, and in» the litenary atmosphere of Alexandria

and the other great towns a compartitively pii^^ text

yas preserved. come down to us (possibly

by way of Origen and# liis pupils) in the Codex

•Vgticanus and its allies, and \§ w|^at we have called the

/3-tex^ and what Horf calls " Neutral.” Another text.
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alsV) found in Egyptian authorities, andf di^ering fr^
the last only in minor details, is that which we call the

7-te5ct, and Hort " Alexandrian.” ® Finally there is the

text which, originating in t^e neighbourhood of Antioch

about tflb ^d of^he third century,^rew together many
of the vanous readings then in e^qistence, and with many
minor editorial modifications developed into «a form

«whkh was generally adopted as satisfactory throughout

the Eastern Church. This is the ti*text of our nomen-

clature, Hoift’s
** Syrian ”

;
the text which monopolised

our printed editions until the nineteenth century, but

which is now abandoned by all but a few scholars, though

it is enshrined in the affections of the English people

tthrougl^ its incorporation in our Authorised Version.

Nevertheless, in coming back to Hort's position, and

believing his analysis of the textual problem to be sub-

stantially sound, we do not necessarily go $0 far as he

does in the rejection of all evidence which lieslsutside

the ^-group. The course of investigation, aided by

evidence*Which has come to light since Hort wrote, has

tended to emphasise the early and widespread character

of the 8-text, and to render it probable that, among
much that is supposititious,^there is also something that

is original, and yet is not preserved in any other forni

•^of text However highly we rate the accuracy and

judgment of the Alexandrian scribes and scholars to

whom the /9-text is due, it is most improbable a pdori

that they should always be right, and the scribes of tt e

S-text always wrong, when they differ. One special

class of readings in which, asoHort pointed out, a priori

prol)abifity is oft the side of the 8-text is in the case of

its omissions, such as those which occur in the fin^l

chapters of St Luke. Addition to a text is always

much easier to acepunt (or than omission, except w^ex

the omission can be shown to be either purely accidental
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or due tod^tritial considerations
; and neither of

explanations suits the cases in questidn. The passages
which the /8-text ct>nfhins*over and abcye what is giyen
in the S-text ^ay* be*genuine incidents i|nd sayings,

and two of them atf feast! the Bipod/ Sweatyand the

angel in the«g^en of Gethcemane» and the word of
forgiveness from the Cross, are sdchjas bne would not

resdily.abandon ; but it must remain very questionable^

whether they formed of the original Gbspel. The
same may be said^ with vanou3*^degrees of 4>robability,

of many of thck passages which the S-text
.
done con-

taifts. But it is not safe to condemq a reau:i.g off-hand

because^ the authbrities for it are df the S-type. If they

are right, as against the ^-text, in omit*^ing the p^sages «

above referred to, jt is probable that, they arc some-
times right in their other divergences. Xte several

pas.sages must be considered on their merits, and the

ordinary canons of textual criticism, which enable one

to judge which of two rival readings is, original^ muijt

be applied to them. The presumption, mb doVbt, is on

the side of. the j3Aext, since it has the higher character

for accuracy on the whole
; but we must have an open

mind to consider the claims in special instances, of its

rival. It v/ould be simpler, no doubt, to be able to rule

out all S-readings, 9s we rule out all recognisable^

a-reading^ ; but the easiest way is not always the one

whiek leads to truth, and the tendency of recent criti*®

cism has certainly been to rehabilitate, to some extenf,

the S-text, and to demand a more respectful cotisidcra-

tipn of it in the future.

S 5. Soden\ Textual Theory

JThe course of textual criticism^ sjuce the publication

x)f the first edition of^ the present work in 1901, has
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nht disturbed the main conclusions tfien ^stated. On
the contrary, wKUe the advocacy of the a-text has

practically come to an end, t|ie advcfcates of the 8-text

cannot be s^id to have gained gftouhd, Little is heard

now oNpiass’ tlieoiy, and ft is'Ather the differences

than the^ agreements of the several witnesses to the

8-text that ha^ attracted attention. The Latin^ersions

“^have been the subject of much careful work, JDUt^no

great results in the way of constructive theory have been

reached. |*erhaps the most notable ^single contribution

to the textual history of the New ‘fTestament has

been Prof. Burkitt^ demonstration (for it is little 18ss)

that the Peshitto may be assigned With considerable

.confidence to* Bishop Rabbula, in the first quarter of

the fifth century
;
a fact which clears the way for a

reasonable view of the history of the Syriac versions In *

general.

Meanwhile the great edition of the Greek New
Xestafeent, planned by von Soden and executed with

the help*df a band of assistants, has been slowly coming

to the light.^ The prolegomena, in 2203 pages, are

complete
;

the text and critical apparatus (originally

promised for 1903 !) are stdl in the press. The prole-

gomena, in addition to the new numeration of the manu-
^scripts, described above (pp. sf-SS), contain a very

elaborate classification of their textual evidence, based

upon a much more extensive examination of thenirfhan

has ever been undertaken previously. The exact bear-

ings of this classi&cation in von Soden's mind cannot be

fully discerned until the text and apparatus are ^ pub-

lished-? but its general character may be briefly indicated.

' Die SchrifUn des Neuen Testaments in ikrer dltesten erreichbarek^

Textgest&lt hergestellt^ auf Grund Hhger Textgeschickte, von Dr. Theol.
Hermann Freiherr von Soden, Band i. (in four parts), Berlin, i902>t^io.
For a good analysis of it, ijee^K, Icake, J^ofessor H, von Sodees's 7reatn:ienT
efthe Text of the Gospels, Edinburgh, 1908 '(reprinted from the Review of
Iheohgjf etnd Philosophy).
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In all tl^e mass of authorities fcr the text tSe
New Testament, von Sodeij discerns tliree main families.

The family which *ultima|ely became dominant, and
which inclucfes^jy Tfar^the greater number of^xtant
MSS., is designated By the* letter K ( = Koipv^ Over
against this jdistingwlsh a much earlier family, de-

noted by the letter H. because von SoBen (following

Boi^sset^ regards the* Alexandrian scholar Hesychhis
^

as the editor of this* recension, of which the Codex
Vaticanus is the principal representative. And beside

this, a study o# these earlier witnesses lrt1!?;!s to th^

dis<y)very of a third family, nowhera preserved in any
single so plainly as H is id the

pervading a number of authorities, such as the Old
Latin, Old Syriac, the Ferrar group, D, and^i. This

family, which voi» Soden claims as his own discovery,

is designated 1 ('Ic/voucraXv/i, its home being assigned

to Jerusalem').
^

All these families are examined in detail, and sub«

divided into groups, of which the characteristic readings

are set ouUin full. Thus K has as its earliest form

K\ followed by K* and ; then K* (the dominant text

from the tenth or eleventh .century onwards), and K'

(a twelfth century revision for liturgical use). Besides

these *there is the g?oup K*, headed by the Codex
Alexandripus, which however is influenced by H ; it

is a targe group with a good many subdivisions. •The

second family, H, Is represented by about 50 witnesses^

mostly imperfect, headed by B and m (Soden 's and

S2, from which Ife deduces a common ancestor, S'*®),

B (8^) conies nearer to H than any otlier MS., is

influenced by I and K^. I^has a rather bewildering
* number of subdivisions, showing the influence of the

type in varying; degrees; 4these are^H' (found

predonynantly in the cursive M^ i), J («the Ferrar
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group^Hi (with varieties indicated ^),
B, (which thus appears under both K and I, being

regarded as a revision of an^I tdkt^in the direction of

K\ vir^h reference to H), T, ®n (thg* purple MSS.),

O, I^Nrnd a number of ^rnall ^jgroups in which the

original traces of the I typei are picwe and more
swamped by ^he predominance of K. For the MSS.
constituting all these groups and sub-groups^ the^stu^ent

must be referred to von Sodep’s' own work. I* is the

best representative of the I type,, and includes the

manuscripts D, 399, 565, etc.
;
D is' described as a

mixture of I and K^, showing much careless copying

or dictation, but als6 many deliberate alterations, due
to various ancestors. The influence of parallel passages

in other books is very strong in it, ^as it is in' the Old
La|:in, by which D is strongly influenced.

Behind these three families, I, H, and K, lies the

common basis I-H-K, which must be arrived at by a

comparison of, t^e three branches. Of these K is much
the farthest Amoved from the original, and shows much
verbal and stylistic alteration. It originated in Syria

in the fourth century, and is perhaps due to Lucian,

whom we know to have .produced an edition of the

Septuagint H (which is substantially the text of

Athanasius, Didymus, and Cyrif of Alexandria) ‘obvi-

ously is an Egyptian text, and presumably due to
• Hesychius. It represents I-H-K much more faithfully

than K, and rarely departs from it except on grounds

of verbal style. I in general preserves the common
original most faithfully of all. Though now not pre-

sdnrsd anywhere in its integrity, it must have been

authoritative for centuries, since its influence is so widt-
if

spread. It is the text of Cyril of Jerusalem and
Eusebius of Caesarea, to whom

^
it is probably duc.*»

‘

The date of I-H-K goes back tefore C^geh, who
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used it It mifht be a tempting hypothesis Id clalni

him as its author, but this is not possible, since he often

varies from it
;

thchigfi if *this argume-n is to be v41id,

it would be* njfessary* to ei^mine the c^ronolpgy of

Origen's works* in ofcfer t6 see whether the*<i^i^cnce

continu?^ to the^end o£his life. The Egyptian Fathers

after Ofigen use I-K-K, ^nd this was ftie Greek text

us^ by Jerofpe in the preparation of the Vulgate. • •

If we try to carry biy Investigation back yrt further,

we find in such ev|dence as is available (th% Old Latin,

the Old Syrias, the early Fathers) man*,, variations

frofh I-H-K, often palpably inferior, yet ^wpported by
more •than one *witness. Wiiat Is the cause of this ?

Here we reach the most striking point m von ^oden*s

textual theory, IJe attributes all the vagaries which

disfigure the text and complicate its history to^thc

influence of Tatian*s Diatessaron, This he regards as

having been originally written in Greek, before Tatian

left the orthodox Church
;
and he finds, its influence at

work in the Old Latin, the Old Syriac, aifd sporadically

in the early Fathers
;
also in K. Among MSS. of the

Gospels, D has most of it, and.* there is much in h, but

hardly any in B. •

If we can eliminate the variations due to Tatian, we
can fix the text of the New Testament as it existed

about Aj). 140, and the probability is strong that it.

hacf aot been seriously modified before that date. ,
•

• Such is, in brief outline, von Soden*s theory. It is

obvious that it cannot be fully judged until fhe text

which he has based on it is published
;
but main

points of interest and inquiry suggest themselves TcidHy

10^ advance. Of the three^families of text which he

discriminates, K is Hort's " Syrian text, and H his

Neutral.*' Here von^Soden's pijncipal service is that

he ewamined the Syrian or o-text much more
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\ • V f

thoroughly than any other critic, and nas classified it

into families. A statement of the typical readings of

these families in tabular forip, ndt in solid blocks of

very sqjall type, would he a c6nsider?^ble service to

future Cb^Jators of new MSS. The third family, I,

includes most of the authorities which are ^generally

assigned to the " Western ” or S-text ; but voir Soden
appears *to claim that he can purge away the many
errors (principally due to Tatian^ with which they teem,

and disengage a form of text which is superior even to

and which goes far towards giving us back the

fundamental text I-H-K. This is a claim which &n
only be criticised when the text is published, and on
<his sucoess in this respect will depend the validity of

any claim that von Soden has made a material advance
on t|>e position of Westcott and Hort.

The identification of Tatian as the great element of

disturbance in the text of the New Testament (analo-

gous in some degree to the influence of the Hexapla
on the Oid) is a proposition which needs fuller proof

than von Soden has as yet provided. It is not without

attractiveness. To those who hold that the 8-text is

full of non-authentic divergences, it provides an alter-

native explanation to that of the carelessness, and lack

of opportunity of correction, of early scribes. Further,

Tatian’s work was undoubtedly influential, especially in

tne Syriac-speaking countries, while it was also kncnvn

in Italy ;
hence the appearance of its characteristics in

both Eastern and Western versions and Fathers can
be readily accounted for. But fuller proof of the ttypo-

thesir is needed • and von Soden’s present treatment of

it is too superficial to be ^convincing. In particulaif

the discussion of the Version^ is very slight in propor-

tion to their importance. ^
^

It is, however, satisfactory to find thati^ far as
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be juc^ged^tiefore the appearance of the text)^he
general rdult of von Soden's very* exhaustive*inqutiy

has been to confirm* the* main features of the textual

theory laid«dpwn by JVestcott and Hart. Differences

of judgment Aust ^lway$ Amain, aad the ^cptance
or rejection of individual readings of the i-fbxt or the

I text jnust always depend on the personal equation of

the critic ;• but it does not appear that von Sodeii^ ha^
nfade*any dfscoverylwhich threatens the pre-eminence

of the text which fo jnti its home in Eg},»^pt.

Here, then, thfe subject must be left fot^ the present,

—a subject stiil fuil of life, as it is pefinnially fuli*of

interest ; a subject to which scbol&is may still devote

their best endeavours, with the expettation of sub-

stantial fruit ; a subject which may still be illdminatecf

by fresh discoveries of materials, or by* the pwjmulgation

of fresh theories
;
but one of which the foundations

nowr stand fast on a firm basis of ascertained historical

fact, and on which the superstructure® of religion may
be built with full hope and confidence* Jhat «k rests bn
an authentic text.
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Argenteus (Gothic), 240 .

Augiensis (Fj), 108 , 360
Augiensis (/), 209

^ Bambfjgensis (Bj), 23^
Basiliensis (E), 100 , 326
Beneventanus (€F), 227
Beratinus («t), 120 , 326

e Bezae (D ), 88-97 , 338 ff.
, 358

• Bezae (rf), 200
Bibliothecae Angelicae (Lj)*-

,

198 . 326, 333
Bigotianus (B)«^27
Bobiensis {Jk}, 203

‘
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Coclex Bobiensis
I*)!),

ao7
Bodleilritts ( vj). ao8
Bodleianus *09 •
Boemerianus (Gg), 104 , 360

; lioernenar^s 20%
! Boreeli (F^«!102, 326 p
Borgianus (T), Hi,. 337 .
Brix:aiiu*(;Q, 301 . sFj
<iampianus ^M). ICS, 326
Caveifeis (C), 227

m ^•Claromoiiianus 97 -100 . ,

360
Claromouuiims (/f),

Oaromontanus^A), 2C2
,Coislinianu% aoa <Hg), 100, '

• 333
Co!>KTtinus i<r) 200—Ik. fjf), ao8

- — €c»rbeionsj«! I. 201
j

Corbciensis II. (/^). 201 <

Corporis Christi Cantabrigi- .

fnsiT (X/, 233 *
!

. Cyprius ( K: , 107,326 *

Dublinensis (D), aa? !

buMlinensir. (Z), 116
, 33^ 1

Dunolmensis 228
—— Eger; 'nensiis (K). aaS

Ephraerni (C), 67, 66'88., 33a- 333. 337. 358
Epiemacensis ('JP), aaS

ForOPjtUienhis (J). 23^

Friderico - Auguslanus (of

O.T.}. 61
Frisingensis ( r). 209 •

Ftildensis (F). 228

Gigas 206 ^
Gottvicensis (r^), 209
Gucipherbytanus A (p), 112 .

33* •

Guclpherbytanus H ^Q), 113 ,

33*
Guclpherbytanus (^ur), 209
Harleianns (Z), 234

a—— Harleianus II. (Z^), 236 ^
Hubcrtianus (H), 229
Ingolstadiensis (1), 230
Juueniani Valliccllianus (I),

*35 • •
Karolimis (K), 231 •

Kenanensis (Q), 332
• Laudianm (1^), &7, |00-102.

^S9
, , ,— tiaudianus (tf), 806

37s

Codex Lcinovir >nsis (L,),— iJichfeldensis ( L)t a 3

1

Lindisfaincnsis (V), 234
Iv:^n»b,4r<iictts (I^), aj5

-— M iccOloniamts (Y). ri6— M.Ytini Hiuronei^is i\T), 231
M^iobnetyiis 231
Monacensis ajj6

Moqacensis (X), 115
Monrfensis (f), 305
Mowiuensis 107— • .Vlosquensts (V), 110,^336
Mutiriensis (ily), 105, 326
Vanirnus (lj>, 114, 326
XilrienviAi^K). US. 3^3
Oxonfensi^i; (O). 231
Oxoniei!„>'^'n. (0.^1, a3<ii

P';c>ni*Si..-..n 111. (O^), 236
I'alalinu, /), 200
fatln^vsi... (048), »a.:

!'-Tusinus (P), 2A2 •
Petropt)lilonus fll). 119 326
Pofphyii.miv* 112. 336,

327
Pur p,.- reus Pel ropol ittim.s {N ),

49, 109. 326
Kegjus(l-),108. 33**3.37.358
k«Jgms (kj). 236#
Keh4igcranu'i (/), 204 •

di‘ Rrmi.s (Kfl? 236
Ros.s:incn.si- (2), 119, 326
Rush>^orih»,''nus (Ri, t‘32

Sang.dlcn.sis (An. 104, 117,

s.uig.illcnsi.s (8 1, J06
.‘saufT.jllfnsis 236
S.'ing»:nr4aneasi8 (Eg), ]||2.

360
Sangerm,a nensi.5 (r), 209
Sangmnanensis (<j), 229
SangeimanensiR I. at02

Sangerntanensis It. (.^), aoa

Sarctianus (,/), *03 •

Sinaiticus (k). ^7. 58, 80*72,

33*- 337
Sim>ppnsi.s tO]^ 111

SloSyhursicnsisft^S), 232
Thcodu1fi.anus (0),*23O

Tischendorfianus III. (A)»

117. 332
Tischendorfianus IV, (F), 118

-*—• Toletanus (T), 23a

Ulmensis (,Uj), 236
Usserianus I. (r*), 205
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CoSex Usserianus II. (r*j, aos Middle EgyptiSin versions. 181,

VafJicellianus (V), 233 192 ff., 335 C
^Vaticanus 1209 (B), 58, 67, Mill, J., edition of N.T. by, 73, 274

69. 70, 77*86, 327 ff. ; character Miller, K. , edition of Scrivener's

of text in O.T., Sntreduction, 4jj, 508 ; edition of

Vati^nus 2b66 122 ' Gospels, 244^fiote ; works on
Vaticanusb354 (S). 114 , 326 ^textual' criticism, 308 note;

Vercell^jisis (a), 200 exainination of his textual theory,

Veronensis {^),^ 200 315-323 *
'

Vindobonensis (*), 203 Miniscalchi-Erizzo, Count, 168

I -Willelmi fie Hales (W), 233 Minuscule MSS., notatiion of, 126;
-^Wolfii A (G), 103 numbers of, in K.T., 128; com*
Wolfii H (H), 105 plete copies of N.T., 132
Zacynthius (S), 118 , 332, Minuscule writing, 124 ff.

358 ( Mocsinger, Gu, 148
W, 1 15 Morgan, J. P., M*S. belonging to, 234

120, 332, 337 Muntz, E., and Fabre, P., 77 ^
fi, 121 f

Fragmenta Ambrosiana (5), a«6 Nestle, E., 17,' 45, 91; editten of

Bernensia {/), e8o6 Vulgate N.T., 223; di Greek
Mon^censia {7), 208 N.T., 312
Sangallensia («). 204 ** Neutrar\ |ype of text, 299. S^e

Ultratraiectina (G), 233 also >

Fragnicnturn Mcdiolanense (^®), Nitria, MSS., from, 113, 151, 161,
206“ 168
— V’indobonense (V), 206

Palimp.scstiis Floriaceusis {k), 206
Mamisoripts., numeration 6f, in N.T.,

Si?- fr, 126 approxinale number
of, 129 ;

con*aptiorf'Of, 7*15, 355
note

Marcion, edition of Luke and Pauline

Epistles, 248
Margoliouth, G., 169

Mark, .St.. Blass’ theory on the

text of the Gospel of, 353
Marshall. T., 182

Martianay, J.. 201, 208, 221 note

Marlin, AbW, on the Fcrrar group,

131
Maspero, G., 186 note, 193
Massmann, J. F.

, 241

Mati>haei, C. F., MSS. collated by,

102, 104, ^08; edition of N,T.,

282, 284
Matthew, St.t Blass’ theory on the

O.text of the Gospel of^' 353
Mazarin ‘Bible, 219, 267
Memphitic version, 181, 193. See

also Bohairic

Mesrop, .St., 171
Methodius, 257 ^ f

Meyncke, Dr,, 236
Mico, Abtxi. 78

Northumbrian family of Vulgate
AIS.S., 237

Numeration of MSS., systems of,

I

50-56

j

Old Latin version, 197-216, 359

j

Old Syriac version, I5i-‘i58, 359
I
Oniont, H. , 106, 112 •

Opisthograph books, 23
Origen, Hexapla edition of Septua- .

gint by, 65, 83, 191, 199 ; N.T.
text u;jed by. 251-254, 329,1330,

333 * 337. 340, 367
Oxford 5Greek Testament, with the

Revisers’ readings, 310, ^ix ; with
apparatus by Souter, 31a <

Pachomius, St.’, 178
I Palaeography, periods of, 19
; Palestinian Sygac version, i6g'IF.,

I 284
t
Palimpsest MSS. of N.T., 85, 112,

I 113, n6, 1 18, 122, 152, 193, 20^
I

, 207. 209, 241 ; meaning of term,*'

55
Palomares, C., 233 .

Pamph^us,' library of, at Caesarda,

65, 253, 258 ; referqpi^ to' MS.
i

of, 65. 8a, 106. 134, 136, 3^3
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Papyrus, bow i^ianutactured, aa ff.

;

method of writing on, 23 ff.; li

ary’ and non* literary* habds on,

23, a|
;
papyaus^odices, 39. 4*/ ;

Biblical fra^en^iiDQ piapyrtui, ao,

41-44 . • •

Patristic quotations, Miller’s analysis

of, 32**323 • *
Paul, Acts of, 98 ^

Pauline EpistIdS. divisions of text in,

$1, 1&6, 263 • «

Persian versions. 17$
* *

Peshitto Syriac version, 158 f . •t9«; ;

relation 10 a“*ype of teiit, 164, 304.

3*4 •
Pe^, Apocalypse of, 9«
}%i!oxenian Syriac viT.-'Dn, 164 ff.

,

190* •

Pococke.*R. , 167
Polycarp, Epistle of, 247

'

fYazapostofi. ra8

Primasius, commentary*00 Afioca-

lypse bv, a to, ail, 263
Priscillian, 212, 263
Punctuation in papyri, 24

*

l^plc vellum MSS. on, 109. iti,

tip, 120, ’oo. 201, 203, 234,

240

$7f
a

Rome, s'tggesied'Ms plane of ^irigiR

of B, 8#; suggested asfbciatioo of
d-text with, 341, 354

Rdnsch, H, aor>, 254
Rulotta, Al>b#78

• • •

Salia, Mai* niongsterl* of, loy,

19s M
Sabatier, P., cm Lann Bible, 200.

207. ao8. itft

Sahak, St,, 171 ^
Sahidic version, 180, 185 ff? 33*.

35V ; order of Pauline Kpislles

.in, 84
Salmon. (1.. 33, 329. 334
Sunday, \\‘.

,
9a. ^3, 207 ;

on Old
I^atir version : appendices

to Oxfprd (irt-cS, 'rt;.>tamcnt, 311
! S rdinia. borne of toi

;
possible

bom .' of l>, g2
Scbeilx.1, 1 E., 204
Scheil, V., 42
Schepss, G.r 263 .
Scbm-Jlke, A., fit, 138
Scholx. J. Vi, A,, 78, lOp, 109,

• 127; cauilogiu of MSS. by, 127,

I

284

I Schwartr.r, M. G., 182 •
1 SenvemT, I’., H. A., 89, 197s tt

I

fasiim ;
wuHis on Hxtual criticism.

QuentI !, H.j on history of Cod.

^
Bfisae, 89 *

I

r

Rabbula; Bishop, probable tnlitoi o(^
|

Peshitto, 'f'3

Rahl^ A., on d;ue of Cod. B,
j

81

Ramsay, W. M. ,
on d-texl cif Acts,

33‘ 3S7^otc
RmUeg, E., 204, 229
Rettig, H. C. M., 117

Revi^ Version of N.T., 306
Ridley, G., 167

Roldan, Dean Armitagc, on

Euthalius, 82, 85, 107 ; on uld

Syriac version, 159 note ; on

^Armenian version, 171

4iobinson, Forbes, on CoiJtic versions,^

178, 191 •

•RgRs, length of, in papyrus MSS.,

^4 ff- * •
^lonifln-Cljju^h, Greek character of,

in diat two centuries, 197

*93
Section - divisions in Gospels, 08,

80, 81 . in Acts, 81. 82, 226; in

Epistles, 81, 106

Stddel, IC, 103
Semler, J , cbissiftcatlon of MSS.

by, 280 ^
Sinai, Mt.

,
MSS, from, 6a. 15a, 168,

196
Sinaitic Syriac MS. , 1 5a ff,

Sixtus V’., edition of Vulgate 1^,

220 *

Skeai, VV. W., 23a. 234 •

Skins, used for writing-in Palestine,

*5
Smith, W. 11., on Cod^G^, 105

Soden, H. vdn, system oh numeration

of MSS., 52*55; on Diafessaron,

149. 151 ;
his textual theory, 363*

Solomon, Psalms of, 74
iSoplvicles, MSS. of, compared with

those of N.T.
, 319

Souter, A., edition of N.T., 57, 3x2

;
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on Latin text used by Jerome.

315 ; oU Latin text of 99
Spanish family of Vulgate MSS.,

23$
Speculum, pseudo-Aul^ustinian, 304
Spiro, 77 ‘ f
Stephanus, R. , 3g, zo8 : editions of

N.T, by, 349, 370
Stichqmetry, 98 note^

Streane, A. W., 334. 393
Streitberg, W., edition of Gothic

version, 34X
Stunica, L. de, editor of Com-

plutensian N.T. , 268
Syriac language/'i47
Syriac Versions, 1 47-1 71

“Syrian" type of text, 299, 303.
S^e also a-type r

«

Tatian, Diatessaron <?f, 148 ff., 367 f.

;

« N.T. te^^ of, 248
Tattam, Archdeacon, secures MSS.

from Nitria,«i5i

Teaching of* the Twelve Apostles,

347<

Tertullian, N.T. questions in.

1=

Turner, C* If., 203, 226, 350, 356,

314 V
18yconips. 2x3. 362

lilhlffe,' author of GSthic version, 240
Uncie^ writing, meaning of, 49

;

* history of, 49 flf.

Upp^rdm, A., 241
Uspensky, Bisl<op Porphyry, 43, 61,

63. 137 ,

®

Vallarsi, D., 33 x note

Variorum Bible, 31 x

Vellum, introduction of, 46
Vercellone,“C.

, 77, 79, 33 z note

Versions, use of, 146
Victor of Capua, edits Diatessaron,

X49 note, 228 „
Villa, F., 231 ,

Vulgate, the, 2x6-340, 332

Walker, ]/, assistant of Bentley, 33c.

277, 278 ; collations of Vulgate

MSS. by, 227 ff.

Walton, B., Polyglott Bible of, 73,

254
Text of »N.T., families of, 58-70,

S98 « €

Textual criticism of'-N.T. compared
with other books, 3 ff. ; methods
of, 7 ff. ; ancient textual criticism,

265
Textus Receptus, 59 ;

origin of the

term, 272 note

Thebaic version. See Sahidic

'Jliecla “the martyr," 75, 76
Theodore, of Mopsuestia, 259
Theodore of Tarsus, MSS. brought

to England by, 101. 225, 234
Tiicodulf, revised edition of Vulgate

by, 2x8, 229, 230, 238
Thompson, Sir £. Maunde, 19, 25,

4S» 47» Sfa. 73
Tischendorf, L. C. F., 60 and passim ;

texts and collations published by,

aSS-apot-
'•

Todd, j. H., 201
“Traditional" text, 'Burgon and

Miller’s theory of, 3x5 ff.

Tregelles, S. P., 78, loo-iig passim,
326, collations and edKiocs by.

291-293
Tuki, R., 185

274
Weihrich, F., 204
Weiss, B., examination of MSS. of

N.T. by, 308-3x0; on Cod. B,

328, 329 ; on Cod. D, 90, 94, 95,

350
Wells, E... edition of N.T. by, 276*
Wessely, C, 187, 193

[sr Westcott, Bishop B. F. , on Latin

MSS., 208, 209, 237; edition of

N.l\, with Hort, 294-307^
“ Western " type of text, 299 m See

aha 5-type

Wetstein, J. J., system ol-numeration
of MSS., 51; collations by.'^Sb,

97, 100, 103, X08, X09 ; edition

of N.T. by, 279
Weymouth, R. F., edition of N.T.

e
3*a .

*

"^eelockc. A., 175
White, H. J., loi ;

on Old Latin

Versions, 201, 203-207 ; on l^x-

tine Vulgate, 220 ; on Vulgdte
I MSS. , 224 ft ; edition of Vulgate
N.T., 223 —

Whitg, J.,167
Widmanstadt, A., if®
Wilkins, D., 182
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WoTde, C. G,, 73, 1^5, 384
Wolf, }. C, 105

Wordsworth, Bishop Old Ltliii

toxls edited by, 201, 202. #03. 200.

208 i^cJition if \iDiROtc, wit|| H.\|.

White., 223 ff.

»

Xiraenes, Cardinth promoter Com*
pltttensian Poly^lott, 219, 2*^

Young, Putrick. »;3» Mt
Younspmfi^!; G, M, Vttl|ttte

coimtrd py 2a8, 229. 23 »-

-*3?
•

Zacagni. kJt. 135 ^
Ziegler, L.. 208

/oega, a.,
18J,

193
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132 note. 136. 154 .. ix. 55 *56. 348
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ti. 13 • 71. 155 ,, xii. 21 . • 348
xii. 47 . 71 . 15s xix.. 31.35 • 348
xiv. 24 ISS ,, xxii. 17-20 93 * *56. 349
xvi.*2, 3 71. 155 „ xxii. 43, 44 7 *. 158. *7a.
xvii, 21 71. iSS* 323 *74 . 184. 349
xviii. 11

1

> ^ 71. 155. 323 ,, xxiii. 34 7 *. *58, 349
xix. 16 . 323 xxiii. 45 • 7 *
xix. 17 71. 15s xxiii. 48 t,' • . 156
XX. 22, 23 ISS xxiii. 53 349 . 358*
XX. 28 . 93 * 120. ISS* 352 xxiv. 1 .

• 349
xxi. 44 352 ,, xxiv. 6 . *58. 349

.
xxiii. 38 323 ,, xxiv. 12 93. *58
xxiv. 36 71. 155 M xxiv. 36 93. *58, 349
xxvii. 16 15s. 246 , , .XXIV. 40 93. 156. 323. 349
xxvii. 49 71 ,, xxiv'. 42, 47 . rs6

,, xxiv. 51 71. 9>. *54 . 349
i. I 71 xxiv. 53 * 5,T*
< 0 71
IX. 44, 46, 49 71. 155. 302 John i. 18

• 7 *

xii). XI 302 note .. ii. 3 . • 71
XV. 28 . *55 iii. 13 . 72 .y1 57
xvi. 9-J0 71. 108, 121, 136 iii. 20, 21 9
138.. 15s. 173. i«4 . 204. 323 iv. 9 *57 . 352

1

„ V. 3, 4 . *57 . xftS
U. 14 . 71. 156 „ vii. 69.. 72. iSJs*
IV. 18 . *56 0.1 vii. 53-viii. 11 72, 74. *32.
V, 5-11. 347 139. *57 . 174. * 85.««?49
V. 26 . «' « 34a vjii. v 9 . • rS7
V. 39 . 348 M XI. 39 .

^
. •' *57

vL I . 7* M xvii. 15 , 9

380
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w 344
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j
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THE END
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